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(1) In accordance with University Regulations, I am obliged the
specify the incorporation of my published works in this
thesis. Part of Smith (1980) appears in Chapter 3; a
version of Chapter 4 is published as Smith (1989a); Chapters
5 and 6 draw upon Smith (1988). In addition, a version of
Pppendix F is to appear as Smith (1989b). Part of the
Bibliography is extracted from Smith and Waksler (1989).
(2) 'Where 'he' is used in the text as the impersonal pronoun,
'she' is also expressly intended. Expediency has determined
this p ractice. iilthough Simniel and Goffrnan acknowledge the
deficiencies of the expression, they both use the male
impersonal pronoun in its universal form. It therefore
makes for economy of exposition to follow their questionable
practice.

PBSThPCT

The sociologies of Georg Sirrurel (1858-1918) arid Erving Goffman
(1922-1982) are compared and contrasted in order to present a
Sirnrnelian interpretation of Goffnian. It is proposed that this is
one appropriate way of lendinq coherence to Goffman's work and
dealing with some of its interpretive difficulties. The first
two chapters trace the development of the work of Sirr!mel and
Goffman and address the issue of its systernaticity.
Chapter
three considers certain substantive affinities and
correspondences. The formal method employed by Simrr'el and
Goffman is discussed in chapter four. Methodoloqical auestions
are also pursued in chapter five which reviews aspects of
Simirel's and Goffman's rhetoric. Chapter six compares their
views on the nature of the individual. A case study applying
their analytical apparatuses to aspects of game show htnrour is
appended. Throughout, the aim is to demonstrate the relevance of
one of socioloqy's major classical thinkers for an understanding
of a leading contemporary.

1
INTIDDUCION
0.1

Rationale
In The Makinq of Symbolic Interactionisrn Paul Pock

observes that 'Erving Goffiran may beccne the unacknowledged
reincarnation of Georq Sijnrnel' (1979: 27). This thesis attempts
to set out some arounds for a more explicit acknowledgement of
the atavism. Features of both Siinmel's and Goffrnan's work
conspire to obscure their relationship and thus produce the
possibility of 'unacknowledged reincarnation'. As Rock notes,
the interactionist tradition in which Goffman is standardly
located is one that is chronically forgetful of its past and thus
not always wholly articulate in justifyin q its current concerns.
A further reason why the relation of Goffman's work to Simmel is
not plainly apparent can be found in the famous entry Siitmel made
in his diary shortly before his death. There he likened his
intellectual influence to a cash legacy which would be so
transformed by its beneficiaries that it would no lonqer reveal
its origins (Levine, 197l:xviii). If Sirnmel can be assumed to
have been correct in his assessment of his future impact, then
the absence of a sinp1e corres pondence between their respective
sociological contributions is more easily understood. Goffnian
encashed his Simrrelian heritage in respect of a set of
intellectual problems that were quite distinct from those which
animated Simmel's original enterprise. Indeed, Everett Hughes
has observed, 'like Freud, Sinvoel has had many intellectual
children. Not all of them have that wisdom which makes them know
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their own father' (1955:9). To which must be added: the aim of
this thesis is not to pursue a paternity suit nor to query
Goffinan's wisdom, but to explore the points of contact between
their respective socioloqies in order to consider some
implications of viewing Goffman through Sinmelian spectacles.
It is hoped to show that, despite some substantial
differences between their sociological contributions, there are
nonetheless similarities that are neither superficial nor
fortuitous. There is some intrinsic value in examininq Goffrnan's
work alongside that of Simmel. On its own, hcever, such an aim
risks the charge of scholasticism. At least three further
justifications for the comparison can be suggested. First of
all, the demonstration of antecedents of Goffinan's sociolociy in
the work of Simmel should serve to temper some of the more
exaggerated claims about Goffman's 'brilliance', 'creativity' and
'originality', claims which tend to overestimate the uniaueness
of Goffnian's enterprise. Goffrnan's creation was indeed a highly
distinctive sociolo gy but it is salutory to note that it had
precursors in the classical tradition. Secondly, to the extent
to which affinities between the two sociolo q ies are evident it
can be expected that a similar order of problems are encountered
in the develonment of each project and that both will be
subjected to similar kinds of criticism. Thus attention to the
'Simmel in Goffman' can cast some light on the reception given to
Goffman's sociology in the disci pline at large. Thirdly,
Simmel's sociological work can be drawn on as an interpretive
device which sets an appropriate agenda for 'decoding' Goffmari.
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Many readers express some puzzlement when confronted with
Goffnian's writings. Goffrnan certainly offers one of the more
accessible and readable contributions to the modern discipline of
socioloqy, but t1

immediate and larger point of it all is not

always easy for readers to grasp.

The interpretation of

Goffman's work is not a sim ple task. There is a notorious
ambiguity inherent in interpreting Goffinan' s work which stems in
part from Goffman's own reticence about methodolo gical and
metatheoretical questions. It has been araued that attempts to
uncover a latent theoretical orientation in Goffman's sociology,
that is seeing it as fundamentally symbolic interactionist or
structuralist or existentialist, are seriously mistaken for they
wrongly assume that a 'single oblective meaning' (Pshworth 1985:
106) can be assigned to a text. If the 'realist miraqe' (ibid)
is to be avoided it must be recognised that there is no single
and exclusive interpretation of Goffman's sociology. The
argument of this thesis is that, in the absence of any
interpretive null point, readin g Goffrnan through Sirnrnelian
spectacles is one appropriate way of lending coherence to that
work. An awareness of the realist mirage also suggests that an
author's own cariments about his work, whilst of undoubted
interest, have no privileged standing . Goffran apparently
concurred with this view, which is fortunate given the paucity of
direct references to Sinimel in his writings.
Perhaps the nearest Goffman comes to acknowledging
intellectual indebtedness to Sirnrnel occurs in the 'Preface' to
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Presentation of Self when he discusses the 'mixed status' of his
illustrative material:
'The justification for this approach (as I take to be
the justification for Simrnel's also) is that the
illustrations together fit into a coherent framework
that ties together bits of experience the reader has
already had and provides the student with a guide worth
testing in case studies of institutional social life.'
(1959:xii)

nother clue is provided by the frontispiece to Goffinan's
doctoral dissertation (1953:iv) which consists of a long excerpt
from Sirnmel about the 'immeasurable number of less conspicuous
forms of relationship and kinds of interaction ... (which)
incessantly tie men together.' (1950:9-10). Elsewhere in
Goffman's writings there is scant reference to Simmel, although
the title of his last book, Font's of Talk,nods in that direction.
1's has been noted, Goffman cared little about acknowledging
intellectual debts or outlininq the character of his distinctive
approach to sociolo gy, so it is hardly surprising that the
connection with Simmel receives but cursory and obliaue reference
in his writings. Simmel did not show quite so cavalier an
attitude towards fundamental theoretical and methodological
problems perhaps because, as one of sociology's foundinq fathers,
he was compelled to justify the new specialism in the face of
doubting critics. The first cha p ter of his Socioloay discussed
these questions in the papers translated as 'The problem of
socioloay' (1909) and 'How is society possible?' (1910). These
issues are tackled by Goffinan, but with varying degrees of
seriousness in sketchy remarks scattered across his prefaces,
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introductions and footnotes, and in a way not comparable with the
rather more earnest attention Siirurel gave these difficult
problems. Only in Goffman's last works (l981a, 1983) do they
receive anything resembling sustained treatment. Simmel by
contrast was well aware that if his formal socioloqy did not
conform to existinq models of science, 'then clearly the
determination of its place within the system of the sciences, the
discussion of its methods and potential fertilities, is a new
task in itself, which recuires its solution not in a

preface, but

as the first part of the investigation.' (Simmel, in Wolff
1950:xxvi).

It is not difficult to see how Goffman came by Simmel's
socioloqy. Sirrunel's work, unlike that of his now more prominent
friend and contemporary Max Weber, was translated into English in
his .in lifetime. At the University of Chicago Albion Small saw
to it that Simirel's s'rk reached a wide English-speaking audience
throuah the publication of many of his sociological paoers in the
American Journal of Socioloa y between 1895-1910. In the post-war
period at Chicago Simmel's work was primarily disseminated by
Robert E Park and Ernest W Burgess. Park, probably the sinale
most influential member of the 'Chica go School' later confessed
that 'listening to the lectures of Georq Sirnirel, at Berlin, I
received my only formal (sic) instruction in Sociology' (Park,
l950:vi). The famous textbook by Park and Bur gess, Introduction
to the Science of Sociology (1969; oriq .l921) gave considerable
attention to formal sociology by including rio fewer than ten
extracts from Sirnrnel - more than from any other single author.
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1though this book reflected the catholic tastes of Park and
&rgess, its framework was of a broadly formal character, and as
Martindale has observed, 'when all is said and done, their hearts
belonged to Siinmel, for the central ideas of their sociological
system were composed of processes, formally conceived.'
(1961:254; see also Matthews 1977:31, 41-50). The ethnographic
tradition begun at Chicago by Park arid Burgess was carried
forward by Everett C Hughes (Becker et al, 1968), whose work on
the sociolocy of occupations powerfully influenced that eminent
cohort of graduate students who trained at Chicago in the decade
immediately following the end of the Second World War (Mullins,
1973). It is noteworthy that the translation of Simmel was one
of Hughes' scholarly interests, and that he was instrumental in
advancing the understanding of Simmel's sociology (Sirruiel, 1949;
Hughes, 1965; Goffman, 197l:126n3; Levine, l971:vii). The larger
ouestion of Siminel's influence on Pnerican sociology is not at
issue here (Levine et al, 1976), but what does need to be
emphasised is that Simmel's socioloqy constituted a significant
element of the intellectual milieu at the University of Chicago
during Goffman's apprenticeship there between 1945 and 1954.
It will be argued that much can be learned about Goffman's
sociology by likening it to Sirninel's, but the limits of this
comparison must be borne firmly in mind. The most obvious
difference lies in the range of their work. Sirnrrel's sociology
is grounded in his neoKantian philosophical outlook and it
comprised only one portion of his intellectual production as a
whole, which ranged over ethics, metaphysics, arts, religion,
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logic and social psycholcxiy. He wrote on a great diversity of
subjects: on artists such as Rembrandt, Goethe, Michelanqelo,
Podin, Stefan George; on places of interest such as Florence,
Rome, Venice, the Pdps; on socioloaical topics such as money,
adventure, cuetry and shame; on philosophers, including Kant,
Schopenhauer, and Nietzsche; and on iPatters which defy easy
cateqorisation, such as landscapes, the handle and the ruins
His was a truly eclectic mind. Moreover, Sirnmel was primarily a
philosopher for whom sociology was a major interest for only a
portion of his life, whilst Goffman was a lifelong sociologist.
Inevitably Goffrnan's narrow concentration on face-to-face
interaction and its iiruiiediately adlacent fields appears
incredibly bunkered in comparison to the rance of Simrnel's work
- a ranqe which rightly or wrongly earned him a re putation for
intellectual dilettantism. Not that Goffman canes out of the
comparison unfavourably. To judge from Goffman's footnotes and
asides he was an immensely well-read sociologist. His work shows
an extraordinary breadth of knowledge brought to bear upon a
ecific range of problems pertaining to
quite narrow field and a s p
the dynamics of encounters. It would be fairer to say that the
difference between Simrnel t s and Goffrnan's intellectual production
represents the quite different ways in which their intellectual
energies have been harnessed.
The formal method pioneered b y Sirnmel will be examined in
some detail later in the thesis, but its essence can be simply
stated. Amidst the historical and cultural variability of the
contents of social life, formal sociology abstracts the
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structuring principles which provide the order within the flux.
nalytically ) the forms can be isolated from the actual, real
contents of social life. Simn'el hoped to create a grammar of the
forms of sociation. Thus formal sociology 'proceeds like
grammar, which isolates the pure forms of language from their
contents through which these forms, nevertheless, come to life'
(Simmel, 1950:22). Formal sociology is priiarily concerned with
the identification and classification of different forms of
sociation and anal ysis of their properties and subtypes. For
Simmel, 'formal' or 'pure' sociology rests upon the abstraction
of 'the mere element of sociation'; examples of forms of
sociation so derived include coir petition, superiority and
subordination, division of labour, conflict and representation,
which may all, as he points out, be found in a religious
community, a band of conspirators, an economic association, an
art school and a family. The converse case also holds: identical
contents may be found in a variety of different forms of
sociation. Sexual contents are ex pressed in a great variety of
family forms (monogamy, polygamy, polyandry, and so on). The
compelling feature of formal sociology is that it brings together
situations and relationships which while found in different parts
of the social world and perhaps even known to participants under
other terms, nevertheless share identical formal properties
(Garfinkel, 1956:190). By subsuming some part of social activity
under a formal concept its underlying 'function' or 'outcome'
becomes clear.
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Considered as a formal sociolo gist Goffman may he seen
as enqaqed in elucidating and analysinq a great variety of
hitherto unnoticed 'forms of sociatio&: the basic kinds of face
work; deference and demeanour; embarrassment; the forms of
alienation fran interaction; performances, teams, discrepant
roles, role distance and so on. To ap preciate the extent of the
formal impulse in Sirru1iel's and Goffman's sociology and the
methodological implications that arise, a more detailed
examination of the formal approach is recuired. That task is
undertaken in chapter 4.

In the English-speaking world Sinimel has long been
acknowledged as the founder of formal sociolog y and it is this
aspect of his sociology which will receive most attention.
However, over the fast fifteen years there has been a renaissance
of interest in Simmel and his sociology has been the subject of
reassessment in the USA and Britain. The publication of a number
of works Previously only available in German has helped
English-speaking readers to place Simmel's sociology in the
broader context of his thinking on philosophy, culture and social
issues. Critical interest in Simmel has also grown. The work of
David Frisby (eq 1981; 1984a; 1985) is of particular iniportance.
Drawing on recent German scholarship as well as a detailed
reconstruction of Simrtel's reception by his contemporaries,
Frisby has challenged the older formalist interpretation of
Simmel and has argued that his major significance is as a
sociologist of modernity, of the 'modes of ex periencing that
which is "new" in "modern" society' (1985:1).

Frisby (1981,
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1985) proposes that the aestheticisation of social reality which
is a pervasive feature of Smrne1's analyses represents a unique
'sociolog ical impressionism'. As will be evident from the
following pages, this thesis owes much to Frisby's careful and
insightful discussions of Simmel's socioloqy. However, somewhat
in contrast to Frisby, I see no necessary incompatibility between
the older and now standard formalist interpretation and Frisby's
new emphasis on the dimensions of modernity and impressionism.
Moreover, it was the older interpretation of Sirnmel that Goffinan
caine to know. Frisby's work brings to light some neglected
aspects of Simmel's sociology and enables it to be placed in the
context of his thinking as a whole; in so doing it has
considerably aided the present project.

0.2

Organisation
The thesis comprises six chapters and seven appendices,

one of which (Appendix F) is a short case study applying some of
the ideas of SimTnel and Goffman. The first two chapters of the
thesis trace the development of the work of Sirmel and Goffman
respectively with an eye to locating the bases of the unity and
systematicity of their sociolociies. These chapters are primarily
exegetical and are desi gned to be informative about the
sociologies of Simgel arid Goffman: particular attention is paid
to the less well-known aspects of their work. As such they lay a
foundation for the suhseciuent, more ar qurnentative chapters.
Moreover, in view of the aim of this thesis to present a
Sirtmelian readinq of Goffrnan, it is necessary to establish a
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broad view of the nature of their res pective sociological
enterprises. To some extent the writings of all significant
thinkers have to be reconstructed by their readers. The need to
reconstruct the sociologies of Simmel and Goffman is made all the
more urgent by the relatively minimal programmatic guidance they
provide as well as by the widely acknowled qed interpretive
difficulties arisina out of the fraqmentar y and essayistic
character of their writings. The first two chapters thus attempt
an account of their work as a whole. The first chapter on Siirimel
adopts an historical approach. Since Simmel was constantly
developing and refining his ideas in his publications ) this
approach appears best-suited to the task. The chapter on Goffman
employs a different approach. Whilst there are continuities
between his various books and papers, each has a more discrete
and self-contained character than Sijnrnel's writings. Also, the
basic assumptions of Goffman's approach remain relatively stable
over the thirty years of his intellectual productivity. These
considerations, along with the fact that his work is relatively
familiar to modern sociolo g ical readers, sugaested that a more
systematic exposition, designed to describe the leading
dimensions of his sociology, might be more helpful.
The first two chapters are thus primarily exegetical.
They are long and contain many quotations and I would like to
apoloaise to the reader who finds them tedious reading. However
they are necessary for the proper execution of the thesis. It is
no part of the present prolect to fix Goffman on to a Procrustean
bed of Sirnmelian assumptions about sociolo gy and social life.
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Rather, Sirtirriel's work is drawn upon as an agenda or frame for
making intelligible and lending coherence to Goffinan's work.
Fairly extensive exegetical work is thus necessary if distorted
and one-sided interpretations are to be avoided. The first two
chapters also attempt to lay bare the bases of the unity or
systernaticity of the two sociologies. A ccimon complaint
addressed to both Sirnmel and Goffinan is that their work is
fraamentary and lacks adeauate conce ptual intearation. Thus Kurt
Wolff suggests that 'Simrriel often appears as though in the midst
of writing he were overwhelmed by an idea, by an avalanche of
ideas, and as if he incorporated them without interrupting
himself, diQestina and assimilating only to the extent granted
him by the onrush' (1950:xix). In a closely similar vein Anthony
Giddens observes, 'Goffrnan is thouqht to be someone overtaken by
the tumble of his n ideas, which scatter in all directions and
resist any kind of overall consolidation' (1988252,. A
subsidiary theme of the first two chapters is thus an inauiry
into the senses in which we can speak of 'Sin!rnel's sociolcxy' or
'Goffman's sociology' as corn prisina a meaningful whole.
The remaining four chapters present some bases for a
Simmelian reading of Goffrnan. In chapter 3 a comparison of
selected p
ortions of their work is undertaken in order to
establish the nature and extent of the substantive affinities
between Slininel and Goffman. The aim of chapter 3 is to examine
the extent to which C-offrnan's analyses develop themes already
present in Sirnrnel. The analytical and methodological dimensions
of formal sociology are addressed in chapter 4 and it is argued
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that useful guidance about the broad aiis of Goffirian's
methodoloqy is provided by Simmel. However, there are also
important respects in which Goffman advances the formal method
beyond Simie1. This chapter examines the status of formal
socioloqy in the conventional terms set by sociological theory
and the philosophy oft social sciences. A somewhat contrasting
approach to these same analytical and methodological issues is
taken in chapter 5 which examines the rhetorical aspects of their
analyses, that is, the strategies of communication and persuasion
their writings employ. Chapter 6 compares Shrirnel's and Goffmari's
thinking on a central concern to both, the individual. Appendix
F demonstrates how selected themes of Smel's analysis of
flirtation can be empirically addressed by the eniployrnent of
Goffman's frame analytical a pparatus and points to some of the
limits of the latter's conceptual frameworks.
This thesis is thus an exercise which airr's to
demonstrate the relevance of one of sociology's rnaior classical
thinkers for an understanding of a leading contemporary. The
notion of 'influence' is a difficult one, but a basic contention
of this thesis is that Sirnrnel's project is one substantial source
of influence on Goffman's. In pointing to affinities between
their works there is undoubtedly a risk of spurious attributions
and a slide towards the 'realist mirage'. This thesis is not an
empirical sociology of knowled ge but a theoretical comparison
which is based on a relatively lon g-range intellectual qenealogy
and as such focusses firmly on convergences and divergences, not
attributions. It argues that through this comparison aspects of
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the nature and scope of the sociologies of Sbime1 and Goffman can
be clarified.
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CHAPTER 1

THE DEVEWPME! OF SIMMEL T S SOCIOLOGY

1.1

Introduction
The manner of exposition of this chapter and the next -

essentially a summary of the leadin g ideas of Sirmiel's and
Goffrnan's sociology - may seem pedestrian and even scrnewhat
clumsy. The justification for proceeding in this way is twofold.
First of all, if there is a systematic basis to each of these
sociologies, then it can best be uncovered by attempting to
develop an immanent understandina of the work of Siitmel and
Goffman, and this necessarily reauires detailed and specific
attention to the works themselves arid their contexts in order for
their aims to be appreciated in their own terms. Secondly, it
must be acknowledged that an endeavour such as this which
attempts a particular reading of Goffman runs the risk of
distorting the writings by filterin q ideas out of their original
contexts in order to secure the preferred reading. Thus, the
first two chapters are designed to serve as a check upon the
understandable tendency, given the aim of this thesis, to force a
Simmelian interpretation of Goffman.
Any genuine understanding of the socioloqies of Simnmel and
Goffman reauires that they are seen, first and foremost, in their
own terms; which is to say that proper attention must be given to
the contexts, objectives, issues and other relevances which these
authors identified as pertinent to each enter p rise. In the case
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of Sirnmel, the present writer's lack of facility in the German
language places a constraint on this aim, for not all of Simmel's
sociologically important work has been translated into English,
and thus on occasion recourse to secondary sources is sought.
However, there is certainly a sufficient proportion of Sijnmel's
sociological work translated into English to make the project of
this thesis achievable. The attem pt to understand Siinmel and
Goffman in their own terms is also the justification for the
liberal and sometimes extensive use of quotations from their
work. It has been said that extensive cuotation in scholarly
work is rather like the lam p-post a drunk leans against: more a
source of support than illumination. But if an immanent
understanding of the sociologies of Simmnel and Goffman is to be
pursued, then auotation is essential so as not to distort their
ideas. Besides, both writers are eminently quotable, masters of
intellectual flashiness to put the matter crudely. 7s such it is
hoped that the manner of exposition does not prove unduly onerous
to readers.
This chapter presents a picture of the development of
Simmel's sociological work. It commences with a review of his
early intellectual career before considering selected aspects of
his sociology, in particular hiqhlightinq the steps towards the
construction of the mature formal sociolog y . Sirrmel's
fraamentary, essayistic style has led many commentators to treat
items of his work in isolation as self-contained entities;
indeed, this is one strenqth of the style. The following account
is designed to contextualise the individual items and to relate
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them to the overarching theme of social differentiation, an
abiding interest of Sirrmel. Consecuently, a good deal of space
is devoted to The Philosophy of Money in which this theme
achieves fullest prominence. In this way it is hoped to show
that Simmel's work comprises a systematic whole and is very
definitely something more than an unconnected bundle of
illuminating essays and books.
1.2

Simmel's Early Intellectual Develorient

Friedrich Eduard Georq SimTnel was born on 1 March 1858 in
Berlin, the seventh and youngest child of a chocolate merchant.
Sinimel's parents, althouqh of Jewish origin, 'ere baptised as
Protestants, a faith Sinunel also professed, albeit weakly. He
was educated at the Gymnasium Friedrich Werder in Berlin and from the summer semester of 1876 - at that city's university.
His initial studies were in history under Droysen, Mommsen, von
Sybel, von Treitschke, Grimm and Jordan. His interests then
shifted towards the ethnopsychology of Lazarus and Bastian before
settlinq on philosophy, in which he named Zeller and Harms as
influential teachers (the principal source of this biographical
information is Landmann's 'Baustein&, 1958). Siitnnel originally
subnitted a doctoral dissertation which dealt with psvcholoaical
and ethnoloqical as pects of the origins of music (translated as
Siivmel 1968: 98-140) in December 1880, but the Philosophy Faculty
could not agree to acceflt it. They found it at variance with the
conventions of scholarly work: poorly written, inadequately
referenced, full of misspellings etc. Instead, they recommended
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that Siinmel present an earlier essay on Kant's various theses on
the nature of matter; the essay had won the royal prize in a
competition held by the Facult y in 1880. On 25 February 1881
Simmel was awarded the Dr.Phil. degree for a dissertation
entitled The nature of matter according to Kant's physical
monadoloy (the rejected dissertation on the beginnings of nusic
was later published - in a largely uncorrected form - in
Lazarus's journal, the Zeitschrift fur Volkenspsycholoq ie und
Sprachwissenschaft in 1882). Simmel continued his studies at
Berlin University and by November 1883 had met the dissertation
requirement of the Habilitation with a study of Kant's concept of
pure representation and his theory of synthetic judgernents
(Landmann 1958:20). However, there was a gap of some 15 months

between the acceptance of the Habilitation dissertation and
Simrrel's eventual graduation. This was apparently created by
Sirrritel 's unsatisfactory performance at the public or trial
lecture which constituted another element of the Habilitation.
According to the Siminel family tradition, Simmel responded to the
auestioning of one senior academic in a way that was construed as
of thand and sarcastic, and he was sent home for six months 'so
that he should ponder how one behaves toward worthy older
scholars' (ibid:21). Following his Hahilitation in January 1885
Siitmel was appointed Privatdozenpn untenured appointment in
which the holder was dependent on student fees for an income.
From the very beginning Siinrnel was a popular lecturer, so much so
that by the 1890s he was teachina in the University's largest
lecture halls.
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Little is known of Sinunel's early career at the
University of Berlin. In the years up to 1890 Sirrirrel published
articles on Dante, pessimism, the freeing of the Prussian
peasantry, Goethe, social ethics, Michelan gelo, money, smen and
Rembrandt. He lectured on Kant, ethics, pessirriism, Darwin1
theories of science, and problems of social science (see Gassen,
1958:324-325;345). Evolutionary thought, especially as
exernplifed by Darwin ariô 'ethert Spencer, was an important
influence on Simrnel at this time (Honigsheim, 1959:170-172).
Spencer's achievement was to generalise the theory of evolution
so that it became applicable to all phenomena, including social
phenomena. For Spencer evolution is:
'... an integration of matter and concomitant

dissipation of motion; durin g which the matter passes
from a relatively indefinite, incoherent homogeneity to
a relatively definite, coherent heterogeneit y; and
during which the retained motion under goes a parallel
transformation' (1937:358-359; italics removed)

These ideas, as we shall see, are strongly evident in On Social
Differentiation but are also present in a residual and attenuated
way in The Philosophy of Money and Sociology.
1.3

On Social Differentiation
Simirel's first major work in sociolo gy , On Social

Differentiation: Sociological and Psychological Investiqations
(1890), represents an important statement of his early and
developing sociological ideas. Des pite the ambiguity of its
title, the lineaments of the mature formal sociology are in
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evidence. It is worth notina that Simmel did not teach a course
entitled 'Sociology' until 1894 (but then taught a course with
that title every year until 1908 when Sociology was published),
although in 1887 he had begun lecturing on 'Ethics with Special
Reference to Sociological Problems' (Gassen, 1958:345-349). On
Social Differentiation is of relevance to this discussion not
only in its own right but also for SiiTme1's examination of the
basic premises he makes about the nature of social life and of
the kind of knowledge socioloqy can obtain about it, as well as
for its anticipations of later topics and themes.
The first of the six chapters of On Social
Differentiation is entitled 'On the episternoloqy of social
science'. In it Siiimel presents three important arguments.
First of all, Siinrnel asks the question: what makes sociology a
distinctive science? how is it to be demarcated from neiqhbourir
disciplines such as history and psychology? To answer, sociology
is the science of social facts, is insufficient, since several
social sciences address that domain. Rather, the solution is
sought in the clarification of sociology's distinctive
standpoint. Sin'rmel maintains that:
'... in the last instance, there is no science whose
content emerges out of mere oblective facts, but rather
always entails their interpretation and ordering
according to categories and norms that exist a priori
for the relevant science.' (cited in Frisby 1981:37-38)

Sociology's distinctive standpoint is to address the interaction
of the parts that make up society, ie individuals and oroups, and
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this emphasis on interaction is but a particular application of
the 'regulative world principle' enunciated by Simrnel:
'everything interacts in sane way with everything else, that
between every point in the world and every other force
permanently moving relationships exist' (cited in Frisby
1981:41).
This leads to Simmel's second araument which concerns
the nature of society. Sirnmel sought a middle position between
those (such as Dilthey) who saw society as nothing more than
'constellations of individuals who are the actual realities'
since in this conception the very notion of society 'evaporates'
and those (such as Comte and S pencer) who hypostatised society in
a way that made it separate f ran, and perhaps op posed to, the
individual (ibid:40). Rather, society is 'only the name for the
sum of these interactions ... (between the) empirical atoms,
(the) conceptions, individuals and groups that function as
unities' (Siinrnel, cited in ibid:41).

Simmel's third ar gument concerns the possibility of
obtaining strict laws in psychology and sociology. In both
disciplines the complexity of the subject matter rules out any
hope of attaining strict causal laws in the natural scientific
sense. In respect of both individuals and societies, there are
too many processes and forces in operation for cause and effect
relationships to be clearly identified. Moreover, the totality
itself (ie the given individual or society) is constantly
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changina with the consuence that any tentatively formulated
causal relationship would very likely soon be invalidated.
In the second chapter of the book Siuuel examines
collective responsibility in societies with varyina degrees of
social differentiation. Like Durkheim in The Division of Labour
in Society Simrnel suggests that the low levels of differentiation
in primitive societies makes it difficult to distinguish between
the deeds of the individual and the deeds of the collectivity and
thus the consequences of an individual criminal act become a
problem for the entire collectivity. The social differentiation
characteristic of more complex societies loosens this close
association of the individual and the collectivity, thus
encouraainq the growth of individuality. Moreover, in more
complex societies a clear distinction between individual and
collective responsibility emeroes. The collectivity removes some
of the moral burden from the individual, as in the case of state
compensation for accident victims.
The contribution of group size to the develo pment of
individuality is the theme of the third chapter (a later version
of which appeared in Sociolo qy and has been translated into
English; see Levine, ed, 1971: 251-293). To be gin with, Simmel
proposes that individuality qreatly increases with the size of
the group of which the individual is a member since more 'space'
or 'room' is available for the developent of individuality.
Siinmel explores some of the ways in which distinctive life styles
are engendered by large groups which permit greater social
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differentiation. Many of Sirrmel's observations approach 'if
then' propositional form, but Simmel is auite adamant that these
are not causal socioloqical laws but rather propositions which
have the status of 'a phenomenological formula that seeks to
conceptualize the regular outcome of regularly coexistina
seq uences of events' (1971:257). This aualification, Frisby
reminds us, runs aaainst any simple conception of 'a naturalistic
"geometry" of social life' (1984a:82). Simmel also states his
opposition to the deterministic notion about the human individual
that often run alongside naturalistic conceptions of sociology,
emphasising that 'a person is never merely a collective being,
just as he is never merely an individual being ' (1971:261). The
ositivist conceptions of
elementary unidirectionalities found in p
sociology cannot provida a measured understanding of social life;
thus, for example, Simmel is at pains in this chapter to stress
that whilst group

enlargement enhances

individuality,

individuality on the part of the group's constituents is also
necessary for further aroup enlargement.
The fourth chapter examines internal dynamics of the
social group and makes much of the distinction between the
individual and the mass. A mass, such as a crowd, exhibits
little differentiation and tends to be guided by emotive appeals,
since it must draw on what is common to all (a kind of lowest
common denominator principle).

Individuals exhibit greater

differentiation and are guided by their capacity for reason. In
the crowd, therefore, the individual may sense an intensification
of feeling. Moreover, social groups often have a sense of sure
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purposefulness that is lacking in the individual who is 'pushed
hither and thither by contradictory impressions, impulses and
thouqhts' and whose mind 'offers at each moment a multitude of
possibilities for action' (Simmel, cited in Frisby 1984a:84).
This purposefulness arises out of the group's capacity to fuse
individual dispositions, to work a kind of 'condensation of
individuals' (Sijiuriel, in ihid:85).

In a chapter translated as 'The intersection of social
spheres' (Simmel 1976) Simmel explores the consequences of the
mcxJern individual's membership of a multiplicity of diverse
social groups. In modern societies the individual may belong to
a wide ranqe of social spheres or circles: not only the family
which, as in earlier societies, remains a primary source of
attachment, hit also various work and leisure associations as
well as more diffuse social circles such as nationality or 'the
republic of letters'. The relationship of the individual to
these latter circles is based on 'an ob-lective similarity of
character, inclination and activity, etc' (ibid:96). The group
memberships serve as a system of co-ordinates which precisely
define the particular individual, as such constitutino the very
basis of his individuality. There is, Simmel suqqests, 'vast
scope for individual differentiation arisin g from the fact that
the same person may simultaneously occupy quite different
relative positions within various spheres' (ibid:99). Siri'mel
explores the conseauences for the individual of membership of
social circles, noting how more closely-knit circles develop a
p articular sense of 'honour' arid examining the effects of
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cross-cutting allegiances.

Much is made of the powerful

psychological identification generated by some occupational
circles such as the medieval guild. Simmel also presents some
intriguing comments about the situation of women and the modern
feminist movement. He argues that modern feminism could only
arise as a consequence of an extensive division of labour which
differentiates the situations of women and thus highlights the
situation of women in general. The psychological presupposition
on which this is based is stated thus: 'people only ever become
conscious of ... general concepts as a result of different
individual manifestations' (ibid:104).
Simmel's basic contention in the final chapter,

--

'Differentiation and the principle of saving energy', is that
uard evolutionary develoiient is governed by an im pulse to save
energy:
'Any being is superior to the extent that it achieves
the same end with less energy. All culture aspires not
only to harness more and more natural energy to our
ends, but also to achieve all such ends in ways that
save more and more energy' (1976: 111)

The evolutionary advantage conferred by differentiation is that
energy is saved. Thus a division of labour that differentiates
mental and physical activity permits the enhancement of mental
activities in a society, since some are allowed the leisure to
think, discuss and write free from worries about the material
production of subsistence needs. However, Simrnel is also very
well aware of 'the dangers of excessive individualization and
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division of labor' which, from the point of view of
energy-saving, concern the atrophy of unused capacities:
'one-sided exertion reaches the very organ it was intended to
strengthen, because it affects the constitution of the entire
organism, which is weakened by the neglect of other organs
necessitated by such exertion' (ibid:121). Siitmel reviews
differentiation's energy-saving possibilities in several social
spheres, including the economy , the church arid the military. He
then arrives at 'a fundamental contradiction':
1 The fact is that differentiation of the social group is
evidently directly opposed to that of the individual.
The former reauires that the individual must be as
specialized as possible, that some single task must
absorb all his ener qies and that all his impulses,
abilities and interests must be made com patible with
this one task... The differentiation of the individual,
by contrast, entails precisely the rejection of
specialization. It breaks down the interwoven
capacities of will and thought and develops each of
them into an independent auality' (ibid:130).

Small wonder, Sin'el concludes, that the freauency of 'so-called
problematic characters' increases in modern society, since the
individual's multiple group memberships will eventually heiqhten
his awareness of 'unsatisfiable needs within himself' (ibid:l32,
131).
Simmel's 1890 book was lust one of a number of studies
published in the final decade of the nineteenth century which
dealt with the division of labour and social differentiation;
testimony indeed to the imoact made by Darwin's evolutionary
theory on very many domains of intellectual life. Durkheim neatly
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summarised the distinctive feature of On Social Differentiation
in statinq that for Simrnel, 'it is not a question of the division
of labour specifically , but the process of individuation in
general' (1933: 46n.1l). The hook is primarily concerned with
how social differentiation promotes the develop
ment of human
individuation. The book also marks an important stage in the
theoretical development of Simn,el' s sociology which Frisby sums
up as follows:
'A precondition for social interaction is individual
differentiation. In Simmel's early formulation of
socioloqv's task as the study of social interaction,
individual and social differentiation must be
presupposed' (1984a:52)

Moreover, whilst the formal premises of his sociology had yet to
be developed, the book also contains early formulations of topics
and themes that were to occu py Simmel's attention at much greater
lenath in the subseauent two decades; including money, the
tragedy of culture, fashion and the role of women. It was these
two decades which were to be Sirrimel's major period of
productivity in sociology.
1.4

The Emergence of Formal Sociology
Durina the early 1890s Sinimel succeeded in

crystallising the basic oremises of his mature conception of
sociology. At this time Spencer qives way to Nietzsche as a
major intellectual influence on Sinmel (Scaff, 1988), although
traces of Spencerian evolutionism can be found throughout his
sociological work and the issues posed by evolutionary theory
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were still to occupy Simmel in his malor treatise on the
character of modern society, The Philosophy of Money (1900). In
addition, Simiiel gave his first course at Berlin University,
entitled 'Sociology' in the spring semester of 1894, a course he
was to teach under that or a similar title each year up until
1908, the year Sociology was published (see Gassen, 1958).
During this decade Simirel also began to produce
sociolocical1y-oriented papers on money, the family, fashion and
the like, and also early versions of chapters two, three and
eight of Sociology. These will not be discussed here. Instead
the important programmatic paper 'The problem of sociology' and
the intriguinqly-entitled 'Sociological aesthetics' will be
examined, for they provide important clues to the nature and
scope of the mature formal sociology.
By 1890 Simmel had formulated a clear conception of
society as consisting of the reciprocal influences of its
constituent parts. However, it is the paper of 1894, 'The
problem of sociology' (published in Schmoller's Jahrbuch and
translated into English with a 'Supplementary note' the following
year) which first presents his mature thoughts on the nature and
scope of the discipline of sociology. The qreat accomplishment
of historical science and the moral sciences
(Geisteswissenschaften) in the nineteenth century was to conceive
of history and human action in terms of social factors instead of
individual careers: 'the science of human beings has become the
science of human society' (1895:412) Simmel declares.

But

acknowledgement of the role of the social is insufficient to

-a
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ground sociolo gy as an independent science. As matters stand,
Sirnmel argues, sociology is far too general and all-encompassing
a sphere of investigation, is 'nothing nrre than a group-name for
the totality of moral sciences' and is fast becoming a repository
for 'those npty generalities and atractions which brought
about the ruin of philosophy ' (ibid:4l3). If sociology is to
become 'a true science', then its sub-ject matter Trust be clearly
mapped out; to allow sociology to persist as a discipline
coterrninous with social science in general will not assist its
development.

Siznmel comments upon the parallel case of psychology.
Sometimes it has been claimed that psychology is the master
science, since everythin g that occurs is an event in mind.
However, psychology as a science has advanced onl y by identifying
as its subiect-matter the 's pecifically psychical' as pects of
consciousness. Similarly, Simrrel recommends that sociology
'should treat of the specifically social, the process and forms
of socialization [ie 'sociation' - GSI, as such, in contrast to
the interests and contents which find expression in
socialization' (ibid:4l4). The central distinction between form
and content is introduced in the following terms:
'The particular causes and aims, without which
socialization never takes place, comprise, to a certain
extent, the body, the material of the social process.
That the result of these causes, and the pursuance of
these aims call forth, aironq the persons concerned, a
reciprocal relationshi p , or a socialization, this is
the form, in which the content of social organization
clothes itself' (1895:414)
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Siitinel continues:

'The entire existence of a special science of society
rests upon the isolation of this form by means of
scientific abstraction' (ibid).

Sociation can arise for diverse ends and in varied settinos - in
a reliaious conqreaation, a band of cons pirators, an art school,
a family - and yet display 'formal similarities' in its
characteristics and development, such as authority and
subordination, competition, imitation, opposition and division by
labour. It is the possibility of finding these formal
similarities in sociation by a process of scientific abstraction
that qives socioloqy its distinctive sub ject matter. The special
object of investigation for socioloqy is somewhat paradoxically
stated as 'that which in societ y is "Society" (ibid:417).
It is this that provides the quidino orientation for
sociology as a special science and demarcates it from other
social sciences. All investi qation involves an abstraction.
History , for exam
ple, is not interested in 'everythina that
Frederick II or Maria Theresa did from morning till niaht', but
only these events which anar relevant under 'the conce pt of the
politically important' (ihid:4l). Similarly, socioloay's
analytical focus is not social phenomena as such but rather 'all
those inter-subjective relations which brino it to pass that
individuals become societies' (ibid:421).

Sociology is the

science which investigates the forms of these 'inter-subjective
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relations'. Consequently, 'it is the only science which really
seeks to know only society , sensu strictissimo' (ibid:422).
What are the principles accordin g to which sociolocical
investiaations, thus conceived, are to be prosecuted? First of
all, if forms are to be abstracted or inductively-derived from
historical facts, then certain psycholocical premises irust be
taken as foundational. In order to understand processes of
sociation, the investicator trust possess a grasp of psychological
phenomena such as seeking and givin g help, love and hate,
avarice, pleasure in social intercourse, self-preservation and so
on, since these comprise social motives, 'psychical states and
actions which proceed only from social contact' (1895:418) and
are thus essential for an y adecuate analysis of sociation.
The investiaation itself may take either 'the
longitudinal direction of a particular evolution' ie a historical
at proach, or it may endeavour to provide 'a cross-sectional view

of such evolutions' (ibid) ie an analytical approach. The
historical apDroach exanines phenomena with an eye to thernatising
the development of forms of sociation such as authorit y and
subordination or the modifications in form brouaht about
cuantitative changes. The analytical approach (which

1i

Siinmel's

subsecuent work was much to favour), 'paralyzes the material
differences of the individuals and la y s bare by induction that

which is common to them all, the social forms as such' (ibid).
In 'The problem of sociology' Simrnel adds the pivotal
form-content distinction to his previously (1890) formulated
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associational conception of society in order to present a new
point of view that sharply demarcates sociology 's interest fran
other social sciences. A sub-ject-matter is opened up to
emp irical investiqation by means of the adoption of a distinct
sociolo
gical viewpoint. It is important to note that Sirnmel sees
the abstraction of the forms as an inductive procedure. His
programme is decidedly not deductive in character: Simmel is not
proposing the deductive analysis of social life from some set of
master principles bit is rather recommending an inductive
analysis of the emp irical phenomena of sociatiori quided by the
form-content distinction. In this way sociology can proceed as
an em
p irical discipline whose interests are clearly marked off
from neighbouri social sciences.
An important clue to the guiding principles which will
inform Sinimel's inductive abstractions of feature of the forms of
sociatiori is given in 'Sociological aesthetics' (1896; English
translation, 1968). In this essay Sip'rnel's lifelong interest in
artistic topics is conjoined to his maturina sociological
perspective. He begins by setting out the constituent features
of 'the essence of aesthetic contemplation and interpretation':

'What is uniaue emphasizes what is typical, what is
accidental appears as normal, and the su perficial and
fleetina stands for what is essential and basic. It
seems impossible for any phenomenon to avoid being
reduced to what is inportant and of eternal value.
Even the lowest, intrinsically ugly phenomenon can be
dissolved into contexts of color and form, of feeling
and experience, which provide it with exciting
siqnificance. To involve ourselves deeply and lovinaly
with even the st comrron product, which would be banal
and repulsive in its isolated a ppearance, enables us to
conceive of it, too, as a ray and imaqe of the final
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unity of all thinas from which beauty and meaning flow
Every point [of the woridi contains within itself
the potential of being redeemed to absolute aesthetic
importance. To the adecxuately trained e ye the totality
of beauty, the colete meanina of the world as a
whole, radiates from every sinqle point.' (1968:69)

Ps we shall see, these remarks could with ecual facility apply to
his stance towards sociolocical top ics, and indeed this is
precisely the arournent developed by the Lukacs/Frisby
interpretation of Simmel as a 'sociolocical im pressionist' (see
also Davis, 1973).

Simnel proposes that a lower level of the aesthetic
drive is evident in the system—building which oroanises objects
into symrretric pictures. Both desp
otism and socialism endeavour
to orqanise society alona rational, symmetrical lines and Sininel
is in no doubt that part of the appeal of socialist societ y is an
aesthetic one: no wasteful conflict or com
petition but rather a
haruonv between the interests of the society and the individual.
The alternative to s ymmetry and locical closure is to allow the
elements of life to develop immanently, accordino to their own
conditions.
Finally Sitnnel proposes that 'the intrinsic
sianificance of artistic styles can be interpreted as a result of
different distances which they produce between us and phenomena'
(1968:77). Contact with art forms alters how we look at reality.
Art forms make some part of reality intelli g ible to us, but they
do so because they abstract from the immediacy of the naturally
experienced world. ?1odern art forms, and certain features of
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modern culture such as the dissolution of traditional family
ties, the arowth of mass society and in particular the enormous
consequences of the 'steadily deeper penetration of a money
economy' (1968:79) into social life, yield a tendency to put
areater and greater distance between human beinas and the oblects
they create. Here again there are • anticipations of later
arguments which Simirel was to articulate concerning th tracedy
of culture and the wideranqinq ramifications of the money
economy.
Sociological work for Sinimel involves one t ype of
abstraction fran material reality and artistic work a somewhat
differing type but both endeavour to abstract the universal from
the particular. As we shall see, in The Philosophy of Money in
particular Siinnel uses the essentially artistic method of
scrutinisina 'fortuitous fraqments' of reality in order to ciain
access to the social, a totalit y which of course can never be
arasped in its wholeness, which always eludes definitive
description. Mention should also

be

made to Sirrimel's The

Problems of the Philosophy of History, the first edition of which
aeared in 1892. Simniel decisively reiects any type of
historical realism which asserts that historical science can
mirror events as they really hat pened. History is rather what
the historian considers culturally relevant. In the oroduction
of historical knowledge the 'formative power' (l977:IX) of the
investiqator's mind, the categories of historical relevance
utilised, are the critical determinant.

In view of the

complexity of historical realit
y on the one hand and the
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selectivity of historical knowledae on the other, any attempt to
formulate laws of history is iriisquided and doomed to failure.
This conclusion certainly places Sirrirnel at some
distance removed from revolutionary Marxism. Nevertheless,
accordina to Frisby Sinimel 'stood very close to socialist
circles' (1984a:73) in the early 1890s and identified himself
with the socialist movement of his day. This is perhaps one
source of what miqht be termed Simmel's possibilism, his interest
in alternatives to current social arranoements and forms of
sociation.
15

The Philosophy of Money

1.5.1

Sininel's Aims
Like On Social Differentiation, Sirriniel's second major

book in sociolooy, published in 1900, remains concerned with the
overall characterisation of modern societ y and its contrasts with
pre-rnodern types. In this res pect Sirnmel is at one with the work
of other major fiqures in the classical tradition of socioloqy,
but he departs company from them in locatina the major axis of
change in the advent of a rnonetarised economy rather than
variants of the pre-industrial/industrial ca p italism distinction.
For Siinrrel it is the replacement of seiqneurial dues and other
forms of barter by money as the medin of economic exchanqe which
has far-reaching social consequences for the broad character of
modern society.
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Anthony Giddens (1968:138) refers to The Philosophy of
Money as 'one of the neglected classics of

socioloay '.

One

source and expression of this neglect is that a full English
translation did not appear until 1978. Another reason for its
neglect lies in its manifestl y unsocioloqical title: 'money' is a
topic of primar y interest to economists whilst 'philosoqhv'
suaqests an approach and concerns at variance with the usual
concerns of socioloay. Yet there is nuch within the book that is
of uncruestionable relevance to

socioloay.

The Philosophy of Money was lona in the makin q . Some
of its central themes were sketched in a paper entitled 'The
psycholoqy of money' which Sinimel presented to Schn'oller's
seminar in May 1889. Sirruie1 worked on the book throuah the 1890s
when, as we have seen, his mature socioloaical views
crystallised. But in addition to its sociolo gical and
psychological analyses it also contains lineaments of Simrrel's
philosophy of culture and, the project that was to occupy his
last years, a metaphysics of life. In this sense it is a
transitional work which articulates certain of Simmel's
then-current sociological concerns but also foreshadows sor r of
his final intellectual preoccupations.

What does ' philosophy ' in the title tell us about the
approach and issues dealt with by the book? For Simmel
philosophy is a very general and basic node of reflection upon
human existence. It is aeneral in that philoso phy's rob1em is
'nothina less than the totality of bein g ' (1978:56) and it is
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basic in that 'the philosophical rrode of coqnition is the
primitive mode, is a mere estimate of the phenomena' (ibid:53).
Thus conceived, philosophy can address those questions which lie
outside the empirical sciences. The empirical science concerned
with money is of course economics, but Simmel is adaxant that
'not a sinqie line of these investigations is meant to be a
statement about economics' (ibid:54). What, then, are the issues
addressed by The Philosophy of Money?

The 'analytical part' examines those 'preconditions
that, situated in mental states, in social relations and in the
logical structure of reality and values, give money its n'eaninq
and its practical position' (ibid). These preconditions lie
outside history, are universal in character but nevertheless are
realised in history. Thus the analytical part of The Philosophy
of Money promises to address those historically-transcendent
conditions which determine the sianificance of the existence of
money.
The 'synthetic part' of the book starts from the
historical phenomenon of money and asks, what are 'its effects
upon the inner world - upon the vitalit y of individuals, upon the
linkincz of their fates, upon culture in aeneral?' (ibid). As
these effects have not yet been studied em p irically - althouah
Simuel ackniledqes that they could be - the provisional
procedure of philosophy can be used to provide an initial
orientation. And presumably it is because sociolocy and
psycholoqy could explore this area empirically that the synthetic
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part of the book is of most interest to readers frc those
disciplines.

Siirmel surnmarises the organisation of the book as
follows:
'The one Part seeks to make the essence of money
intelligible from the conditions and conventions of
life in general; conversely the other Part seeks to
make the essence and organization of the latter
intelligible fran the effectiveness of money' (ibid)

In one sense, the first part of the book deals with issues which
lie outside the remit of the sociolo gy and psychology whilst the
second part investiaates issues which do reside with the remit of
these sciences, bot which they have yet to examine
systematicall y . Philosophy is the discipline which can make
inroads into both areas: no other discipline can accommodate the
abstract and aeneral top ics of the first area, whilst it is also
a discipline which can provide initial orientation towards the
second. That, at least, is Sinirnel's estimation of the position
and his -justification for pursuina a philosophy of rroney.
1 1oreover, the abstractions aenerated b y this approach, Simrnel
argues, are not pursued solely for their own sake; rather the
abstractions should inform (and be informed by) our understanding
of particular instances. In a passage strongly reminiscent of
his 1896 remarks on the essence of aesthetic contemplation and
interpretation (cf.l.4 above) Sirr'rnel writes:
'The unity of these investigations does not lie,
therefore, in an assertion about a particular content
of knowlede and its gradually accumulating proofs tut
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rather in the possibility - which must be demonstrated
- of finding in each of life's details the totality of
its meaninq' (1978:55)

Thus Siminel well-com prehends the scope of empirical science and
is clear about its difference from his own aesthetically-quided
philosophy. His enterprise is not the scientific documentation
of em
p irical regularities but rather a philosophy that can
'relate the details and superficialities of life to its most
profound and essential movements' (1978:55). Thus articulated is
the prramme justifying the scope of Sirrirnel's philosophy of
money (see also Simmel l959c).

Philosophy is the label that Simmel employs to explore
the range of issues about money which he considers important.
The net is cast wide enouah to embrace topics amenable to
investigation by the emp irical sciences. But the controlling
notion which holds the whole book together is the idea that
certain very fundamental as pects of money as it conditions, and
is conditioned by human existence, are to be addressed. This is
perhaps most cogently exp ressed in the methodological intention
which situates the work in relation to Marx:
'The attempt is made to construct a new storey beneath
historical materialism such that the ex planatory value
of the incorporation of economic life into the causes
of intellectual culture is preserved, while these
economic forms themselves are recoonized as the result
of more profound valuations and currents of
psychological or even metaphysical pre-conditions
Every interpretation of an ideal structure by means of
an economic structure must lead to the demand that the
latter in turn be understood from more ideal depths,
while for those depths themaelves the ceneral economic
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base has to be sought, and so on indefinitely.'
(1978:56)

This methodological intention underlines one as pect of Simmel's
relativism. No sinale analytical standpoint can hope to exhaust
the complex totality of reality.
The Philosophy of Money is a detailed, ingenious,
subtle and richly allusive work that consequently defies easy
summary. What follows is therefore a hi qhly selective sketch of
Si.mmel's treatment of money which concentrates on its leading
socioloqical themes.
1.5.2

Value and Money

Simmel begins by presentina a theory of value which
errphasises the individual's demand for goods alona with a view
the economy in which exchange and not production are central.
ny obiect, person or event that can be desired has value, and
the sub jective oriainvalue itself derives fran the 'distance,
obstacles and difficulties' (ibid:66) that lie in the path of the
realisation of the individual's desire. Tm obiect's value,
however, becanes ob-iectified when it is exchanaed for another
object, for in the exchan ge relation an objective measurement of
subjective valuations is presupposed (ibid:8l). Simiiel
recoanises that the exchanoe notion can be aeneralised to
interpret most relationships between people, but the exchanae
that occurs in interaction between persons differs fran economic
exchange in that there is no necessary element of 'sacrifice',
only the expenditure of 'personal ener gy '. Simmel araues that
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'when we share our intellectual resources in a discussion, they
are not thereby reduced; when we display the image of our
personality, and take in those of other peop le, our possession of
ourselves is not at all reduced by this exchanae' (ibid:82); but
in economic exchange value is created because goods or labour are
sacrificed. Furthermore, Sixnmel emphasises that exchan ge is not
a quality additional to any relationship but a feature of the
relationship be1en the parties involvin
g possesion and
sacrifice, gamma something for which somethina else has been
lost. Simmel issues a warning about reifying 'exchange'. With
characteristic playfulness, Simmel moves strai qht from the
economic to the erotic sphere, arauinq that although a kiss is
'exchanged' between persons 1 no-one seriously considers the kiss
as 'something beyond the movement and experiences of two pairs of
lips' (ibid:83). So it is, too, in res pect of economic exchange:
there is no additional element tacked on to the transaction; it
is rather simply a distinctive feature of the transaction.

Whilst holding that interaction is a broader and more
comprehensive concept than exchanae, Simrnel is nonetheless
pressed by the omnipresence of exchanae orocesses, writina that
im
'exchange is a sociological phenomena sui aeneris, an original
form and function of social life' (ibid:lUO). Exchanqe is one
very basic form of sociation and reflection on its features leads
Sirrmel to the followino statement about the general nature of
society:
'... society is a structure that transcends the
individual, but that is not abstract. Historical life
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thus escapes the alternative of taking place either in
individuals or in abstract generalities. Society is
the universal which, at the same time, is concretely
alive. From this arises the uniaue significance that
exchange, as the economic-historical realization of the
relativity of things, has for society; exchange raises
the specific object and its significance for the
individual above its singularity, not into the sphere
of abstraction, but into that of lively interaction
which is the substance of economic value' (1978:101)

The concept of exchange is central to Simmel's understanding of
the economy and consonant with his conception of society as more
than a collection of individuals but not a supra-individual
entity divorced from interaction. The economy and society are
thus conceived by Simmel in a manner consistent with his earlier
(1890) enunciated 're gulative world principle'. Within this
broad framework Simmel argues that exchancze transforms the value
of a aood into an economic value. The importance of money is
that it is 'the pure form of exchanceability' which 'embodies
that pure element or function of thinqs, by virtue of which they
are economic' (1978:130).
1.5.3

The Value of Money as a Substance

Simmel amplifies his views about the nature of
interaction, society and the sociological point of view in the
course of the second chap ter which deals with a range of issues
concerninci the historical deve1oment of rrone y from a substance
possessing real value (eq gold coin) to a mere symbol of value
(eq a bank note). Describing money as 'entirely a sociological
phenomenon, a form of human interaction' (ibid:172) Simmel is
drawn to elaborate certain of the basic tenets about social life
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assumed by his approach. 'The interaction between individuals is
the startinq point of all social formations' (ibid:174) he
declares but in the cause of further development 'hiaher
supra-inc3ividual formations' are created. Law, custom and
morality are examples of the supra-individual formations which
'in our mind now stand be yond the will and action of the
individual as " pure forms"' (ibid). Money is also a
supra-individual pure form: 'the function of exchanae, as a
direct interaction between individuals, becomes crystallized in
the form of money as an inde pendent structure' (1978:175).
Moreover, the exchange of possessions is one of the purest forms
of sociation, and Siil adds that it would be rr'isleadinq to
think that
'"society" already existed and then brouaht about acts
of exchanqe, but on the contrary , that exchange is one
of the functions that creates an inner bond between men
- a society, in place of a mere collection of
individuals. Societ
y is not an absolute entity which
must first exist so that all the individual relations
of its members - super- and subordination, cohesion,
imitation, division of labour, exchan qe, comrron attack
and defence, reliaious community, party formations and
many others - can develop within its framework or be
represented by it: it is only the synthesis or qeneral
ecific interactions'
term for the totality of these s p
(ibid)
ny sinole interaction can disappear and the society will remain
intact, but 'if all interaction ceases there is lonoer any
society' (ibid). It is society thus conceived that is the proper
obiect of the 'socioloaical world view' which endeavours to
reconcile 'the material reality of sinqular instances with the
depth and scope of a formal universality ... to derive the
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sinqular fran the qeneral without sacrificing its material
reality; for society is universal but not abstract' (ibic3:202).
Once ITore, we are furnished with evidence of Sirnrnel's endeavour
to establish as sociology 's proper focus of inQuiry an
objectified, hut not reified aspect of social reality: the forms
of sociation.
1.5.4

Money in the Sequence of Purposes
The third chapter of The Philosophy of Money concerns

money's utility, its uses. SjjrlTnel distinguishes between
instinctual behaviour where 'an aimless inner unrest drives us to
furious activity' and purposive human action where an activity is
undertaken 'in order to attain some precise kind of well-being'
(1978:204). Eati and sex to sirrply satisfy hunger and lust are
instinctual behaviours but when they are directed towards
attaining a certain kind of pleasure they are pur posive actions.
Whilst instinctual behaviour can be explained in causal terms,
purposive action necessaril y requires some reference to the means
adop ted to obtain the end. Thus causal explanation involves only
two elements, a cause and an effect, whilst purposive action
involves three: a purpose, the means used to realise the purpose
and the realised action. The centrality of means in purposive
human action leads Simiiel to a consideration of the conce pt of
the tool. Some obiects are merely operated upon by humans, as in
earth sown with corn; however, a human can 'operate with' a tool
and thus 'the tool is an intensified instrument, for its form and
existence are predetermined by the end' (ihid:209) souoht by the
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tool-user. Various social institutions can be regarded as tools
which facilitate the realisation of their members' ends, bet what
particularly interests Simmel is the sense in which money is the
purest example of the tool: 'it is an institution through which
the individual concentrates his activity and possessions in order
to attain coals that he could not attain directly' (ibid:210).
Money is a pure tool, is pure instrumentality which is 'totally
indifferent' to the obiects and services for which it is
exchanged. Money has no purpose of its own and thus is fully
subservient to human purposes. Its uses are unlimited: 'money
has the very positive quality that is desianated by the necative
concept of lack of character' (ibid:216).
Simrtel goes on to propose a link between an interest in
acauirina money arid the socially marginal. This category of
persons are excluded from certain activities and coals within the
society and in a sense 'compensate' by accumulating mone y , an
activity from which they cannot be excluded since 'all possible
paths constantly lead to it' (ibid:222). Sirrimel points not only
to the obvious example of the Jews in Europe bet also to the
Huqenots arid Ouakers, the Parsee in India and the Armenians in
Turkey.
Money's orimar yuse in the secuence of human
purposes so.Sa means. However, as the money economy develops
money can become an end in itself, indeed money may be 'the most
extreme example of a means becoming an end' (ibid:232). Siiel
examines the phenomena of avarice arid creed, 'those pathological
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deformation of the interest in money which increasingl y tend to
draw in the other cases of the same t ype' (ibid:24l), although he
is at pains to emphasise the relativity of these conce pts to
specific and current economic conditions (ibid:238). Similarly,
there is a paired discussion of extraqavance and ascetic poverty.
'Money', Siir1Tel observes, 'as lone as it reall y exists merely as
money in our hands, is the most indifferent and innocent thirKi in
the world'. But accordirx to the characteristic reasoning of the
advocate of poverty as a moral way of life, money is 'the real
symbol of the devil, 'who seduces us under the ask of inocev
and simplicity, so that the only safecuard a gainst both the devil
and money is to keep then at a distance' (ibid:3).
The final pair of processes Simil examines are the
cynicism and blase attitude 'that are almost endemic to the
heights of a money culture' (ibid:255). For Simmel cynicism which has none of the positive aualities associated with the
cynicism of anticniity - holds that all values can be reduced to
their most base motives. Differences in value are illusory.
Money of course facilitates the reduction of a diversity of
values to a sinale scale of monetary cost. The 'nurseries of
cynicism' Simmel suggests, are financial institutions with hiah
turnovers and rap id chances of ownership:
'The more money becomes the sole centre of interest, the
more one discovers that honour and conviction, talent
and virtue, beauty and salvation of the soul, are
exchanged aaainst money and so the more a mocking and
frivolous attitude will develo p in relation to these
higher values that are for sale for the same kind of
value as qroceries, and that also command a "market
price" (1978:256)
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The blas attitude involves an indifference directed not, as fri
cynicism, towards how objects, accoiTvlishments, services etc are
to be evaluated, bt rather directed towards the specific
aualities of those objects, accomplishments and services. Under
the blas attitude everything appears 'colourless arid without
interest'.

The 'particular distinctive charms' of things is
devalued when they can be bought for money. Whilst the cynic
derives pleasure from the discovery that 'everything and
everybod y is purchasable' and would not wish to alter his
attitude, the blas person does seek escape from his colourless
and unattractive outlook towards the world. The escape manifests
itself in 'the cravina today for excitement, for extreme
irrpressions, for the greatest s peed in its change' (ibic3:257).
The mrodern search for mere stimulation in 'im pressions, relations
and information' means that 'natural excitement increasingly
disappears'; moreover, it ceases to be in'portant to find out why
we are stimulated by these iirpressions, relations and
information. The cynical and blas attitudes are indicative of
certain ways in which a money culture produces 'an enslavement of
life in its means' (ibid).
The last part of the third chanter examines the
aualitative chan
ges brouoht about by quantitative chan ges in the
amount of money possessed. The outstandin g auality of money is
its ouantitv: 'with reference to money, we do not ask what and
how, but how much .. its cuality consists exclusively in its
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auantity' (ibid:259). Quantitative differences in money
possessed can produce qualitative chan ges in life-style and
outlook depending on whether one is wealthy or poor. Siiiimel
speaks of a 'threshold of economic awareness' (ibid:263) to
describe the level of involvement in activities at which we
become aware of the economic costs of the activity, and shows the
enormous variability and relativity of this threshold within ar3
between societies. Money has direct importance for the threshold
of economic awareness, as two of Sirrimel's exam ples demonstrate:
'... foolish Parents attem
pt to hold their children back
from wilful destruction by asserting that the things
they wish to destroy cost money! Instead of exolainina
to their children the value of the object itself, they
immediately react economically only to the idea of
money spent ... Presents are often valued onl y if the
giver has spent money on them; to make a present out of
one's own possessions seeme to be shabby, illeqitirnate
and inadeauate ... the awareness of a sacrifice on the
part of the giver develops in the receiver only if the
sacrifice is made in terms of money' (1978:268-269)

Increasinaly in modern society money becomes the absolute
standard against which the value of all thinas are judged.
Things are valued because they cost much or cost little. Thus,
Simirel concludes 'one of the malor tendencies of life - the
reduction of auality to cuantity - achieves its hiohest and
uniauely p
erfect representation in money' (ihid:2A0).
1.5.5

Individual Freedom
It will be recalled that the second, synthetic Part of

The Philosophy of Money promised to deal with money's 'effects
upon the inner world - upon the vitality of individuals, upon the
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linking of their fates, upon culture in general' (ibid:54). The
second part of the book therefore examines expressly socioloaical
and psychological top ics, althouah the reader may be forgiven for
thinkinq that Sinimel had already trodden part of this territory
in the latter sections of the first, analytic part (eq. the
discussions of ascetic poverty, extrava gance, cynicism and the
blas attitude).
What is the relationship between money and the freedom
of the individual? The first of the three chapters of the
synthetic part address this question. Simrnel argues that since
freedom always exists in conjunction with obliqations, a
historical review of occupational oblications will prove
instructive. Sirtmel compares the obligations of the slave (which
refer to the slave's entire person) with those of the feudal
peasant (which extend to the products of the peasant's labour)
and the modern worker (which are restricted to the s phere of the
worker's products). Money serves to niininiise personal
obligations and enhances individual freedom by permitting those
obligations to work throuah the im
personal cash nexus. monq a
number of historical illustrations of this process, Simnel
corrpares the position of the feudal peasant with the modern
taxpayer. Each year the feudal peasant was reouired to supply
his lord with so much corn, honey, poultry etc. Thus the peasant
was reauired to s pend some time and labour ever y year in
producing the goods needed to meet this obli gation. The modern
taxpayer is not tied in this wa y ; provided he engages in a
legitimate callin
g and pay s the state his taxes, due in the
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impersonal and universal medium of mone y , his obligations to
the state are satisfied. In turn, the freedom of the modern
taxpayer is enhanced because he is allowed to en gage in a far
wider range of productive activities than the feudal peasant who
is, for at least part of the year, obli ged to engage in
production of a very specific kind simrly in order to meet
seianeurial dues.
A money economy also liberates people in the sense that
it abolishes the zero-sum cianies that operate in barter. In the
latter case, 'whatever is aiven to one person iRist be taken away
from another' (ibid:289). There is a finite sum of coods in the
economy and any aood can only be possessed by exchance for
another. A's gain is B's loss and vice-versa. But money chances
all this by providing an objective, impersonal measure of value.
When goods can be bouqht with money, there is no direct
relationship between what A cams and B loses because money
mediates the exchange instead of the direct comparison (and
frecuent lack of complete parity) between A's and B's coods.
Thus the money economy increases individual freedom b y releasing
exchange from the 'primary form of social values in which one
person has to be deprived of what the other receives' (ibid:294).
The theory SL-nrnel presenLs of freedom and social
development is not univocal. His basic conception of freedom is
'independence from the will of others' (ibid:300); however, the
money-driven process of social development increases the numbers
of persons on whom the individual is dependent. These persons
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are usually only known to the individual as functionaries, rather
than total personalities, as servants, shopkeepers, policesren,
whose relationship to the individual runs along the sinale axis
of the activity they perform. This is less a description of the
current state of affairs in trodern societ y as it is an account of
a general tendency . This tendency would reach its culmination in
'an extreme state socialism' in which every socially important
action would beccxre an ob-iective function. Siirmel paints the
followina p icture of human action in such a future society:
'Just as today the official takes up a "position" that
is ob-j ectively pre-formed and that only absorbs quite
specific individual aspects or eneraies of his
personality , so a full-fledged state socialism would
erect, above the world of personalities, a world of
oblective forms of social action which would restrict
and limit the impulses of individual personalities to
very precisely and ob-iectively determined exoressions
the forms of human activity would stand far above
the full psycholoaical reality of men, like the realm
of Platonic ideas above the real world' (ibid:296-297)

What prevents the realisation of this tendency in the modern
cap italist economy is the play of differentiated private
interests. The fully monetarised economy on the one hand frees
people from the ties of feudal society ; on the other it
contributes to a restriction on huin freedom by making society's
members increasingly interdeoendent. Money creates relationships
between people out of these interdependencies, but increasinoly
these relationshi ps do not involve peo ple as personalities but
merely as functionaries.
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For Simmel, Property 'is nothina but sum total of
rights over the oblect... is the socially guaranteed potentiality
for the exclusive enloyment of an obiect' (ibid:306,309) and he
sugeests that money is the most fluid type of property since it
can be put to such a qreat multiplicity of uses. Whilst
ownership of country estates and factories impose very definite
demands on the activities of individual owners, money imposes
few, if any , constraints on its possessor. Money is

the t ype of

property which is most responsive to its owner's will, and
therein lies one important facet of money's contribution to a
positive conception of freedom, the 'freedom to', which Sinmel
describes as 'freedom as the articulation of the self in the
medium of things' (1978:321). To own a p iano qives the owner the
freedom to play it, but that freedom is circumscribed by the
owner's skill as a player. Money is the type of property most
compliant to our desires because it aives us the opportunity to
realise those desires in whatever direction we choose.

Simmel's examination of the paradoxical conseauences of
money for individual freedom continues with a consideration of
the situation of the modern worker. Labour has become a
commodity which is purchased from the individual throuoh a
contract. Production is pursued for its own sake and the
worker's subordination is not personal but obiective, a
subiection not to an individual owner but to the demands of the
task as stated in the contract (ibid:335). The individual's
sublectivity is liberated from the work-task: the link between
the personal and the economic, characteristic of guild
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orqanisations, is severed. But if this consequence of a money
economy is isolating and atomisinq for the worker, it nust be
noted that there are other conseauences which en gender qreater
interdependence between diverse grou ps in the economy. In feudal
tilTes the individual was dependent u pon his group for basic needs
whereas in modern society everyone has money which is the
'condensed latent form' in which the individual can la y 'claim to
the achievement of others' (ihid:342). Also, various kinds of
voluntary associations emer ge with the money economy , that is to
say associations which have ver y specific goals to pursue and
which absorb only that part of the individual interested in the
realisation of these goals (ibid:345).
Money 's conseauences for individual freedom are thus
disintearatincT and isolating on the one side, and unifyin g on the
other. That said, it would be wrong to im ply that Sinimel was
equivocal or indifferent to money's conse quences, as the
following critical note indicates:
'The more the unifyina bond of social life takes on the
character of an association for specific purposes, the
more soulless it becomes. The com
plete heartlessness
of money is reflected in our social culture, which is
itself determined by money ... the monetary system
leads the individual retros pectively to concentrate
upon hirrself and to leave as oblects of personal and
emotional devotion on the one hand only the closest
individual relations, such as family and friends, and
on the other the most remote spheres, such as the
mother country or mankind' (1978:346)

Socialism, Sirnniel acknowledqes, seeks to abolish this state of
affairs and draws on a 'dual motivation' via (1) an attem
p t to
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re-order the work ings of society which would result in a
'rationalization of life towards control of life's chance and
uniaue elements by the law-like re gularities and calculations of
reason'; (2) an appeal to the 'hollow communistic instincts that
still lie in the remote corners of the soul' (ibid). As the
tone of these comments indicates Simmel is not happy with either
motivation and it appears that by 1900 Siirnnel had decisively
departed from his earlier interest in socialism (on which see
Frisby 1981:141-145; 1984a:73-76). Instead, he reiterates 'one
of the most comprehensive and fundamental sociological norir&
namely that the enlargement of the grou p goes hand in hand with
the individualization and independence of its individual
members', and a money economy i of great irr portarice for group
enlargement and thus social develo pment generally (1978:346-347).
Sociological 'norms' provide a more adeauate, if more pessimistic
basis for understanding processes of social develo pment than the
'law-like regularities' of socialism.
1.5.6

The Money Ecuivalent of Personal Values
Sirnmel addresses the issue of the introduction of

monetary considerations into those. spheres of life where
highly-esteemed attributes of human bein gs are evident. Money,
in short, can provide a auantitative assessment of the value of
human beings. Sin'mel begins by discussing the practice of weraild
or blood money (a money payment to atone a murder) in Anglo-Saxon
England and describes the scale of payments which measure the
value of the deceased accordin
g to his or her social standing.
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The Christian Church played an irrortant role in abolishing this
and related practices by ins istina on the absolute worth of the
individual soul as the vehicle of Goc3s grace. The value of the
individual is thus auite 'incanmensurable with all worldly
measures' (1978:362) such as monetary value. Christianity led
the way in insisting that there are certain qualities of the
individual that ouaht to lie wholly outside the realm of money
payments.
Sirrmel Proceeds to examine certain features of the
situation of women. Marriage payments tend to point in opposite
directions: marriage by purchase indicates that women are
economically valuable, objects to be prized both materially and
psycholocically, whilst the practice of dowry indicates a
recottipense for the material support the husband must provide his
wife. These practices, let it be noted, are related to wider
social structural arrancerrents. There follows a fascinati.nq
account of prostitution which is sensitive to its varied socIal
valuations historically and cross-culturally, whilst also being
attuned to the degradation inherent its manifestation in modern
society:
'... if we experience in the nature of roney itself
somethino of the essence of prostitution. The
indifference as to its use, the lack of attachment to
any individual because it is unrelated to any of them,
the objectivity inherent in money as a mere means which
excludes any emotional relationship - all this produces
an ominous analogy between money and prostitution.
Kant's moral imperative never to use human beinas as a
mere means but to acce p t and treat them always, at the
same tine, as ends in themselves is blatantly
disregarded by both parties in the case of
prostitution. Of all human relationships, prostitution
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is perhaps the most strikina instance of mutual
degradation to a were means ...' (1978:376-377)

The phenomenon of bribery is related to prostitution since the
chief medium of payment is money which 'does not have a
certificate of origin in the way in which, more or less
disguised, many concrete ob-iects of possession do' (ibid:385) and
which is thus a more a ppropriate means of ensuring secrecy than
other types of payment. Conversely, money is singularly
inappropriate for the reward of excellence or distinction
(ibid:390-391).

For Simmel the freedom that money aives to the
individual is predominantly a neaative freedom, freedom from
somethina, than a positive one, freedom to do somethin g . Because
possessions can be readily bouaht and sold, money frees humans
from the bondaae of owning certain things. But the loosened tie
that individuals have with p
ossessions comes at the price of a
decreased satisfaction with ownership. Simmel observes that
there is a 'modern feelin
g ' expressed in
'... a deep yearñingtho give things a new importance, a
deeper meanina, a value of their own. They have been
worn away by the easy gain and loss of possessions, by
their
the transitoriness of their existence,
enloyability and their chan qe. In short, the
consequences of money have wade them void and
indifferent' (1978:404)

Modern develo pments in the arts are sym ptoms of the desire to
find a new siqnificance in things. And when those thin g s are
personally performed tasks rather than simol y obiects sold, the
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task performer usually expects some kind of acknowledgement or
recoqnition over and above the money payment for the service.
Thus applause, fame, aratefulness, reverence, loyalty,
satisfaction and the like, are phenomena which indicate that the
performer reaards value of things to be additional to their money
value.

If money is not

always an adeauate arid conprehensive

measure of values generated in the economic sphere, what miqht
be? Siitimel sug gests that the labour theory of value is the
philosophically most interesting alternative, but is

in

the end

unacceptable because it cannot adeauately deal with the mental
element of productive activity.

1.5.7

The Style of Life

In the final chapter Sinmel brings toaether his ideas
about money's impact on modern culture. To beam with he
proposes that intellectual psychic enercies come to preponderate
over emotional or sentimental ener gies in the money economy.
Actions that were once pursued for their own satisfactions,
especially in the s phere of production for subsistence, are now
reconceived in monetary terme and thus become the focus of
intellectual rather than emotional enerQy . Money aenerates a
view of life as an objective web, an orderly whole, because money
is the precise and ob j ective measure of the value of thinas
(ibid:431). The features of money and the intellect mirror each
other: both lack character or distinctiveness, both are
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supra-personal in content, and both serve individualistic and
eqoistic functions.
Money's influence can also be seen in the ernerqence of
the leading feature of the intellectualism of modern times, its
calculative outlook:

'... one may characterise the intellectual functions
that are used at Present in copinq with the world and
in reaulatinq both individual and social relations as
calculative functions. Their coanitive ideal is to
conceive of the world as a huae arithmetical problem,
to conceive events and the qualitative distinction of
thinqs as a system of numbers' (1978:444).
The vernacular connotation of 'calculative', inplyina eqoism,
well describes the direction taken by the calculative outlook in
modern society.
The influence of money on the development of the
calculative outlook may be readily appreciated: 'the money
economy enforces the necessity of continuous mathematical
operations in our daily transactions? (ibid). The precision and
exactness that money hrin qs to the economic s phere spills over
into other aspects of life. Money 's influence is analo qous to
the chanaes brought about by the advent of the pocket watch:

'The mathematical character of money imbues the
relationship of the elements of life with a precision,
a reliability in the determination of parity and
disparity , an unambiquousness in aareements and
arrangements in the same way as the qeneral use of
pocket watches has brouaht about a similar effect in
daily life. Like the determination of abstract value
by money, the determination of abstract time by clocks
provides a system for the most detailed and definite
arranqements and measurements that itiparts otherwise
unattainable transparency and calculability to the
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contents of life, at least as re gards their practical
management' (1978:445-446)

Needless to say , Simniel's analysis foreshadows the later, more
famed explication of rationalisation by Weber.

If Sixrnel's analysis of rationalisation foreshadows Weber,
then his investiaation of alienation echoes Marx. Indeed, Turner
(1986:104) coes so far as to suagest that 'it is not Lukacs but
Sirr'niel who, so to speak, unwittinaly reconstructed Marx's
analysis of money as alienation from the 1844 rnanuscrIpts wHch
were not discovered until 1930). However, the sources of this
alienation are not the social re1atiors ôemar3eô ti ctitk.
economy but the division of labour which engenders an increasing
discrepancy between objective culture, the objectified totality
of the products of human enercies, embracin g tools, transport,
science, technology, art, orcanisations and traditions and pore,
and subjective culture, that part of the totality that can be
absorbed by an individual. In the sphere of production the
division of labour diverts into excessively specialised tasks
'energies that are indispensable for the harironious crowth of the
self' (1978:454). The worker becomes divorced from the products
of his labour whichceases to be a creative ex pression of his
suhectivity. Modern, hichly differentiated productive activity
is contrasted with artistic work, which typically involves a
single producer whose product reflects 'his innermost core'
(ibid:455) and medieval custom work, which gave both producer and
consumer a ' personal relationship to the commodity' (ihid:457).
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Additionally , the worker is separated from the means of
production. The capitalist now acxmires, organises and allocates
the means of production. Labour has become a commodity, and the
worker is separated from his work thusly oblectified. For Simmel
this trend signifies that 'work has become something objectively
separate from the worker, somethin g that he not only no longer
is, bot also no longer has' (ibid:456). These conse quences, it
should be noted, follow from . the advance of the division of
labour in Sintmel's analysis and are not seen as specific to
capitalism.
The sense of being estranged fran modern life is also
evident in the division of labour's consuences for consunption.
'Objects and peqDle have become separated from one another'
(ibid:460) because the sheer quantity of objects denies the
possibility of a personal relationship

to

assimilation of individual objects is also

each of

theni.

made more

The

difficult

with the increasina prevalence of fashion and more aenerally 1y
the increasina variety of styles of objects which co-exist in
modern life.
These tendencies in production and consurr ption are
indicative of an ever-wic3enina gap between objective and
subjective culture. However, Sin'mel points to the rise of the
women's movement as a counter-instance and locates one source of
this develonment in women's dissatisfaction with restrictions of
domesticity and married life: 'one miaht sa y that the objective
spirit of marriage lags behind its subjective spiritual
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development' (ibid:464). The aeneral trend of modern life is,
nonetheless, in the opposite direction and the outstri pping of
subiective culture by ob-iective culture is explained by the
division of labour which is itself 'an offshoot of the money
economy' (ibid:468). Money permits the more calculative approach
to production required by division of labour, and it facilitates
differentiated consumption.

The final part of the chaoter on the money's impact on
the style of life examines its distancina functions: the ways in
which money puts distance between people and thinas, other
pecxle, interests and relations. Simmel sketches the way money
facilitates the development of a world economy, giving nations an
interest in one another's economic affairs; how money places
people at a distance from the oblects from which they derive
satisfaction; hcw urban life, made possible by the money economy,
forces a 'particularly abstract existence' (ibid:479) upon
people; hc credit extends and loosens the control that can be
exerted over property; how money contributes to the break-up of
the formerly close tie between natural rhythrrs and work and
consum
ption. Money increases 'the qeneral p ace of life'
(ibid:506) and svnibolises the relative character of human
existence. Sirmel concludes: 'the more the life of society
becomes dominated by monetary relationships, the more the
relativistic character of existence finds expression in conscious
life, since money is nothing other than a s pecial form of the
embodied relativity of economic goods that signifies their value'
(ibid:512).
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1.5.8

Coda

The Philosophy of Money is Siituie1's malor treatise on
the character of modern society. However, since it lacks an
analysis of the larae-scale structures of modern society, it may
be more accurate to depict the book as a major treatise on the
character of modernity, the itodes of consciousness specific to
modern society (cf Frisby, 1985). Siirmel takes up the concerns
of On Social Differentiation, this tima divested of Speceriat
evolutionism, and locates in money the source of the
ever-increasina processes of differentiation in the wor.h3. Iy
The Philosophy of Money we find prominent certain of the central
motifs of his sociology: the tendency for auantitative increases
to brina about civa].itative chanaes in relationships, the
means-ends relation, the notion of distance, and above all, the
social bases of individuality . The book also contains inportant
statements of Simrrel's now mature thinkin g about the nature of
human society and especially, how it is forged out of the forms
of sociation.

Finally, the book exervlifies Simmel's characteristic
mode of analysis.

For some critics SimmePs method was

insufficiently emPirical, too 'rationalistic'. Durkheiin
complained of the 'free reign' qiven to his imaaination and
Personal feelings at the ex pense of 'riqorous demonstrations',
with the result that Simmel's book falls between two stools:

'... I confess to not attaching a very hich price to
this type of hybrid-illegitimate [speculation btardJ
where reality is ex
pressed in necessarily subjective
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terms, as in art, lut also abstractly, as in science.
For this very reason, it can offer us neither the fresh
and living sensation of things that the artist arouses
nor the precision which is the scientist's aoal'
(Durkheini, 1979:328)

Of course, part of Simmel's -justification for atterriptin q a
'philosophy ' of money was to escape the constraints of fixed
methodological strictures. The philosop hical approach
undoubtedly lends allusive power to his anal yses; in the words of
one Berlin contemporar y , Simiel finds virtue 'not in grasping
things tiqhtly, tut in only grazing them' (Altmann, 1903:64).
Durkheim is certainly correct when he identifies Siitmel's
departures from the traditional canons of science; whether
Durkheim's authority on artistic matters is to be accepted is,
however, a different matter. The issue of Sirninel's analytical
style is aiven more extended consideration in a subsequent
chapter. here we need only note that it is not necessary to
accept Durkheim' s destructive Manicheanism. For what SilT7mel
presents is an aesthetically-inspired and auided philosophical
approach that seeks to relate the details and su perficial aspects
of life to its deepest currents. Simmel reiterates the view
earlier expressed in 'Sociolo gical aesthetics':
'The essential meaning of art lies in its leinci able to
form an autonomous totality , or self-sufficient
microcosm out of a fortuitous fragment of realit y that
is tied with a thousand threads to this reality'
(1978:495)

Attempting to make the link between the 'fortuitous fragment' and
the totality is how Simmel draws inspiration from art, which is
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auite far fran Durkheim's suggestion that the artist seeks to
arouse in us 'the fresh and living sensation of things'. For
Siirunel art, conceived in fortuitous fra qn'ent - totality terms,
serves as an adequate model in which to relate particulars to
aeneralities in his analysis of money; an aim admittedly
different from but not inconsistent with narrower conce ptions of
scientific endeavour.
1.6

Sociology: Investigations of the Forms of Sociation

1.6.1

Preliminary Considerations

Published in 1908, this book represents the cminatior
of nearly fifteen years' work in sociology. It has yet to be
translated in its entirety into English, although versions of
large portions of nine of its ten cha pters are now available (see
Appendix A, confirmed as an accurate record by Wolff, 1989). The
piecemeal translation of the book reflects how it has been
perceived, by both synpathetic and hostile critics alike, as a
collection of essays rather than a systematic treatise. A glance
at the table of contents (listed in Appendix A) fails to yield
any obvious orqanisinq

principle and in this respect Sociology

compares unfavourably with the ele qant organisation of The
Philosophy of Money. The latter consists of two parts,
'analytic' and 'synthetic', each comprisina three chapters; each
chapter is itself subdivided into three sections. In contrast,
the table of contents of Sociology not only ap pears to lack an
orqanisinq principle, it has a somewhat disorderly look to it in
conse
quence of the inclusion of several 'Excursus' or digressions
(printed in smaller type in the text of the German ori ginal) in
seven of the chapters. (It will be argued subsequently - section
1.7 below - that this disorderliness is more apparent than real.)
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For these reasons, then, translation into English has been
piecemeal. In fairness to the translators, it should also be
said that the actual production of the book has a piecemeal
quality to it: Sisr'mel be gan publishing earlier versions of the
chapters of Socioloqy as journal articles from the mid-1890s (See
Gassen, 1958), and chapters 5 and 10 are revised versions of
chapters which first appeared in On Social Differentiation
(1890).

It must also be noted that Siinrriel hiinself contributed
to the idea that the book lacked tcp ical coherence and was
perhaps weak on thematic coherence.

He euiphasises the

exploratory and provisional nature of his enterprise, adding , 'if
I myself stress the wholly fracmientary and incon'olete character
of this book, I do not do so in order to protect myself in a
cheap manner against objections to this character' (l959a:336).
He argues that in new areas of scientific iriuiry it is
inevitable that '"the foundation" is less secure than the
superstructure erected upon it' (ibid:326) and that an element of
intuition is unavoidable, however inimical to the norms of
science this may be. (In the light of Popoerian and
post-Popperian phiilosophy of science it looks doubtful whether
there are any such secure foundations, but such foundations were
sought by several of the foundina fathers of socioloay.)
Socioloqy is only beginning to master the complexity of social
life and 'it would be sheer megalomania to expect, at this
luncture, complete clarity in the posing of auestions and
absolute correctness in answerina them' (ibid:335). Simmel
recoqnises that it is proper to address methodological auestions
to his formal sociology, but admits 'I have not been able to
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clarify the fundamental idea of the present volume' (ibid:336)
adding:
'... nothina more can be attempted than the
establishment of the beainnina and direction of an
infinitely long road - the pretension to any systematic
and definitive com pleteness would be, at the very
least, illusory . Perfection can be obtained here by
the individual student onl y in the subiective sense
that he communicates everythin g he has been able to
see.' (ibid)

What Sirntel does stress is a certain way of seeina, a definite
sociolog ical viewpoint. His attempt to give the 'fluctuating
concept' of sociolocy an 'unan'bicruous content' is:
'... dominated b y one, methodologically certain,
problem-idea. The reauest to the reader to hold on
uninterrupted, to this one method of asking questions
as it is developed in the first cha pter (since
otherwise these pages might im
p ress him as an
accumulation of unrelated facts and reflections) - this
request is the only matter which must be mentioned at
the head of this book.' (from the 'Preface' to
Socioloay, ouoted in Wolff, l950:xxvi)

For Simrnel the book's coherence derives from the ap plication of a
consistent methodolog ical stance. Whether any further, thematic
coherence can be discerned is a matter which will need to be
deferred until after the main to p ics and arauments of Socioloav
have been examined, for as Simmel himself acknowledaes, the
chapter headinos are imperfect indications of their content.
Wolff's response to Simmel's 'one, methodologically certain,
problem-idea' remark is to suocest that 'the ten chapters of
Sozioloq ie might be likened to connected nets which must be
opened by those who want to know what they contain' (ibid). Let
us open some of those nets and ins pect their contents.
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1.6.2

The Prob1n of Socioloqy

Sociology opens with an expanded version of the 1895
essay in which Slitmel enlarges upon the programme of formal
sociology. The scope and boundaries of sociology as it erged
in the nineteenth century are not certain and Sirrmel laments the
tendency to 'durrp' all the historical, social and psychological
sciences 'into one great pot labelled "sociology" (l959a:3l1).
To escape this unproductive state of affairs it is necessary to
avance a clear conception of the social realm and a distinctive
notion of sociology's method. Simnel proposes that an attempt is
made to cap italise upon 'the insight that man, in his whole
nature in all his expressions, is determined by living in
interaction with other men' (l959a:312) and that these
interactions result in 'structures that exist and develop outside
the individual' (ibid). Simroel advances his by ni
well-established view that society consists of, and exists in
interaction. Secondly, since all science is based upon
abstracting certain elements of the totality from a particular
viewpoint, sociology must likewise proceed. It addresses the
interaction between individuals (sociation) from a particular
viewpoint, distinguishing the form from the contents of
sociation. 'Strictly speaking', Simmel argues, the contents of
sociation, the psychological and biological conditions resident
in the make-up of the individual such as work, religiosity,
hunger, love and the like, 'are not social'. But they become
factors in sociation when they engender interaction, when 'they
transform the mere aggregation of isolated individuals into
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specific forms of being with and for one another' (1959a:315).
The task of formal sociology is to effect the form-content
distinction upon sociation as empirically encountered and to
bring together 'systematically under a consistent scientific
viewpoint' (1959a:316) descriptions of the forms of sociation.
Only then will sociology cease to be a dumping pot and emerge as
a special social science with a distinctive approach to a
demarcated sphere of social life, namely 'what in "society"
really is society' (ibid:320). This special social science is
likened to gecietry, which abstracts the spatial element from
material configurations; formal sociology abstracts the forms
from the actualities of social life.
Although Simrnel articulates it with greater force and
confidence, the scope of formal sociology as a special social
science remains more or less identical to the 1895 paper. What
is new in the 1908 presentation is the attention given to
methodological questions such as the idiographic-nomothetic
debate (p.321), the analogy with geometry (ps.321-323), the
principles informing the separation of form and content of
sociation (p.324) and the points of view from which historical
reality can be approached by formal sociology (p.325). Sinmel's
methodological comments (considered in Chapter 4) are certainly
sketchy, especially when compared to, for example, those of Weber
or Durkheim, but they represent the fullest articulation he
considers he is able to attain. Moreover, it attests to Sinmel's
unwillingness to permit his work to be constrained by a precise
set of rules of procedure.

However there is unquestionably a
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convincing basis to formal sociology, and SiTnmel chooses tc make
good his claims by showing how the prograxruoe works out in
practice rather than by engaging in extended methodological
disquisition.

Some of the investigations conducted in Sociology,
Simnel acknowledges, lie outside what was then taken as the
conventional remit of sociology to investigate the 'great organs
and systems of society' (guilds, communities, class formations,
industrial divisions of labour and military organisations are
mentioned). Instead Siinirel's interest lies primarily in the
'microscopic-molecular processes' (p.327) which undergird these
'great organs and systems'. These phenomena 'exhibit society
...in statu nascendi' and in fact make up 'the real life of
society as we encounter it in our experience' (ibid). It is for
this reason that most accounts of the history of microsociology
trace its origin back to Sirmnel, for he was the first to give
extended consideration to the ordinary phenomena of everyday
social life.
When examining the meaning of 'philosophy' in The
Philosophy of Money (section 6.1 above) we noted that it served
as a kind of postmanteau-like term which afforded Siirmel the
opportunity to address a range of questions - existential,
episteinological, sociological and psychological - that he
considered fundamental to his topic. At the beginning of
Sociology, however, we find that Sirrmel distinguishes between the
methodological questions posed by sociology's claim to scientific
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status and philosophical questions about knowledge of society.
In the latter category, which he later (1917; 1950:23-25) termed
'philosophical sociology', are located epistemology and
metaphysics. Epistemology addresses 'the presuppositions of
concrete research that cannot be taken care of in research
because it is based upon them' (1959a;333); it is by no means
clear whether this is an order of questioning distinct fran the
methodological questions about formal sociology that Siirnel has
just discussed. Metaphysics goes beyond the questions that the
empirical sciences can properly answer to address questions of
some absolute significance. Epistemology and metaphysics are
philosophical modes of questioning which presuppose society. But
the philosophical mode can also address the presuppositions of
society. This is not a query about historical societies arx
individuals, but a very general and abstract question: given that
there are individuals, 'what are the conditions for their
consciousness that they are social beings?' (p.335) What nust be
presupposed a priori for the individual to be a social being?
This issue is addressed in the 'Excursus on the problem: how is
society possible?'

1.6.3

How is Society Possible?

Simmel adopts Kant's procedure when the eighteenth
century philosopher asked, 'How is nature possible?'. Knowledge
of nature was only possible, Kant suggested, because of the
existence of certain universal categories of mind which ordered
over sense-perceptions arid thus made the world intelligible to
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us. The categories (time, space, causality etc) served as
conditions which made possible knowledge of nature. Sinel's
question however, is not about knowledge but about social being:
he asks in effect, what are the conditions that make
intersubjective social relations possible? If this strikes the
modern reader as a somewhat recondite question to pose, let it be
noted that for Sinmel social being is not the only logical
possibility: 'the human species could just as well have been
unsocial; just as there are unsocial animal species as well as
social ones' (1971:36).

Three conditions are identified (Siulmel appears to
acknowledge that there may be more). First of all, although we
assume that others have a unique individuality, our knowledge of
that individuality is derived from the general categories, the
typifications of identities we ascribe to the other, as workers,
family members, and so on. These categories are imperfect
representations of the other, but by supplementing and
transforming these 'juxtaposed fragments' we are able to form a
picture of 'the completeness of an individuality' (1959b:344).
It is through general categories that we come to an appreciation
of individuality. These categories are one a priori of empirical
social life. But a second a priori asserted by Siirmel is that
the individual is always something more than, or other than, 'a
mere exponent of the social role momentarily ascribed to him'
(ibid:346). The role the individual assumes never wholly absorbs
his individuality: 'a society is, therefore, a structure which
consists of beings who stand inside and outside of it at the same
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time' (ibid:347). Or, from the point of view of the individual,
society consists of beings who are on the one hand, 'cc*rrplete
social entities' and okthe other 'complete personal entities'
(ibid:351), the one acting as a precondition for the other. In
order to develop the third a priori Simmel paints a picture of
society as an 'ideal structure' composed of related positions
which must be filled for the society to operate. Against this
Siirmel posits a view of the individual as a bearer of various
needs and capacities which reguire expression. How is some kind
of harmony between the 'needs' of the society thus conceived and
the needs of the individual, to be achieved? The solution is
provided by the notion of vocation, or role in modern
terminology. The individual takes up a vocation such as mother
or manager 'on the basis of an inner calling, a qualification
felt to be intimately personal' (ibid:354). In this way the
society's requireient for certain vocations to be filled is also
met.

Thus outlined are three a priori presuppositions or
conditions which transform a collection or 'aggregate' of
individuals into sociating entities, social beings. This essay
brings into sharp relief how Simnel uses his studies of Kant to
reap sociological dividends. The procedure is thoroughly Kantian
but the novelty of Sirnmel's approach is to apply it to address an
aspect of sociology's fundamental theoretical problem: how social
order is produced. Sinmel's solution is that it is produced by
certain universal cognitive dispositions of individuals whose
sociation constitutes society.
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Any summary consideration of the nine substantive
chapters of Sociology cannot hope to do justice to the range,
detail and sensitivity of Sinimel's analyses. Seven of those
chapters are summarised by Spykman (1925:93-212), which remains
the most catprehensive resun available in English. All that can
be attempted here is a selective review, a savouring of its
leading topics and themes.

1.6.4

The Quantitative Determination of the Group

In this chapter Sirnmel investigates 'the bearing which
the mere number of sociated individuals has upon the (se) forms of
social life' (1950:87). Certain forms of sociation can only be
realised when the size of the group reaches or falls below a
particular number of individuals. Moreover, changes in size can
produce developments in group processes simply in consequence of
quantitative modifications. Sometimes the quantitative aspects
can only be approximated, as in the radicalism of the mass in
contrast to the more considered judgeinents of small groups.
Other quantitative aspects can be specified much more precisely,
as in the qualitative changes that occur when a dyad beccmes a
triad (1950:122-138; 145-169). Thus the first substantive
chapter of Sociology deals with those aspects of forms of
sociation which are most amenable to the geometrical analogy much
favoured by Sinunel in his programmatic statements.
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1.6.5

Superordination and Subordination

Virtually every instance of sociation contains elements
of super- and subordination and yet, despite the 'immense role'
played by these relationships, 'superficial notions about them'
(1950:183) are widespread. Chief among these is the situation of
the subordinate which is often depicted as one of 'coercion',
'having no choice' and the like. The relationship between the
superordinate and the subordinate is not a one-way street: some
spontaneity and independence on the subordinate's part is always
possible, albeit that the amount of scope for such free action
may be very limited in some situations. In an authority
relation, the 'co-efficiency' or active participation of the
subordinate is often overlooked.

The popular view of

unilateral influence is misleading. Simrnel shows how the
relationship between super- and subordinate involves interaction
between the parts arid reciprocal influence, and is thus a form of
sociation.

Three different entities which can exert
superordination are identified by Siiuriel: an individual, a group,
and a law or principle. He insists that he is not interested in
'constructing dogmatically one-sided series' (ibid: 194) but
rather seeks to explore the varying and sometimes contradictory
patterning of these complex relationships. Among the many
observations and generalisations made in the course of a lengthy
and multifaceted discussion are: subordination to an individual
is likely to promote group unification; a group will often be
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iore objective in the domination it exercises than is an
individual (ibid:225); the sociologically relevant aspect of
subordination to a principle is the conscience regarded as 'a
psychological crystallization of actual social power' (ibid:254).
The topic of super- and subordination also permits Simmel to
examine degrees of domination and (a favourite issue) freedom,and
it is in this context that the schemes advanced by socialism to
abolish authority relations are critically examined. Alternating
superordination and subordination so that no individual is in a
permanently disadvantaged position is seen by Sizrr1 as a
of escaping the degradation inherent in fixed forms of authority
relations, although the practical difficulties of the proposal
are acknowledged (ibid:288ff).

1.6.6

Conflict
SiIruTel ! s chapter is the classical source of the idea

that conflict has certain positive aspects or functions as well
as the more obvious negative ones. Indeed, the chapter is such a
rich and perspicacious resource that the propositions advanced in
Lewis A. Coser's celebrated The Functions of Social Conflict
(1956), whilst supported by the work of a wide range of authors,
are derived solely from Sininiel's chapter (Coser 1956:29).
Conflict in its many guises is eminently social in character.
Unlike indifference, conflict is always conflict between two or
more parties. Conflict is a form of sociation, even though its
causes are 'dissociating factors' (1955:13) such as hate, envy
and greed, since it involves reciprocal action between two or
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more parties. For Simmel it is a mistake to regard instances of
conflict as 'mere sociological liabilities or negative
instances':

'Just as the universe needs "love and hate", that is,
attractive and repulsive forces, in order to have any
form at all, so society, too, in order to attain a
determinate shape, needs some quantitative ratio of
harmony and disharmony, of association and competition,
of favorable and unfavorable tendencies.' (1955:15)

Conflict and harmony are paired, correlative phenomena that are
an inevitable part of social life. Moreover, conflict can be a
very positive aspect of sociation for the individual and the
group. For the individual, conflict provides a release of
tension: 'if we did ndt even have the power and right to rebel
- against tyranny, arbitrariness, moodiness, tactlessness, we could
not bear to have any relation to people whose characters we thus
suffer' (ibid:19). For the group, conflict can serve to draw
people together, uniting then against a common foe. Sixnmel
develops these themes as they appear in a range of spheres of
life, including legal conflicts, conflicts over causes, and
conflict in intimate relations.
Corrpetition is a distinct type of conflict
characterised by its indirectness: two or more parties address
their efforts to the attainment of the same prize. Once again,
Simmel draws out the positive and negative aspects of the
phenomenon: competition on the one hand has a 'socializing and
civilizing function', drawing into sociation persons who would
remain otherwise unrelated, but it also invovies a 'squandering'
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of resources and can often result in in 'the tragedy of social
elements working against one another' (ibid:62; see also 76).

Finally, Sinutel considers the methods through which
conflict is terminated: by a change in sentiments resulting ,in
the disappearance of the bone of contention; by victory of one
party over another; and by compromise and conciliation. There
also remains the possibility of irreconciliability. Slirinel in
characteristic fashion treats this as a social form evident in
two polar types but is also fascinated by their psychological
correlates. In the one case, absolute trrecoaciliability1
conflict results in an irrevocable modification of the being of
one party. In the other case, limited irreconciliability 'the
psychological precipate of the conflict is... isolated' (p.122)
and treated as a localised trouble within the totality of the
relationship.

1.6.7

The Secret and the Secret Society

Sirrurel's analysis of secrecy commences with a broad
consideration of the knowledge that people come to possess about
one another. We have to know with whom we are dealing, their
qualities and their typical tendencies for any kind of sociation
to be possible.

Our dealings with others are based on

fragnentary and ixierfect knowledge but which

is usually

sufficient for sociation to proceed. The reciprocal knowledge
required for sociation certainly does not meet the criterion of
scientific knowledge (1950:308) but is adeguate for our practical
purposes:
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'.. in view of our accidental and defective adaptations
to our life conditions, there is no doubt that we
preserve and aoguire not only so much truth, but also
so much ignorance and error, as is appropriate for our
practical activities' (1950:310)

Our knowledge of others is imperfect because we do not have
direct access to the inner life of other individuals.

Simmel goes on to construct a typlogy of social
relationships based upon the degrees of reciprocal knowledge of
the total personalities of participants. Interest groups require
very limited and specific kinds of reciprocal knowledge.
Acxjuaintance, friendship, love and marriage make progressively
greater demands on the reciprocal knowledge betweens participants
for these types of relationship to succeed. It is within the
context of the role of reciprocal knowledge in social life that
Simmel presents his discussion of the secret, that Lthe hiding of
realities by negative or positive means' (ibid:330).
Secrecy generates a 'second world' alongside the
'manifest world' and is obviously a form of sociation when two or
more individuals are bound together by their secret knowledge.
But secrecy can also figure in dyadic relationships where the
relationship may be affected by the knowledge held by one
individual. Sixrml einphasises the moral neutrality of the secret
as a form of sociation: admirable as well as reprehensible acts
may be kept secret.

Secrey's fascination rests on 'the

impressionability of our feelings through

differences'

(ibid:332), as in the brag of children, "I know something that
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you don' t", and the associatione1 feeling of superiority.
In addition, the secret 'operates as an adorning possession'
which adds to the 'value of the personality' (p.337).

Sirnmel proceeds to diss.t the organisational
properties of secret societies. The need to protect certain
knowledge and practices leads to various measures, such as oaths
of silence, being taken. These in turn engender a reciprocal
confidence between the secret society's members. Other
organisational features discussed include hierarchy, ritual,
formality, seclusion, group egoism and deindicddualisation.
This aspect of Simmel' s theory has been formulated in nine
testable propositions by Hazelrigg (1968).

1.6.8

The Intersection of Social Circles

Translated in 1955 by Reinhard Bendix as 'The Web of
Group Affiliations' this chapter develops ideas first presented
in On Social Differentiation. The social differentiation
characteristic of modern society widens the range of groups to
which the individual may beccine affiliated (or social circles to
which the individual may belong, to retain the more literal
translation with its geometrical overtones), creating the
circi.mistances productive of individualism and the differentiation
of the individual's personality. In a canplex and historically
well-informed analysis Simrnel dissects the social sources and
implications of modern individuality. The individual personality
is formed from elements of life which have arisen in society:
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'This personality is subjectivity par excellence in the
sense that it ccxribines the elenents of culture in an
individual manner. There is here a reciprocal relation
between the subjective and the objective. As the
person beccmes affiliated with a social group, he
surrenders hirrelf to it. A synthesis of such
subjective affiliation creates a group in an objective
sense. But the person also regains his individuality,
because his pattern of participation is unique; hence
the fact of multiple group-participation creates in
turn a new subjective element. Causal determination
of, and purposive action by, the individual appear as
two sides of the same coin.' (1955:141)

As multiple group affiliations come to replace identification
with a single primary group, they may create uncertainties and
moral problems for the individual, but they are just as likely to
strengthen the individual because they force an awareness that
the individual 'has a core of inner unity' (ibid:142). It is an
absence of such an awareness that is found on the part of members
of simple societies.

Where the individual's group affiliations are
overlapping or juxtaposed rather than concentric (ie where one
group encompasses the next, as in nation-class-occupation), a
greater part of the personality will be expressed in social life.
But this comes at a cost to the individual, for juxtaposed group
affiliations can also generate cross-pressures, where the
interests of one group-affiliation can conflict with another.
Simmel explores the positive and negative aspects of multiple
group affiliations in a range of contexts, including the medieval
guild, the priesthood, and the situations of wage labourers,
employers, the mercantile class and women. His overall theme,
however, is that multiple group affiliations both determine and
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enrich 'the vitality of the individual as a social being'
(ibid:154).

1.6.9

The Poor

Simnel's point of departure is the historically varying
conceptions of the rights of the poor and the duties of the
non-poor towards the poor. In some places and at some times, the
poor do have certain rights to assistance; at others, they have
not, but the modern state may assume a duty to provide
assistance. The situation of the poor is akin to that of the
stranger, for the poor are both inside and outside of society
simultaneously: they are excluded from society because of the
role they fulfill within society (1965:127). Siznmel goes on to
argue that poverty is a relative concept (anticipating the views
of Townsend, Abel-Smith and others by nearly half a century) and
that the poor person cannot be identified simply in terms of
deficiencies and deprivations. To be poor in a sociologically
relevant sense (and here Siirmel anticipates labelling theory) is
to be in receipt of assistance as a result of a lack of means.
Thus the poor play a 'specific social role' (ibid:l38) and what
maintains the poor as a social group is not interaction among the
membership but 'the collective attitude which society as a whole
adopts towards it' (ibid).

The 'Excursus' in this chapter, 'The negative character
of collective behaviour' (1950:396-401) pursues the examination
of rights, duties and social norms. Sinunel argues that larger
social groups have to demand more prohibitive and restrictive
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social norms than smaller groups, and that in larger group
observance of norms says less about the individual than in
smaller groups. Hcever, whilst norm-observance in large groups
do not give esteem to the individual, any failure to observe
certain norms, such as forms of courtesy, ummistakably conveys an
absence of esteem: 'greeting someone in the street proves no
esteem whatever, but failure to do so, conclusively proves the
opposite(l950:400) (note the anticipation of Sacks' notion of
'noticeable absence'). The forms of courtesy it seems are useful
symbols for indicating negative attitudes but largely useless as
symbols for conveying anything positive about the individual.
1.6.10

The Self-Preservation of the Social Group

Translated by Albion W. Small as 'The persistence of
social groups' (1898:662-698; 829-836; 35-50), Sirrniiel
investigates the ways in which groups maintain themselves and
continue through time. Groups can remain identical while their
memberships change. The self-preservation of the group is a
different phenomenon to the self-preservation of the individual,
and in fact the latter may be at odds with the former. Although
the continuity of the group is apt to engender notions of
'special vital force' residing in group life itself, Simmel warns
us against attributir an independent reality to the group and
argues instead that the sources of group persistence lie in the
'summation of a collection of separate and manifold fragmentary
processes of a social nature' (1898:667). These processes are
linked to the group's residence in a permanent locality, the
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gradual turnover of group uembership, the objectification of
group identity in a material symbol, the role of honour within
the group, and the vesting of powers pertaining to group unity in
certain subsections of the group. Sirnmel also analyses two broad
methods of group preservation: (1) the adoption of rigid and
conservative standards to meet any outside threat, a method
favoured by large heterogenous groups (ibid:831-832); (2) the
adoption of flexible and variable forms, a method favoured by
small homogenous groups like gypsies and conspirators who 'must
be able, so to speak, to crawl into every hole' (ibid:35).
Simitel also returns to sane of the ideas presented in his chapter
on conflict, suggesting that certain kinds of antagonism can be
productive for the self-preservation of the group by making the
way for necessary internal changes (1898:46-48).

The excursus on 'Faithfulness and gratitude'
(1950:379-395) considers that individuals put into and get out of
persisting social relationships. Faithfulness is 'a specific
psychic state, which is dirted towards the continuance of the
relation as such' (1950:381) whereas gratitude 'establishes the
bond of interaction, of the reciprocity of service and return
service, even when they are not guaranteed by external coercion'
(ibid:387). Gratitude is 'the moral memory of mankind'
(ibid:388). In an analysis of considerable subtlety Sinvnel
elaborates what he calls the 'inner sociology' of faithfulness
and gratitude, demonstrating how they generate an 'atmosphere of
obligation [which] belongs to those "microscopic" but infinitely
tough threads which tie one element of society to another, and
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eventually all of them together in a stable collective life'
(ibjd:395).

1.6.11

Space and the Spatial Ordering of Society

The chapter on space remains the major untranslated
section of Sociology; only the 'Excursus on the stranger' and
part of the 'Excursus on the sociology of the senses' are
available in English and thus this discussion is heavily indebted
to Spykman (1925) and Frisby (l984a). Spatial factors, such as
the size of a state, are of no sociological interest when seen in
terms of sheer geographical area. t ie the ctattoc 'ctt
between the inhabitants of an area that attracts Sirr1's
interest. Sociation itself is space-filling: the reciprocal
relations between two or xrore individuals fills and animates the
space between them. Some social groups, such as states, have a
clear spatial referent (territory) and thus fill out space
quantitatively, whilst other groups, such as churches or guilds,
are unrelated to spatial factors in their basic principles of
organisation but fill space within a sciety functionally.

Boundaries serve to differentiate one social group from
another, whilst at the same time a unity is lent to those within
it. A boundary serves the same function as a frame around a
picture, divorcing what is enclosed from the wider world and
subjecting it to a single set of norms. Boundaries also confine,
and thus generate internal pressures. Sirruie1 contrasts the sense
of freedom experienced by a crowd in an open space with the
tension generated by its confinement to an enclosed space. He
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also suggests that the history of Venice, with its expansionist
mercantile traditions, is evidence of the influence of a narrow
frame on the life of the group.

Territorial growth was

impossible and thus the expansion of the city required expansion
into the wider world.

Simmel also examines the importance of distance and
proximity for forms of sociation.

A range of issues are

explored, including the significance of personal contact in
different types

of

relationship,

spatial

proximity,

centralisation versus local diffusion and decentralisation, and
the excursus 'The sociology of the senses' (partially translateâ
as Sisrmel 1969). Although also addressing our senses of smell
and hearing, particular attention is given to sight, for of all
of uma's senses 'the eye has a uniquely sociological
function' (1969:358).

In a brief discussion Simmel nevertheless makes a
number of important points. He considers first the mutual
glance, when two persons look at ('into') each other's eyes, as
distinct from the simple observation of another person. In the
mutual glance, says Siirmel, find 'the most direct and purest
reciprocity which exists anywhere'. Each person gives equally to
the encounter. 'The eye cannot take unless at the same time it
gives... In the same act in which the observer seeks to know the
observed, he surrenders hiire1f to be understood by the observed'
(1969:358). Naturally enough, glances are transitory phenomena,
gone in the moment they occur. But sociation as we know it would
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not be possible if human beings did not have the capacity for the
mutual glance, since the glance serves as a vehicle for conveying
recognition, acknowledgement, understanding, intimacy, shame and
so on. Siirunel continues: 'the sociological significance of the
eye has special reference to the expression of the face as the
first object of vision between man and man'. A person's face is
a crucial indicator of mood and intent: '...a man is first known
by his countenance, not by his acts' (ibid:359). Unlike other
parts of the body which serve

some

useful function, 'the face as

a medium of expression is entirely a theoretical ota it
transacts none of the internal or practical relations of the man,
it only tells about him' (ibid).

Following froruis suggestions about glances and faces,
Simmel proposes that the attitude of the blind is different to
that of the deaf. 'For the blind, the other person is actually
present only in the alternating periods of his utterance.' This
gives to the blind, Simmel suggests, 'a peaceful and calm
existence' in contrast to the often

'more

perplexed, puzzled and

worried' (p.360) attitude of the deaf. The visual mode assumes a
greater significance in the large city because the person
is likely to encounter many more people 'in a relationship of
anonymity, a relationship in which all that is available to him
is the appearance of the other. Also, the city presents a range
of situations

(Simrrel

mentions public transportation) in which

the individual finds himeelf in the company of anonymous others,
others who he can only see and who are not known to him in any
other respect than through their appearance. The increased role
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of 'mere visual impression' is characteristic of modern,
large-scale urban society. Persons in such a society therefore
suffer frau sorre of the same perplexity as afflicts the deaf: the
increased role of 'mere visual impression' contributes to a
widespread sense of estrangement.

The movement of individuals and groups frau one
location to another is also examined in this chapter. Siminel
considers features of the life of nomadic groups and other
categories of wanderer, such as the medieval merchant, scholar
and artisan. This provides the wider context for Simmel's
enormously influenia1 excursus on 'The stranger' (on the
misunderstandings and confusions in the reception of this essay,
see Levine, 1985:73-88). The stranger is the 'potential
wanderer' who has 'not quite overcome the freedom of coming and
going' (1950:402). The trader, often in Europe a Jew, is the
archetypal stranger. The stranger is involved in a very specific
form of sociation: not an accepted member of the group, distant
from it, but not so far distant as to be irrelevant to the group.
Occupying such a structurally ambiguous position endows the
stranger with a widely recognised objectivity which is seen as
superior to the interested and partisan views of group members.
The discussion of the spatial relations of social forms
concludes with an analysis of the influence of territoriality on
social organisation and, with characteristic Sirranelian paradox,
with an examination of the function of empty space. Borderlands
and 'no-man's land' often signify antagonism between contiguous
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social groups, bit these empty spaces also have positive
functions, serving as neutral areas in which trading can be
carried out, or where parties in conflict can meet in peace.
Empty spaces are neutral in that no-one has an interest in them,
but the fact of their existence points to a relation of potential
antagonism.
1.6.12

The Enlargement of the Group and the Development of
Individuality

The final chapter of Sociology is a reworked version of
chapter three of On Social Differentiation (see L3 above}.
Differences between individuals will increase as the groups to
which they belong become larger. Thus the feudal serf who was
bound to a narrow social group is less individuated than the
ndern labourer, who has contacts with a number of larger social
groups. Small groups provide little scope for their members
individuality. There tends to be a great deal of similarity
between group members, although the group itself may be marked by
considerable individuality. As the group becomes larger, the
individual has more opportunity to express his individual
distinctiveness, but the group itself loses its individuality.
In the relation between personal and collective individuality it
is as if there is 'an unalterable ratio between individual and
social factors that changes only its form' (1971:257). Siinmel
proceeds to illustrate this 'phenomenological formula' (note: not
law) in religion and political settings and in the family. He
then considers the meanings of individuality. Two meanings are
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identified. The eighteenth century conception souqht
individuality in freeing the person from historical and
institutional constraints. Once unfettered and emancipated, the
intrinsic goodness of the human personality would be let loose
upon the world and humans would use this freedom to differentiate
themselves, 'to unfold the full diversity of their individual
powers' (1971:271-272). The second nineteenth century conception
of individualism eniphasises not a aeneral human nature that will
be unveiled once oppressive constraints are removed, but rather
the uniqueness of the person, that which distin
guishes and
differentiates the person from all others, what it is about the
person which separates that person from everyone else (see also
Simmel, 1901). The latter conception of individuality is 'the
denial of every kind of eaualitv' (1971:286). The discussion
also encompasses consideration of the situation of the nobility
and the special kind of individuality developed by that aroup
which stands between en gulfment by the group and 'opoositiona].
seif-centeredness' (ibid:213).
Thus the final chapter of Sociology finds Sinirriel
returning to his favourite theme: individuality. In the final
pages of that work he strikes an even more rnaaisterial note,
addressing 'The categories of human experience'. Recall that in
the first chap ter of the book Sinmel asked the reader to hold
fast to the sinale niethodoloaical viewpoint he was advocatina in
order to make sense of what was to follow. The final pages
complement the relativism of the earlier ones as Simurel reminds
us that formal sociology is only one way of contem
plating the
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contents of human experience. There is much to be gained by
reqardina life's contents as the product of human interactions,
as Socioloay amply demonstrates. But there are other ways of
observing and studyina these contents and Simmel lists three
fundamental categories in which human experience may be viewed:
objective culture, individual personality and humanity. (1)
Ob-jective culture. The contents of life can be viewed sim ply in
their own terms (locical, technical, aesthetic or whatever): 'the
inner validity, coherence, and objective siqnificance of all
sciences, technologies and arts are completely independent of the
fact that they are realized within.., social life' (ibid:36). (2)
Individual personality . Whatever human exoerience means to an
individual is a further point of view: 'all contents of life are
directly borne by individuals. Some one person has conceived
them. They fill the consciousness of someone; they brina someone
pleasure or pain' (\ .:37). (3) Humanity. Simmel acknowledges
that this ay seem a somewhat vacuous categor y for ordering
human experience but insists that it has validity:
'We can... ask of every human condition, cuality or
action: What does this mean as a stace in the
development of humanity? What preconditions must the
entire species have attained for this to be possible?
What has humanity as a bioloq ical, ethical and psychic
:39)
type thereby won or lost in value?'

Siinmel acknowledges the 'indisputable indisoensahility' of the
sociological viewpoint for orderina human experience, but argues
that from an 'ultimate point of view' humanity and the individual
'remain the polar concepts for the observation of human life'
(ibid:40). Perhaps we should not be surprised that Simmnel's
interests turned away from sociology after 1908.
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1.7

Is There a Systematic Basis to Sisr!nel's Sociology?

Much depends, of course, on the definition of
systematic. It might be suggested that to be systematic, a
sociology must display certain of the features of 'system' which
in this context can be broadly defined as the methodical
arrangement of ideas, principles, methods and procedures and the
like. A systematic sociology must therefore present a clearly
demarcated subject-matter, a methodical investigative procedure,
a principled basis for the selection of topics of investigation
and an appropriate framework for presenting findings.

Many of Sirrmiel's contelr!poraries and later critics were
convinced that in this sense there was not a genuinely systematic
basis to his sociology. Durkheim was an early and robust critic
of Siiruiel (he apparently regarded Sinimel as a competitor in his
grand plan to unify scientific knowledge of social phenomena
around the Ann&e Sociologique; see Jaworski, 1983). Durkheim
presented a range of criticisn of both the prograitme of formal
sociology (Durkheim 1960, 1982) and The Philosophy of Money
(Durkheim 1979). Of the latter, Durkheim complained of its
eclecticism, its mixing of scientific, philosophical and artistic
modes of reasoning which resulted in 'imagination' and 'personal
feelings' being given

'free reign' whilst

demonstrations have no relevance'.

'rigorous

The result is a type of

'speculation btard' (1979:328; cf 1.5.8 above). Of the formal
sociology Durkheim was equally damning.

The form-content

distinction fails to delimit the sphere of the sociological with
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adeguate clarity. In the end it is the author's 'whim'
(1982:192) or 'fancy' (1960:359) which determines how the
form-content distinction is to be effected in any given instance.
Further, Durkheim argues that:

'No connection can be discovered among the questions to
which he draws the attention of sociologists; they are
topics of mediation that have no relation to an
integral scientific system.' (ibid)

For so enthusiastic an advocate of rigorous methodological
procedures as Durkheim, the apparently haphazard way in which
Simmel chose problems for investigation, assembled obserr,a±iarzs
and presented concepts was bound to give offence (see Levine
1985:89-95 for further discussion of Durkheim's treatment of
Simmel's ideas).

Weber was also critical of Si.mmel, maintaining that
'certain crucial aspects of his methodology are unacceptable',
but he was not as unequivocally condemnatory as Durkheim. Thus,
Weber could describe some of Siitmiel' s analyses as 'simply
brilliant' and suggested that 'Sirnmel, even when he is on the
wrong path, fully deserves his reputation as one of the foremost
thinkers, a first-rate stimulator of academic youth and academic
colleagues' (1972:158).

Weber's recognition of the 'highly

contradictory' (ibid) character of his evaluation of Sirnmel is
perhaps typical of critical response which has on the one hand
recognised the ingenuity of his analyses whilst on the other has
queried the generalisability of the procedures which have given
rise to these analyses; here it is cnplained that too much seems
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to rest simply on the 'brilliance' of Simmel's 'insights'. The
latter tendency has exasperated some critics, perhaps none more
vituperative than Sorokin who complains of the 'purely
speculative character' of Siirirrel's sociology in the following
uncompromising terms:

'From a purely methodological standpoint, Sinunel's
sociological method lacks scientific method... In vain
one would look in his work for a systematic method like
that of the Le Play school.., or even a simple, careful
and attentive study of the facts he is talking about.
All this is lacking. Shat there is represents only the
speculative generalisation of a talented man, backed by
the "method of illustration" in the form of two or
three facts incidentally taken and olten oed1'j
interpreted. Without SiiTmel's talent the same stuff
would appear poor. Siuurel's talent saves the
situation, but only as far as talent compensates for
lack of scientific methodology.., to call sociologists
"back to Simmel"... means to call them back to a pure
speculation, metaphysics and a lack of scientific
method.' (1928:502 n.26)

An insufficient systematicity is also invoked as a criticism by a
relatively sympathetic corrnnentator such as von Wjse:

'Nevertheless, Siiiuiel's investigations ran the danger of
being choked up with worthless detail, of being
desultory and disordered... From his numerous theories
of the manifold forms of sociation there has arisen no
unifying theory of sociation and its forms.' (von Wiese
& Becker, 1932:708)

Von Wiese, in endeavouring to round out and complete Siiurnel's
project, gives us some indication of what a truly systematic
formal sociology looks like. He lists some 650 different forms
of sociation in his 'Frame of reference for the systematics of
action patterns' (see ibid:717-730).
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As will be evident fran the foregoing review of some of
the manifestations of the 'lack of systematicity' criticism, a
proper reply requires an examination of the methodology of formal
sociology; this is attempted in chapters four and five. Sinimel
himself recognised that the systematic properties of his analyses
stemmed primarily fran the formal method. As noted above (1.6.1)
Simrrel prefaced his Sociology by asking readers to hold fast to
his chosen way of approaching sociology's subject matter. He
clearly saw the formal method as the guiding thread of his
sociology. He also sought to emphasise the provisional character
of his investigations and requested that critics not take this
insistence as a 'cheap' defence, since his was only the beginning
of an infinitely long road' and thus 'the pretension to any
systematic and definitive completeness' would be 'illusory'
(1959a:336).

Leave to one side then, the methodological auestions.
Leave also to one side one of two major works an which Simmel's
sociological reputation rests, The Philosophy of Money. 'Whilst
the organisation of parts, chapters and sections of The
Philosophy of Money has a sparsely Kantian look to it, we have
seen how Sinirrel exploits the scope of 'philosophy' as he
understood it to address a wide range of issues, not exclusively
restricted to formal sociology. Consider only his magnum opus in
formal sociology, Sociology, in the light of the question, does
it possess any basis of internal consistency other than the
treatment of topics by the formal viewpoint?
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Sirnmel's own disclaimers may lead to the
impression that Sociology is little more than a collection of
unconnected, relatively discrete essays united only by a single
methodological viewpoint. But if this book was merely a series
of exemplifications of the formal method, then why did Simmel
choose to exclude certain quite recent writings, such as 'The
metropolis and mental life' (1903) and 'Fashion' (1904) and yet
include only moderately reworked versions of two chapters which
had originally appeared as far back as 1890 (in On Social
Differentiation)? it looks as though Sme2's selecthon o2
material for inclusion in Sociology was guided by certain
criteria, even if Sijnmel himself was not entirely clear what they
were, or elected not to make them explicit.

Renate Mayntz suggests that the internal coherence of
Sociology is to be found in Sirrmel's choice of forms of sociation
which illustrate certain 'very general, abstract principles' such
as super- and subordination,conflict, the quantitative dimension,
the principles of spatial structuring (1968:256). These
principles are evident in Siinmel's chapter headings but others
are implied in his writings, according to Mayntz, such as the
dependence-autonomy dimension which looms large in his analyses
of group membership and individuality. Throughout Sociology
Siirnie1 is primarily interested in analysing the 'objective
meanings' of the forms. In those chapters which explore a
specific type of group (eg the secret society) or a social type
(eg the poor, the aristocracy, the stranger) Sirruriel shows how the
objective meaning of these forms is determined by 'a unique
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FIGURE 1
THE THEMATIC COHERENCE OF SIMMEL'S 'SOCIOLOGY'

CHAPTER

I

THE PROBLEM OF SOCIOLOGY

THEME

The cognitive presuppositions
required for society to be possible

II THE QUANTITATIVE
DETERMINATION OF THE GROUP

The horizontal morphology of the
group

III SUPER- AND SUBORDINATION

The vertical morphology of the
group

IV CONFLICT

Dynamics of individual and group
relations in their 'external' aspect

V

THE SECRET AND THE
SECRET SOCIETY

Dynamics of individual and group
relations in their 'internal' aspect

VI THE INTERSECTION OF
SOCIAL CIRCLES

Consequences of individual's
affiliations to social groups

VII THE POOR

Consequences of individual's
exclusion from social groups

VIII THE SELF-PRESERVATION
OF THE SOCIAL GROUP

The maintenance of the group
through time

IX SPACE AND THE SPATIAL
ORDERING OF SOCIETY

The maintenance of the group
in space

X

The social preconditions for the
construction of individuality

THE ENLARGEMENT OF THE
GROUP AND THE DEVELOPMENT
OF INDIVIDUALITY
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constellation' of structural principles. Thus Mayntz concludes
that '...Soziologie, often criticised for being an unsystematic
collection of substantive analyses only vaguely connected with
the formal approach, really does possess a surprising - if
partially implicit - internal coherence' (1968:257).

Frisby (1984:118-120) suggests some related bases of
thematic coherence in Sociology. Figure 1 is an attempt to adapt
and develop some of Frisby's suggestions.

This schema proposes that Sociology is organised into
four structuring principles, operating at a higher level than
those discussed by Mayntz, concerning group morphology, group
dynamics, participation/exclusion from the group and group
maintenance. Using these principles reveals a pairing of
chapters within Sociology. The first and last chapters can also
be paired in this manner. Both chapters deal with the nature of
the individual - society relationship - to be sure, a central and
abiding theme of Siirmel's which recurs through each chapter in
Sociology - but the first and last chapters examine the theme at
a higher level of generality. The focus of the first chapter is
the construction of society out of forms of sociation and the
cognitive predispositions resident in individuals; that of the
last is the individual and individuality as a social product.
What this schema is designed to show is that there are
some latent principles of organisation evident in Sociology; that
the selection of topics is not arbitrary but does appear to be
guided by an effort to articulate a limited set of themes.
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SinuTiel may well have been anathema to the kind of systematisation
offered by von Wiese, not least because of his fascination with
the multifaceted nature of social reality and life itself. This
fascination is evident throughout his writings, and a glimpse of
one tendency he regarded as standing in opposition to it is given
in the discussion of the organisational principles of the secret
society:
'All system-building, whether of science, conduct or
society, involves the assertion of power; it subjects
material outside of thought to a form which thought has
cast.' (1950:357)

In this respect Simmel's approach may be considered
anti-systematic. However, to arrive at extreme conclusions about
the disorderliness of his approach and the content of his
publications - infuriatingly difficult as it sometimes is to
follow the thread of his arguments - is surely a mistake.

1.8

'Basic Questions of Sociology' and Sistinel's Last Works

After 1908 Simmel's interests began to turn away from
sociology. He taught courses in sociology on only four
subsequent occasions: the winter semesters of 1909-1910,
1911-1912, 1914-1915, and 1917-1918 (Gassen, 1958:348-349). His
position at the University of Berlin was still honorary and his
applications for posts commensurate with his academic standing
unsuccessful. During 1908-1909 there was a protracted effort to
appoint Siiiuiiel to the second chair in philosophy at the
University of Heidelberg; a number of academic luminaries,
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including Weber, laboured long and hard on Simmel's behalf but to
no avail (see Landmann, T958: 25-29,

especially the

notorious Schaefer letter, and Honigsheim, 1958). Although
SimiTel's interest in sociology waned after 1908, he was
instrumental in the establishment of the German Sociological
Society. The recognition of what he had accciplished in
promoting sociology as an independent academic discipline was
such that Weber and others pressed him to become the first
President of the association, a move he resisted. At the first
meeting of the Society, in Frankfurt in October 1910, Siirmel
gave the welcoming address entitled, appropriately enough, 'The
sociology of sociability' (Sinimel, 1949).
Sociability distils 'out of the realities of social
life the pure essence of association, of the associative process
as a value and a satisfaction' (1949:255). Sociability extracts
the serious substance of life leaving only 'togetherness', the
sheer pleasure of the caipany of others; as such it is the
'play-form of association' (ibid). What binds the individual to
others in sociability is 'nothing but the capacities, attractions
and interests of pure humanity' (ibid:256). Simmel speaks of a
'sociability threshold' which has upper and lower limits. On the
one hand, during sociability the individual is required to hold
at hay objective differences of status, knowledgeability, skill
and so on. On the other hand the individual must not allow
personal moods and fates, 'the light and shadow of one's inner
life' to enter into sociable dealings with others. Sociability
thus generates an artificial but democratic world in which 'the
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pleasure of the individual is always contingent Upon the joy of
others' (ibid:257). Freed of connection with the serious
contents of life, sociability is truly a 'social game', an end in
itself.

Among the aspects of this social game which attract
Sijiunel's attention are coquetry and conversation. The
flirtatious behaviour of the coquette leaves behind 'the reality
of erotic desire, of consent and demand' (ibid:258) which are
playfully alluded to rather than actually manifested. Similarly
conversation, 'that most extensive instrument of all human crimon
life' (ibid:259) becomes an end in itself, undertaken simply for
the sake of the sociable opportunity it provides.

Simxnel's analysis ends on a dual note with the
assertion of an antinomy of a kind that befits a thinker heavily
influenced by Kant and wishing to extend that mode of reasoning
into the sociological domain. Sociability is not only an
artificial world cut off from the weighty matters of life; it is
a superficial world, a 'flight from life' (ibid:261). But it is
nevertheless a very attractive world even to the serious and the
thoughtful, for in it 'we construct and experience the meaning
and the forces of [life's] deepest reality but without the
reality itself' (ibid).

By 1912 Sinmiel was acknowledging that a major shift in
his intellectual interests was taking place. In a letter of that
year to Marianne Weber he spoke of his recently-published book on
Goethe as marking 'the end of an epoch, a last employment of the
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world of conceptions that has sufficed for me until today'.
Simmel continued:
'I am now setting my sails anew and setting out for an
unknown land. Only too likely, the voyage will cane to
an end before I reach the coast. At least what happens
to so many of my friends shall not happen to me:
settling down comfortable and snug on the ship itself,
so that in the end they believe the ship itself is the
new country.' (1959e: 241-242)

Although the d tinction was uncertain, the departure points were
clear and in 1913 Siinrnel withdrew from the German Sociological
Society, explaining in his letter of resignation how 'my
interests and the direction of

my

work have turned so carletely

toward pure philosophy and have alienated me f ran sociology with
a radicalism that has surprised even me, that

my

remaining in a

leading position of the Society seems inwardly dishonest' (quoted
in Scaff, 1988:20). The 'unknown land' Siinmel was now headed
towards concerned the articulation of a Lebensphilosophie which
found its fullest expression in the book he worked on in the
final months of his life, Lebensanschauung (1918). But before
that project was completed Simmel was to publish one final small
volume in sociology.
In the spring of 1914 Simmel iroved to Strasbourg, at
long last having obtained a salaried professorial post.

He

taught sociology only twice at Strasbourg. His intellectual
interests were now firmly fixed on the development of his
Lebensphilsophie, but he published a rt book, Basic Questions
of Sociology in 1917 (translated in its entirety as Wolff,
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1950:1-84). It largely consists of a more accessible version of
some of the key ideas of Sociology. What is new is the
identification of two further 'problem areas of sociology',
'general sociology', 'philosophical sociology', and certain
modifications to the 1910 address on sociability which ehasise
the idea of social forms becoming autonomous of their content.

General sociology encompasses questions about the
overall developiient of society, the conditions of group power arid
so forth; it addresses the social determination of human life.
It very much appears that general sociology is closely similar to
the concept of sociology as a general social science which Simmel
had for so long criticised in his efforts to establish formal
sociology as a special social science. If Simmel's 1917 position
displays greater equanimity or catholicity about the legitimate
scope of sociological inquiries, then that is possibly an
irx3icator of the relativism or perspectivism that was beccxtting
steadily more pronounced in the last decade of his life. In
tents echoing the final paragraphs of Sociology he writes in
Basic Questions that art, poltics, law, medicine, philosophy and presumably also different types of sociology - 'all these
analyses and structuralizations of our iiiuiediate life and
creativity experience this life as a unity. They lie on the same
plane and have the same right to be heard' (1950:18). Simtt1 is
seeking to guard against any sociologism which asserts that the
social is the only adequate way of comprehending human existence;
all modes of cognition are limited 'in front of the totality of
human existence' (ibid).
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Philosophical sociology, foreshadowed in the 1908
version of 'The problem of sociology', addresses epistuological
and metaphysical aspects of society. It is just these aspects of
society which Simnel is always all too ready to discuss, as is
especially evident in The Phiiophy of Money. ?hat the
tripartite view of sociology represents is a late attpt by
Simmel to clarify the borders of his formal sociology. Although
Siituiel does not retrospectively recategorise his writings, it
could be proposed that On Social Differentiation exemplifies
general sociology, The Philosophy of Money is an admixture of
general, formal and philosophical sociology (not to mention
cultural criticism and Lebensphilosophie), whilst only Sociology
is predaninantly conducted under the auspices of formal
sociology.
At the outset of the 1917 version of the sociability
paper SiniTrel discuses the general process of the 'autonomization
of contents'. Forms such as science, art, law, even play are
originally rooted in the practical realities of life and are
fuelled by these contents. But they may beccme separate fran
these contents, as when science or art becane valued for their
own sake. The practical impulses that gave rise to the forms are
forgotten, and the forms 'become the purpose and material of
their own existence' (1950:43). Sociability is one such
autonomous form. The upper and lower sociability thresholds
ensure that practical realities are held in abeyance and thus
what transpires on sociable occasions 'exists for its own sake
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and for the sake of the fascination

which, in its

liberation from

these ties, it diffuses' (ibid).

Sociability, seen as an autonomous 'play-form' of
sociation which determines the contents of sociation rather than
being determined by them, may seen a relatively insignificant and
unimportant phenomenon, but the general process Simmel
articulates has much more serious consequences in other spheres
of social life. In the 1911 essay 'On the concept and tragedy of
culture' (1968:27-46) S:iitinel adds a darker, more pessimistic
gloss to The Philosophy of Money's analysis of the widening gap
between objective and subjective culture. There is little hope
of closing the gap: it is now seen as an inevitable concomitant
of social development, and the tragedy of culture is that
'objects, in their development, have a logic of their own - not a
conceptual one, nor a natural one, but purely as cultural works
of man; bound by their own laws, they turn away from the
direction by which they could join the personal development of
human souls' (ibid:43). There is no escape from the tragedy of
culture, which Simitel sees as art immanent logic that dictates the
ultimate fate of humanity.
The pivot around which Siinmel's Lebensphilosophie turns
is the 'dialectic' between on the one hand form as engendered by
practical realities and the dynamic energies of life, and on the
other the tendency for forms to become autonomous and dominate
the expression of those realities arid energies (see Weirigarther,
1962:69-84). More generally human life is conceived as a
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dialectical process between 'more-life' and 'more-than-life'.
Life is partly defined by Simmel as a process, as something which
is continuously changing and thus producing more of itself; life
is thus 'more life'. But life also produces objects which have
some stability and determinateness, in other words, forms.
Science, history, art as well as social institutions and cultural
practices are examples of such forms which are 'more-than-life'.
They have their origins in human experience and activity, and yet
can come to rule that experience and activity. Life creates and
manifests itself in particular forms, yet 'life is always in a
latent opposition to the form' (Sinmel, 1968:12). In the essay
of 1918, 'The conflict in modern culture' (1968:11-26) Sinmel
reviews the (then) contemporary manifestations of the antagonism
between life and form in art (impressionism, expressionism),
philosophy (pragmatism) and social life (the situation of youth,
the "new morality"). The conflict between life and form is
particularly sharply revealed in modern society, but rests
ultirriately on an antincmy that is universal to civilisation:
'life can express itself and realize its freedom only through
forms; yet forms must also necessarily suffocate life arid
obstruct freedom' (1968:24). SiiTnhlel's return to philosophy in
his last years contains a deep pessimism for the future in which
forms will increasingly suppress life's energies and the
essential human desire for freedom.
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CHAPTER 2

THE DEVELOPMENT OF GOFFMAN' S SOCIOLOGY

2.1

Introduction

This chapter Presents an overview of the main
directions taken by Goffman's sociolo
gical writings. Just as the
previous chap ter attempted in respect of Simrnel, this chapter
sets out to sketch the main lineaments of Goffman's thought,
providing a backdrop for the more detailed discussions contained
in the followina chap ters. Goffman's earlier, less well-known
writings are given more extensive covera ge than his later,
better-known works. The continuities between the earlier and
phasised and as in the chapter on Sitrrnel the
later writings are em
aim is to display the overall unit y of Goffman's socioloqy.
Erving Manual Goffr'an was born on 11 June 1922 In
Mannville, Alberta, the son of Jewish iimiarants from the Ukraine
(unless otherwise indicated, the source of biographical
information is Winkin, 1988). He attended St. John's Technical
High School, a progressive school in Winnipe g from 1936, and went
on to the Universit
y of Manitoba (also Winni pec) in September
1939, majoring in chen'istrv. The oeriod of his studentship was
from 1939 to 1942; however, Goffman did not take a decree from
the University of Manitoba. In the Arts and Science Junior
Division he successfully com
p leted two courses each in English,
Mathematics, Physics and Chemistry as well as a course in
Political Economy. In the Senior Division he completed courses
in Chemistry (in 1941) and Philosophy , Psycholocy and Socioloqy
(in 1942) (Santoro, 1983). There is some m ystery about Goffman's
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whereabouts and activities between 1942 and 1944. In 1943,
according to Winkin (1988:18-21), Goffman was in Ottawa working
for the National Film Board (then directed by John Grierson)
making documentaries and propaganda films. Winkin (1988:21)
maintains that in the sumier of 1944 it was Dennis Wrong, a
colleaaue at the National Film Board and recent socioloqy
graduate of the University of Toronto, who recommended his alma
mater to Goffman and ur ged hiji, to restart his studies.

But

according to the University of Toronto's records, Goffman entered
the University as a 3rd year arts student in 1944 and was
registered full-tune in the 1943-44 session, but only reciistered
as an occasional student in 1944-45 (Averill, 1983). There may
be no contradiction here: Goffrnan may have registered as a full
time student very late in the 1943-44 session. It is also worth
noting that Goffman did not graduate with the main body of
students in the summer of 1945, but obtained a Bachelor of Arts
degree in the fall convocation (Winkin l98:25 incocrectl'c states
that Goffman araduated in June 1945; in fact the date of his
graduation was 16 November 1945; see University of Toronto,
1945).
g his first
hat is clear is that even before comoletin
degree Goffrnan had worked in an environment in which the
construction of (filmic) imaaes of everyday life was a primary
concern. According to Winkin (1988:20-21), the work with the
National Film Board was an early and significant influence on
Goffman's deve1opi intellectual outlook, farniliarisinq him with
the decomposition of ordinary life into its elements which were
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then reconstructed into the reality de p icted on film and
providing one source of the basic ideas that were to inform his
n'aanuui opus, Frame Analysis.

At the University of Toronto Goffman took courses in
socioloqy. Perhaps his two most influential teachers were C.W.M.
Hart and Pay Birc3whistell. Hart, an Australian, had been taught
by Pac3cliffe—Brc .in at the University of Sydney in the late 1920s.
Best known for his study of the Tiwi of North Australia (see, eq,
Hart 1970), Hart had thoroughly absorbed the Durkheimian
perspective and it was frcn hii that Goffrnan obtained initial
exposure to what was to be a major and lasting influence on his
thouaht. Hart's broad assumptions about the nature and
possibilities of sociology around the time he was teaching
Coffman are qiven in a paper entitled 'Some obstacles to a
scientific sociology' (Hart, 1940) which bears the strona imprint
of Durkheijp 's belief that scientific knowled ge of societ
y is
unauestionably superior to the layman's conceptions. In a word,
for Hart the chief obstacle to a scientific sociolocy is
cop tonsense belief. Hart concludes:

'Sociology has to be observational - man prefers to be
intuitive. Sociology has to generalize - man prefers
to particularize. Socioloay wants to compare - man
finds contrast much more interesting. The sociologist
searches for mechanical seauences - man firmly believes
in witches, whether he calls them witches or wills or
reason or instincts or imoulses, they are always little
machines inside himeelf which prompt him what to do.
Sociologists see men as pretty much alike - man is
firmly convinced of his own uniaueness. Socioloaists
want to know how society works before tinkering with
the machinery - man loves tinkering with thin qs he does
not understand.' (1940:52)
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The Durkhein'ian influence was also mediated, in sli ghtly more
attenuated form, by Pay Birdwhistell. Trained by Lloyd Warner at
Chicago, Birdwhistell was also close intellectually to Maraaret
Mead and Gregory Bateson (cf. Bateson and Mead, 1942). At the
time when he tauaht Goffinan he had already begun his immensely
detailed investigations of body-motion and gesture (see
Birdwhistell, 1952 and 1971). Speaking in 1980, Goffman recalled
how he had been most irrpressed by Birc5whjstell's prolect,
althouah he had reservations about Birdwhistell's atteir pts to
insert elements of his analysis into the Bateson and Mead
'culture and personality' tradition and Warner's class analysis
(see Vinkin, 1984:85).

2.2

Early Works: The Emercence of Goffman's Sociological
Perspective

However appropriate or inappropriate Goffman considered
Birdwhistell's efforts to inte
grate his analyses with those of
Bateson and Mead and Warner, it appears that Goffman was very
impressed b y their work. The stamp of Bateson, Mead and Warner
is seen in the first dissertation top ic Goffmart reaistered after
enrollina as a graduate student at the University of Chica go in
Autumn 1945. Goffman initiall y hoped to investi gate the relation
between personality and socio-econoTnic status, usina the Theniatic
Apperception Test to measure personality and Warner's
operatiorialisation of status. (Warner in fact acted as C-offnian's
Master's dissertation supervisor and also assumed that role in
his doctoral research.) However, the initial expectation could
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not be realised and a large portion of his dissertation is given
over to explaining the reasons why, thereby providing the grounds
necessary to comprehend its singular and elliptical title, Some
Characteristics of Response to Depicted Experience (1949).

Goffman's research was originally conceived as an
adjunct to Warner and Henry's project on 'Big Sister', a daytime
radio serial (Warner & Henry, 1948) which began in 1945. In
their study Warner and Henry used the TAT to collect data from
wives of skilled to white-collar workers. Goffzrian's aim was to
extend this research by focussing on a sample of wives of
professional and managerial workers. Thus, in the autumn of
1946, he interviewed 50 women in the prestigious Hyde Park
district of Chicago using the TAT, obtaining usable data from 47
of th.

The dissertation is a very carefully constructed and
densely written piece which sets out the reasons why the original
objective could not be attained and presents a nre restricted
analysis of the data obtained. As such the detail of the study
will not be reproduced here. Instead, a suirmary of its main
conclusions is presented, with emphasis given to those elements
which anticipate Goffrnan's later ideas and which suggest the
general direction taken by his line of thought (see also Winkin,
1988:43-50).

The TAT was invented by the Harvard psychologist Henry
A. Murray in 1935 and fast became popular in psychological,
sociological and anthropological circles. A subject is shown a
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series of deliberately thiguous pictures arxl is invited to
construct a story around each one. The principle of projection
which undergirds the TAT suggests that the stories will reveal
facets of the subject's past experiences and present wants; that
conscious and unconscious sentiments and needs will be built into
the subject's response. Murray believed that the TAT could
provide 'an X-ray picture of his inner self' (Murray, 1943:1).
The responses of the subject could be interpreted in the light of
the psychological categories established in the research
literature. Murray's own preference was for Freud's categories.
The TAT was the source of the personality variable in Goffman's
original design. Socio-econoinic status was defined, following
Warner, in terms of occupation, source of incaie, education,
house type and area of residence (Goffman, 1949:2). Goffman
planned to investigate the relation between socio-economIc status
and personality 'in accordance with the standards of scientific
research' (ibid), i.e. in stricf adherence to the principles al
experimental logic.

In the event, Goffrnan'

S

study (and by

implication others modelled on it) cannot meet these demands.
Goffman begins by outlining his reservations about the
use of Murray's technique. Pesponses to the TAT are to be
classified by the investigator into 'simple' and 'complex
themas', but Goffman argues that in practice this is a largely
arbitrary and equivocal procedure; nimierous ways of grouping the
subject's talk about a picture into distinct thernas are possible.
Sometimes the subject's response to a picture is to sparse that
comparison, let alone statistical testing is impossible.
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Furthermore, linking responses to personality traits such as the
Freudian categories (condensation, displacement, substitution,
repression, reaction-formation and the like) proves to be an
arbitrary or at best circular procedure in which one part of the
subject's response is drawn upon to validate another part.
Psychological interpretation of the subject's response is likely
to proceed, Goffman suggests, in terms of 'current beliefs about
human nature' including 'a strong cultural value' namely, 'the
belief that each subject has an overall pattern of behavior and
personality, and that a key list of traits and events can be
found which determine it' (1949:16). (In passing it is worth
noting that Goffman' s treatment of this cultural value - and a
fundamental assumption of personality psychology - as simply a
'belief' echoes Hart's argument in the paper cited earlier that
'the free conscious individual, master of his fate and captain of
his soul' is also merely a cultural 'belief'.

See Hart,

1940:42-44.) Finally, Goffman queries Murray's assumption that
the TAT is revelatory of the 'inner man'. Gofaci saggess th
only a portion of the inner man is revealed and it is that
portion of his psychology which is 'uniquely associated with the
act of make-believe' (1949:18). The content of subjects'
response tend to follow thoroughly conventional formulas of a
broadly rc1rantic and dramatic kind about love, death and success.
Moreover, the reason for the repression of these fantasies from
everyday life is not so much because of their psychological
significance for the individual but because 'real life cannot
burden itself with concerns that are so unimportant, trivial,
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abeurd and frivolous' (ibid). In view of these limitations
Goffman's conclusion is that the TAT cannot be used as 'a
self-sufficient instrument in systematic research' (ibid:l9).
These limitations also signal the abandonment of the explicitly
psychological frame of reference (ibid:3) of his original
research plan.
The same persistently critical line of questioning is
evident in the discussion of the limitations of Goffinan's sample
of Hyde Park wives. Bias arose as a result of Goffinan's use of
the 'snowballing' technique to build up the sample. Apparently
the wives of Hyde Park professionals would only volunteer to be
tested if recommended by a personal friend, but such a rolling
sample creates bias since the sample is in some sense a social
network. Goffrnan also considers that the test conditions for the
Hyde Park subjects were not held constant as experinental lagc
dictates. Part of the reason for this is linked to the use of
the TAT which deliberately exploits ambiguous images and thus
makes for some ambiguity in the test situation. Goffman also
points to what he calls 'universe problems' (ibid:35ff). When a
predetermined variable like socio-economic status is used it can
sometimes be discovered in the actual course of the research that
differences within the status are possibly more si qnificant than
differences between statuses.

In this connection C-offxnari

(ibid:46) suggests that attendance at a private women's college
(by 22 of his 47 subjects) may have introduced an important
dimension of stratification not envisaged by the
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operationali'ation of socio-economic status

adopted in his

study.

Notice that Goffman is not engaged in a wholesale
critique of positivistic research methods and analytical
traditions, but rather presents carefully-formulated criticisms
of his research methods in the light of his original objective.s.
Goffman shows how,

adjudged in terms of its own criteria,

the experimental logic of variable analysis cannot succeed.
These discussions also show that Goffrnan's later (see especially
the 'Preface' of Relations in Public, 1971), sharply critical
cocments on experimenta]. logic and variable analysis were not
made in the abstract but have their source in Goffman's own
experience of the deficiencies he describes.

In the light of these limitations Goffrnan reformulates
his research problem. He abandons variable analysis in favour of
the 'more modest aim' (ibid:38) of classifying elements of the
responses of his Hyde Park subjects. Goffrnan argues that
psychologists who have used the TAT have fixed upon that minor
part of the subject's response which conveys the uniue and the
personal arid have overlooked the major part of the response which
is stereotypical and conventional in character. The research
problem now beccnes the identification of the characteristics or
elements of the Hyde Park subjects responses to the experiences
depicted on TAT cards. Let us briefly review his analysis before
discussing the assumptions underlying that analysis.
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Goffnian begins by distinguishing the various
disclaimers and disvowals that serve as preliminaries to doing
the test ("I'm not really very good at this sort of thing" etc)
fran the test responses proper which accept the task of making
believe as the central object of attention. Within the latter
two types of response, 'direct' and 'indirect are identified.
In the direct response the subject responds to the picture on the
test card as if it was a real event. Under 'indirect response'
Goffman considers 'all statements which manage by sare means or
other to avoid the obligation of assuming the momentary "reality"
of the representations' (ibid:47).

'Identification' arid 'turning points' are the two
elements of the direct response analysed by Goffman.
Identification simply involves formulating a description of a
pictured character as, for example, 'this is a young boy and a
violin'. Turning points involve the description of pictured
events as exemplifying saiie abrupt alteration in life activities
and circumstances (ibid:48-56). Goffman's analysis is sensitive
to the property of response he calls 'organizational similarity'
(ibid:56).
The chapter on 'indirect response' anticipates themes
Goffman was later to make famous as 'role distance' (1961)
Goffman suggests three ways in which a direct response is avoided
under the headings, sympathy, content and representation. Hyde
Park subjects would sometimes refuse to communicate the sympathy
conventionally demanded by a picture; or their response would
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refue to engage the manifest content of the picture; or the
pictures would be interpreted as aesthetic objects. These are
methods of denying the reality of the experience depicted on the
TAT card. Apart from foreshadowing role distance, it is also
easy to read this chapter an an anticipation of a central theme
of Frame Analysis (1974), namely how an experience can be sensed
as 'real'.

The classificatory analysis of characteristics of
response to the interpersonal experience shown on TAT cards is
Goffman's alternative to the variable analysis of personality and
socio-economic status conducted 'in accordance with the standards
of scientific research' (1949:2). What are the assumptions
informing this analysis and the notion of projection it embodies?

Early in the dissertation there is a short discussion
of approaches to thematic apperception alternative to Murray's.
Included is the 'formal' approach which concentrates on the
manner or style in which a given response is forru1ated,
irrespective of its content, and the 'linguistic' approach, which
treats the formulation of an imagined experience as an object of
study in its own right (ibid:20-22). The version of projection
informing Goffman's analysis draws upon these two approaches
(ibid:23,44) and rests upon the following assumptions:

'... discourse by the members of any particular social
group contains habits of thought which are uniauely
characteristic of that group. This is based on a
truism: the order and pattern into which events fall
comes not only from the events but also from the
observer. Presumably the plethora of possible worlds
is reduced to an order that is consistent with the
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social life of the group. The possibility of creating
this order is presumably based on the process of
abstraction, whereby an aspect of an event is used as a
screening device for sorting out the whole event. By
emphasizing some differences and neglecting others, a
large number of different events can be handled by a
relatively small number of concepts...
It is assumed, then, that meaning is injected into the
world in accordance with rules observed by members of a
group for selecting, classifying and organizing aspects
of events. It is also assumed that these rules are
somewhat arbitrary from the point of view of the
hypothetical external world. Therefore these rules
constitute a formof projection, and it is in this sense
that the term is used in this study.' (1949:42)

This notion of projection figures in the current work of several
disciplines: among others Goffman cites Whorf and pir in
linguistics; Sanford and Newman in psycholoay; Enpson and Burke
in literary criticism; Cassirer in the philosophy of science.
Goffman continues:

'From all these points of view the same thing is st;
namely, that situations are regularly perceived In
different ways by different individuals and groups, and
that each of these regularities can be broken down by
analysis into constituent premises or modes of
thought.' (1949:43-44)

That, then, is the broad framework in which Goffman's analysis of
the features of direct and indirect response can be located.
Moreover, Goffrnan is aware of the differences between his
classificatory analysis and the 'scientific' model of testing
custonarily associated with the TAT:

'The sum of the response units does not exhaust the
content of the res ponse, nor does the sum of categories
provide a complete and rounded expression of any
particular point of view. Therefore, there is no
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assurance that kinds of facts have not been neglected
which are inconsistent with the overall results of
analysis.' (1949:44-45)

In a very different context, this ccment echoes remarks of
Sinimel about the form-content distinction (see below, chapter 4).
To sum up Goffman's view of projection: whilst
psychologists have tended to concentrate on the content of
responses to TAT cards in order to arrive at conclusions about
the overall personality of an individual, Coffman focuses upon
the manner in which a response is expressea in order to araljse
features of the habits of thou qht of a particular social group.
The product is a broadly formal sociological analysis of the
subjects responses which fixes upon the shared 'ways of organisir
and experiencing TAT pictures.

In most respects, the

dissertation

is now ccmp.2ee.

Goffman has presented a research problem, provided reasons why it
was not considered viable, reformulated the research problem and
presented the analysis and an account of its underlying
assumptions. But Goffinan' s dissertation does not end there.
There is a further chapter which takes up the theme of the
analysis of the indirect response, 'the attitude of subjects
towards norms' (ibid:66) as evidenced in living room furnishings.

At the end of the discussion of the indirect response
Goffman gives clear indication of his disquiet about aspects of
the subjects response. In an early example of his understated
cerisoriousness towards the arrangements he describes, Goffman
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suggests that 'the appetite of 1P subjects for vicarious
experience is somewhat jaded: they treat lightly what was meant
to be treated seriously; they treat in many ways what was meant
to be treated in one way'. But there is a also a larger moral to
be drawn fran this small sample:
'Perhaps the tendency to treat depicted drama lightly
will lead to a similar treatment of actual drama one's aim or that of others. Or perhaps the
mistreatment of depicted interpersonal events is merely
an expression of how actual interpersonal events are
treated or are coming to be treated.' (1949:65)

Goffman used the occasion of interviewing the wives in their own
homes to gather data on living room furnishings. He suggests
that a 'pattern of disengagement' analogous to the implication of
the indirect response is evident in the conscious attempt to
disrupt the conventional 'sacred' definition of the living room
by combining eighteenth century and modern furniture, by the use
of bright wall paint, by the visible presence of items of ui1ibj
such as typewriters and filing cabinets. Already, in 1949,
recognisably 'Goffmanescue' observations are to be found:

'In many living rooms the ritual of order and
cleanliness was nicely violated by the permitted
presence of a dog, a child, a huge toy, or a fireplace
- basket of coal or wood.., subjects frequently
admitted that they knew nothing about furniture, and in
some cases this seemed to be an honest statement of
fact.' (1949:69)

Departures from conventional definitions of living room
furnishing were also matched by departures from the standard
conventions of interpersonal conduct:
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'subjects seemed to make a point of carefully
violating, once or twice, the traditional propr\eties of
conversation; this involved conspicuous use of
colloquialisms, direct references to sex, and polite
use of impolite profanities... sometimes HP subjects
disposed their body and limbs in a way that did not
convey the maximum of restraint; this involved wide
gestures of hand and arm, standing poses of several
kinds, and conspicuously comfortable sitting positions.
These movements seemed to be a sign that the subject
was in control of her inhibitions, rather than a sign
that thiip1ses were in control of the subject.' (ibid:70)

Upper middle class cosmopolitanism is at first gently spoofed,
then attacked more sharply. The 'sophistication' of the Hyde
Park wives resides in a 'willingness to handle a depicted
experience in different ways, and an unwillingness to handle it
in the customary way' (ibid:76). These subjects'
unwillingness to be completely bound by certain norms, their
'sophistication', does seem to worry the Gofnan of 1949 who
views it in the end as part of 'a general trend tards the
corruption of singlemindedness' (ibid:77).

The significance of Some Characteristics of Response to
Depicted Experience is twofold. First of all, Goffrnan
establishes an interest in a social notion of projection, a
version of which will figure in his doctorate as the idea that
self is 'projected' in ordinary interaction and which becomes a
little later the famous conception of self presentation. A much
later and somewhat more attenuated link is to the core ideas of
Frame Analysis. Secondly, the Masters dissertation marks parting
of company with variable analysis. Henceforth his sociology
assumes an exclusively classificatory character. This can be
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seen in the paper 'Symbols of class status' (1951), a version of
which was presented at the annual meeting of the University of
Chicago Society for Social Research in 1949, the same year the
dissertation was completed.

Gofnan conceives of status in broad terms as 'the set
of rights arid obligations which governs the behaviour of persons
acting in a given social capacity' (1951:294). A spoc of
s1cc'cs is the means of displaying the person's status in
'ordinary communication'; status symbols are thus 'the cues which
select for a person the status that is to be imputed to him and
the way in which others are to treat him' (ibid). Unlike
collective symbols which draw persons together irrespective of
their differences into a 'single moral conununity', status symbols
serve to 'visibly divide the social world into categories of
persons... helping to maintain solidarity within a category and
hostility between different categories' (ibid). In the framework
of the Masters dissertation, we might say that status symbols are
a socially natural form of projection which indicate the person's
status in the public realm of ordinary communication.
The problem which fascinates Goffrnan in this paper is
the possibility of the fraudulent use of symbols to signify a
status the person does not actually possess. He writes: 'this
paper is concerned with the pressures that play upon behaviour as
a result of the fact that a symbol of status is not always a very
good test of status' (ibid:295). In particular Goffrnan is
intrested in one sub-set of status symbols, namely class symbols.
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Following Warner (who Goffman acknowledges as providing
'direction' for the study) class is conceptualised in
multidimensional terms as referring to 'discrete or discontinuous
lels of prestige and privilege, where admission to any one of
these levels is, typically, determined by a ccmplex of social
qualifications, no one or two of which are necessarily essential'
(ibid:296). Goffniari plainly sees this as a catholic conception
of class and the repetition of the phrase 'no matter how we
define social class' (pages 296 and 297) indicates his reticence
about becoming drawn into the notorious debates over its
definition.

Class status, then, can be misrepresented by the
fraudulent use of the appropriate symbols. However, the
misrepresentation does not provoke legal sanctions. Those who
misrepresent their class status 'commit a presumption, not a
crime' (ibid:297). Weakened notions of misrepresentation and
fraudulence are thus implied. Goffman proceeds to examine six
'restrictive devices' (ibid:297-301) which limit the fraudulent
use of symbols of class status:

1. Moral restrictions: those constraints in the person's
conscience which forbid misrepresentation.
2.

Intrinsic restrictions: the material scarcity of
certain symbols such as jewellery or large houses.

3.

Natural restrictions: the natural scarcity of certain
symbols, such as an artist's output.

4.

Socialization restrictions: the behavioural elements of
social style (dress, deoortment, intonation, vocabulary
etc).
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5.

Cultivation restrictions: skills which
require
investments of time and energy, such as playing golf.

6.

Organic restrictions: features of bodily developient
which are indicative of class status, such as the
effects of diet, work and environment on hand
condition.

These restrictions tend to operate in clusters, effectively
cross-referencing each other.

The six restrictions operate at the level of 'ordinary
canmunication'. In the last part of the paper (ibid:301-304)
Goffman discusses certain structural aspects of the organisation
of symbol mobility and change. Three features of this process
are identified:

1.

Class movement: Class status symbols may sanetimes lag
behind the actual sources of power, wealth and prestige
in a society. Herein liesç the classic problem of
nouveau riche groups who dicover that they can only
acquire those symbols which can be purchased and which
because they can be put chase ate e..ia1ued a 'e
of class status by established classes.

2.

Curator groups: Their task is to build and service the
machinery of status eg domestic servants, fashion
experts, actors and teachers. They have access to
higher symbolsthan their own class status warrants,
and therein resides a source of misrepresentation and
false expectation.

3.

Circulation of symbols: A class's symbols may be
ap rooriated by another class. In societies where this
is common 'conscious life' may become 'meagre and thin'
because the symbol signifies status bt ill-expresses
it (ibid:304).

The 1951 paper contains anticipations of later major themes
in Goffman's sociology. The term 'self-representation' makes a
brief appearance (p.296) and more irortantly, the impression
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management thesis of Presentation of Self is evident in embryonic
form. There is a definition of the 'working consensus' where the
person acts towards others 'in a manner which conveys that his
conception of himaelf and of them is the same as their conception
of themselves and hj' (ibid:294). However, the description of
the workina consensus as a 'kind of harmony' was later to be
uodified to a modus vivendi and even 'a cold war'. Much was also
to be rriade in the inpression manacernent thesis of what is here
conceived as a more limited hiatus between symbols of class
status and the reality of class status. But even here Goffman
emphasises the complexities of inter p retina symbols as
unequivocal evidence of status:

'Status symbols p rovide the cue that is used in order to
discover the status of others arid, from this, the way
in which others are to be treated. The thoughts arid
attention of persons enoaged in social activity
therefore tend to be occupied with these sians of
position.' (ibidt3Q4

And of course ITuch more was to be made in subseauent work of the
fraudulent approp riation of status symbols; in fact the
possibility of misrepresentation was to come to be seen as a
generic feature of the use of any symbol in ordinary
communication.

concern with the fraudulent possibilities inherent in
social relationships is prominent in Goffman's next publication,
'On coolina the mark out: some aspects of ada ptation to failure'
(1952). 1n it Goffman treats consolation as a social process,

drawina on the confidence qaine in order to un p ack features of the
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process. There is a final phase of the confidence game which
occurs after the 'blow off' or 'sting' has been made but prior to
the 'operator's' departure where the 'mark' is consoled or
'cooled out' about the loss just incurred. The aim of the
exercise is to stop the mark 'raising a squawk' and to help the
mark to come to terms with the realisation that he is not quite
as shrewd as he once believed.

In the 1951 paper Goffman recognised that laying claim
to a class status held implications for the nature of the
claimant, although this was not a prcninent theme. However an
explicit focus upon the implications for the self of consolation
processes is evident in the 1952 paper. Goffman announces that a
consideration of 'adaptation to loss can lead to an understanding
of some relations in our society between involvements and the
selves that are involved' (1952:451). But whereas Goffinan's
interest in the earlier paper resides in the discrepancy between
actual class status and that implied by a symbol of class status,
in 'On cooling the mark out' the problematic discrepancy is
between the mark's initial conception of self and the one
requiring co1ing out.
Goffman's procedure is to offer an initial definition
of self simply as a holding device to ge the analysis underway,
and then towards the end of the paper a lengthier discusion of
self, drawing on the conclusions of the analysis, is presented.
The individual, Goffman argues, can acquire a self frau any
status, role or relationship in which he becanes involved and an
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alteration in the status role or relationship will bring about an
alteration in the person's self-conception (ibid:453). Cooling
out is only necessary when the person is involuntarily deprived
of a status, role or relationship which reflects unfavourably
upon the person. The loss gives rise to humiliation and thus
cooling out is recTuired.

Goffrnan's analysis turns on four general problems about
the self and the cooling out process (1) where in society is
cooling out called for? (2) what are the typical ways persons can
be cooled out? (3) what happens to those who refused to be cooled
out? (4) how can cooling out be avoided? Ir suiary, Ccffmar' s
solutions to these four problems run thus:

(1) Cooling out occurs frequently in personal service
organisations, when a customer complains; in
bureaucracies, when persons fail to meet the
requirements for recruitment or advancement; in
informal social intercourse, where assetrical
feelinqs are expressed toards friendship or courtship;
and in dire circumstances, such as when a person is
faced with fatal illness or injury, a death sentence,
or an impossible military mission.
(2) Cooling the mark out is accomplished by the following
procedures:
(a) cooling is done by persons whose status may ease
the situation in some way, such as status
superiors, doctors or priests.
(b) the mark is offered an alternative status as a
'consolation prize'
(c) the mark is offered 'another chance' to qualify
for a failed role
(d) the mark is allowed full expression of his rage,
which is seen to have a cathartic function
(e) the mark is stalled in order that he may be given
a preview of the new conception of self that
awaits him
(f) a face saving tacit understanding between operator
and mark may be established n order to avoid a
'scene'
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(3) The mark who refuses consolation may take the following
lines of action:
(a) sustained personal disorganization, possibly
leading to suicide or physical violence.
(b) mark may 'raise a squawk'
(c) mark may 'turn sour'
(d) mark may go into business or competition with the
operators
(4) Operators may avoid cooling the mark out by adopting
the following strategies of prevention:
(a) the strict selection of personnel
(b) failed persons may be 'carried'
Marks may avoid the need for cooling out by adopting
the following strategies of prevention:
hedging their commitment
withholding the facts of their commitment
keeping two irons in the fire
maintaining a joking or unserious relationship to
the involvement
(e) 'playing it safe': choosing a job or marriage
because tenure is assured

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

What light does the analysis of cooling out shed on the
nature of the self in society? First of all Goffrnan presents
conclusions about the 'structure of persons':
a person is an individual who becomes individual in
a value of some kind - a role, a status, a
relationship, an ideolo qy - and then makes a public
claim that he is to be defined and treated as someone
who possesses the value or property in ouestion'
(ibid:461)

Goffman continues:

'The limits to his claims, and hence the limits to his
self, are primarily determined by the objective facts
of his social life and secondarily determined by the
degree to which a sympathetic interpretation of these
facts can bend them to his favour.' (ibid)
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Goffinan adumbrates an early version of the impression management
thesis here, arguing that a person 'tends to be destroyed in the
eyes of others' if they realise that he has made a false claim.
When the person lays claim to a self, it must be consonant with
'the objective facts of his social life'. However, Goffinan
acknowledges that there is room for negotiation of the 'facts'
which can sustain a viable self. The basic ingredients of the
impression management thesis are here; what is absent is its
restriction to the sphere of face-to-face interaction.

Given the possibility that persons can be cooled out,
what does this tell us about the nature of persons and their
activities? First of all, it highlights the existence of the
norm which urges persons 'to keep their chins up and make the
best of it - a sort of social sanitation enjoining torn and
tattered persons to keep themselves packaged up' (ibid).
Secondly, that persons can 'saine
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embarrassments implies a certain looseness and lack of
interpenetration in the organization of his several
life-activities' (ibid). Often the person who fails in one role
(eg at work) may succeed in another (eg in his marriage). But if
the failure spreads over several roles, then the psychotherapist,
'society's cooler'will need to be sent in.

In his concluding remarks Goffman recognises that he
has dealt only with the 'sugar coating' of adaptation to failure
and not the bitter pill of failure itself. Those who have
'failed' - been sacked, asked to resion, excctmunicated, jailed
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or defeated - have in a sense become socially 'dead'. Jails,
mental institutions, old peoples homes, hobo jungles and the like
are places that the socially dead are sifted into, hit there are
many situations in life where the socially dead and the
successful coexist and it is in this sense that 'the dead are
sorted but not segregated and continue to walk among the living'
(ibid:463).
Finally, the 1952 paper is the first place in which
Goffmen consciously applies meta phor as a methodological device.
A phase of the con game is drawn upon in order to hiahliqht
aspects of adaptation to failure. The reader cannot hel p but be
struck by Goffrnan's exhuberarice with this new found device:
irreverent and arrestina com parisons, similes and witticisiis
tuithie out of almost every paae. Goffman appears to have found
his true metier. But although Goffnian was to become renned for
his inventive use of rrietaohor, it was conspicuous b its thsence ir
his next work, the doctoral dissertation.
2.3

Canmunication Conduct in an Island Ccrniunity

Goffnian's doctoral dissertation, submitted to the
Department of Socioloav at the University of Chicaao in December
1953, was the product of twelve months' fieldwork carried out in
the Shetland Isles between December 1949 and May 1951. It repays
close study because it represents the first, fully-fledged
statement of his mature sociological thought. Unlike his earlier
work, the focus of investigative attention falls firmly on
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face-to-face interaction. It is not a conventional community
study but a study of 'conversational interaction' in one
community which he hoped would contribute towards the
construction of 'a systematic framework useful in studying
interaction throughout our society' (1953:1). The importance of
this doctoral dissertation is that it is the only truly
systematic statement of his central ideas about the sociology of
the interaction order - a statement which is, unlike his
subsequent writings, largely uncluttered by the particularities
of locale and specific research problems, and which lacks the
distractions engendered by his later employment of colourful
metaphors.

How did Goffrnan, a Canadian studying at an Pnierican
university, cane to carry out research in the Shetland Isles?
Once again, Lloyd Warner provides the link. Warner received an

invitation from an old acquaintance, Ralph P?U2ington, ria heaaeà
the Department of Social PnthropoLoqy at the CSruirersiity of
Edinburgh, to send him a graduate student who would be appointed
to the post of 'Instructor'. The Department had been established
in 1946 and Pittington wanted a good doctoral student who could
help to qalvanise the new structure (Winkin, 1988:51-52). Warner
suggested Goffinan, who began work at the University of Edinburgh
in October 1949. From the start, the Edinburgh department
erideavoured to resist narrow disciplinary cornpartmentalisation
and it encouraged 'anthropology at home', i.e. anthropological
investigations of the anthropologist's own society (see Little,
1960). Although a popular tradition of work today, it was far
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less ccnmon in the late 1940s. Goffman's mentor, W. Lloyd
Warner, was an early exponent of the tradition. He conducted
fieldwork in Australia (A Black Civilization, 1935) before going
on to carry out the famous 'Yankee City' studies in the 1940s.
At the time when Goffman was in the Shetland Isles, other members
of the Edinburgh department (including James Littlejohn, S.F.
Collins and Michael Banton) were studying farming communities and
aspects of race relations in Britain (see Anon, 1951).

In seeking to construct a systematic framework for the
study of conversational interaction Goffman employed the usual
anthropological technigue of ethnography, but he stresses that
his aim is primarily systematic, not ethnographic: the
dissertation is not an etbnoqraphy of the Shetland Isle
community. Moreover, his interest lay solely in the
characteristics of interactional practices. Questions about the
frequency, intensity, history and functions of these practices,
proper as they are, fell outside the remit of the dissertation.
Goffrnan describes his fieldwork role thus:

'I settled down in the ccmmunitv as an American college
student interested in gaining firsthand experience in
the economics of island farming. Within these limits I
tried to play an unexceptional and acceptable role in
community life. My real aim was to be an observant
parLicipant, rather than a participating observer.'
(ibid :2)

Goffman participated in a wide range of situations, such as
ireals, work, schooling, shopping, weddings, parties, and funerals
and studied certain situations in which he was a regular
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participant - village socials, billiard gaines and hotel life more intensively. He experienced hotel life both as a guest and
as 'second dishwasher' during the surrmer months. In the early
months of the study he was able to take notes in the course of
the events he was withessing, but later found himself in
situations where note-taking would have been regarded as improper
and so the recording of observations had to wait until the end of
the day. Systematic interviewing was not undertaken, but some
interviews were conducted on matters which 'the islanders felt
were proper subjects for interviews' (ibid:5) and presumably
which they thought was proper for an American student ostensibly
interested in the economics of subsistence agriculture.

The study took place in 'Dixon', a village of
approximately 100 households. The main class cleavage was
between the 'gentry' (numbering two families in Dixon) and the
'locals' or 'commoner' class (ibid:l7. Goffian collect& <
large airount of data about the activities occurring at the
socials, during billiards and at the hotel. The social evenings
were held in Dixon's corrmunity hail every fortnight between
September and March. At 8pm the 'planned entertainment' (usually
whist, although sometimes a concert or auction) would begin and
conlinue until around 11pm when tea and buns were served. After
this intermission a dance was held which often continued to 2.30
in the morning. The socials apparently served as the focal point
of the social life of many islanders and were generally
well-attended. Billiards, played in the reading room of the
coirmunity hail, attracted a more select group of the Dixon
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population, chiefly men aged 25-35 and 50-65. Here the business
of the community could be conducted in informal conditions;
solidarity between the younger and older generation was forged
and older community leaders were afforded the opportunity train
the upcoming generation.

Possibly the most memorable

illustrations from the Shetland fieldwork stern from the hotel
where Goffrnan stayed and worked. The young women considered the
'leading belles' of Dixon customarily worked in the hotel in the
summer months. The hotel attracted a middle and upper class
clientele and served 'as a centre of diffusion of higher class
British values' (ibid:30) among the predominantly lower class
inhabitants of Dixon. As Goffman was at different tii'nes both
guest and second dishwasher at the hotel, he was able to gain two
views of the life of one hotel.

Conversational interaction is viewed most fundamentally
by Goffrnan as 'one species of social order' (ibid:l).
Consequently, the first analytical chapter of the dissertation
sets out a n'odel of social order derived from Parsons' The Social
System (1951) and especially Chester I. Barnard's The Functions
of the Executive (1947). Goffnian's procedure is to articulate a
general model of social order in nine propositions, applying each
in turn to the phenomenon of conversational interaction.

In

other words, he shows how ideas originally deveoped to handle
institutional issues can be carried forward to the study of
interactional matters. Also, in adopting this procedure Gonan
is able to effect a comparison between the social order of
interaction and other kinds of social order. Since Goffrnan
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acknowledges the foundational character of the application of the
model of social order to social interaction for the framework he
is beginninq to build, and since much is made of the notion of
interaction's orderliness in his later work without the
constitutents of that orderliness being anywhere near as
systematically set out as here, this chapter will be treated at
length.
1. 'Social order is found where the differential activity
of different actors is integrated into a single whale,
allowing thereby for the conscious or unconscious
realisation of certain overall ends or functions.'
(1953:33)

The differential activity of conversational interaction consists
of ccitimunicative acts, i.e. a flow of messages is exchanged
between participants. One participant's message constitutes the
starting point of the next participant's message, and the
continuous and uninterrupted exchange of messages cartprises the
'work flow of conversational interaction'.

2. 'The contribution of an actor is a legitimate
expectation for other actors; they are able to know
beforehand within what limits the actor is likely to
behave, and they have a moral riciht to expect him to
behave within these limits. Correspondingly, he ought
to behave in a way that is expected of him because he
feels that this is a morally desirable way of behaving
and not merely an expeditious way of behaving.'
(ibid:34)

This proposition, reminiscent especially of Parsons' notion of
'complementarity of expectations', translates unproblematically
to conversational interaction.
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3. 'Proper contribution from participants is assured or
"motivated" by means of a set of positive sanctions or
rewards and negative sanctions or rewards and negative
sanctions or punishments. These sanctions grant or
withdraw immediately expressed social approval and
goods of a more instrumental kind. These sanctions
support and help to delineate social rules that are
both prescriptive and proscriptive, enjoining certain
activity and forbidding other activity.' (ibid:34)

This proposition corresponds to Parsons' 'motivational problem of
order' (1951:30-33), a functional problem which faces social
systems: how is potentially disruptive behaviour to be ininimised?
The characteristic feature of the social order of conversational
interaction is that it is enforced by sanctions that can be
immediately expressed, i.e. moral approval and disapproval,
expressed in the course of interaction, rather than by more
distant instrumental sanctions.

4. 'Any concrete social order must occut 'ithh. a
social context. The flow of action between the order
and its social environment must caine under regulation
that is integrated into the order as such. Maintenance
of this regulated relation depends on the maintenance
of social order in the environment. On the whole, the
stress here is on negative sanctions enjoining
non-interference, as opposed to positive sanctions
enjoining specific contributions exchaned between the
order and its environment.' (ibid:35)

This feature can be applied directly to conversational
interaction. This proposition provides one reason for Goffman's
assumption that the social order of interaction is relatively
autonomous of other kinds of social order to which it is
nonetheless linked.
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5. 'When the rules are not adhere to, or when no rules seem
applicable participants cease to know how to behave or
what to expect from others. At the social level, the
integration of the participant's actions breaks down
and we have social disorganization or social disorder.
At the same time, the participants suffer personal
disorganization and anomie.' (ibid)

In conversational interaction disorganisation is usually
experienced by participants as embarrassment.

6. 'A person who breaks rules is an offender; his breaking
them is an offense. Be who breaks rules continuously
is a deviant.' (ibid)

When applied to the case of conversational interaction, offenders
can be described as gauche, de trop and out of place. Their
offences (i.e. acts causing embarrassment) can be described as
bricks, howlers, gaffes, faux pas and boners. In the ways these
offences contrast with the orderliness ordinarily expected in
conversational interaction, they serve to highlight the
requirements for interaction to run smoothly.

Those who

persistently deviate in this way can be called 'faulty persons'.

7. 'When a rule is broken, the offender ought to feel
guilty or remorseful, and the offended ought to feel
righteously indignant.' (ibid:36)

In conversational interaction, the offender's guilt, and that of
those who have identified with him, is felt as shame; the
offended will feel shocked, affronted and impatient.

Thus

conversational interaction is also a moral order whose rules are
internalised by participants.
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8. 'An offense to or infraction of the social order calls
forth emergency correctives which reestablish the
threatened order, compensating for the damage done to
it. These compensatory actions will tend to reinstate
not only the work flow b.it also the moral norms which
regulated it. Some of these correctives will also
serve as negative sanctions against the offender.'
(ibid)

Although offended participants in conversational interaction may
respond drastically to offences by withdrawing from the
interaction or ignoring the offender, it is more usual for them
to respond in an attitude of tolerance and forebearance, giving
rise to a 'working acceptance' maintained by the employment of
'protective strategies' and 'corrective strategies'.

9. 'Given the rules of the social order, we find that
individual participants develop ruses and tricks for
achieving private ends that are proscribed by the
rules, in such a way as not to break the rules.'
(ibid:38)

Private ends are sought in conversational interaction through
'gain strategies' which alter the working acceptance just enough
to suit the individual's wishes.

The social order model does not sufficiently emphasise
the forebearant maintenance of the working acceptance, which
Goffman regards as the crucial characteristic of conversational
interaction. That a participant is required to be forebearant
implies feelings of hostility or resentment towards the person
who must be forebearantly accepted. It also implies a potential
discrepancy between his 'real' feelings and those shown towards
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other participants.

Offences against the social order of

conversation are so common that:

'... it is often better to conceive of interaction not
as a scene of harmony but as an arrangement for
pursuing a cold war. A working acceptance may thus be
likened to a temporary truce, a modus vivendi for
carrying on negotiations and vital business.' (ibid:40)

A forbearant outlook is thus constantly re quired and this is 'one
of the few general bases of real consensus between persons'
(ibid). However, we need to be wary, Goffnian suggests, about
oversimplifying the motivations behind this forbearance.

By treating conversational interaction in this way as a
species of social order Goffman succeeds in placing its study
squarely within sociology. Moreover Goffman indicates how the
orderliness of conversational interaction is produced in actual
instances by the practices of the participants. The corollary is
that conversational interaction's order can be threatened through
these same practices: a major axis of the direction taken by many
of Goffrnan's analyses.

The remainder of the dissertation falls into three
parts of increasing empirical content (see the table of contents
listed in Appendix C). Goffman begins with an analysis of
information about one's self. The characteristics of linguistic
and expressive behaviour are described and contrasted and the
role of each in the management of information about oneself is
discussed in a chapter anticipating the 'Introduction' to
Presentation of Self. Ichheiser's (1949) observation that the
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expression of one person becomes the impression that the other
has of him is cited and the differing communication consequences
of linguistic and expressive messages is emphasised. An
expressive message is taken rather than sent, conveyed rather
than communicated, and the recipient plays a more active role
than the sender. Since recipients will scrutinise both
linguistic and expressive messages in the furtherance of their
ends, senders will tend to exert 'tactical control' (ibid:74)
over both linguistic and expressive messages. However recipients
are favoured by a communicative asymmetry: whilst senders tend to
be concerned mainly with the linguistic aspect of their
behaviour, recipients can observe both linguistic and expressive
streams of behaviour. Expressive messages will be used as a
check on linguistic messages and a 'game of concealment and
search' (ibid:84) emerges where the advantage in discovering
facts about the individual lies with the recipient. Whilst
expressive behaviour is usually considered to be involuntary and
calculated, Goffman notes the possibility that it may be modified
by the sender 'with malice aforethought' and concludes that 'a
very complex dialectic is in progress' (ibid:87) between the
expressive and the linguistic in conversational interaction.
An important qualification to this emphasis on
calculative elements in the control of information about one's
self is given in Goffman's discussion of 'sign situations'.
These are situations where an irrelevant, improper or incorrect
evaluation is conveyed and tension arises in the interaction. In
such situations 'diplomatic labor' (ibid:l02) is required of the
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participants to rectify the impression conveyed. Sign situations
indicate the need for participants to exercise some
responsibility for the impressions they provide to ensure that
these impressions are not offensive to recipients. Thus,
conversational interaction generates problems of ritual
management as well as informational management: the other is a
sacred object whose attributes must be constantly honoured.
Goffman concludes:

'... the best model for an object to which we give
consideration is not a person at all, but a sacred
idol, image, or god. It is to such sacred objects that
we show in extreme what we show to persons. We feel
that these objects possess some sacred value, whether
positive and purefying, or negative and polluting, and
we feel disposed to perform rites before these objects.
These rites we perform as frequently and canpulsively
as the sacred value of the object is great. These
worshipful acts express our adoration, or fear, or
hate, and serve for the idol as periodic assurances
that we are keeping faith and deserve to be in its
favor. when in the idol's immediate presence we act
with ritual care, appreciating that pious actions may
favorably dispose the idol toward us and that impious
actions may anqer the idol and cause It to perform
angry actions agnst us. Persons, unless they are of
high office, do not have as much sacred power or mana
as do idols, and hence need not be trusted with as much
ceremony. n idol is to a person as a rite is to
etiquette.' (ibid:l04)

From the very outset, Goffnian's sociology has a place for
considerateness as well as calculation.

In the following part of the dissertation, 'The
concrete units of conversational coitmunication' Goffman presents
his basic terminology for the analysis of his species of social
order, including 'social occasion', 'interplay' (a precursor of
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'encounter'), 'accredited participation', and 'safe supplies'.
Although some of these concepts appear in Goffman 's later
published work in modified form, it is noteworthy that many of
his central ideas about the organisation of interaction had
already crystallised by 1953. There is an important sense in
which Goffman can be regarded as enlarging and filling in the
small print of a conceptual scheme the outlines of which had been
adumbrated in 1953. One example: the 'statement' and 'reply'
model of conversational sequencing presented in Forms of Talk
(1981:13) is sketched in the dissertation (5?:ll9,l76).

The last part of the dissertation, 'Conduct during
interplay' opens with an important distinction between euphoric
and dysphoric interplay. In dysphoric interplay participants
'feel ill at ease', out of countenance, nonpiussed,
self-conscious, embarrassed or out of place because of the sheer
presence of others or because of the actions of others
(ibid:243). Wnen these conc3itioris are absent xm the

eip

it can be described as euphoric. Despite the psychological
language in which the distinction is couched, Goffman maintains
that euphoria and dysphoria are features of interplay, not
participant's feelings (ibic3:246-247). Thus personally
distressing information can be conveyed in euphoric interplay and
good news conveyed in a way that leaves the participant feeling
embarrassed. How euphoric interplay is possible is a major
concern of the last part of Goffman's dissertation.
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One solution lies in the nature of the participant's
involvement in interplay. Euphoric interplay will result when
participants show the kind of involvement proper to the interplay
in question. To show too little or too much involvement is
likely to generate dysphoria. A state of proper involvement,
Goffrnan (ibid:257) concludes, requires a little bending of the
rules of tact. This state lies between the boredom engendered by
fully following the rules of tact and the embarrassment that
ocurs when these rules are broken.
Spontaneous involvement is thus the desired state of
involvement in interplay. But some persons seem to be
chronically incapable of routinely achieving this state. These
Goffinan labels 'faulty persons'; they 'bring offense and
dysphoria to almost every interplay in which they participate,
causing others to feel ill at ease whether or not the offenders
themselves are embarrassed' (ibid:260). Faulty persons highlight
the importance of how one handles oneself during interplay:
'poise' (ibid:275).

Participants project a certain definition of themselves
and other participants by every word and gesture they make.
These definitions, together with whatever participants know about
each other ai the appropriate responses to given categories of
person and symbols of status constitute for Goffirtan 'a
preliminary state of social information' (ibid:300) which
provides the datum for the interplay. Participants will usually
seek to validate these initial understandings. Thus interplay
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tends to be 'an inherently conservative thing' (ibid:301) in
which participants will merely elaborate and modify the initial.
understandings. Sometimes, however, something may occur during
the course of an interplay which discredits the self
projected through the initial definition of the situation. This
represents a threat to the working acceptance.

To avoid or remedy such threats protective and
corrective strategies are employed. Goffman discusses at length
(ibid:329-324) the role of discretion, hedging, politeness,
unseriousness, sangfroid, feigned indifference and non-observance
of the disruptive incident. The employment of these strategies
comprise some of the leading methods whereby projected selves can
be managed in interplay.

In the concluding chapter Goffman introduces the term
he was only to make famous as a description of the focal concern
of his sociology in a posthumous paper (l983a), 'the interaction
order'. (It is curious that Goffman did not use this apt label
earlier to characterise his central interest, for the
alternatives he proposes such as the study of 'public life' or
'public order' are much more unsatisfactory, as he recognised
himself; see 1963a:8-9; 1971: xj'n.l.) The interaction order
organises the communicative conduct of persons in face-to-face
interaction. In 1953 Goffman saw the interaction order as a very
basic social order, though neither then nor later did he make
grand claims for its primacy either to sociologists or
participants. In the concluding chaper Goffnian writes:
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'In this study I have attempted to abstract from diverse
comings-together in Dixon the orderliness that is common
to all of them, the orderliness that obtains by virtue
of the fact that those present are engaged in spoken
communication. All instances of enaagement-in-speech
are seen as jpernbers of a single class of events, each
of which exhibits the same kind of social order, aivinq
rise to the same kind of social orqanization in
response to the same kind of normative structure and
the same kind of social control. Regardless of the
specific roles and capacities which an individual
employs when he enoaged in interaction, he iiust in
addition take the role of communicator and participant;
regardless of the particular content of the spoken
communication, order must p revail in the flow of
rresages by which the content is conveyed.' (ibid:345)

Among Goffman's suggestions for further research of the
interaction order is the proposal that, since so much of the
relevant conduct is so easily taken for aranted, it may prove
helpful to investigate 'extraordinary events to open our eves to
This provides one

what ordinarily occurs' (ibid:36fl).
methodological rationale for the first o5

ffr toc*

leaving the University of Chicago, as Research ssociate on the
Visiting

Scientist

Program

at

the

Laboratory

of

Socio-Envirormental Studies, National Institute of Mental Health,
Bethesda, Maryland. In this position Goffman undertook his
falTous studies of the mental patient's situation.
2.4

The Systematic Basis of Goffmnan's Sociology
The Presentation of Self in Everyday Life is sometimes

thought of as the book of the doctoral dissertation. This is
plainly not the case; althou gh many of the ideas develcved in the
dissertation figure in Presentation of Self, the latter is in
larce part a substantially new work. The absence of metaphor as
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a methodological device in the dissertation is anoth' point of
contrast. Presumably the conventions of dissertation writing, if
not his dissertation advisors, discouraged Goffman from going
down that road. In its place we find a thorough and systematic
treatment of the basic assumptions of his approach; certainly a
treatment that is fuller and more systematic than Goffman felt
inclined to give in his published books and papers. And since, as
we shall argue (cf Williams, 1980 and 1988), these basic
assumptions changed little in the following thirty years, the
doctoral dissertation is an important document for students of
Goffman's sociology.
The systematic treatment provided by the dissertation
can also help us to understand the overall shape of the corpus of
Goffman t s writings. First of all, none of Goffman's books
appeared as second editions nor were any of his papers rewritten
after they had been published. The partial exceptions - which
prove the rule - are the Presentation of Self which appeared in
two versions, and Gender Advertisements. But the 1959 edition of
Presentation differs frau the 1956 version in simply being longer
(see Appendix E): the new material does not in any way
substantially alter the text but is simply added to the 1956
version. The difference between the 1976 and 1979 versions of
Gender Advertisements amount to no more than minor textual
modifications and a few new pictures. Arguments have not been
reconsidered or re-written. Goffman's books and papers
invariably start from a new conceptual scratch; Goffman gives the
impression of constantly beginning anew rather than developing a
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cumulative enterprise.

The point is made trenchantly by

Sharrock:

... each [of Goffman's books] is written as though the
others had never been... If conceptual articulation is
to be such a significant element in each study I can
only ask why Goffman erects and abandons schemes with
such astonishing regularity and seeming indifference?
He seems to place no value whatsoever on his cn
earlier work as a basis for his later studies...'
(1976:332-333)

It could be argued that the reason why Goffman's corpus displays
these tendencies is because the doctoral dissertation provided a
systematic treatment of the basic elements of a sociology of the
interaction order. Once that was in place, as it could be argued
it was by 1953, then there was clearly a need to develop, refine,
articulate and test out the components of the system. nd this
is what Goffrnan's subse quently published work does, although
admittedly in a way which does not disclose in satisfactory
detail the relation of the current conceptual framework to
earlier ones. Thus, the doctoral dissertation comprises the only
truly systematic treatment and the remainder of Goffman's career
is spent working at the framework and its fundamental phenomenon,
the interaction order, using a range of approaches and in the
context of a variety of research locales (surgical operations,
mental institutions, gambling casinos, radio stations) to deepen
and refine it. It is as if Goffinan was constantly dissatisfied
with his own earlier efforts and constantly seeking to improve
upon them. Alternatively,the absence of revised editions of his
books could be regarded as a resistance to seeing any one of them
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as 'permanent' expressions of 'Goffman's sociology'. Rather,
each book and paper can be read as the product of certain ideas
coming together at certain times, the product of a unique
constellation of biographical and intellectual processes taking
place against the background of the developing interests in
interaction in several academic specialisms upon which Goffman
drew (cf. David, 1980; Goffman, 1981b; Hymes, 1984). Goffman's
frecTuent declarations of exploratory intent (eg 1961a:S;
1963b:Preface; 1981:1) may serve to overstate the sense in which
Goffman was operating from a new conceptual scratch. He wc
surely correct to insist that 'a loose speculative approach to a
fundamental area of conduct is better than a rigorous blindness
to it' (l963a:4) but that looseness and speculation was not
conducted ab initio. Rather these exploratory investigations
were firmly rooted in the doctoral dissertation's framework and
its subsequent evolution in Goffman's published work.

It is beyond the scope of this chapter to trace these
connections in detail. However two general points may be noted.
First of all, the exploratory intent was advanced in large part
by Goffnian's mastery of the essay format; this will be examined
further in chapter five. Here we will simply note Goffinan's own
justification (from Asylums) of the virtues of the essay format,
as against the systematic monograph

'This method of presenting material may be irksome to
the reader, but it allows me to pursue the main theme
of each paper analytically and comparatively past the
point that would be allowable in chapters of an
integrated book.. if sociological concepts are to be
treated with affection, each must be traced back to
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where it best applies, followed from there to wherever
it seems to lead, and pressed to disclose the rest of
its family. Better, perhaps, different clothes to
clothe the children well than a single splendid tent in
which they all shiver.' (1961:xiii-xiv)

One index of just how productive Goffman found the essay format
is that of his eleven books, only five - Presentation of Self,
Behavior in Public Places, Stigma, Frame Analysis and Gender
Advertisements - could be described as monographs, and two of
these are relatively short monographs. The rest are collections
of essays on themes that are related but which lack a thread
uniting them into a single whole. Secondly, thilst the first of
his 'mature' sociological writings, the doctoral dissertation, is
designed to be a systematic framework, there is no final
synthesis pulling together the results of his subsequent
intellectual journeyings. Moreover, it is questionable whether
the absence of a definitive ordering of his sociology in any way
caiiprornises the success of Goffman' s enterprise (who now reads
von Wiese?). System builders in the formal mode run the ris\c. ot
producing a narrow, static and merely classificatory sociology, a
danger which Goffman's essayism partly seeks to avoid (cf. Smith,
1989a:54). It will be argued in chapters four and five that
Goffman's sociology as a whole displays systematic intent , but
no desire to build an overall system.
The argument, then, is that when taken as a whole
Goffman's mature sociological writings, somewhat shapeless and
disorderly as they sometimes appear, reflect a serious caiimithent
to work in a 'context of discovery' rather than a 'context of

TABLE 1

AN OVERVIEW OF THE TYPOLOGIES (from Birrell, 1978:132)

(1)

Underlying Elements of Interactions
I organization of interaction
II regions of' interaction
III mechanics of social order
IV information in interaction
V involvement in interaction
VI individuals in interaction
VII relationships in interaction

(2)

Elements of' Interactional Flow
I euphoric interplay
II dysphoric interplay
III incidents

(3)

The Ritual Order of' Interactions
ritual
II supportive interchange
A. positive rituals
B. negative rituals
C. exaggerated rituals
III non-supportive interaction
A. fabrication
1. exploitative fabrications
2. benign fabrications
3. contested fabrications
B. management
1. exploitative management
2. benign management

(4)

Guidelines for Interpreting Interactions
I frame
II transformations
III retransf'orrriations
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justification', to use Reichenbach's (1964) well-known
distinction. Or, in the phrase of Garfinkel et al (1981) the
constant new beginnings and new conceptual frameworks can be seen
as a serious canmitment to a 'discovering science' aiited at
exploring the basic units and processes of the interaction order.
This characterisation of Goffman's publishing history in no way
denies the possibility of reconstructing a unified model of
interaction fran Goffrnan' s work. Perhaps the most canprehensive
effort in this direction has been attempted by Susan J. Birrell
(1978).

Birrell canbed Goffman's writings for every distinct
concept she could find. Each term and definition was typed on a
6x4 card and the survey revealed a population of concepts
numbering in excess of 900. The cards were then ccwpared and
ordered into a logical arrangement. The product of this process
of model building, which resembled, according to Birre11 'a
rampant game of solitaire' (1978:128) is reproduced as Table 1
which presents the broad outlines of her scheme. Each item
identified by a ranan numeral is a typology which arranges
Goffman's concepts, their synonyms and related terms. The full
presentation of the typologies and the definitions of concepts
runs to nearly one hundred pages of text (ibid:136-231). As
Table 1 indicates, Birrell found it necessary to invent certain
terms, such as 'benign management' and 'contested fabrications'
to organise aspects of Goffrnan' s conceptual terminology that
could not be ordered by means of his own concepts.
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FIGURE 2
A CLASSFICATION OF GOFFMAN'S MATURE SOCIOLOGICAL WRITINGS

INTERACTIONAL SYSTEMATICS

PROBLEMATIC PARTICIPATION
FRAMEWORKS AND STATUSES

(1) Postdoctoral articulations
(1) Arising from mental illness
!On face-work' (1955)
'Deference and demeanor' (1956)
The Presentation of Self in
Everyday Life (1956/1959)
'Embarrassment and social
organization' (1956)
'Alienation from interaction' (1 957
(2) Later articulations
'Role distance' (1961)
Behavior in Public Places (1963)
'Where the action is' (1967)
Strategic Interaction (1969)
Relations in Public (1971)
'The interaction order' (1983)
FRAME ANALYSIS

'On some convergences of
sociology and psychiatry'(1951
Asylums (1961)
'Mental symptoms and public
order' (1964)
'The insanity of place' (1969)
(2) Arising from stigmatization
Stigma (1963)

(3) Arising from genderisms
'The arrangement between
the sexes' (1977)
Gender Advertisements (197)

(1) Programmatics
'Fun in gaines' (1961)
Frame Analysis (1974)
(2) Applications
'Picture frames' ) ch.2 of
Gender Advertisements (1979)
Forms of Talk (1981)
'Felicity's condition' (1983)

ANALYTICAL AND METHODOLOGICAL
REFLECTIONS
'Preface' to Encounters (1961)
'The neglected situation' (1964)
'Introduction' to Interaction Ritual (1967)
'Preface' to Relations in Public (1971)
'Reply to Denzin and Keller' (1981)
'Program committee encourages papers on
range of methodologies' (1981)
'Microsociologie et histoire' (1983)
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Although aspects of Birrell's typologising efforts may
be queried (eg is there sufficient difference between dysphoric
interplay and incidents to warrant the separate typologies
proposed?) this chapter is not the place to assess the adequacy
of the schema. It does, however, represent a major attempt to
specify the systematic basis of Goffman's sociology (for a less
formalised effort in the same direction, see Giddens, 1988). In
this chapter a more modest proposal is made for ordering
Goffman's sociology, or more specifically, his sociological
writings (see Figure 2). These are grouped in four categories:
(1) interactional systernatics (2) frame analysis (3) problematic
participation frameworks and statuses and (4) analytical and
methodological reflections. The first category ccxriprises the
largest part of Goffinan's writings which analyse the general
properties of the interaction order; the second is canposed of
those writings animated by the experiential rather than
situational concerns of frame analysis. The third category
groups together a collection of empirically more localised
investigations of problematic participation frameworks and
statuses, such as the mentally ill, the disfigured, and women
(and children). These studies include what are commonly regarded
as Goffman's writings on deviant persons and behaviour, but in
view of Goffwan's own reservations about the generality and
over-use of the term (1963b :140n.l.) it is avoided here in
preference to the notion of problematic participation frameworks
arid statuses. Goffrnan defines participation status as an
individual's 'capacities and privileges' relevant to his role as
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interactant in a given conversational encounter. A participation
framework refers to the relation of all the individuals in the
encounter to what is currently transpiring (1974:224; 1981a;137).
In view of Goffman's own interest in the interactional
manifestations (or, in his special meaning of the term, the
'socially situated' nature) of deviant persons and behaviours,
this seeme to be an approp riate coverinq term. 'Analytical and
riethodoloczical reflections' is something of a residual category
used to collect together Goffrrtan's various observations about the
broad character of his sociolo gical enterprise. Whilst not a
perfect cateqorisation, this schema does serve to brinci some
order to Goffman's publication list. These catecories will be
used to orcianise the account aiven in the remainder of the
chapter. Treatment of particular books and papers will, be
necessarily brief; the aim is sin'ply to sketch leading concerns
and central concepts.
2.5

Analytical and Methodological Peflections

Let us begin with Goffn-ian's statements of intent about
the scope of his sociological enter p rise and how he conceived of
its conduct. As these are discussed in details in chapters four
and five, only a brief survey is re quired here.
In Goffrnan's only direct and extended reoly to his
critics he arciues that he had always tried to treat interaction
'as a system in its own right, at its own level', a notion he
derived from the functionalism of Durkheim and Padclif fe-Brown.
He continues: 'It is that bias which led me to try to treat
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face-to-face interaction as a domain in its own right in my
dissertation, and to try to rescue the term "interaction" from
the place where the areat social psychologists and their avowed
followers seeied prepared to leave it' (1981b:62). Goffma&s
readers and critics did not always show a good understandin g of
this distinctive focus and the new separate branch of sociology
which Goffman was pioneering , and thus in several of his works an
attempt is made to clarify the central focus of analytic
attention by comparison with related fields of study.
In the 'Preface' to Encounters Goffrnan resolves to
clarify the difference between the study of face-to-face
interaction and the study of small aroups such as families or
committees. In a discussion which was presaged by rnarks in the
doctoral dissertation (see 1953:ll2ri.l.) Goffman stresses the
need to differentiate between the inc3ivic3ual's c acittes as a
member of a group and his capacities as an interactant.
Confusion is likely to occur because meetin qs of small qroups
involve face-to-face interaction. Goffman em phasises the
contrasting organisational properties of small aroups and
face-to-face interaction (regulation of enterin
g and leaving,
capacity for collective action, leadership roles, latent and
manifest functions for the environina society vs. maintenance of
g and relincmuishinq the
poise, adherence to a code for takin
speaker role, allocation of spatial position etc). Copresence is
a definina feature of face-to-face interaction, whereas small
oroups exist apart from the times when their members are
physically present. Face-to-face interaction can occur between
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people who only meet once and who in no sense could be described
as comprising a sntall group (1961b:9-13).

In the 'Introduction' to Interaction Ritual Goffman
addresses the relation of face-to-face interaction to psychology.
'The ultimate behavioural materials' of interaction are 'the
glances, gestures, positionings and verbal statements' of
individuals which are 'the external signs of orientation and
involvement' (1967:1). These are not of interest for what they
tell us about the individual as an individual, as psychology
would have it, but are 'examined with respect to their social
organization' (ibid). Goffman continues: 'I assume that the
proper study of interaction is not the individual and his
psychology, but rather the syntactical relations among the acts
of differing persons mutually present to one another' (1967:2).
A kindred discussion is found in the 'Preface' to Strategic
Interaction where the overlaps between the study of communication
and that of interaction are noted, once more with the aim of
setting out what is distinctive about the study of face-to-face
interaction.

That preface also contains the clearest statement of
Goffman's analytical task 'My ultimate interest is to develop the
study of face-to-face interaction as a naturally-bounded,
anal ytically coherent field - a sub-area of sociology' (l969:ix).
Face-to-face interaction is a domain of social life which is
characterised by 'co-presence', the bodily presence of persons.
Whenever we are present before others we convey something of
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ourselves to them through our talk ('expressions given') and
through how we are talking, through our posture, glances, our
apparent disposition and so forth ('expressions given off'). As
Goffman points out every sane adult is 'wonderfully accomplished'
(l981a:2) at producing these expressions and at appreciating
their significance when enacted by a co-present person. Even
complete silence and immobility conveys something to others
about the person. Goffman's sociology takes as its starting
point the 'coiningling' that occurs in 'social situations' ie
those environments where 'two or more persons are in one
another's response presence' (l983a:2).

(Note the special

meaning of Goffrnan's definition of the social situation which he
consistently holds to.)
Goffman considers the field of face-to-face interaction
to be 'naturally bounded'. He maintains that the realm of
face-to-face social situations constitutes a distinct dimension
of social life which is worthy of study simply 'because it is
there' (1983:17). Goffman writes:
'..,. it is in social situations that individuals can
communicate in the fullest sense of the term, and it is
only in them that individuals can physically coerce one
another, assault one another, interact sexually,
importune one another gesturally, give physical
comfort, and so forth. Moreover, it is in social
situations that most of the world's work gets done.'
(1979: 5-6)

But Goffman is not prepared to claim any privileged status for
his chosen field of study, in part because he does not consider
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face-to-face interaction, everyday life or any other realm to
occupy a position of onto].ogical or episternological primacy.
Instead, he siriply proposes that there are several very general
features of face-to-face interaction that make for its 'natural
boundedness'. Thus face-to-face interaction has a 'promissory,
evidential character' which facilitates the ordinary capacity to
make inferences fran the expressions 'given' and 'given off' by
others. But there are other, no less important general features.
Face-to-face activities - an after-dinner speech, a courtesy
extended to another - are circumscribed in time and space, hence
one of Goffman's favoured terms for them: 'small behaviors'.
There is little or no latent phase in much interactional
activity, so that to postpone an activity (such as responding to
a question) can be highly consequential for the subsequent course
of the interaction. There is a distinct psychobiological
dimension to face-to-face interaction. 1The biological and
psychological make-up of the

individual is centrally implicated,

so that at the very least the attention of interactants is
required, and often also an appropriate emotional stance, bodily
orientation and perhaps some physical effort (1983a:3).
Consequently personal territory, in both the physical and
psychological sense, is of importance.
Goffman also seeks to lend 'analytical coherence' to
the study of face-to-face interaction. His central
accorriplishrnent is to show how interaction has a social
organisation that is amenable to sociological investigation. Now
sometimes Gcffinan's work is dismissively labelled as 'social
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psychology'. The charge is that Goffman's work is interesting
enough but is, in the end, not truly sociological in character
and is frankly rather peripheral to central sociological
concerns. Goffman occasionally lends credence to such views (eg
1974:13-14). The standard source of this ccxnplaint is Goffir%an's
substantive focus on interactiorial details and their
implications for the selves of interactants. The ccnplaint is,
however, a misleading and largely mistaken one, for there is no
psychological reductionism in Goffman' s interactional analyses,
which are governed by thoroughly sociological principles.
Goffman approaches interaction as a social reality in its own
right. Thus for example conversation is seen as a little social
system with its own boundary-maintaining tendencies' (1957:47).
Interaction is treated as socially-organised, ie seen to consist
of a range of elements, glances, posture, tone of talk, physical
appearance, dress etc) which are arranged and related in
socially-defined ways. Thus Goffman shows how the various
constituent elements of interaction are socially arranged and
collectively co-ordinated in the production of the encounter.

The treatment of face-to-face interaction in its own
riqht as a phenomenon of investigation stands opposed to the more
us5al social scientific approach which treats interactional
particulars as 'effects' (1983a:2) or as 'providing us with a new
bagful of indicators to do something correlational with'
(1964b:133). But the processes and structures of face-to-face
interaction will not be disclosed by such investigative
procedures.

Instead, Goffman recommends 'standing close'
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(1961b:43) to the topic matter through 'unsystematic naturalistic
investigation' (1971:xvii). Numerous endorsements of naturalism
as an investigative procedure are to be found throughout
Goffman's work, without the details of the method ever being
spelt out. One example, from the chapter on 'Remedial
interchanges':

'This brings the study of remedial activity into the
street, into the little interactions that are forgotten
about as soon as they occur, into what serious students
of society never collect, into the slop of social
life.' (1971:138)

The endeavour to 'stand close' to the details of interaction
makes Goffman a kind of 'anthropologist's sociologist' (Fallers,
1962:191). If the method has deficiencies, it certainly fares no
worse than the 'traditional research designs' used in this area.
Goffman's sharp critique is worth citing in full:
'the findings of these studies are assumed to hold more
broadly than the particularities of their execution can
ixTuTediately warrant; in each case a second study would
be necessary to determine of whom and what the results
are true. The variables which emerge tend to be
creatures of research designs that have no existence
outside the room in which the apparatus arid subjects
are located, except perhaps briefly when a replication
or a 'continuity' is performed under sympathetic
auspices and a full moon. Concepts are devised on the
run in order to get on with setting things up so that
trials can be performed and the effects of controlled
variation of some kind or other measured, the science
of which is assured by the use of lab coats and
government money. The work begins with the sentence
"we hypothesize that..." goes on from there to a full
discussion of the biases and limits of the proposed
design, reasons why these aren't nullifying, and
culminates in an appreciable number of satisfyingly
significant correlations tending to confirm some of the
hypotheses: as though the uncovering of pattern in
social life were that simple. A sort of sympathetic
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magic seems to be involved, the assum ption being that
if you go through the motions attributable to science
then science will result. But it hasn't. (Five years
after publication, many of these efforts reminded one
of the experiments children perform with Gilbert sets:
"Follow instructions and you can be a real chemist,
lust like the p icture on the box. t1 ) Fields of
naturalistic study have not been uncovered through
these methods. Concepts have not emeraed that reorder
our view of social activity. Frameworks have not been
established into which a continuously larger number of
facts can be placed. Understanding of ordinary
behaviour has not accumulated; distance has.'
(1971: xviii)

This critiaue aeneralises the main thrust of Goffman's caiiplaint
in his Master's dissertation that the practice of research auided
by experimental principles cannot meet the strict demands the
method itself iirposes. As for Goffmnan's own use of 'unsystematic
naturalistic investigation', it can be broadly characterised as
comoarative and inductive in ambition. As Robin Williams
(1988:69) has observed, Goffman provides few clues to how the
method is to be carried out in actual investigations, bit it does
siqnal a clear commitment to a loq ic of discovery.

2.6

Interactional Systematics

2.6.1

Postdoctoral Articulations

Under this rubric can be collected tocether the four
papers appearing in the mid-fifties (Goffman, 1955; pace
references are to the more accessible source, Goffman 1967) and
The Presentation of Self in Ever yday Life, a shorter edition of
which was published in Edinburgh in 1956 to be followed three
years later by the full US edition (Goffman 1956a, l959a). Each
of these items amplify and articulate certain themes that were
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already present in the doctoral dissertation; they represent
Goffman's earliest published explorations of the interaction
order. After obtaining his PhD in December 1953 Goffman spent
most of 1954 working as a Research Associate on 'a study of the
characteristics of social interaction of individuals' (Gofman,
1967:45) directed by William Soskin of the Department of
Psychology at the University of Chicago. 'On face-work: an
analysis of ritual elements in social interaction' is a product
of this research project.
In what is just possibly Goffman's finest paper the
Chinese conception of face is adopted to analyse aspects of the
ritual dimension of face-to-face encounters. The person's verbal
and non-verbal acts in these encounters are described as the
'line' he takes through which he expresses his view of hiiie1f,
other participants and the situation. 'Face' is defined as 'the
positive social value a person effectively claims for himself by
the line others assume he has taken during during a particular
social contact' (ibid). A person's feelings are 'attached' but
these feelings are sustained in interaction by the person's own
acts and those of others. Face is thus an interactional, not a
personal construct: the feelings attached to faces are determined
by group rules and the current definition of the situation. As
Goffmari puts it, 'face is something that is diffusely located in
the flow of events in the encounter' (ibid:7).
The concept of face is useful for analysing the lines
persons act out in encounters.

Sometimes discrediting
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information surfaces which leads the person to be 'in wrong
face'. Sometimes the person is 'out of face' i.e. unready for
the encounter. Some lines may involve snubs, digs and
bitchiness, all of which threaten someone's face. But somehow
the expressive order of the encounter, i.e. the regulation of
interactional events so that they are consistent with the faces
of the participants, must be maintained. The means of
maintenance is 'face-work' which is designated as those 'actions
taken by a person to make whatever he is doing consistent with
face' (ibid:2).

In particular, face-work.

counteracts

'incidents', i.e. events which symbolically threaten someone's
face. Two basic kinds of face-work are analysed: avoidance
practices and corrective practices. The complexities of the
aggressive use of face-work and the place of face-work in spoken
interaction are considered in detail.

Goffman concludes that 'universal human nature is not a
very human thing' (ibid:45).

It is to be found not in

individuals as such but in the need for every society to
'mobilize their members as self-regulatin g participants in social
encounters' (jbid:44). The ritual re quirements articulated by
the face-work model provide one means of so mobilizing
individuals.

Late in 1954 Goffman took up a post as Visiting
Scientist at the National Institute of Mental Health, Bethesda,
Maryland which permitted the famous fieldwork at St. Elizabeth's
Hospital, Washington DC upon which Asylums was based.

A
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preliminary two month study furnished the illustrative material
for the paper, 'The nature of deference and demeanour' (1956)
which further explores the ritual elements of face-to-face
interaction and specifically those themes deriving from
Durkheim's chapter on the soul In The Elementary
Forms of Religious Life which Goffrnan had already identified in
the doctoral dissertation (1953) as of central significance for
our understanding of the individual as interactant. Goffinan
examines 'some of the senses in which the person in our urban
secular world is allotted a kind of sacredness that is displayed
and confirmed by symbolic acts' (1967:47). Ritual is explicitly
defined by Goffman as 'a way in which the individual must guard
and design the symbolic implications of his acts while in the
inmediate presence of an object that has a special value to him'
(ibid:57) arid two important forms of interpersonal ritual,
deference and demeanour, are analysed.

Deference is 'that component of activity which
functions as a symbolic means by which appreciation is regularly
conveyed to a recipient of this recipient, or something which
this recipient is taken as a symbol, extension or agent'
(ibid:56). Goffmari describes various 'avoidance rituals'
(ibid:62ff) evident for example in avoidance of personal or
humiliating information or encroaching upon another's personal
space, as well as a range of 'presentational rituals' (ibid:71)
such as compliments, invitations and the provision of minor
services. Demeanour is 'typically conveyed through deportment,
dress, and bearing which serves to express to those in his
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immediate presence that he is a person of certain desirable or
undesirable cTualities' (ibid:77). The psychiatric wards Goffman
studied provide frequent and sometimes spectacular violations of
the customary norms governing deference and demeanour behaviours.
Analysis of these departures underscores the significance of
deference and demeanour behavours in society outside the
psychiatric ward. In modern society, Goffman concludes, 'many
gods have been done away with, but the individual himself
stubbornly remains as a deity of considerable inportance'
(1967:95). Like 'On face-work', 'The nature of deference and
demeanor' develops the ritual theme but does so in a more
ethnographically precise way, as befits its original place of
publication, The American Anthropologist.

In Goffrnan's doctoral dissertation a leading
manifestation of interactional dyshoria was embarrassment. This
phenomenon is the topic of his second 1956 paper, 'Embarrassment
and social organization'. Embarrassment is described, but not
defined, in terms of its objective signs (blushing, stuttering,
sweating, etc) and its subjective symptoms (constriction of the
diaphragm, a dazed sensation, tenseness of the muscles). As in
the dissertation, embarrassment arises when the assumption an
interactant has projected about his identity are threatened or
discredited by the 'expressive facts' of the situation
(1967:107-108). Embarrassment, Goffman argues, is 'located not
in the individual but in the social system wherein he has his
several selves' (ibid:l08). Goffinan's treatment of the socially
situated nature of embarrassment stands in marked contrast to the
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usual psychological assumptions fi guring in the analysis of this
phenomenon. In this respect it makes an inortant early
contribution to the socioloqy of the emotions (see, eg,
Kemper,1981; Shott 1979; Hochschild 1983).

Interactional dysphoria can also be qenerated when
participants are insufficiently involved in the proceedings of
the conversational encounter. This is the topic of the 1957
paper 'lienation from interaction', a paper which is directly
prefiqured by several charters in the doctoral dissertation (see
especially 'The organization of attention', 'On kinds of
exclusion from participanov', 'Dual partici pation' and
'Involvement'. But, like the other publications collected here
as postdoctoral articulations, the ideas presented in the
dissertation are significantly elaborated.
Conversational encounters require individuals to become
spontaneously involved in what is transpirina. Talk is the main
focus of attention and that talk creates a 'world', a 'reality'
for participants: 'conjoint spontaneous involvement is a unio
mystico, a socialized trance' (1967:113). But if the trance is
broken, the individual can be described as alienated from the
interaction.

Goffman describes four such forirs

misinvolvement, preoccunation, self consciousness,

of
other

consciousness and interaction consciousness, and examines how
these mis involvements are handled.

Goffrnan concludes that

spontaneous involvement is an irrportant as pect of the
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individual's sense of reality in conversational encounters and if
misinvolvenient gets out of hand, then participants 'will feel
unruled, unreal and anomic' (ibid:135). Any given encounter may
be quite inconsequential, but what is of 'transcendant
importance' is that individuals assume such involvement
obligations,for spoken interaction 'is necessary if society's
work is to be done' (ibid:135-136).

The book which brought Goffman fame as a sociologist
(and also won him the Maclver Award for 1961 'given to the author
of a publication which contributed in an outstanding degree to
the progress of sociology in the two preceding years' see ASR,
1961:834; Rose, 1966:45), The Presentation of Self in Everyday
Life also belongs to the mid-fifties period of pzstdcctoraL
articulations. It is perhaps too well-known to warrant extended
treatment here; only a sketch of the analytical framework will be
provided. Presentation of Self is sometimes mistakenly regarded
as the book of the doctoral dissertation. Whilst it certainly
draws upon certain of the central themes of the dissertation,
namely the management of self and information about self
(although Goffrnan now prefers to speak of 'presented' rather than
'projected' selves), it uses a dramaturgical metaphor to develop
the framework of the earlier work. As noted earlier, the absence
of metaphor in the dissertation is striking, especially given
Goffnian's earlier (1952) demonstrated facility with the
technique. However, it might be conjecturQ that Goffrnan was
already drafting Presentation of Self at the time he was writing
his dissertation.

This conjecture is based on a generous
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interpretation of a single fact: in both 1956 and 1959 editions
of the book Howard S. Becker' s observation about the problem
faced by marihuana users in 'passing' among non-users is reported
as contained 'in a forthcatiing paper' (Goffman, 1956a:138;
Goffman 1959:217). Becker's observation appears in his paper
'Marihuana use and social control' which was originally published
in Spring 1953 (see Becker, 1963:vii,69-72).

In the 'Preface' Goffrnan announces 'the perspective
employed in this report is that of the theatrical performance;
the principles derived are drarnaturgical ones' (1959;xi).
However, the dramaturgical model developed in the seven chapters
of the book should be distinguished from the 'necessarily
abstract' Introduction which sets out the impression management
thesis. This thesis contains a fundamental set of assumptions
about the nature of face-to-face interaction (comparable
statements are found in some of Goffrnan's later work; see, eg,
l963a:13-17; 1969.:41fl. In the presence of others the individual
will endeavour to acquire information about the other' s status
mood, knowledgeability, attitude etc in order to formulate
expectations about the other to define the situation.
This information is encoded in 'expressions given' and 'given
off' and is used to establish an 'interactional rnodus vivendi',
the 'working consensus'. Regardless of the individual's
particular motives, he will attempt to control the impression
others have of him. The elaboration of this model (ibid:1-16)
canprises the impression management thesis. It is a general
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model of interaction which in one shape or another underlies all
Goffman's mature work.

The first and longest chapter treats 'all the activity
of a given participant on a given occasion which serves to
influence in any way any of the other participants' as a
-performance ; its components are carefully dissected in a
dramaturgical language of 'personal front', 'appearance',
'manner' and so forth. Sometimes a performance is staged by more
than one individual acting in concert with others: this team-work
permits escape fran the person-centred perspective Goffman has
hitherto adopted in the book. The influence on performances of
regions, i.e. 'any place that is bounded to some degree by
barriers to perception' (ibid:106) is analysed. This is followed
by an examination of discrepant roles i.e. those participants who
know the secrets of a team and who are in a privileged position
to threaten the impression the team fosters. The forms and
problems of communication out of character, those 'types of
canrnunication... which convey information incoTrpatible with the
impression officially maintained during interaction' (ibid:170)
make up a fifth chapter. In the arts of impression management
Goffman sunmarises the attributes required of performers for the
successful staging of a performance. In the conclusion Goffmnan
indicates the relation of a drainaturgical perspective to other
sociological perspectives and indicates some limitations of the
model.
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Certain continuities between Presentation of Self and
Goffman's earlier work are evident in both substance and method.
The notion of presentation has its origins in Goffman's
examination of projection in the Master's dissertation. The
concern with the potential for misrepresentation in performances
originates in the 1951 paper which problematicised the spurious
display of class status symbols. The ever-present possibility of
the discrediting of the self in encounters is a notion first
placed on Goffrnan's analytic agenda in 'On cooling the mark out'.
Much is made, of course, of the doctoral dissertation's framework
but Presentation is a substantially new work. The descriptive
and classificatory method which Goffman had been developing since
1949 receives fresh impetus with the inclusion of a wide range of
illustrative material fran diverse social settings. These
themes, along with the shared period in which they first
appeared, allow us to collect together Presentation and the four
papers on face, deference and demeanour, embarrassment and
alienation fran interaction, as postdoctoral articulations of the
scheme laid out in 1953. Goffman was to continue his
interactional systematics through the publications of the l960s
and early 1970s. However, there is a break provided by the three
years spent as Visiting Scientist at NIMH which marks off the
later work from the earlier. It is to these later articulations
of the interactional systematics which we now turn.

r
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2.6.2

Later Articulations

The Presentation of Self is sometimes mistakenly
regarded as a contribution to role theory; the relation is
clarified by Goffman in his essay 'Role distance' (1961b).
Through a careful exposition and criti que of traditional role
theory Goffman specifies his interest in the 'situated roles'
(1961b:96) individuals take in encounters (here labelled
'situated activity systems'). Traditional role theory views a
role as the enactment of the expectations associated with a
status in one of the society's institutional orders such as the
family, work, political life and so forth. But these family
roles, work roles, political, roles etc do not catch the variety
of interactional conduct we routinely witness.

Goffman

reconmends a focus on the situational roles taken by participants
in encounters as a more realistic approach to the particularities
of social conduct.

Sometimes individuals 'embrace' a role,

become thoroughly caught up in it. At other times they engage in
various kinds of dissociative behaviours which serve to drive a
wedge between the individual and the role, to express a 'pointed
separateness' which denies the self implied by the role. This
Goffman terms 'role distance' (1961b:106-l08). Much of the
playful and humorous conduct of individuals that we often
interpret as signs of their distinctiveness and vitality as
unique human beings can be assimilated by the concept of role
distance, for what their conduct represents is, sociologically
speaking, not evidence of unique individuality but a way in which
the individual gives credit to other attachments and
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identifications not immediately relevant to the encounter. The
concept of role distance is designed to help combat 'this
touching tendency to keep a part of the world safe from
sociology' (ibid:152).
Perhaps the fullest coverage of Goffman's later
interactional systeinatics is contained in Behavior in Public
Places (1963a). Goffrnan introduces the important conceptual
trilogy of the 'social situation', the 'social gathering' and the
'social occasion'. These units and the concepts they subtend
make

an

important

differentiation

of

the

often

indiscriminately-used term, interaction.
The spatial environment in which face-to-face
interaction occurs is called the social situation. It is
characterised by the 'mutual monitoring possibilities' available
to copresent persons. An individual entering this environment is
accesible to the 'naked senses' of all those present and he will
find them accessible to him in the same way. A social situation
arises when two or more people find themselves in each other's
physical presence, thereby allowing mutual monitoring of one
another; it lapses when the next-to-last participant leaves
(1963a:18). The activity occuring within a social situation is
partly regulated by certain norms and expectations which are
specific to it. This is the 'situational aspect of situated
activity' which is
situated activity'

contrasted with the 'merely situate'

aspect of

(ibid:22. These latter activities occur

within situations, but are of little interest to Goffman because
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they are not of situations. One example cited to illustrate the
distinction concerns the activity which occurs in libraries. The
situationaspect of library activity includes the rule that
individuals irist behave in a cuiet. and decorous manner; merely
situated aspects of library activity include the individual's
choice of books, his readiria skills, and so on. The 'unbiushina
part of reality' (ibid) which is merely situated lies outside
Goffman's remit.

These distinctions are desiqriec1 to demarcate that
aspect of social reaulation which obtains under conditions of
copresence and is specific to these conditions. Further inroads
into this as pect of social regulation is made by the conce pt, the
social gathering , which is defined as the aaqreqation of
individuals found in social situation, no matter how divided or
distant or nomentarily present they may be. Two polar tynes of
gathering , unfocussed and focussed, are distin guished. The
corniTunicative behaviour of copresent persons can be thought of
terms of 'two steps'. The first step, unfocused interaction,
occurs between who come toqether to share the same time and space
in a social situation, and it consists of that information that
is communicated in a dance i.e. those rrodifications of posture,
clothing, facial expression and the like that are made observable
simply by virtue of 'sheer arid mere copresence' (ibid:24). The
second step , focused interaction, takes place when those
copresent 'openly cooperate to sustain a sin gle focus of
attention' (ibid:24), as in a conversation, a board game, or a
loint task sustained by a close circle of contributors. When
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focused interaction occurs in a gathering, Goffman speaks of a
' ace engagement'. This term is equivalent to a 'focused
gathering', an 'encounter' and a 'situated activity system'.

The third unit Goffman distinguishes is the social
occasion, which is easier to illustrate than to crisply and
precisely define. The social occasion encompasses social
parties, picnics, public political meetings, even diffuse social
entities like 'Tuesday afternoon dci rntown'. His best definition
of the social occasion is 'a wider social affair , undertaking or
event, bounded in regard to place and time and typically
facilitated by fixed eguipnent; a social occasion provides the
structuring social context in which many situations and their
gatherings are likely to form, dissolve and re-form, while a
pattern of conduct tends to be recognised as the appropriate and
(often) official or intended one' (ibid:18). Theoretically, it
affords a way of integrating situational conduct into larger
social units and it is Goffmari' s view that 'the regulations of
conduct characteristic in situations and their gatherings are
largely traceable to the social occasion in which they occur'
(ibid:20). At least in principle, the concept of social occasion
acts as a bulwark against a situational relativism, serving as a
broader context in which situations and their gatherings are
embedded, but it remains a concept little used in the specific
analyses Goffman conducts.
This trilogy - social situation, gathering and occasion
- effects an elegant division of labour for an initial
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exploration of the interaction order. The concept of social
situation draws attention to the role played by physical
conditions (especially spatial conditions) and the individual's
physiological capacities in the study of face-to-face
interaction. The social gathering concept and its analytical
offspring are obviously central to Goffrnan' s studies and most of
Behavior in Public Places is given over to the analysis of these
basic units.

Goffman is also concerned to show how the

involvement and activities of situational conduct are regulated
by a special. class of rules which he terms 'situational
proprieties (ibid:24,243) and, as ever, Goffman finds departures
from these rules especially instructive (see ch.14 'The
symptomatic significance

of

situational

improprieties'

1963a:2l6-241). He advances the view that situational
iitroprieties are less a matter of personality disorder as they
are an expression of alienation from the community, social
establishments, social relationships and encounters.

He

concludes:
'Even a loosely defined social gathering is still a
tight little room; there are more doors leading out of
it and more psychologically normal reasons for stepping
through them than are dreamt of by those who are
always loyal to situational society.' (ihid:241)

This passage is typical of Goffman's occasional inclination to
move from the role of sociological analyst to that of cultural
critic and even moral philosopher. It is one of the attractions
of reading Goffman that he is prepared to move from analysing
picayune details to wider and grander conclusions about the
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nature of human existence.

This tendency, most

forthrightly

evident in his studies of problematic participation frameworks
and statuses, represents one aspect of the persuasive power of
his writing and is more fully considered in chapter 5.

In the 1963 book Goffman defines the 'public places' of
the title as 'any regions in a community freely accessible to
members of the community' (ibid:9) but claims that 'no analytical
significance' is i.inp]ied by the useage. What is of interest is
'public order' defined in the restrictive sense of the social
orderliness of gatherings. The imprecision of the term 'public'
is also evident in Relations in Public (1971) where the study of
face-to-face interaction is again somewhat idiosyncratically
labelled 'the field of -public life' (1971:xi). Whatever quibbles
we might have about Goffman' s labelling of his chosen area of
interest (the term 'the interaction order' used first in the
doctoral dissertation and very much later as the title of his
posthumously published Presidential Address to the ASA is surely
a much more apt description), the fact remains that Relations in
Public represents another major foray into the interactional
systematics. But, as the 'Author's Note' acknowledges, it is not
a monograph: the six chapters of the the book were written to be
published together but can be read independently and do not
'cover systematically, exhaustively, and without repetition'
(ibid:l) the topic-matter of the book.
The first chapter, 'The individual as a unit' 1 departs
from the observation that the individual is an analytically
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problematic concept in studies of interaction suggests 'tw
things an individual can be' (ibid:5): a 'vehicular unit', a
shell controlled by a human pilot which encompasses both
pedestrians and vehicles as ordinarily understood and a
'participation unit', which is not explicitly defined (but see
l963a:91) but which consists of a subset of the 'single', the
unaccompanied person in a public place, and a 'with', the person
in the company of one or more others. The various aspects of
personal territory are analysed in the next chapter, 'The
territories of the self', which is then followed by two important
chapters examining how these territories are supported in
conversational interaction and how violations to personal
territory are remedied. 'Supportive interchanges' investigates
the structure of 'access rituals' (chiefly greetings and
farewells) whilst 'Remedial interchanges' examines the repair
work often done in response to an interactional offence. The
fifth chapter, 'Tie signs' looks at the devices that contain
evidence of a relationship between persons and the sixth, 'Normal
appearances;' considers the taken for granted bases that nothing
out of the ordinary is taking place when the individual appears
in public. Although not a monograph, Relations in Public has a
strong thematic coherence. Its six chapters can be read as
falling into three pairs dealing respectively with aspects of the
interactant's personal territory, the interactional work done to
sustain and protect that territory, and the internal and external
aspects of the maintenance of relationships between iriteractants.
Overall, the book strikes a nice balance between the leading
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themes of Goffinan' s sociology: the self (the first two chapters),
the ritual theme (the next two chapters) and the informational
theme (the last two chapters).

By the late 1960s the unique and thoroughly distinctive
analytical perspective which Goffinan had developed was widely
acknowledged as an important contribution to modern sociology.
But there were many commentators who complained of its apparent
amorality, who regarded with disdain its seeming preoccupation
with deceit, manipulation, gamesmanship and 'Machiavellian'
conduct in general. Goffman aczuired a notoriety for portraying
a world in which overly-rational and self-conscious actors
exploited the discrepancy between appearances and reality in a
thoroughly self-interested manner. It is questionable whether
this reputation was well-founded but it certainly became a
significant part of the mythology surrounding Goffinan and his
sociology. The book published in 1969, Strategic Interaction,
tackles the issues of deceit and gamesmanship head-on.
Ironically, several reviewers (Carson 1970; Lemert 1972; Taylor
1972) found it one of his duller and less impressive works.

The two papers contained in the book, 'Expression
gaines; an analysis of doubts at play' and 'Strategic
interaction', respectively analyse deception and calculation in
'mutual dealings', especially of the face-to-face kind.
'Expression games' explores 'one general human capacity' namely,
the capacity to 'acquire, reveal and conceal information'
(1969a:4). An observer-subject model is employed to examine the
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assessments observers make of subjects and the various
possibilities of awareness and mutual awareness of awareness that
occur when the subject endeavours to frustrate the observer's
assessment. The processes Goffman describes have a contest-like
character which is why he terms them 'expression games'
(ibid:13). When the ceiling is reached Goffman suggests that
'the degeneration of expression' (ibid:58ff) occurs: the
subject's expressions are so overworked for what might be
inferred about the subject's intentions that they caine to mean
nothing. Goffrnan draws heavily on the espionage literature but
claims that expression games are endemic to social situations:
'surely every adult who has had a friend or a spouse has had
occasion to doubt expression of relationship and then to doubt
the doubt even while giving the other reasons to suspect that
something is being doubted' (ibid:81). It is these concerns,
Goffnian concludes, that make us all a little like espionage
agents.
The second essay, 'Strategic interaction' goes beyond
issues of assessment of the other's knowledge state to examine
the bases of decision making in circi.unstances that are mutually
fateful. In strategic situations one party must gain and the
other lose. Each party will make its decision on the basis of
what it believes the other party knows, including what it knows
that the other knows about its knowledge and likely strategy.
The paper is thus an attempt to establish the potential and
limits of game theory. Sociologists have as yet to discover that
potential, and it must be said that in many respects Strategic
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Interaction is Goffman's least successful and most unsatisfactory
book. The praDised utility of the analytical frameworks is not
easy to discern, and inspection of Appendix D confirms this
impression: there is a consistentl y low pattern of citation by
other social scientists. Nevertheless, Goffinan does return to
the themes of deceit and the aanie-like exploitation of ITn.ltual
knowledge in his subseauent writinas, notably the analysis of
fabrications in Frame Analysis (1974).
2.7

Frame Analysis

2.7.1

Programmatics
The publication of Goffman's maanum o pus, Frame

Analysis in 1974 marked an im
portant new stage in the develoir'ent
of his socioloav. Frame analysis turns away from the behavioural
concerns of the interactional systematics to address to an
experiential issue: how do individuals make sense of any given
'strip ' of activity? A strip is defined as 'any arbitrary slice
cut from the stream of onaoin q activity' (1974:10) - clearly, a
very ituch more inclusive point of departure than that used to
investiaate the properties of face-to-face interaction. In
principle, any strip can support a number of interpretations, so
that what appears to be an exchanae of qreetinq s may potentially
be a dream, a joke, a mnisunderstandina, a mistake, a deception
and so on. This is a problem which had been pooularised in
sociology by Schutz's notion of 'multi p le realities'. What is
central is the problem of how sense is made. Any strip of
activity can pose the problem for individuals of 'What is it that
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is going on here?' (ibid:8). Frame analysis promotes a
sociological understanding of the issues entailed by this
problem. The crucial term, 'frame', is borrowed from Bateson,
and is defined by Goffman thus: 'I assume that definitions of the
situation are built up in accordance with principles of
organization which govern events - at least social ones - and our
subjective involvement in them; frame is the word I use to refer
to such of these basic elements as I am able to identify'
(ibid:l0-ll). Goffman intends the term 'frame' to refer to a
correspondence or isomorphism between an individual's perception
and the organisation of the strip he perceives (ibid:26). So,
for example, the insult frame organises both an individual's
perception and the activity he perceives as an insult. Thus a
frame is a phenomenal description of a strip. Frames are social
organisational premises about an activity that are sustained both
in cognition and in the activity (1974:248). Frame analysis
addresses a broader and more fundamental range of issues than the
interactional systematics as it is concerned with our experience
of the world, not just our conduct in one of its domains, the
interaction order.

For Goffman frame analysis grows out of the analysis of
situational conduct and is complementary to it. Frame represents
an extension of W.I. Thomas's concept of the definition of the
situation, which Goffnian has long recognised as an important
element in the construction of the interaction order. However,
there the definition of the situation is seen as a preliminary
matter to be settled at the outset of an encounter, and once the
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definition has been agreed and a 'working consensus' established,
all that is required of participants is that they act in ways
that will sustain it. In frame analysis the definitional issue
comes to the fore and is analysed in its own right as 'frame'
rather than simply treated as part of an interactional
pragrnatics. However it is in this latter context that the term
'frame' first appears in Goffman's work. In 'Fun in gaines'
(1961b) published some thirteen years prior to Frame Analysis
reference is made to the way gaines place a frame around events,
supplying the sense that will be made of all that occurs as the
game frame. Here 'transformation rules' and 'rules of
irrelevance' e ffect a frame which specifies what may and may not
be attended to in the encounter (1961b:25ff). Passing references
to frame are scattered throughout the publications of the 1960s
(see, for exai1e, ' T here the action, is' 1967 artd Strategic
Interaction 1969) and, as was noted above a rudimentary
conception of frame is to be found in his Master's dissertation
(1949:42). (Incidentally, I believe that the sole reference to
Some Characteristics of Response to Depicted Experience in the
entire corpus of Goffman's writings is to be found in Frame
Analysis page 53n.24.) Another path from the iriteractional
systematics to frame analysis is found in the discussion of the
'realness' of apparently contrived reality in Presentation of
Self (eg 1959:70-76). As one issue addressed by frame analysis
is how the 'reality' of a frame is maintained it can be seen to
take up and amplify some of the questions left hanging by the
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dramaturgical model (see esp. 1974:ch.5, 'The theatrical frame'
and ch.13 'The frame analysis of talk').
The core of frame analysis rests on the distinctions
between three types of frame: the primary framework and two
'transformations' or 'reworkings' of the primary framework: the
'key' and the 'fabrication' (or 'design'). A strip is rendered
intelligible by a primary framework. It is primary in that it
makes meaningful what would otherwise be a meaningless aspect of
a strip. Even though these 'interpretive schemas' vary widely in
their degree of organisation, 'each primary framework allows its
user to locate, perceive, identify and label a seemingly infinite
number of concrete occurrences defined in its terms' (ibid:21).
There are two major types of primary framework, natural and
social: the latter involving 'deeds' or 'guided doings', the
former merely 'events'. Their universality is such that 'we can
hardly glance at anything without aprinq a primary framework,
thereby forming conjectures as to what occurred before and
expectations of what is likely to happen now' (ibid:38). The
totality of any social group's primary frameworks is its
'cosmology', and thus the elaborate classification of actual
primary frameworks is part of the ethnographer's task. Frame
analysis as Goffman developes it, by contrast, is not concerned
with the empirical content of primary frameworks: the analytical
focus falls on the more general issues relating to rework ings of
frames and the multifarious vulnerabilities to which they are
subject.
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Primary frameworks can be transformed into either keys
or fabrications 1 which might be thought of as secondary
frameworks, although Goffinan does not use this term. Both
involve the transformation of some portion of activity which is
already intelligible in terms of a primary framework. Thus a
strip of activity that is already intelligible as a fight
(primary framework) might be keyed if it is ref rained as 'playing
at fighting' or 'practicing a fight' or 'reporting a fight'. The
primary framework serves as a pattern or model for the activity
('fighting'), whereas in actual fact the activity is interpreted
as a keyed transformation of the primary framework and seen as
'playing/practicing/reporting a fight'. A therefore, refers
'the set of conventions by which a given activity, one already
meaningful in terms of some primary framework, is transformed
into something patterned on this activity but seen by the
participants to be something quite else' (ibid:43-441. Notice
that it is definitive of keyed frames that the participants are
aware that the transformation has occurred. According to Goffman
(ibid:47-77) the basic keys available 'in our society' are 'make
believe' (playful behaviour, day-dreaming, dramatic scriptinqs),
'contests' (fighting is the principal model for this key),
'ceremonials' (where ordinary conduct is keyed by being invested
with special symbolic significance), 'technical redoings'
(practices, demonstrations, experiments, role playing sessions)
and 'regroundings' (where the individual's motives are at
variance with the motives customarily associated with the
activity).
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Just as a novel can be made into a film and a fi].in can
be made into a novel, it is clear that transformations of frames
can operate in both directions. Any particular keying is
reversible. Crime films may establish a language and style for
actual criminals; the detailed reporting of a crime may lead to
further crimes modelled after the report. More generally, it
seems that keyings are subject to rekeying. For example, plays
are usually rehearsed, the rehearsal constituting a rekeying of
the keyed frame, the theatrical play. The framing canplications
created by these possibilities can be controlled if successive
transformations are thought of as adding 'layers' or
'laminations' to the activity. Any strip can then be described
either in terms of its innermost lamination (the keying) or in
terms of its outmost lamination, 'the rim of the frame'
(ibid:8].-82).

The contrasting reworking of a primary framework is the
design or fabrication. These frames are generated when
individuals induce others to have a false belief about an
activity. This realm of con games, hypnosis, secret participant
observation and experimental hoaxing is one that Goffman is
analytically truly at home in. Fabrications are classified along
a benign-exploitative axis. Benign fabrication, which includes
playful deceit, practical joking and the like, is not carried out
against the mark's interests, whereas exploitative fabrications
are patently inimical to his private interests.
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These three basic frames - primary frameworks, keys and
fabrications - can be ordered in two major alignments. The first
alignment relates to the presence or absence of a reworking:
untransformed activity framed by primary frameworks, stands on
one side and transformed activity, framed by keys and
fabrications ) stands on the other. The second alignment relates
to accuracy of the participants' conceptions of frame: in
activity framed both by primary frameworks and by keyings 'straight activity' - the participants' frame conceptions are
accurate, whereas in activity framed by fabrications the
participants' frame conceptions are inaccurate.

This is the basic terminology which is fleshed out
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Goffman's more detailed studies of extra-frame activity, the real
worldly grounding of frames, frame errors, ambiguities and
disputes, and breaks in the applicability of frame. A further
tie between frame analysis and the interactional systematics is
contained in Goffman's claim that his frame perspective is
'situational', which amounts to 'a concern for what one
individual can be alive to at a particular moment, this often
involving a few other particular individuals, and not necessarily
restricted to the mutually monitored arena of a face-to-face
gathering' (ibid:8). The importance of the frame analysis as
developed by Goffman is that it presents a sociological method
for analysing the various modalities of individual experience an interest which coincides with aims of phenomenological
inQuiry, but one that is advanced by Goffman without recourse to
the metaphysical baggage of phenomenological reduction. However,
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it is also an analytical framework of sufficient generality to
permit linkage with more macrosociological concerns (see, for
example, the work of Snow et al, 1986).

2.7.2

Applications
Frame Analysis itself contains two chapters (5 and 13)

in which the analytical tools developed are applied to the
theatre and to talk respectively. Chapter 5 opens with a
somewhat coy acknowledgement from Goffman that because 'the
language of the theater has become deeply embedded in the
sociology from which this study derives' (1974:124) there is
value in addressing the theatrical frame, Readers might
therefore reasonably hope that their misgivings about the
dramaturgical model will be dealt with: just how far can the
dramaturgical metaphor be pressed in interactional analysis, and
in particular, how are we to regard the claim that interaction
consists of drama-like 'performances'? Coffman does not provide
direct answers to these questions but does discuss two matters
that bear upon them: the concept of performance and the
differences between staged and unstaged activity.

A 'restricted' definition of performance is now
presented as 'that arrangement which transforms an individual
into a stage performer' (ibid:l24) i.e. someone who can be looked
at and scrutinised by an audience without offence being
generated. There is an implied contrast with a less 'restricted'
definition. One such, from Dell Hymes, is presented in a
footnote.

This sees performance as 'an attribute of any
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behavior, if the doer accepts or has imputed to him
responsibility for being evaluated in regard to it'.
definition reseibles GDffthan's

Ll

Hymes'

f Presentation of Self: 'a

performance may be defined as all the activity of a given
participant on a given occasion which serves to influence in any
way any of the other participants' (1959:15).

In Frame Analysis by contrast the concept of
performance has been stripped of its metaphorical connotations.
This more literal conception permits a distinction between types
of performance and enables Goffman to argue that performances
vary in terms of their 'purity' i.e. in terms of 'the
exclusiveness of the claim of the watchers on the activity they
watch' (ibid:l25). Scripted drama, ballet and orchestral music,
provide examples of pure performances (where the principle of 'no
audience, no performance' applies) whilst work performances
occurring at construction sites, rehearsals and on-the-spot 'IV
news coverage are given as examples of the impure sort. The
circumscribed scope of activities designated as performances
stands in marked contrast to the more promiscuous useage of the
term in Presentation of Self.
Many critics of Presentation of Self have tried to
document the essential differences between the stage and real
life in order to ciuery the general applicability of the
drarnaturgical model. In 'The theatrical frame' Goffman presents
his n version of these differences phrased in the terminology
of frame analysis.

Eight 'transcription practices' are
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identified: these are the practices required to transform 'a
strip of offstage, real activity into a strip of stage being'
(ibid:138). Briefly, they are:

1.

A sharp spatial boundary marking of f the staged from
the unstaged world.

2.

The opening up of rooms in order to give audiences
access to staged action.

3.

A proxemic modification: the spatial alignment of
persons 'so that the audience can literally see into
the encounter' (ibid:140).

4.

The focus of attention falls on one person at a time.

5.

'Turns at talking tend to be respected to the end'
(ibid:140).

6.

The use of the practice of 'disciosive compensation':
audiences are given more information about persons and
events on the stage than in everyday life.

7.

'Utterances tend to be much longer and more
grandiloquent than in ordinary conversation'
(ibid:143).

8. Everything that occurs on the stage has significance
for the developrient of plot or character.

Ordinary activity needs to be keyed through these practices in
order to be transformed into theatrical performance. Note the
important implication driven home by this discussion. Strips of
activity may be understood as similar but they differ in terms of
the frame which envelops them. Strips of activity can be
transformed in systematic ways by the employment of certain
social practices and conventions. Goffman concludes that it is
better to speak of these alterations in the meaning of the 'same'
behaviour in terms of 'frame function' than to use the
appropriate Schutzian term ('motivational relevancies') because
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the latter is 'unnecessarily vague' (ibid:148: emphasis in
original). This indicates how Goffman agrees that Schutz's work
poses interesting problems but considers that his solutions can
be improved upon by the conceptual framework of frame analysis.

The draniaturgical theme is also taken up in 'The frame
analysis of talk'. Much of ordinary talk consists of
storytelling which in Goffrnan's view has the character of a
'replaying', i.e. 'a tale or anecdote... that recounts a personal
experience, not merely reports on an event' (ibid:504). The
storyteller has to maintain some suspense to make his tale of
interest to the audience. This theme is woven into Goffman's
analysis of the properties of talk - the various forms of
embedding, speaker roles, connectives, and so on - leading to the
conclusion that there are 'deep-seated similarities' (ibid:550)
between the theatre's frame structure and that of talk.

Another application of frame analysis is found in the
second chapter of Gender Advertisements (1979). 'Picture frames'
is a long and convo\uted explication of the varying senses in
which pictures (and especially advertising photographs) can and
cannot be regarded as depictions of some 'real' state of affairs.
'Private' and 'public' pictures are distinguished and 'candid'
photographs are differentiated from 'rigged' ones. Goffman draws
extensively on the notions of keying and fabrication and
concludes that both actual and depicted reality is interpreted in
terms of a single viewing and reading competency. Members of
society decode lived social reality and various pictorial
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representations of it in much the same way, picking out the same
socially relevant features. Goffirian notes how, particularly in
public places in urban settings, the individual lives in a
'glimpsed world' (1979:22). The individual may know little of
the biography of strangers encountered on his way, but by paying
attent ion to self-presentational conventions can make reasonable
inferences about the category of the other, mood, current
undertakings and so forth. These 'gliinpsings' provide
information which is truncated and abstract but which is quite
adequate to the task of dealing with a world of strangers. The
same sort of categories that the individual uses to glimpse
others and their activities are also used to decode pictures.
The sense the reader makes of a picture is parasitic on the
reader's wider social competence.

Frame analysis and the concern to explicate the
systematics of interaction come together in the essays collected
as Forms of Talk (1981). The uniting (if not integration) of
these hitherto disparate concerns is indicated by Goffman's
Introduction where three themes underlying the papers are
identified:
1.

the process of ritualisation: '...the moments, looks
and vocal sounds we make as an unintended by-product of
speaking and listening... (which) in varying degrees
acquire a specialized communicative role in the stream
of our behavior, looked to and provided for in
connection with the displaying of our alignment to
current events' (1981:2)

2.

participation framework: 'when a word is spoken, all
those who happen to be in the perceptual range of the
event will have some sort of participation status
relative to it' (ibid:3)
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3. embedding capacity: the capacity of our talk to be
complexly other-or self-referential, as in the example
'To the best of my recollection I think I said I once
lived that sort of life' (ibid:149)

In 'Replies and responses' Goffrnan seeks to replace the narrow
statement-reply format (which he identifies with conversation
analysis) with a broader and nore open 'reference-response'
model. 'Response cries' makes a case for treatiriq certain terms
of 'self-talk' such as 'Oops' or 'Shitt' as responsive to the
actor

'5 drarriatur gical

concerns • 'Footing' explicates the various

changes in alignment to events made by conversationalists. 'The
lecture' exemplifies certain themes of the previous three papers,
especially the lecturer's opportunities for chanaes in footing.
'Radio Talk' is an extensive study of the remedial 'worS. tt
radio announcers carry out on their own s peech. The concern with
the analysis of talk is also evident in Goffman's last
publication, 'Felicity's condition' (l983b), a study
presuosition and inference in conversation.
Goffman's last works, then, give detailed attention to
the minutiae of conversational interaction, the central topic of
his doctoral dissertation, bet they do so from the vanta qe of the
deepening of his sociological perspective provided by frame
analysis.

2.8

Problematic Partici pation Statuses and Frameworks

Goffman's studies of mental illness, the social
processes of stiqmatisation and qenderisms represent empirically
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more localised investigations that are often situated within
sociology's conventional substantive fields. They are studies of
clearly differentiated social roles but are not 'case-studies' as
the term is usually understood. Goffman is never content to
simply analyse the specifics of the populations chosen for
investigation; he constantly endeavours to point up the general
interactional features and processes they exemplify. As has
already been noted, (x'u. early appreciated the
power of 'extraordinary events to open our eyes to what
ordinarily occurs' (1953:360). This provides thetheoretica1
rationale for the studies of mental patients, the stigmatised and
women, which are all studies of social groupings which have
deviant, disadvantaged or minority group status. Goffman's
interest, as ever, is in the interactional manifestations of
their excluded status but he consistently attempts to draw more
general conclusions from their particular situations. In an
early statement Goffman praises the then-recent tendency of
sociologists 'to look into the psychiatric world simply to learn
what there could be learned about the general processes of social
life' (1957e:201) in contrast to the earlier tendency of
sociologists to play at 'junior psychiatry'. In
Stigma Goffman ransacks the traditional fields of social
problems, social deviance, criminology and race relations in
order to develop a 'coherent analytic perspective' on the
situation of the stigmatised and concludes that these traditional
substantive fields may have a 'now purely historic and fortuitous
unity' (1963b:l47). His studies of women refuse to recognise
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that they constitute a distinct analytic category for
sociological analysis; instead, his investigations fall under the
aegis of 'genderism', a 'sex-class linked behavioral practice'
(1977: 305). Moreover, these studies do not simply apply the
interactional systeinatics and frame analysis but rather represent
definite attempts to further develop and articulate Goffinan's
analytical frameworks; in turn, they feed back into the
interactional systematics and frame analysis, as Goffman's
frequent references to mental patients and women in his writings
classified under those headings indicates. Thus, the broad
argument of this section is that each of the main problematic
participation statuses and frameworks C-of fman analyses has been
strategically chosen to illimLnate certain general features of
the interactional systematics: the mental patient for
spectacularly failing to abide by situational properties; the
stigmatised highlight the locality and specificity of
expectations about normality; whilst gender constitutes the most
fundamental code about our presumed human nature.
2.8.1

Problematic Participation Statuses and Frameworks
Arising from Mental Illness

Asylums, Goffman's study of 'mental patients and other
inmates', is probably his best-known book to audiences outside of
academic sociology and is certainly his most widely-quoted work
(see Appendix D). The ethnographic fieldwork on which it is
based was carried out over a period of twelve months between
1955-1956 at St. Elizabeth's Hospital in Washington DC which at
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the time of Goffman's research had a patient population in excess
of 7000. (For a discussion of how St. Elizabeth's has changed
since Goffman's day, see Peele et al, 1977.) Goffman's stated
aim was 'to learn about the social world of the hospital inmate,
as this world is subjectively experienced by him' (1961a:ix).
Asylums opens with a classic rationale for participation
observation:

'It was then and still is i belief that any group of
persons-prisoners, primitives, pilots, or patients develop a life of their own that becomes meaningful,
reasonable, and normal once you get close to it, and
that a good way to learn about any of these worlds is
to submit oneself in the company of the members to the
daily round of petty contingencies to which they are
subject.' (ibid:ix-x)

The four essays which make up the book are richly informed by
Goffman's research experiences, tit rslums is not. siplj an
ethnography of St. Elizabeth's and in each essay Goffman is
seeking ways of moving beyond the particularities of the hospital
he investigated. The first essay 'On the characteristics of
total institutions' sets the stage for what is to follow. Its
theme is that the mental patient can be regarded as one type of
'inmate' and the mental hospital as one type of 'total
institution'. Light is shed on the mental patient's situation by
comparing it with other types of inmate and total institution.
The ethnographic detail of the patient's situation at St.
Elizabeth's canes to the fore in the middle two essays. A
diachronic perspective is adopted in the second essay 'The moral
career of the mental patient' in order to analyse the changing
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nature of the patient's self on the journey towards, and after
admission to the mental hospital. An analysis of the social bond
informs the perspective taken by the third and longest essay,
'The underlife of a public institution', which shows the myriad
ways in which the patient attempts to free himself fran the
hospital's conception of his nature. The generality of the first
essay is matched by the final one, 'The medical model and mental
illness' which presents a critical analysis is the applicability
of the medical model for understanding the hospitalisation of
mental patients. Goffman addresses the impact of the medical
model, considered as a staff ideology, on the redefinition of the
patient's self. Thus Asylums opens with an organisational
analysis and closes with an ideological one; sandwiched in
between there is a diachronic and a synchronic ethnographic
analysis. If read this way, Asylums can be said to possess an
(unacknowledged) internal coherence.

The book's arguments are too well-known to require more
than a sketch in the present context. Goffman's view of the
mental hospital builds on Howard Rowland's (1 939h on'segregated
conmunities' and like Rowland Goffman emphasises resocialisation
and adjustment processes. The total institution, defined by
Goffrnan as 'a place of residence and work where a large number of
like-situated individuals, cut off from the wider society for an
appreciable period of time, together lead an enclosed, formally
administered round of life' (l961:xiii), has 'encompassing
tendencies' sufficient to effect a radical redefinition of these
individuals. Although Goffrnan does devote space to the 'staff
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world' and 'institutional ceremonies', the longest part of his
analysis describes the 'inmate world' (ibid:12-74). Goffnian
draws attention to the various mortification processes which
inmates are subjected to, which may involve abasements,
degredations, humiliations and 'profanations of self', or which
may be more covert in nature, effectively disrupting the usual
relationship between the individual and his acts. The self is
'mortified'. Personal reorganisation is accomplished through the
institution's privilege system. Total institutions are not
always wholly successful in their resocialisation efforts: there
may be individual lines of adaptation, and an 'inmate culture'
rich in 'secondary adjustments' may proliferate.

In 'iroral career of the mental patient' the irntal
patient is defined in 'one strictly sociological sense' as
someone who has been admitted for treatment to a mental hospital.
Entry to mental hospital is socially fateful for whosoever enters
as a patient. Excluded from consideration are those who do not
'get caught up in the heavy machinery of mental-hospital
servicing' (ibid:l29), such as 'undiscovered candidates' for an
insanity judgement and those undergoing private psychotherapy
outside a hospital. The patient's 'sick behavior' Goffman
argues, 'is not primarily a product of mental illness' but is
rather a product of his social distance from his immediate
situation (ibid:130). The patient's path from his home world to
the mental hospital and back to civil society is understood as a
'moral career'. The concept of career is generalised beyond its
usual occupational sense to include 'any strand of a person's
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course through life'. In speaking of a person's moral career,
Goffman addresses 'the regular seguence of changes that career
entails in the person's self and his framework for judging
hiiriself and others' (ibid:128). The concept of career allows the
sociologist to make 'a relatively objective tracing of relatively
subjective matters' (ibid:].68).

Pre-patient and inpatient phases are analysed. The
'social beginning' of the patient's career is a record of some
improper item of his face-to-face conduct with others having been
taken exception to by a 'complainant'. From the patient's point
of view he finds himself part of an 'alienative coalition' with
the complainant, his next-of-relation, and 'mediators'
(psychiatrists, police, lawyers, social workers) who, it seems to
him, collectively conspire to assure his hospitalisation. To the
patient these significant others comprise a 'betrayal funnel'.
Once hospitalised the patient may in retrospect fee]. that, as far
as the events leading up to his hospitalisation were concerned,
'everyone's current comfort was being busily sustained while his
long-range welfare was being undermined' (ibid:141).

1tt
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the patient may be unwilling to acknowledge his newly acquired
patient status, but a series of 'mortification processes' succeed
in disposing of many of his previous self-conceptions. He conies
to terms with the 'privilege system' and the 'ward system' in
time, and although he may resist the implications of these
arrangements for his self, the balance is always tipped in
staff's favour. Eventually the patient becomes demoralised and,
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for a time, practices

'the amoral arts of shamelessneS'

(ibid :169)

The third, longest and most ethnographically detailed
essay in sylums is aptly subtitled 'a study of ways of making
out in a mental hospital'. In it Goffman describes a range of
'secondary adjustments' (ibid:189) which enable mental patients
to 'get by' in their day-to-day lives at St. Elizabeth's: their
'make-do's', their scavenging, their exploitation of outside
contacts, their activities in 'free places', their 'stashes' are
exauisitely described, but mention is made of the
prostitution, money-lendinq, racketeering and blackmail that also
figure in the patients' underlife. Goffnian's broader theme,
however, is the nature of the social bond. With any social bond
there is a conception of the person who fulfills the obliqations
of that bond. But individuals do not simply and always meet
these obliqations. Goffman's general view is that everyone including mental patients - has some means of holding off all the
self-defininq implications of a social bond. Secondary
adjustments by mental patients are an instance of a more general
process whereby the individual employs 'methods to keep some
distance, sce.elbow room, between himself and that which others
assume he should be identified' (ibid:319). 'Underlife', then,
is an ethnoaraphy of role-distancing behaviours.
The final essay explores the professional ideoloqy of
institutional psychiatry. Goffrnan aueries the validity of the
medical model of mental.illness in settings like St. Elizabeth's
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by proposinq that the model of expert servicing which informs the
profession of psychiatry is out of step with custodial functions
of public mental institutions. Goffman concludes:

'The limited applicability of the medical model to
mental hospitals brings together a doctor who cannot
easily afford to construe his activity in other than
medical terms and a patient who may well feel he must
fight and hate his keepers if any sense is to be made
of the hardship he is undergoing. Mental hospitals
institutionalize a kind of grotesque of the service
relationship.' (1961a:369)

The central vicissitude facing the psychiatrist is that he has
custodial as well as medical responsibilities and powers, an the
former comprar'ises the latter.
Fran the Asylums research Coffman derived the view that
mental symptons were best seen as part of the class of behaviours
he desiqnated as 'situational improprieties' (1964a/1967:147).
One of Goffman's controversial arguments in Asylums is that hat
is seen psychiatrically as a 'mental symptom' can be seen
sociologically as a method of expressing distance and disdain for
the current circumstances (cf. the celebrated study by Posenhan,
1973). In Goffnian's own words:
'If you rob people of all customary means of expressing
anoer and alienation and put them in a place where they
have never had better reason for these feelin gs, then
the natural recourse will be to seize on what remains situational improprieties.' (1967:147)

But what of the situation of those who are not yet incarcerated
in a total institution? Whilst the 'pre-vatient' phase of 'Moral
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career' addressed this issue, the somewhat neglected 'The
insanity of place' (1971) presents Goffirian's most
considerable socioloqical appraisal of the nature of mental
illness.

Mental symptoms are seen as a special sub-set of
situational improprieties. They are undisguised, repeated and
apparently thoroughly wilful, 'specifically and pointedly
offensive' (1971:356). They are the work of eop1e who refuse to
keep their social place as their significant others see it. The
mentally ill individual is, throuqh these improprieties, claiming
a place and an identity that is not rightfully his claim. nd in
so doing the individual creates 'havoc' for all around him (the
havoc created in the family is a special concern of Goffman's
essay). These situational improprieties are evidence of an
incapacity to meet the social obligations normally binding on the
individual to kee p his place. Thus, Goffman views mental illness
not as an attribute of brain malfunctionin g by the ill person,
nor does he see it (as do labellina theorists; see Scheff, 1966)
as simply embodied in the reactions of others. Mental illness is
founded in troubled relationships between people, within the
disruption of the webe and obligations that ordinarily serve to
tie them tocether in stable and routine manner. The ill
person's psychological state may have an orqanic basis, but it
just as easily may not and it is the diversity of sources of
mental symptoms that makes the psychiatrist's job so difficult
and so frequently unsuccesful (1971:387-389). However, a uniform
treatment of mental symptoms can be obtained by recarding them as
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situational improprieties 1 the meaninqs of which need to be seen
in the interactional and relational contexts of the individual's
life.

2.8.2

Problematic Participation Statuses and Frameworks
Arising From Stigmatization

Stigma is in one sense a postscript to 'The ITJoral
career of the mental patient' which takes u p the 'ex-patient
phase' announced but not discussed in that paper. In Stiqma
Goffman is not content lust to analyse the ex-inental patient's
predicament but rather seeks to connect it with others in a
similar situation: the disfiaured and physically handicapped, the
deaf and the blind, the ex-convict, ex-alcoholic and ex-addict,
the member of an ethnic minority and so on. All these persons
frequently find themselves in situations where they are
stiqmatised i.e. 'disoualified from full social acceptance'
(1963b: Preface). Although a stiqma is defired bj offman as a
'deeply discrediting attribute', he insists that the sociological
study of stigma demands 'a languaqe of relationships, not
attributes' (ibid:3) since what will count as a stigma is
sensitive to local contexts (the worries of a professional
criminal about beinq seen enterin q a library are auoted by
Goffrnan as an example of lust how varied sti qmatizinq attributes
can be).
Stigma has an impressive conceptual architecture
turning around these notions of identity and their associated
social processes.

Examination of the broad processes of
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stiqmatisation is facilitated by the concept of 'social
identity', the category and attributes of a person that are
available to us on first ap pearances. The concept is further
differentiated into 'virtual social identity', the categorisation
we make 'in effect' about people, a supoosition which is
distinguished from 'actual social identity', the cateaory and
attributes a person could be proved to possess(ibid:2). Since a
stigma is a failing or shortcomin g , it constitutes a special case
of a discrepancy occurring between a person's virtual and actual
social identity. Obviously, some stiqrnatic attributes can be
concealed oc this gives rise to two classes of possessor: the
'discredited', the stigmatised who can assume that their stigma
is evident in any encounter with 'normals', and the
'discreditable', whose stigma is not observable or otherwise
available (ibid:4). The social identity of the discredited is
Goffman's first concern. The management of tension is their
basic interactional problem, and an understanding of this process
is advanced by concepts of 'syiripathetic others' (the 'wise'),
'courtesy stigma' and 'moral career'.

Goffrran's attention then turns to the discreditable.
As their stigma is not immediately apparent, to control the flow
of information about it is their basic interactional problem.
Central to an appreciation of this process is the individual's
'personal identity' (ibid:56), the sense of uni queness we develop
about an individual through a knowledge of his life history and
the 'identity pegs' and ' positive marks' associated with him.
The concepts of 'visibility',

'biography', 'passing' and
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'covering' figure large in Goffman's analysis of the processes of
information control.

'Ego' or 'felt identity' is 'the subject sense of his
own situation and own continuity and character that an individual
comes to obtain as a result of his various social experiences'
(ibid:105). This concept facilitates analysis of what the
individual feels about his stigma, its nianaqement, and the advice
he is given regarding these matters. Some 'ambivalence' towards
other, like-situated personsis canmon, as is the tendency towards
the develonent of 'professional presentations' to handle such
ambivalence. Additionally, the individual may be torn between
'in-group' and 'out-qroup alignments' the pulls of each producing
a conflict of possible ego identities; thus, a 'politics of
identity' may be involved (ibid :112-125).

Goffman 's

emphasis throuqhout is on the interacLiona2

roles of normal and stigniatised. Certain persons may play the
latter role more frequently than others, but all of us at some
time or other find ourselves in that situation. As such Goffman
provides not simply a tellinq exemplification of one theme of his
socioloqy, control of information about self, but convincing
testimony of the capacity of interactional anal'jctS to
illuminate the intricacies of human difference.

2O
2.8.3

Problematic Participation Statuses and Frameworks
Arising From Genderisms

Much the same kind of observation could be made about
Goffman's work (1976/1977 /1979) on ' genderisros' (which
will be treated at greater length in the next chapter). Goffman,
as it were, rides on the bandwagon of feminism which from the
late 1960s on placed the situation, and especially the
disadvantages, faced by women on the agenda of numerous academic
disciplines in the arts and human sciences.

As Gonos

(l980:l68n.52) observes, there is to be found 'a low burning
feminism' throughout Goffman's writin gs. Or perhaps more
accurately, there is not so much a feminism as an awareness of
how women's aender can generate s pecial difficulties in
interaction; that being a woman can be a problematic
participation statusGoffman also demonstrates an awareness of
the constraint his own gender may have placed on his
observational work, it is only over the past âecaôe or so that
sociological ethnoqraphers have become sensitised to the
significance of gender in field research' (Wax, 1979; Warren,
1988). How many sociological ethncgraphers writing in 1961
issued a disclaimer like Goffman's in the 'Preface' to Asylums:
'I want to warn that my view is probably too much that of a
middle-class male' (1961:x)?

However feminism's influence on Goffman's writinas is
more suggestive than directive: 'as usual in recent years' he
writes in 'The arrangement between the sexes', his most
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forthright and general statement on gender, 'we have had to rely
on the discontented to remind us of our subject matter'
(1977 :301). Goffman's approach to gender relations is to
address them in interactional terms. Small wonder, then, that
the reception frcm feminists was less than enthusiastic (see,
e.g. Wedel 1978; Posenbiurn, 1980). Feminists made much of the
facts of women's disadvantaae. Goffrnan's response was to note
that 'the sociolog ically interesting thing about a disadvantaqed
category is not the painfulness of the disadvantage, bit the
bearing of the social structure on its generation and stability'
(1977 :307). Furthermore, those feminists who were interested in
social structure were largely interested in the analysis of the
macro-structures that made patriarchal relations the historical
norm. In contrast Goffman's conception of social structure is
ahistorically located in interactional practices. But Goffman's
central argument is that it is in these practices, and only
there, that the widely-assumed 'essential' difference in the
natures of men and women is to be located: in the practices of
interaction and the beliefs informing them. There is then a
radical contingency about Goffman's analysis of the sources of
gender difference which is rather more congenial to feminist
concerns than sane critics have appreciated, for he emphasises
the thoroughly socially-constructed nature of gender difference
and holds that, at least in modern societies, alternative
organisational arrangements could be readily found.
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2.9

Conclusion
This chapter has attempted to provide a basis for

reading Goffman's diverse writings as a sin qie whole that can
appropriately be labelled 'Goffman's sociolo gy'. There is a
unity of purpose which can be traced from his earliest writings
which sensitised him to the discrepancies that may exist between
symbols and the reality they symbolise. This idea is first given
explicit treatment in 'Symbols of class status' and is
generalised in the doctoral dissertation and all his later
writing s. No doubt the interest in class status symbolism arose
from his fieldwork with Hyde Park's middle class wives, but
Goffman then went on to suggest that the specious display of
symbols, particularly as they pertain to the self's presentations
in face-to-face conduct, is a general feature of social life. In
a similar manner Goffman' abiding interest in the forms of self
presentation can be traced back to the 'aster's dissertation.
This chapter has also made a modest proposal for the
classification of C-offrnan's writin gs intended to brinq some order
into what often appears to many readers to be a disparate
collection of variations on selected themes. The classification
is intended to reduce the confusion engendered by the disparate
earance by revealing the connections and continuities between
app
C-of fman's writinas. Nevertheless, it must be acknowledged that
there are difficulties in unambiguously classifyin g particular
works: 'The interaction order', for example, could lust as easily
fall under the 'analytical and methodological considerations'
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heing as 'interactional systematics'; the essay 'Where the
action is' is even more difficult to classify in the schema
presented here: it could lust as easily be classified under
'frame analysis' or 'problematic participation frameworks and
statuses t than 'interactiona]. systematics'. Such, however, are
the vicissitudes of classification. Whatever the shortcanings of
the classification schema presented here, it does have the merit
of identifying some of the bases that allow us to regard
Goffman's oeuvre as a single whole.
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CHAPTER 3
'ELECrIVE AFFINITIES'?

3.1

Introduction
The previous two chapters have attempted to provide a

sympathetic account of the emergence and develonent of

Sirrimel'

s

and Goffrrian' s socioloqies. For Simmel, sociology was very much a
mid-life preoccupation. He ended, where he be gan, in the
discipline of philosophy, confident that he had accomplished all
he was capable of contributinq to sociology. In contrast Goffman
was a life-long sociologist and althouqh he, like Simmel, died at
the age of sixty, there is an air of 'unfinished business' about.
the corpus of his writings. No doubt had he lived lon
ger the
socioloqica]. public would probably have been treated to 'more of
the same'. There are few signs that he was contem plating any
synoptic ordering of his life's work and indeed i'c. was argued i.n
chapter two that his chosen method of working was to move from
one analytic problem and conceptual framework to the next without
any overall cumulative ambition of establishing a general theory
of face-to-face interaction. Systematic intent is evident in any
given piece of Goffman's writinq , but the whole collection of
writings is not designed or executed in a manner likely to lend
to the creation of a system. Between 1894 and 1908 especially
Simmel worked on and refined a series of analyses of forms of
sociation, but a system was not the result (althoucmh Frisby
1984:126 does suagest that Simnmel nurtured the hope - never to be
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realised - of writing a canprehensive sociology of time, space
and number)
Inspection of the bibliographies of the two reveals one
further point of contrast: Goffman's publications have a more
discrete and self-contained character than Simmel's. The latter
was continuously reformulating and developin g his ideas, never
auite achieving the desired perfection which forever lay just
over the horizon. Goffinan's stance towards his writing was
altogether more pragmatic: he seemed able to concentrate on one
project at a time, write it up and proceed to the next without
anguishing over its shortcomings. After all, there was always
another paper or book in which these could be remedied. It is
for that reason that we do not find obviously reworked articles
and second editions of books, with their second thoughts and
modifications, in Goffmans's writings (cf. Appendix F). He is
content to allow each of his publications to stand as current
statements of his thinking (hence one reason or his preferred
description of his books as 'reports'), not to be gainsaid by
anything subseauently published.

The task of developin
g a Sirnmelian reading of C-of frnan
commences in this chapter with a com parison of overlapping
substantive topics and themes. The obvious place to begin such a
comparison is to pose a simple empirical question: which of
Siinmel's writings does Goffman choose to refer to in his work?
The chapter then considers certain affinities and divergences in
the substance of their sociologies. Sections 3.3 to 3.6 compare
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TItBLE 2
GOFFMAN'S REFERENCES TO SIMMEL

Goffman reference

Simmel source

1.

'Symbols of class status' (1951)

'Fashion' (1904)

2.

Communication Conduct ... (1953)

Microscopic focus (1950:9-10)

3

Vt

'Discretion' (1950:323)

4

H

'Sociability' (1950:45)

H

'Silence' (1950:3L,9n)

5

H

'Sociability' (no ref.)

6.

7.

,,

'Knowledge of' one another'(1950:307

8.
9.

'On face-work' (1955)

10.
11.

'Deference and demeanor' (1956)
'

12.

Presentation

13.

of'

Self H959)

"

(1950:321)
(1950:322)
JUlusion o forzia2

z'2etho

'Discretion' (1950:321)

14. Encounters (1961)

'Sociability' (1950:45-6;49;48-9)

15.

(1950:46)

16. Behavior in Public Places(1963)
17.

'Discretion' (1950: 320-321)
,,
,,

"

I,

'Honor, morality and law'
ltsiet'
'Sociology of' the senses'(1924:358)

18. 'Where the action is' (1967)

'The adventure' (no ref.)

19. Relations in Public (1971)

Allusion to Simmel's analytical
style

20.

'Honor, morality and law'
(unpublished)

21. Frame Analysis (1974)

'The handle' (1959/1965:267)
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TABLE 3

FREQUENCY COUNT OF SIMMEL SOURCES CITED BY GOFFMAN

Simmel source

No. of citations
by Goffmari

'Discretion'

6

'Sociability'

4

'Honor, morality and law'

2

Formal method/analytical style

2

'The adventure'

1

'Fashion'

1

'The handle'

1

'Knowledge of one another'

1

Microscopic focus

1

'Sociology of the senses'

1

'Silence'

1

Total

21
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and contrast certain topics in which there is an ostensible
substantive overlap or elective affinity between Simrnel and
Goffrnan. Some tentative conclusions about these overla ps are
presented in the last section.
3.2

Recognition of SiiTnnel in Goffinan's Writings
How freauently is Simmel cited by Goffinan, and what

aspects of Sirnmel's work are referred to in those citations?
Tables 2 and 3 are based upon the information contained in
Appendix B, 'A citation count and inventory of references to
Snmel in Goffman's writings' and present a summary answer to
these questions. Table 2 shows a pattern of early citation of
Siznmel which falls off in the later publications. Fully
one-third (7 out of a total of 21) of the Simmel citations are to
be found in Goffman's doctoral dissertation. Moreover, the same
references to Sinmel occur in the 1956 edition of Presentation of
Self as in the subseauent editions, so that nearly two-thirds of
the total (13 of 21) appear by 1956. In other words, the
majority of citations occur in the doctoral dissertation and the
writings classified as postdoctoral articulations of the
interactional systema tics.
Conseciuently it comes as no surprise that the largest
single source of Simrrel's work which Goffnian cites is Kurt
Wolf f's maj or collection, The Sociology of Georq Siitel (1950).
This was the first book-length English translation of Simniel,
although of course a number of his papers had been translated
into English at the turn of the century. Most of these papers
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appeared in the merican Journal of Sociology bit some pieces
were published elsewhere and it is noteworthy that Goffman cites
one of these, the 1904 translation of 'Fashion' That, alonq
with the two references of E.C. Hu qhes' unpublished translation
of 'Honor, morality and law' (items 16 and 20 in Table 2) and the
reference to Sircmel's somewhat obscure 'The handle' (item 21) is
suggestive of a deep acauaintance on Goffman's part with the
then-available English translations of Simmel.

However if Gofthian did possess such a deep acivaintance
- and there is little doubt that Simmel's work was an important
component of the Zeitgeist of post-war Chicago sociology - it
must be admitted that the range of this ac quaintance does not
reveal itself in the published references. ls Table 3 shows,
Goffrnan found Sirnrrel's four pages on discretion particularly
guotable. Sirrunel's notion of the 'ideal sphere' and the idea
that discretion principally involves staying away from personal
knowledqe that the other does not expressly disclose are seen as
central features of the situational proprieties.
Table 3 also shows that Sirnmel's essay on sociability
is the next most fre quently cited source. It is also the only
piece from Siinmel that Goffran takes issue with, and it must be
said that Goffman's readin g of Sirrurel does not always show an
awareness of the subtlety of Simrnel's arguments. In 'Fun in
Gaines' (Encounters, 1961) Goffman notes Siumel's sug gestion that
during encounters of 'pure sociability' (Goffman provides the
inverted commas, but the phrase does not aar in the
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translation of Sinimel cited, although the sense certainly does)
participants suppress their subjective desires and objective
attributes (wealth, social position, exceptional talents and so
forth). Goffrnan, in a throw-away line, goes on to complain of
'Simmel's embarrassing effort to treat sociability as a type of
"mere" play, sharply cut off from the entan g lements of serious
life' (1961:21). A few lines later, discussing bureaucratic
administration, Goffman suggests in regard to both Weber's
thoughts on this topic and Sirnmel's on sociabilit y , that 'we
accept as a tendency that is stated in fact' (ibid). Three
points can be made here. The first is that both Siirniel and Weber
are discussing 'ideal types', i.e. a construction of the analyst
that deliberately exagaerates features of reality , and these are
certainly not 'statements of fact' in any sple sense. The
second is that Simmel in his discussion of sociability is
presenting not just an analyst's abstraction; he also reconises
that the suppression of objective attributes and subjective
desires reauired for successful sociability is a pervasive social
belief. Simmel argues that the world generated by sociability is
'artificial'. In the following passage, note how Sirrmel shifts
from description to criticism of the beliefs he describes:

'It is coroosed of individuals who have no other desire
than to create wholly pure interaction with others
which is not disbalanced by a stress of anything
material. We may have the erroneous notion that we
enter sociability purely "as men", as what we really
are, without all the burdens, conflicts, all the
too-much and too-little which in actual life disturb
the purity of our ima ges, We may get this notion
because modern life is overburdened with objective
contents and exigencies. And forgetting these daily
encumbrances at a social aatherin q , we fancy ourselves
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to return to our natural-personal existence.' (1950:48;
emphasis added)

Indeed Siiiimel recognises 'the actual entanglement of sociability
with the events of real life' (1950:49) and Goffman appears to
have paraphrased this point in order to make his criticism of
SITUnel! When that entanglement occurs, the upper or lower
'sociability thresholds' that hold objective attributes and
subjective desires at bay have been exceeded, and sociable
interaction becomes 'a deceptive lie' (ibid:49). Thus the ideal
type of sociability that Simrnel sketches is something that he
araues may be only very occasionally realised, and Siirmel has no
need of Goffmari to inform him that it is a tendency he describes,
for the sense is clearly evident in Simmel's text. Thirdly,
Sinirnel recognises that 'serious' matters can become part of the
topic of sociable conversation, which is not composed of
'indifferent' tnatters but thtch, cortrart'ts, 'it be.
interesting , fascinatinq , even important' (1950:52). In sum,
Goffinan hypostatises the 'merely playful' in Simmel's
characterisation of sociable interaction and underestimates
Simmel's clear recognition of the dynamism and fluidity of this
kind of interaction.
There are obvious difficulties in making too much of
the information contained in Tables 2 and 3. In Goffrnan's case
citations are not a reliable guide to relevant influences, by
Simmel or anyone else. However, the information does provide a
useful initial orientation and does have the utility of rendering
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the notoriously slippery notion of 'influence' in empirical
terms; but more than these empirical terms are required if we are
to appreciate the patently diffuse impact of Siiimel on Goffman's
work. In the following sections four points of potential
influence and substantive comparison are examined and in at least
one case, gender relations, it must be admitted that any kind of
empirical influence emanating from Simmel appears exceedingly
unlikely (this is because Sirnrnel's essays on woman were only
translated into Eng lish in 1984; there remains the possibility
that Goffman was familiar with the German originals, or that he
was influenced by Simmel's remarks on women scattered throughout
his other writings). In any case, the focus of this thesis is on
convergences and divergences between two bodies of thought.
Empirical notions of influence are of interest but do not stand
as a test of the adeczuacy of the similaEities anô ôffereces
noted. Notwithstanding this proviso, the comparison of
substantive affinities will commence with a comparison of
Slinmel's ideas concerning knowledge of the other (from the
chapter on secrecy in which the analysis of discretion is
located; see section 1.6.7 above) and Goffman's related views on
information about self.
3.3

Knowledae of Others and Information About Self
Goffnian (1953:300-301) very appro priately cites

Sirmrel's observation that 'the first condition of having to deal
with somebody at all is to know with whom one has to deal'
(1950:307) in support of his contention that orderly interaction
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can only proceed if an initial social identification of the other
has taken place. Sirnmel also recognises that 'reciprocal' or
'mutual knowledge' is called for in any social dealings and that
we form a picture of the others, a sense of his 'personal unity'1
out of the 'fracnrents' which are accessible to us. This personal
unity 'depends upon the portion of him which our standpoint
permits us to see' (ibid:308) and Simmel emphasises the
freauent ineauality in the reciprocal knowledae possessed by
individuals. This derives from certain distinctive properties of
the individual as an oblect of knowledge. We can never fully
know the 'inner life of the individual with whom we interact'
(ibid:310); indeed, if we could it 'would drive everybody into
the insane asylum' (ibid:314). All we ever have access to are
'fraqments' of the other's inner life, a 'transformation of this
inner reality, teleologically directed, reduced and recomposed'
(ibid). Individuals thus modify their behaviour, arranging,
selecting and stylising the inner reality to suit the purposes at
hand. 'teleoloqically determined non-knowled ge of one another
is thus an 'intrinsic 1 a priori and (as it were) absolute
presupposition' (ibid) of any interaction and social relation.
These ideas are consonant with Goffrnan's own impression
management thesis and its subsecuent refinements (see esp.
l963a:13-17; 1969a:4-ll). Goffrran develops Simirel's thouahts by
restricting them to the domain of face-to-face interaction. In
our encounters with others we have qood practical reasons for
acouiring information about the status, irood, knowledgeability,
u orientation towards us of the individuals we meet. Goffrrian is
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more precise than Sinimel about the location of this information:
we find it in the impression others 'give' (through talk) and
'give off' or 'exude' (through posture, dress, facial expression
and so on). Goffinan, like SiJTIUiel, reco qnises that this
information is likely to be discontinuous with the individual's
inner reality and insists that the process is ciuite fundamental
to all face-to-face interaction. Goffman also draws attention to
what might be called the withess's or recipient's advantage: the
recipient is able to audit both expressions given and given off,
whereas the sender of expressive information is usually only
involved in expressions given (1959:7). Indeed, Goffman cites
Sirnnel's observation that 'all of human intercourse rests on the
fact that everybody knows somewhat more about the other than the
other voluntarily reveals to him' (1950:323) in his first
formulation of recipient advantage (1953:81). Goffznan goes a
little further than

Simzrel, however, in re.Eininq the 1a±er's

observation (1950:310) that individuals modify their behaviour in
view of their awareness that it will be recognised by others in
proposing that the individual will or qanise his expressive
behaviour in a way designed to exert control over how others will
respond to him (1959:3).
Simmel develops his arument that a 'teleoloqically
determined non-knowledge of one another' is an absolute
presupposition of any social interaction and relationshi p to
suggest that all relationships 'presuppose a certain ignorance
and measure of mutual concealment' (1950:315). The suggestion
appears to be transp
osed into the interactional domain by Goffman
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who argues that recipient's advantage gives rise to the
possibility of conversational interaction consistin
g of 'a
constant game of concealment and search' (1953:84). When the
individual makes attempts to redress the asymmetry of recipient's
advantage, the stage is set 'for a kind of information qame - a
potentially infinite cycle of concealment, discovery, false
revelation, and rediscovery' (1959:8).

Thus it canes as no surprise to find that both Simmel
and Goffman reaard lying arid deceit as simply an extreme pole of
a more general social process. Sinmel maintains 'in regard to
the elementary sociological fact at issue here - the restriction
of the knowledqe of one about the other - it must be remembered
that the lie is only one amor all. possible tlabl.e xs d
whilst Simmel's analysis is more sharply sensitised to the
'ethically negative value' of the lie, he does concede that it
has a positive socioloq ical significance for the formation of
certain social relationships (1950:316). Goffman's analysis is
rather more subversive of conventional morality . He proposes
that deceit is the linguistic version of interactionallv-conveyed
misinformation whilst feigning is its expressive form (1953:75;
1959:2). Goffman qoes on to arque that the central sociolcxiical
consideration in analysing the impressions fostered in everyday
performances is not whether they are true or false hut whether
they can be disrupted or discredited (1959:58-66).
Fran the foreaoinq we can see that Goffman takes up
several of Simirel's arguments about mutual knowledge but re-casts
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and develops them in accordance with his avowed aint to develop
the study of face-to-face interaction as a sub-area of socioloqy.
whereas Simmel's analysis is somewhat loosely centred on
interaction and social relationship, Goffrnan is much more closely
attuned to the contingencies that interaction imposes on mutual
knowledge. More specifically, Goffman has a theory of the basic
communicative processes of face-to-face interaction (the
im
p ression management thesis) which Simmel, for all his insight
into those processes, lacks. It is perhaps for this reason that
there is an absence of reference to Simmelts chanter on secrecy
when Goffman presents his own typoloqy of secrets (1959:141-144),
for Goffman's discussion is closely tied to the function of
secrecy for the successful staging and ctanaemecit of
interact ional performances.
3.4

The Dramatic Actor and Drarnaturqy

A large manuscript on dramatic acting was found amor
Simmel's papers after his death. Gertrud Kantorowicz was given
the keeping of the manuscript, which she was editing for
publication, but it was stolen from her during a train journey in
Italy in the l920s (Laurence, 1975:40). All that now remains are
two articles, translated as 'The dramatic actor and reality'
(1969; original 1912) and 'On the theory of theatrical
performance' (1973; original 1908). Both papers examine, with
some repetition, the role of the stage actor.
Simmel stresses that the role of the actor is just
that, a role which is expressed on a stage. What is shown on the
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stage is riot a whole person, bit 'a complex of things that can be
said about a person through literary devices' (1969:92). The
actor does not reproduce reality of a person in a given situation
nor does the actor merely animate a script; rather the actor
moulds elements of both into a unity that is sensually expressed
as an autonomous artistic form. Simmel's contention is summed up
in an axiom: 'the dramatic arts as such transcend both poetry
and reality' (1969:95; italics removed). Dramatic art has a
status autonomous of the script and the reality upon which it
draws. Only if this 'third foundation' of dramatic acting is
granted, Simmel suggests, is it possible to conceive of different
interpretations of the one dramatic role, each no less adeauate
than the others. It also follows that it is a mistake to speak
of acting as 'falsification', for there is nothing in this
autonomous realm to be falsified.
The earlier paper (Simmel, 1973) develops these same
arguments and introduces others which connect more closel y with
certain of Goffman's concerns. Dramatic actina, Sinmel
acknowledaes, is not 'a completely independent process'; rather,
'it is something involved in the mainfold presentations and
affairs of everyday life' (1973:308). This means that playing a
part is not to be wholly com prehended as hycrisy or deceit,
'but in terms of the involvement of the individual's life in a
single expressive form which is entered u p
on in some
pre-existinq, pre-determined way [and whichi is part and parcel
of the way in which , our everyday life is constituted' (ibid). In
being a. priest or an officer the individual is not aiming to
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produce an effect or put on a dishonest show, but is really
representing himself in these roles. The roles themselves do not
derive from his innermost self but arrive as pre-existing forms
awaiting to be filled by the individual's behaviour. Sinimel
concludes:
'Without being in any sense false or hypocritical, the
personal existence of the individual is metamorphosed
into some pre-deterrnined guise which is of course
produced out of the resources of his own life, but is
nevertheless not merely a straightforward expression of
his own life. The possibility exists for us to assume
such appearances... and nevertheless remain consistent
with our own nature. We are harnessed to this paradox
at all times... this constitutes the prototypical form
of theatricality.' (ibid:309-310)

Much of this now reads like standard role theory, but certain of
Simmel's emphases are reproduced in Goffman's dramaturgy.
Dramaturqy is more than a simple application of 'all the world's
a stage' to everyday life. Goffrnan has a more specific purpose.
He seeks to show how dramaturgical terminolo qy can be used to
explicate the structure of face-to-face interaction. s such he
is concerned not so much with institutionally-given roles such as
priest or officer but rather with the interactional roles persons
assume they enact their institutional roles in face-to-face
situations. Dramaturgy a pplies the 'all the world's a stage'
metaphor to a sociologically hitherto neglected domain of social
life, the interaction order. Like Simmel he eniphasises that
there is nothing necessarily dishonest or 'put on' about
describin
g interactional conduct in these terms. In an important
section of Presentation entitled 'Reality and contrivance'
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(1959:70-76) Goffrnan suggests that we are not socialised into the
details of the parts of play, since there is not enough time for
that, but we are socialised to 'fill in' and 'manage' any part we
assume. Goffman concludes 'we all act better than we know how'
(1959:74). Moreover, our conduct in everyday encounters derives
not from a script but frau a 'ccitmand of an idiali, a ccxr'mand that
is exercised frau moment to moment with little calculation or
forethought' (ibid). Goffrnan is thus more specific than Simrnel
about the social sources of the parts we play, but aqrees that
contrivance is not a necessary feature of them.
In the passage discused above Sirrmel proposes that an
'innermost self' underlies the parts we play in everyday life.
Oddly enough, Goffman appears to a gree with Simmel in a hedged
and cmalified way, although we catch only occasional glimpses of
this self in his writings (eq 1974:293ff on the ' percurinq seLf'?
which are largely designed to break down the individual into
analytical elements of use to interactional analysis. Goffman
seeks to press to the limit the sociological study of what we
presume to be the uniaue characteristics of the self and
generally seeks to show how self manifests itself in interaction
rather than regard it as an entity hidden behind interactional
conduct. But in Presentation a qlimpse of this innermost self
eaks of 'a crucial discrepancy
(selves?) is given when he s p
between our all-too-human selves and our socialized selves'
(1959:56). For the most part, however, Goffman pursues a
relentless social determinism in his analyses of the self (see
Chapter 6, below).
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This section has indicated some corres pondences between
Siinmel's views on dramatic acting and Goffman's drarnaturqical
ideas. As in the previous section, we find that features of
Simrnel's thought are filled out empirically by Goffman who brings
a consistent interactional focus to Simmel's more broadly phrased
concerns. This is not only evident in Goffman's treatment of
everyday acting. It can also be seen in his treatment of
dramatic acting as an autonomous art form. Row is this to be
distinguished from everyday actin g in which it has its origins?
All Siinnel can do is to write of a 'turninq point when the art of
the stage actor detaches itself from its implication to everyday
life, and is visible in fully independent forms' (1973:309). In
contrast Goffrnan provides a detailed list of eight 'transcription
practices' (see section 2.7.2 above) which transform everyday
acting into the stage variety. Goffman agrees with Siirmel that
staged acting has a third foundation which transcends the play's
script and the reproduction of the reality of a certain
situation, maintaining , for instance, that if mere simulations of
reality were all that theatre involved, then 'anyone with a tape
recorder and a transcribing typist would be a playwright'
(1974:552), but he goes on to spell out the processes which
effect the emergence of dramatic acting from the script and the
reality in which it is grounded.
3.5

The Adventure and Action

The common theme shared by Simmel's essay, 'The
adventure' (1971) and Goffrnan's 'Where the action is' (1967) is
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suiiu'narised in Elias & Dunning's (1970) felicitous phrase, 'the
quest for excitement in unexcitina societies'. HcMever the focus
of the two essays is not quite identical: Sirnmel addresses the
distinctive characteristics of a form of experience whereas
Goffman's paper is both an investigation of a form of interaction
arid a form of experience, the action frame, althouah neither
focus is clearly articulated. Nonetheless consideration of
these essays does serve to underscore certain similarities and
differences in the two authors' treatments.
Siitunel's repeated emphasis is that the adventure is a
form of experience, a distinct way of experienciriq the contents
of life rather than a property of certain contents such as the
love affair (Sirnmel's paradigm case). In principle, any rn.nber

of activities might aualifv as an adventure if they are
experienced in a certain way.

HCM

must the contents of life be

experienced if they are to czualify as an adventz2re?

Sijnrmel

suqqests two conditions. First, the adventure has a clear and
explicit episodic structure; it is, in SiliuDel's words 'a specific
organization of some significant meaning with a beginning and an
end' (l959d:246). Secondly, the adventure has an 'accidental
nature' stemming from its ruptured relation to the continuity of
life but is nevertheless connected to life through the identity
of the adventurer. Slinmel's attempt to articulate the features
of the adventure results in what is, by most standards, an
abstruse analysis, yet the elusiveness of these features does not
deter Simmel, for he considers the adventure to be a vital aspect
of the human condition:
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'We are the adventurers of the earth; our life is
crossed everywhere by the tensions which mark
adventure... it is the radicalness throuqh which (the
adventure) becomes perceptible as a life tension, as
the rubato of the life process, independent of its
materials and their differences - the quantity of these
tensions becoming great enough to tear life, beyond
those materials, completely out of itself: this is what
transforms mere experience into adventure.'
(ibid :257-58)

Siinrnel' s essay does make reference to the gambler as
one type of adventurer but to the extent that it uses empirical
illustration at all, it refers principally to the male experience
of love affairs. 'Where the action is' is by contrast a very
much more richly illustrated and conceptually elaborated essay
than 'The adventure'. Gambling behaviour is its major empirical
point of reference and Goffman exploits the wealth of
observational material he gathered whilst working as a croupier
in a Las Vegas casino in the early 1960s. Although Goffman only
alludes to Siinmel's essay in a footnote (l967:162n.18), it is
plain that 'the est for excitement' is a central aspect of both
authors' work.
Two concepts are central to Goffman's analysis,
'action' and 'character', but to get to them we must first
discuss a third, 'fatefulness'. Fateful activities and
situations are (1) problematic i.e. their outcome has yet to be
determined, and (2) consequential i.e. have some influence on the
person's later life. Persons engaged in physically danqerous
work (eg mininq) or certain military occupations can expect to
encounter fateful situations. However sometimes peo ple will
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engage in fateful activities for their own sake; they will choose
to pursue 'action' in the special sense of the term used by
Goffiran, and 'carnbling is the prototype of action' (ibid:186).
Just as SiiTnrel emphasises that the adventure is a distinct form
of experience so too does Goffman in respect of action. Noting
the wide variety of useaqes of the term beyond the gambling
context in which it emerged he adds:

'Underlying the apparent diversity in content is a
single analytical property that can be sensed with
sureness by persons who might be unable to define
closely what it is they sense.' (ibid:188)

Action is evident in activities as diverse as participation in
sports, some types of illicit drugtakinq and pistol duelling.
Action, then, involves the chosen, self-conscious pursuit of
fatefulness. To cope with fateful circumstances the person must
possess certain 'primary capacities' - the knowledae and skills
necessary to accomplish the task. Hoi the person handles himself
during the exercise of these capacities, and in particular the
extent of his ability to stand 'correct and steady in the face of
sudden pressures' (ibid:217) are referred to as his 'character'.
Thus weak character is evidenced by incapacity to behave
effectively in fateful circumstances whilst strong character is
indicated when the person is able to 'maintain full self control
when the chips are down - whether exerted in recard to moral
temptation or task performance' (ibid). Action and more
generally fateful moments provide occasions for the generation,
display and diminution of character.
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Sometimes persons will enqage in disputes with others
which have as an aim or by-product the building or demolition of
character. These situations Goffinan calls 'character contests'.
Up to this, the penultimate section of 'Where the action is'
Goffman wavers between considerin g action as a feature of an
activity and considerinq it as a feature of interaction. Since
much of his discussion has focussed on the experiential dimension
C-of fman might, had he fully articulated the terminoloqy in 1967,
have referred to the 'action frame'. Examination of character
contests enables Goffman to return to the socially-situated realm
to consider what is to be learned 'about the mutual implications
that can occur when one person's display of character bears upon
another's' (ibid:239). Character may be tested in various ways:
through the giving of affronts, the makiriq of insults, and
through the various gestures and coimients through which points
can be scored. s Goffman notes, 'the loqic of fi ghts and duels
is an important feature of our daily social life' (ibid:258).

Both Sin,rnel and Goffman discussthe personal qualities
required of participants in adventures and action and their lists
certainly overlap. However, close considerations of the analytic
place of these aualities reveal the rather differin
g directions
in which their analyses proceed. Among the personal cualities of
the adventurer are: a desire to live in the present and act in
e-.
way that is undemined by the past and unconcerned for the
future; a willingness to embrace chanciness as an intecral part
of life; a confident fatalism which includes an optimistic and
opportunistic stance towards life's incalculable elements; a
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youthful and romantic outlook that prizes life in its immediacy
and particularity (Simmel l99d:245-255). The personal qualities
of the adventurer are depicted in such a way by Simmel that
emphasises their contrast with the prosaic, res ponsible, rational
and calculative outlook that is called for in so many other
spheres of social life. In this way Siinmel highlights the
disconnectedness of the adventure from life and ordinary
experience.

In contrast to Simmel's underscorinq of the
separateness of the adventure from life, Goffnan stresses how
action can be sought and found in auite ordinary activities and
social situations. Moreover, Goffman argues that certain primary
capacities of a prosaic and rational kind, such as care and
balance in high construction work or knowledge of the odds in
gambling, are prereauisites for the realisation of character.
Action is thus not so remote from everyday concerns. Whilst
Sirrimel often appears to be endorsing involvement in adventures
('the rubato of the life process' etc), Goffman is contrariwise
interested in simply setting out the 'functions' of action for
the individual and the society. Action permits the display of
socially-valued aualities of character: courage, inteqrity,
gallantry, composure, presence of mind, diqnity and staqe
confidence are s y stematically discussed (1967:218-226). Serious
action, that is, action which is of truly heroic proportions, is
'all but arranqed out of everyday life' (ibid:261). Fateful
activity is often highly disru ptive to society 's routines a4ay
be prohibited for that reason (Goffrcian mentions the control of
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duelling in Europe). Moreover, persons may well wish to avoid
fatefulness because of its inherent danqers: 'in our society,
after all, moments are to be lived throuqh, not lived'
(ibid:260). But too much 'safe and momentless living' (ibid) is
likely to disconnect the individual fran opportunities for
expressing those values that are associated with character.
Conimercially-provided action has an important role to play here,
beinq less disruptive than the serious kind.
ction functions to provide opportunities for the
realisation of those positive qualities associated with
character. Goffinan's analysis is reminiscent of the ironies
found in functionalist accounts of deviance. Goffn'an recognises
that his theory is predicated on a 'romantic division of the
world' 1 comprising on the one hand those 'safe and silent places,
the home, the well-regulated role in business, industry and the
professions' (1967:268), and on the other hand the activities of
those (delinquents, criminals, hustlers and sportsmen) who lay
part of their selves on the line and who are prepared to
jeopardise their character for the sake of a moment. Unlike the
adventure which provides 'time out' for the expression of values
that are at odds with the serious business of society, action
provides the occasion for the realisation of values that society
reauires its interactants to possess, even if the opportunities
for the expression of these values needs to be kept scarce in the
interests of preservino those 'safe and silent places'. The
deve1oment of this line of ar gument underlines a further way in
which 'Where the action is' differs from 'The adventure'. True,
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some of the more frame analytic-oriented discussions of 'action'
seem distant fran standard socioloqical concerns, but Goffman
does endeavour to return to a socioloq ical theme. In contrast,
Sirrrl never really gets round to putting 'The adventure' on to a
proper sociological footing, althouqh other writers since his day
have made efforts in this direction (Lyman & Scott, 1975;
Wanderer, 1987).

3.6

Gender Differentation

Both Simmel and Goffman's writinqs are sensitised to
the important implications of gender difference in social life.
This is evident in frequent references to gender and the special
situation of women scattered throughout their work (a far fran
exhaustive listing would include Sinimel 1950:138, 324, 326, 344;
1955:20-23, 30, 45-48, 57-58, 122, 179; 1968:22; 1971:121-126,
308-312; 1978:204, 215, 289; in Goffnian 1959:57-58, 112-113, 161,
193-194, 205-206, 232, 236; 1961b:108, 130-131, 137-138, 145-146;
1967:197-198, 209-212, 240, 269). More importantly, both were
interested in the feminist movements of their day, and both wrote
directly on the theme of gender (Siinmel, 1984; Goffman, 1977,
1979); it is these works which the present section compares.
However, it would be a little misleading to describe
their work as 'feminist'. Whilst it must be granted that there
is much debate in feminist circles about the meaning of the term
and indeed there are several varieties of feminism which can be
identified historically and contemporaneously, it is nevertheless
true that Simmel and Goffman's work focuses on the nature and
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consequences of gender differentiation. Feminism is a social and
political movement whereas Simnel and Goffman's writings locate
firmly within their existina intellectal frameworks. Ann Oakley
sugqests that 'to be a feminist means putting women first'
(1984:196). If this is taken as one important minimal defining
feature of the variety of feminisms, then the work of Sinel and
Goffman, which has gender differentiation as its primary focus,
clearly falls outside that label.

Although both Siirmel and Goffinan acknowledae as
unquestionable the facts of women's subordination, neither treats
this as a focus of analysis. Simmel observes that the women's
movement of his day is concerned with 'personal participation' in
existing cultural goods to which women have been denied access,
and he characterises this struggle as addressing an individual
situation, albeit a situation faced by millions of women. His
own interest transcends the personal. It concerns the
possibility of the erterqence of a distinctive, objective female
culture (1984:66) and this in turn recuires an analysis of the
bastes of the differences between the sexes. Goffman similarly
distances his analytical interest from that of modern feminism,
claiming that 'the sociologically interestin g thing about a
disadvantaged category is not the painfulness of the
disadvantage, but the bearing of the social structure on its
generation and stability' (1977:307). His main reservation about
feminist analyses of sexism is that they sto p short at the
injustice of discrimination against women and fail to take up the
broader issue of gender differentiation in which sexist practices
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are embedded (1979:8-9). Goffman also enters the caveat that,
ccxnpared to other disadvantaaed categories of adults, women are
'held in high regard' (1977:309). on the scale of unfair
treatment they are not located very far down.

The importance of qender in social life is given
equally prinent recognition by Simmel and by Goffman. Simmel
writes: 'the fundamental relativity in the life of our species
lies in the relationship between masculinity and fninity'
(1984:102). Goffman is similarly uneauivocal about the
centrality of gender as a dimension of social life, for it is
'at the base of a fundamental code in accordance with which
social interactions and social structures are built up, a code
which also establishes the conceptions individuals have
concerning their fundamental human nature' (1977:301). He
further suggests that gender is a category which contributes more
to 'an understandinq of what our ultimate nature ou ght to be and
how and where this nature ought to be exhibited' than any other
social division (1979:8).

However, Simmel and Goffman part cari pany in their
analyses of the nature and ori gins of gender differentiation.
For Sirnmel men and women represent two fundamentally different
models of being, 'two existential totalities, each structured to
a completel y autonomous rule' (1984:72). Oakes (1984:23-25)
clarifies the nature of these differences as follows:

1. Specialisation/uniformity. Men can undertake the
specialised activities of the world of work without
threat to their psychic unity. Women's activities are
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more homogeneous, uniform and integrated into their
total personalities. This can be seen in housework,
which remains less specialised than most male
occupations.
2.

Detachment/integration. Men ex perience the specialised
activities reouired by the division of labour in an
attitude of detachment. Women lack this capacity for
detachment because the centre and periphery of their
existence is more closely connected.

3.

Depersonalisation/rersonalisation. Men tend to
insulate their character from their relationships.
Women have a more integral nature which leads them to
personalise their relationships. They are more easily
offended because their relationship s with others are
ex
perienced in a personal mode.

4.

Mediacy/imrnediacy. Women express their thou ghts and
feelings more directly and spontaneously than men.
There is a closer tie between experience and its
expression than is evident in men.

5.

Becaninqfoeinq. A widespread norm is that men act,
In
achieve and endeavour to attain significance.
Simmel's srds, 'the man externalizes himself. His
energy is discharged into his performance' (1984:88).
Women endeavour to attain a state of repose or beauty
which 'si gnifies the self-contained completeness of the
total being' (ibid).

Simrnel's bold characterisation of the essential natures of these
two 'existential totalities' has naturally attracted the
criticism that he has merely universalised the received wisdom
and cultural assumptions of Wilhelminian Germany (Coser, 1977).
Siirne1 is certainly less than precise in identifyinq the sources
of these differences which reside in part in the male's
involvement in the public sphere characterised by specialisation
and division of labour, and the female's relegation to the
private sphere of the home (seen by Sirruiel as 'the supreme
cultural achievement of women'; 1984:97). Simrnel also indicates
certain non-social sources of these differences which include
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such biological universals as the putatively 'intrinsically
sexual' (ibid:108) nature of women, and psycholoaical universals
such women's resistance to loqical argument (ibid:119-120).
These questionable assumptions undoubtedly date Siirunel for the
nodern reader. However, the next turn taken by Simmel's analysis
does have more than anti quarian interest.

14s

noted above, Simmel's interest in the situation of

women departs from feminism in its concern with the possibility
of a distinctive and objective 'female culture' rather than the
'personal' issues of women's disadvantage. Sirrimel is in no doubt
that the objective culture of existing societies not only works
in the interests of men but is also thoroughly Imbued with
c:wv%S

masculine. 'The masculine is absolutized', he writes, 'as the
objective sinipliciter arid the impartial standard of authority'
(1984:104). Politics, religion, law, science, commerce, the
state and art all bear the imprint of the male nature. Is a
distinctively female culture possible? Simniel holds open the
possibility of the discovery of 'a new continent of culture'
(ibid:98) if it could be. 8ut Simmel's res ponse to the auestion
is at best paradoxical, at worst contradictory . Features of the
female psyche could permit distinctive contributions to medicine,
historical science and the performing arts (ibid:75-86, passim).
On the other hand, the objectivation of female characteristics
would necessarily involve an abnegation of the transhistorical
female essence; an objective female culture would so transform
the female node of being that it would lose its distinctive
qualities.
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In contrast to Sirnmel, Goffman locates his analysis of
aender differentiation auite unambiguously in the'here and now'
(1977:306). Given the man y sources of disorderliness in modern
industrial societies - ethnic diversity, considerable differences
in educational levels, the effects of the business cycle on
employment and so forth - Goffman finds it surprising that So
much is made of women's biological differences and the relatively
brief period of infantile dependence upon the mother. It ought
to be relatively simple to find solutions to this source of
disorderliness, but instead a 'auite temporary
biolo
g icall y-g rounded constraint turns out to be extended
culturally' (ibid:313) into a doctrine about the essentiaX
natures of men and women. Goffrrian presents a theory of gender
differentiation under the somewhat mysterious label of
'institutional reflexivity '. The differential treatment of males
and females is often justified by folk beliefs about the presumed
essential biological difference between the sexes. Eut for
Goffrnan biology cannot determine social practices which are sui
aeneris. Therefore, those practices which are presented as
natural conseauences of the differences between the sexes in fact
honour and produce those self-same differences. Biology is not
an external constraint upon social organisation. Father, gender
differences are constituted throu gh practices of gender
differentiation and appeals to essential, bioloqically-arounded
differences are nothinq more than folk beliefs - albeit beliefs
that are socially highly conseauential.
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Goffman illustrates the ar qument with a review of some
practices which ostensibly reflect the biological differences
between the sexes but which in fact constitute those differences
in our human natures. There is a gender-based division of labour
which assigns domestic duties to women and defines a range of
occupations outside the household as inappropriate for them.
What is deemed appropriate and inappropriate to the nature of
women and men comes to produce the difference between them.
Cross-sexed siblings within a sin gle household effectively
socialise each other into gender-appropriate expectations and
conduct. Girls are given softer beds 'because they are girls',
and boys punitively sanctioned more harshly 'because they are
boys'. Goffman observes 'it is as if society planted a brother
with sisters so women could from the beginning learn their place,
and a sister with brothers so men could learn their place. Each
sex becomes a training device for the other...' (ibid:3l4).
Segregated toilet facilities in public places are usually
justified by appeals to the differing natures of men and women,
as is the common practice of making women's facilities more
refined and elaborate than men's. Once aaain, a social practice
which apparently honours the difference between the sexes in fact
produces that difference in the assumptions about the nature of
women and men. The enqendering of pronouns in European languages
and the differentiation of first names along sex lines works in
a similar manner, ensuring that a gender-relevant basis for
interaction is available right from the start. This is not a
natural phenomenon but the product of social construction, and it
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is throuqh these social constructions and many others, which
appear to acknowledge some underlying biological difference but
which actually creates these differences, that the real sources
of gender differentiation are to be found.

Goffman extends and particularises the argument in
Gender Advertisements (1979). His aim is to analyse 'gender
displays', those culturally conventional expressions of sex-class
membership which are ordinarily available to us 'at a glance'.
Goffman decisively rejects the view that erider displays
straightforwardly reflect hidden or underlyina biological
characteristics (In the process setting his approach against that
of popular ethologists such as Desmond Morris). Gender displays
are not residues or remnants of the evolutionary development of
the human species, nor are they 'natural expressions' of our
essential nature as men and women. Instead, Goffman contends
that 'there is only a schedule for the portrayal of gender...
only evidence of the practice 'cet'een the se&ea o. coterathr
behaviorally a portrait of relationship' (1979:8). Gender
displays are to be treated in their own right and in their own
terms. Persons as gendered entities enact the appropriate
schedule of gender displays. Nor are gender disp lays simply part
of the froth of social life. In the hierarchical relations
between the sexes they are 'the shadow and the substance'
(ibid:6) of gendered social life.
This analysis of gender as an accountable phenomenon is
facilitated by a ceremonial model.

Goffman argues that the
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rituals of gender display serve to affirm basic social
arrangements (keeping women in their place) and to present
ultimate conceptions of persons and the world (our 'essential'
g ender identity). The central thesis advanced is that gender
relationships are permeated by a behavioural vocabular y typical
of parent-child relationships. The 'orientation licence',
'protective intercession', 'beniqn control' and 'non-person
treatment' which parents extend to children also characterises
the socially situated treatment of women by men. Thus, 'ritually
speaking, feiales are equivalent to subordinate males and both
are eq
uivalent to children' (ibid:5).
The largest part of Goffman's study is devoted to a
pictorial analysis of the presentations of gender in
advertisements. A qraiar of gender display is described: a
'single ritual idiom' which organises the 'themes' informing
these small behaviours such as 'relative size', 'licensed
withdrawal' and 'the ritualization of subordination'. The use of
pictorial materials has the considerable advantage of allowing
subtle features of gender displays to be exhibited where words
alone would stand deficient. Althou gh this is true of other work
which has used this strateqy, such as Bateson and Mead's Balinese
Character (1942), the innovation marked by (ender .dvertisements
lies in its utilization of naturally-occurrin g photographs rather
than those taken by the researcher. Indeed, a central rationale
for this study is that the pictures are part of the society they
describe. It is also part of Goffnian's claim that what is
depicted in the advertising pictures he draws upon is a stylised,
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'hyper-ritualized' version of the displays used in everyday life
to enact the difference between the sexes.

In these studies Goffinan is considerably more cautious
than Siirirnel about the ascription of gender-based assumptions to
persons. Indeed, Goffinan treats all these assumptions as beliefs
amenable to formalistic analysis. He also differs fran Sirrmel in
arguing for a socially-constructed view of gender differentiation
rather than holding an almost mystical notion of 'two existential
totalities'. Sirnmel's essays on women belong more to his
cultural criticism (they orig inally appeared in a collection of
essays entitled Philosophical Culture, 1911) than his sociology;
hence the treatment of male and female nature as autonomous
forms. We may well wonder what Sinimel mi ght have produced had he
instead chosen to treat gender as a form of sociation.

An end-note: both Sin,rrel and Goffnian's work on gender
was not well-received by feminists who found that it embodied
patriarchal assumptions and who regarded it as so much fiddling
while Rome burns. Just as Goffinan conspicuously failed to
respond to Wedel's (1978) criticnie of his 1977 paper, so too
Simnel failed to materially shift his position in the light of
Marianne Weber's criticue of 1912 (Scaff, 1988:21-23). For
Marianne Weber, Siitmel's basic mistake was to re gard women as an
autonomous form rather than as part of humanity. Simmel could
only weakly respond that in his bands the concept of the female
suffered the fate of all concepts: 'the elements of life, as soon
as the creation of concepts loosens them from the mood and temper
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of life as a whole and renders them independent, obey a wholly
different logic and manifest auite different meanings, from those
they do within the unity of life itself' (1958:133).

3.7

Convergences and Divergences

The topics discussed in the previous four sections knowledge of others and information about self, the dramatic
actor and dramaturqy, the adventure and action, and gender
differentiation - were selected on the qrounds that they appear
to indicate certain elective affinities in the writin gs of Sirnmel
and Goffman. In the first three cases a broad consonance between
Simmel's and Goffrnan's concerns can be readily detected. In each
of these cases clear links between Simmel's and Goffrnan's
analyses were demonstrated. In general, Goffnian brings a uniform
focus on the particulars of interactional conduct to bear upon
the more heterogenous treatnent of to p ics provided by Simmel. In
these cases it was shown how certain of Sirnmel's often
broadly-phrased concerns were handled in a more conceptually
precise and ethnoqraphically detailed manner by Goffrrtan. This is
perhaps one modest sense in which it is possible to sneak of
'progress' in sociology . It is primarily achieved by the sifting
of older ideas through a sharply-defined analytical focus: the
interaction order.
In the fourth case, gender differentiation, there are
marked differences between Sinuie1 and Goffrnan. Goffman brin gs a
cuite radical social constructionism to bear at that point of
Simmel's analysis where ..heerriploys absolutist assunptions: the
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notion that men and women represent two autonomous existential
totalities. In conseauence, their analyses are divergent.
However, they converae on the siqnificance to be attached to the
gender dimension of social life. Whilst Simmel's analysis is
ambiguous about the prospect for change in existing gender
relations, Goffinan's suggests that auite

thoroughgoing

alterations are possible.

The four cases selected for discussion do not exhaust
the potential elective affinities between Simmel and Goffman's
topics. Other candidates would include their respective notions
of exchange and their views on the emotions (on the latter,
Gerhards, 1986:905-906 rather 1ibly suqqests that Goffman on
embarrassment adds nothing new to Simmel on shame). The four
topics reviewed here were selected simply on the grounds that
they presented 'obvious' points of cctrparison.

Each of the topics reviewed underscore the narrower
focus and very much more s pecific analytical Interests of Goffinan
in interaction and frame analysis. Whilst neither Simmel nor
Goffnian seek to construct a theory of society as a whole,
Sirnmel's sociological interests are much broader in span than
Goffman's. Put otherwise, the interaction order addresses a
narrower part of social life than the forms of sociatjon. The
point can be underlined if we review some of the typolocies
employed to characterise their work in its entirety.
Levine (1965:99-104) arranges Sinimel's forms of
sociation under three headings:
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1. Social processes. Relatively simple and stable
configurations of interaction, eq the division of
labour, the dyad, conflict, the secret society,
sociability, fashion.
2.

Social types. Analyses of the typical characteristics
of sociated persons, eq the superordinate, the poor,
the stranger, the adventurer.

3.

Developtiental patterns. More complex, diachronic forms
of sociation, eg social differentiation, group
expansion and individuality.

A lengthier classification is provided by Abel (1929:26):

1.

Characterisations of complex situations, eq slavery,
leaal contest, exchange of goods.

2.

Characterisations of norms re gulating human conduct, eq
law, custom, honour.

3.

Characterisations of social types, eq the stranger, the
poor, the middle-man.

4.

Definitions of t ypes of group, eq family, secret
society , political party.

5.

Elements and properties of group structure, eq
hierarchy, stability, group persistence.

6.

Characterisations of individual and aroup relations, eq
conflict, super- and subordination.

7.

Generalisations about social processes, eg group
expansion and individuality.

These tyrolocies indicate the ranae of forms of sociatio Smal
chooses to analyse and can usefully be compared with Eirrell's
(1978) typoloqy and this writer's classification of Goffrnan's
writings (see Table 1 and Fiqure 2 in section 2.4 above).
Alternatively, the classifications of Sjrnmel's forms of sociation
may be compared with Goffman's (1983:6-7) sketch of the 'basic
substantive units' of the interaction order: (1) ambulatory units
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(sinales, withs, aueues) (2) contacts (3) conversational
encounters (4) platform formats (5) celebrative social occasions.
Plainly, Goffman's interest in forms is much narrower in scope
than Simmel's and is focussed in a more disciplined manner on
microsociological issues.

Yet, as this chapter has attempted to show, there do
appear to be some substantive elective affinities, certain
parallel topics and substantive themes shared by Simrnel and
Goffrnan. How might this be explained? One possibility is to
draw upon Weber's notion of value-relevance and to ar gue that
these shared substantive topics derive from similarities in the
bioqraphy and cultural milieu of each thinker. Such an
explanation mi ght draw upon their marginality as Jewish
intellectuals (cf. Cuddih y , 1974) and the similarities between
the social and cultural environments of Chicaqo and Berlin (cf.
D. Smith, 1988:44-48). Conversely, some of the öifferences
between the two may be acounted for by Goffxnan's 'Canadianism'
(cf. MacQreqor, 1986). Further aspects of value-relevance are
discussed in section 5.2 below. 1 second ex planation is to hold
that the convergences identified between Simmel and Goffman
actually reside in the topic-matter: that knowled ge of other and
information about self, the dramatic analoav, adventure and
action, and gender relations are simply timeless and general
problems of any kind of social orqanisation. These convergences
arise because they point to certain very central aspects of
social life, to uhiouitous themes than any serious analysis must
confront sooner or later.
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CHAPTER 4

SNAPSHGrS 'SUB SPECIE AETERNITATIS'

4.1

Introduction

This chapter considers some analytical and
methodological convergences and divergences in Sitnmel's and
Goffman's socioloqies. Goffman's work is viewed as an extension
and develoqiient of the formal method pioneered by Siinmel. It is
argued that close examination of Simmel's proqranme and practice
can help to fill certain lacunae in Goffman's own sketchy
methodolocical comments.

In both cases, however, it is

occasionally necessary to ao beyond these authors
self-understandings in order to fully appreciate the ccxency of
their methods. Furthermore, Goffinan' s sociology can be seen to
develop Simmel's formal method in a manner more in kee p ing with
the orig inal spirit animating Simmel's enterprise than the work
of subsecuent formalists such as vor. Wtes

Sirnmel once set hinelf the task of 'findin g in each of
life's details the totality of its meaning ' (1978:55). Althouqh
always conscious of the 'insecure foundations' on which analysis
is built, Siirmel (and Goffman after him) was never afraid to
attempt to extract universally valid principles from the most
insionificant phenomena. Simmel's sociolo qy, to quote the title
of a collection of his popular articles, provides us with
'snapshots sub specie aeternitatis' ('under the aspect/appearance
of eternity'), ie. analyses of social processes bound together by
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the attempt to identify the universal, eternal elements that run
through them (Frisby, 1981:102-131). The same formalising spirit
pervades Goffman's sociology and is alluded to in the
posthumously published Presidential Address to the ASA: 'for
myself, I believe that human social life is ours to study
naturalistically, sub specie aeternitatis' (l983a:17).
4.2 Formal Sociology as a Special Social Science

Both Simnel and Goffman have distinctly circumscribed
conceptions of sociological investigation. Their analyses are
carried out within well-defined boundaries which are in turn
related to the differing states of the development of the
discipline of sociology in turn of the century Germany and
mid-twentieth century America. Sinimel had to struggle against
widespread scepticism among the academics of his day about the
very possibility of an independent discipline of sociology
whereas Goffman was able to show a productive new direction for
an already well-established discipline to take.

Simnel sought to establish sociology as a 'special' social
science, an autonomous discipline with its own field of study
which could be clearly demarcated from other social sciences.
This conception stood in contrast to 'general' social science, an
objective principally associated with Comte, which held sociology
to be the all-embracing study of everything that takes place in
society. The 'general' conception of sociology as a science was
considered by Sirmiel as needlessly vague and imprecise, a
comprehensive label which disguised a multiplicity of
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investigative stances. Sirrmel argued that sociology had no
exclusive claim to investigate social reality as such. It could
only approach that reality from a particular point of view. That
point of view, the special cognitive purpose adopted by the
sociologist, requires the discrimination of the forms of social
reality from its contents. Formal sociology as a special social
science addresses the forms of sociation.

The debate between proponents of 'special' and 'general'
conceptions of social science is now obsolete, the special
conception (although not Simrnel's own version of it) having come
to prevail. Goffman can be considered as building on and
refining formal sociology as a special social science in calling
for a 'sub-area of

sociology'

to devote itself to investigation

of the interaction order. In the Preface to Strategic Interaction
Goffman declares that his 'ultimate interest is to develop the
study of face-to-face interaction as a naturally bounded,
analytically coherent field - a sub-area of

sociology' (l969:ix),

and he never strayed far from this path.

Sjnnl's advocacy of formal sociology as a special social
science, however, does have more than antiquarian interest. It
can shed light on some of the central tenets of Goffman's own
sociological programme. In particular, it shows how a sociology
can be developed that clearly recognises the individual as the
source of action but which does not fall prey to an extreme
atomism or methodological individualism. Sirrmel consistently
grounds his sociology in 'psychological presuppositions' (Sirnmel,
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in Frisby l984b:116) and Goffman likewise acknowledges that 'a
psychology is necessarily involved' in 'the proper study of
interaction' (1967:2-3) but both go on to propose that the social
is an emergent property of the activities of individuals.

Siirmel's notion of sociation, of society as consisting most
fundamentally of individuals connected by interaction, is
designed to escape the flaws of both individualist (nominalist)
and holist (realist) conceptions of the social realm epitomized
in Simmel's own day by the views of the Geisteswissenschaften
tradition on the one hand and the organicism of Comte and Spencer
on the other. The individualist view, in seeing only

individuals

as real and existing, embodies a mistakenrole of abstraction in
the sciences. It misconstrues the sense in which the individual
can validly be an 'object of cognition' (and thus amenable to
scientific investigation) as distinct from 'an object of
experience' (beyond the pale of science) (Simmel, 1950:6). Apart
from this, individualism also fails to recognise the obvious
presence of 'synthetic events and collective phenomena' such as
political territories, the feminist movement and so on (ibid).
Similarly, the excessive holism characteristic of organicist
theories was also uncongenial to SiiTmel. He was suspicious of
the idea of non-observable collective entities and believed that
such hypostatised conceptions of society were imprecise and
holding up the progress of sociology (1909:303). Goffman's
sociology similarly treads a middle path between individualist
and holist conceptions of the social realm. Goffman agrees that
individuals 'contribute the ultimate materials' but warns against
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restricting the study of interaction to 'the individual and his
psychology' (1967:2). It is clear, for example, that Goffman
regards Denzin and Keller's phenomenologically-informed analysis
of handshaking to be too individualistic, too psychologistic to
qualify as anything close to an adequate sociological account of
the practice (1981b:61-62). And as an illustration of Goffman's
distrust of holist conceptions, we might take the playful
combination of methodological and political criticisms contained
in the observation that 'the reference unit, "American society",
is something of a conceptual scandal, very nearly a
contradiction in terms' (1971:xvii).

Both Simirel and Goffman share a conception of the social
realm as an emergent product of the actions of individuals and
both are wary of reification and psychological reductionism. For
Simmel sociation consists of individuals who orient to, modify
and influence one another, or as he puts it in a favourite
phrase, sociation is 'being with one another, for one another,
against one another' (1950:43). Society is thus conceived in a
thoroughly processual fashion as an 'occurrence' or 'event': '...
society certainly is not a "substance" nothina concrete, but an
event: it is the function of receiving and effecting the fate and

development of one individual by another.' (1950:11). Formal
sociology is thus afforded a subject matter that is 'something
"real" and explorable' (1950:11), namely reciprocal orientations
and influences. Goffman' s n recognition of the emergent
properties of interaction is evident in his comment that social
situations 'constitute a reality sui generis as He used to say'
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(1964b:134) and in his reconendation of the study of 'moments
and their men' (1967:3). In terms of broad ontological
assumptions, Simmel and Goffinan appear to converge with
Durkheim's 'associational' or

'relational realism'

(Alpert

1939:151-57).

A clear indication of the way Goffman has drawn on and
refined Sirntrel's concept of sociation is seen in the Introduction
to Presentation of Self. There Goffrnan adds copresence to the
defining characteristic of sociation, reciprocal orientation and
influence. Thus face-to-face interaction is defined by Goffman
as 'the reciprocal influence of individuals upon one another's
actions when in one another's imrrediate physical presence'
(1959:15). He goes on to provide the kind of elementary
conceptual clarification largely absent in Simmel's writing,
differentiating the particular occasion on wh±ch face-to-face
interaction occurs (the 'encounter') from the activities of the
participant in the process (a 'performance' . Goffiman thus &
not simply borrow but develops Sinimel's concept of sociation.
His emphasis on the social consequences of physical copresence
introduces sane behavioural considerations into Sirruiel's original
concern with reciprocal orientations and influences. How a
particular orientation can be achieved through a given posture or
mode of dress, how physical handicap influences an encounter's
transactions are the kind of questions that Goffman's approach
brings to the fore.
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A further convergent feature of Simmel's and Goffman's
approaches is their concern to articulate the general
psychological presuppositions required for sociation or
face-to-face interaction to occur. SiIT,inel's analysis of this
issue is set out in his faxwus essay 'How is society possible?'
and the question posed and procedure followed can be used to cast
some light on the very general assumptions about face-to-face
interaction underlying Goffman's entire enterprise.

In posing the question, 'how is society possible?' Siinnel
takes up Kant's essentially epistenological question 'how is
nature possible?' and gives it an ontological twist. Kant's
answer was that knowledge of nature was possible because the mind
was innately supplied with a finite set of a priori forms of
cognition which supplied the basic equipment for organising the
impressions of our senses. Thus knowledge of nature is only
possible because of the capacity of observers to order sense
impressions by means of the forms of cognition.

Simmel adopts Kant's general procedure to address a rather
different question: he wishes to explain how the 'unity' or
'synthesis' (or what we might now call the 'orderliness') of
society is possible. The unity or orderliness of society, unlike
that of rature,is made possible without the intervention of an
outside observer. The unity we call society is made possible by
the activity of the members who constitute it. In order to seek
a satisfactory answer to the question of how society is possible
Sinmel examines 'the conditions which reside a priori in the
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elements themselves, through which they combine, in reality, into
the synthesis, society'. (Simrrtel, 1959b: 340). Since society for
Siiiuiel consists of sociation, the interaction between individuals
('the elements themselves'), then it must have its ultimate basis
in individual existences, in certain cognitive dispositions.
Thus Sirruiel asks, what are the universal and a priori
characteristics that must be presupposed as extant in all
individual minds in order for them to engage in sociation? what
cognitive procedures must be present in every mind for any kind
of sociation to take place at all? Simmel's answer is to posit
three 'sociological apriorities' which are designed to represent
a sociological equivalent of Kant's a priori forms of cognition,
but which unlike Kant's forms cannot be quite so lucidly
expressed.

The sociological apriorities account for 'society as a fact
of knowing', a view Sinimel describes as his 'episteniological
theory of society' (1910:378). Very briefly, the apriorities
are: (1) that our knowledge of others is always imperfect,
therefore we can never relate to others in terms of their pure
and unsullied individuality, but only through the medium of
typifications; (2) that empirical social life is not entirely
social: extra-social elements interpenetrate the individual's
social being; (3) the concept of vocation (or role in modern
terminology) expresses the third apriority: 'society' offers
positions which are anonymous in character and yet these
positions are taken up 1q individuals on the basis of some
subjective inner calling. Thus society is made possible because
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we are able to typify others, because we are not wholly socially
determined, and because the 'needs' of society meet the 'needs'
of the individual through the various roles assuned by
individuals.

The sociological apriorities are like Kant's forms of
cognition in that they state a priori conditions making the
social order possible. These conditions are a priori because
they are posited as prior to and logically independent of any
particular social experience. They are necessary features of the
cognitive apparatus of all individuals which irust be presupposed
by the very possibility of sociality. They are the psychological
orientations or cognitive sets that individuals must have in
order to relate to others.

In short, the sociological apriorities state the necessary
cognitive preconditions which are required of individuals for
sociation to emerge. A corresponding set of assunptions can be
derived from Coffman's work. The following is a tentative
attempt to delineate the sociological apriorities presumed
necessary by Goffman for the social order of face-to-face
interaction to emerge. In face-to-face interaction: (1) the
individual is accessible to the naked senses of all the others
present, and will find them accessible to him. As well as giving
information, typically through talk, the individual will exude or
'give off' expressive messages about him/herself. This
information is (a) reflexive, i.e. conveyed by the very person it
is about, and (b) is embodied i.e. evinced by that person's
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bodily signs. The individual is capable of drawing inferences
about the other on the basis of this information. This enables
the individual to 'audit' or 'monitor' others. (2) The
individual is a 'transceiver' of expressive information: 'each
giver is himself a receiver, and each receiver a giver'
(1963a:16). This comprises the grounds of the individual's
capacity to take into consideration the attitude of others
present.

(3) The individual will carefully monitor the

information he/she gives and exudein an attempt to influence and
control the prevailing definition of the situation. For
face-to-face interaction to be possible, individuals must be
capable of (i) monitoring others (ii) taking the attitude of
others and (iii) controlling information about themselves. These
general psychological assumptions appear to be Goffxnan's
equivalent of Simnel's sociological apriorities, and may be
attributed the same status. Indeed, on occasion Goffinan slips
into a Sirrirnelian mode of conceiving of the possibility of
society. One way Simmel formulates the problem is to ask how an
'aggregate' of individuals can become a society. Goffrnan
suggests that copresence transforms 'a mere aggregate' of
individuals into 'a little society, a little group, a little
deposit of social organization' (l963a:243; see also ibid:196) in
virtue of the expressive capacities of humans just outlined.
Sirrmel and Goffman, it is ar qued, have broadly congruent
conceptions of the social realm. But according to Sirnrrel, the
special social science of formal sociology not only identifies a
particular subject matter, it also takes a distinct investigative
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stance towards it.

Further examination of the distinction

between form and content is required in order to more fully
appreciate what is distinctive about formal sociology's approach.
4.3 Form arid Content

According to one leading SinuDel scholar, 'it would not be an
exaggeration to describe the concept of form as Simmel's
fundamental methodological instrument' (Oakes, 1980:8). The
form-content distinction is the distinguishing feature of all of
Siirmel's mature work, not simply his sociology. In the context
of his sociological writings, content refers to:

'... everything that is present in individuals (the
immediate concrete loci of historical reality) - drive,
interest, purpose, inclination, psychic state, movement
- everything that is present in them in such a way as
to engender or mediate effects upon others or to
receive such effects.' (l959a:315)

Contents, 'these materials which fill life, these
motivations which propel it' (ibid) are psychological (and
perhaps biological), not social in nature. Sociation has its
origins in these mental states and bodily dispositions of
individuals which propel them into 'being with one another, for
one another, against one another'. Forms are the structuring
principles which acount for the particular character of the
reciprocal orientations and influences assumed by sociation in
any instance. In empirical social life form and content
'constitute one reality':
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'Any social phenomenon or process is composed of two
elements which in reality are inseparable: on the one
hand, an interest, a purpose, a motive; on the other, a
form or mode of interaction through which, or in the
shape of which, that content attains social reality.'
(ibid)

The contents of sociation are realised through the forms; yet, as
Simmel is at pains to emphasize, forms have no reality or
existence apart from contents.

Simrnel's consideration of the relations between
psychological and sociological explanations reveals an important
feature of formal sociology as a special social science. In
keeping with his belief that only individuals 'exist', Siittmel
holds that 'the givens of sociology are psychological processes
whose immediate reality presents itself first of all under
psychological categories' (l959a:332). A psychological
explanation of sociation is possible because sociation has a
psychical dimension (the action, feeling, and so forth of the
individual).

But this fact need not lead us down the

reductionist road. To scientifically treat the admittedly
psychological data of sociology does not necessarily entail a
psychological approach, because the 'sense and intent' of
scientific activity does not have to be psychological: the same
subject matter can be treated from the point of view of biology,
of chemistry, of economics, and so on. Now we can see one reason
why Simrrel was so insistent upon the status of sociology as a
'special' social science, for this doctrine connects with his
general conception of science: 'there is always one reality which
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we cannot scientifically comprehend in its imnediateness and
totality' (1909:314) but which can be analyzed from a plurality
of standpoints including those repesented by the various
sciences. For these reasons sociology may validly address 'the
objective reality of sociation' which although embodied in
psychic processes nevertheless also presents a 'synthesis' or
'unity' analyzable into its forms by means of sociological
abstraction.

Scientific abstraction plays a prominent role in the
development of the special science of society. For Simnel
'abstractions alone produce science out of the complexity or
unity of reality' (l95:3l6). Formal sociology effects a
transformation of the essentially psychological facts of hunian
life by means of an abstraction into form and content. This
abstraction reveals the 'purely social' elements of human life.
Sirrirnel advances his case by analogy with geometry.

Geometry

investigates spatial forms in absttacton £to re!i
manifestations in the world. It is interested in only one aspect
of the material objects of the world, spatiality, and it leaves
to other sciences the task of analysing their remaining aspects.
The geometrical analogy clarifies the problem that faces formal
sociology in becoming a special social science. Just as geometry
abstracts forms of spatial relationship from the material world,
so sociology should restrict itself to the abstraction of the
forms of sociation. Although a geometrical analogy is Sirrifflel's
favourite way of justifying the independent status of socioloqy,
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he sometimes pursues a graitutatica1 analogy, recommending that
formal sociology must pursue a grammar of sociation (1950:22).

Given the much greater development of sociolinguistics in
Goffman's time, it is hardly surprising that the grammatical
analogy features in some of Goffman's programmatic statements,
especially in the light of the affinity between sociolinguistic
interests and Goffman's own (cf 1971:xviii-xix). For exarrple:

'I assume that the proper study of interaction is not
the individual and his psychology, but rather the
syntactical relations among the acts of different
persons mutually present to one another.' (1967:2)

Goffman is fully conversant with the way formal sociology
rules out the particular psychological considerations operating
in any actual instance and focusses instead on more general
psychological attributes in its account of sociation. Indeed,
Goffman's comment at the end of his Introduction to Interaction
Ritual could well serve as formal sociology's own programmatic
slogan: 'Not then men and their moments. Rather, moments and
their men.' (1967:3). Simnrriel's basic outlook has been put in a
different language but its substance remains unchanged: sociology
must concentrate its attention upon the typical configurations
and channels in which contents are made manifest. Formal
sociology offers not a motion picture but a set of 'stills' of
social life - albeit 'stills' of that life's critical 'dynamic'
features in which the forms are the very means through which
diverse motives attain realisation in (and as) society. Indeed,
'form' and 'life' are opposed notions in Simmel's scheme of
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things. Life always outstrips form, and can never be fully
grasped by it (Weingartner, 1962).

A clear indication that Goffman utilises the form-content
distinction in a closely Simnelian fashion may be seen in some of
the statements in the theoretical, 'necessarily abstract'
Introduction to Presentation of Self. Sinnnel's language is very
much in evidence. The 'interactional modus vivendi' that Goffman
labels the 'working consensus' of an encounter may be 'quite
different in content' from the working consensus of another, and
yet 'regardless of such difference in content ... the general
form of those working arrangements is the same' (1959:9-10).

Formal analysis takes little cognizance of the expressed
views of the participants and in this sense psychological
considerations receive short shrift. Take a central tenet of the
impression menagement thesis as an example: 'Regardless of the
particular objective which the individual has in mind and of his
motive for having this objective, it will be in his interests to
control the conduct of others, especially their responsive
treatment of him.' (1959:3). A little later Goffman delimits his
sphere of concern to the participant's dramaturgical problems of
presentation, and excludes from examination 'the specific content
of any activity presented by the individual participant'
(1959:15).
From the preceding it can be seen that Sinurel and Goffman
recognise the grounding of the social realm in the psycholoqy of
individuals, but they then insist that what results is an
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emergent entity amenable to formal sociological analysis. This
important distinction is lost on those who dismiss their work as
mere 'social psychology'. It is therefore not fortuitous that
Simrrel's and Goffman's sociological analyses share a focus on the
apparently insignificant phenomena of everyday life. Siuinel
succeeds in placing the study of fleeting 'sub-institutional'
interactions on a par with the larger, more enduring social
institutions that make up sociology's conventionally-conceived
subject matter.

Goffinan cites Simniel's views as a legitimation for his own
interest in the sub-institutional. His doctoral dissertation is
prefaced by a lengthy quotation from the Basic Questions of
Sociology (Sirnmel, 1950:9-10). Ordinarily, says Simmel, we use
the term 'society' to refer to permanent social structures which
are crystallized in the state, the family, social classes,
organisations and so on. But we must not forget that
'... in addition to these, there exists an irrmeasurable
number of less conspicuous forms of relationship and
kinds of interaction. Taken singly, they may appear
negligible. But since in actuality they are inserted
into the comprehensive, and, as it were, official
social formations, they alone produce society as we
know it.' (1950:9)

Without these 'microscopic-molecular processes' it would be
impossible to relate the institutional order with 'the real life
of society as we encounter it in our experience.'

Simniel

continues: '(W) ithout the interspersed effects of countless minor
syntheses, society would break up into a multitude of
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discontinuous systems ... Here are the interactions among the
atoms of society. They account for all the toughness and
elasticity, all the colour and consistency of social life, that
is so striking and yet so Wsterious.' (1950:10).

Some sixty years later, Goffman could still report that. the
'neglected situation' (Goffman, 1964b) was that situations were
being neglected as serious objects of sociological inguiry and
could open Relations in Public with the following passage:

'The realm of activity that is generated by face-to-face
interaction and organised by norms of co-mingling - a
domain containing weddings, family meals, chaired
meetings, forced marches, service encounters, queues,
crowds, and couples, has never been sufficiently
treated as a subject matter in its own right. In fact,
a convenience has often been made of it. Whenever a
concrete illustration has been needed of how it is with
a social establishment or a bit of social structure, or
even a society, interaction vignettes have been fetched
in to provide vivid evidence and, incidentally, a
little obeisance to the fact that there are people out
there moving about. Thus interaction practices have
been used to illuminate other things, but themselves
are treated as though they did not need to be defined
or were worth defining. Yet the nicest use for these
events is the explication of their own generic
character.' (1971:xi)

It is characteristic of the entire approach of Sinimel arid
Goffrnan to recognise the fundamental character of the type of
social order they analyse, and yet to accord it no theoretically
privileged position. Simrnel's strongest justification is to
claim that in these 'microscopic-molecular processes' we can see
society in its status nascendi i.e. in the process of being
produced and reproduced. Goffrnan is similarly reticent about
providing a compelling justification for the study of the
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interaction order. 'Because it is there' (1983 a:17)is one answer
given. Elsewhere, Goffman reminds us that 'more than to any
family or club, more than to any nation, the individual belongs
to gatherings' (1963 a:248) and he maintains that 'it is in social
situations that most of the world's work gets done' (1979:5-6).
But little theoretical capital is made out of these observations,
perhaps because Goffnian does not consider face-to-face
interaction, everyday life or any

other realm to occupy a

special theoretical status (see esp 1974:ch.14). HcMever, one
consequence of the absence of sustained theoretical justification
for an interactional focus is to pointedly raise queries about
its relation to the larger social units that sociology has
traditionally investigated.
Both Siirmel and Goffrnan recognise the existence and
significance of larger social structures and processes. But
whilst Goffman is almost totally silent on these larger
structures and processes, Simrtel does devote a. portion of hth
sociological work to their analysis, most notably in The
Philosophy of Money (albeit in a diffuse and unconventional way:
he has no theory of the structure of modern society and the
general direction of his thinking casts a question mark over its
possibility). There Sirrmel explores the far-reaching social and
personal consequences of the introduction of monetary exchange
and offers an analysis of the rationalisation process which
anticipates many of the central themes of Max Weber's more famed
discussion (Faught, 1985). Neither Sirnrnel nor Goffman, then,
take a dismissive attitude towards the study of the institutional
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framework of society. They simply see it as lying outside of the
remit of their formal sociologies.
Giddens suggests that Goffman's 'studied refusal to be
concerned with issues of large-scale social organization and
history' leans tcods a view that microsociology addresses 'the
essential reality of social life (1984:139). A Sirnmelian reading
of Goffman, hcMever, sees its exclusive focus on the interaction
order as a theoretical election, a self-imposed choice, not
necessarily implying anything about the reality or significance
of macro-level concerns. Recently Frisby and Sayer have
presented the intriguing argument that the grounding of Siirmel's
sociology requires a concept of society as a whole, a concept
which is conspicuously 'absent' in his work (l986:ch.6).
The restricted scope of Simmel' s and Goffrnan' s sociological
concerns naturally raises the question of how they conceptualise
the relationship between micro- and macro-levels of social
reality. Simmel's view is that forms of sociation (or more
accurately, constellations of forms) may 'crystallize' into
institutionalised structures, such as the state, trade unions,
the church, social classes and organisations. These sometimes
appear to have a life of their own, to possess an objective
facticity that seems quite divorced from the conduct of
individuals, but Sinuiel is constantly at pains to stress how the
forms of saciation continuously feed into these larger social
formations. The detail of the relationship between micro- and
macro-levels is not provided by Sirrmel, but his general theme is
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that 'more complex social formations are extensions of simpler
interactions between individuals' (Frisby, 1984a:62-3).

Goffman considers it misleading to think of larger social
structures as straightforward 'extensions' of interactions
between individuals. Although the actions of individuals can
have an impact on social structures (for example, in
organizations) Goffman is decidedly opposed to aggregationist
views which see social structures as simple 'composites' or
'summaries' of what transpires in face-to-face interaction, since
they deny the very property of emergence that he insists must
characterise a properly sociological approach to the interaction
order.

Goffmari's concern, of course, is not with the nature of
these larger social units as such but with their bearing on
encounters. His initial statement on this issue is contained in
'Fun in games' (l961b) and the position is amplified in 'The
interaction order' (1983a). Bever, It Is worth notIng that a
concern with the effects of the person's external (i.e.
institutionally-provided) attributes on interactional conduct is
a submerged theme in Presentation (note its extensive use of
illustrations drawn from occupational ethnographies), sylums and
the work on gender. Two models of the relationship are proposed.
One sees the encounter as surrounded by a 'membrane' composed of
'transformation rules' which select and modify the external
attributes that are allowed to figure in the encounter
(1961b:29-34). The other model posits a relation of 'loose
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coupling' (1983a:1l) between interactional practices and wider
social structures in which no generalised formulation of a neat
meshing of the two is considered possible.

If social structures do not straightforwardly determine the
contours of the interaction order, and vice-versa, then there can
be no easy way of discerning 'the structure of a kinship system'
or 'the shape of the ethnic succession in a municipal
administration' (l983a:9)by aggregating what occurs in particular
encounters, for these large-scale units themselves possess
emergent properties. Goffman is perhaps itore consistent than
Simmel in this respect, for he extends the emergent properties
argument to those social units in which he has no analytical
interest, effectively granting a 'relative autonomy' to the
conventional objects of sociological investigation in exchange
for assuming a relative autonomy for his c'n.
Simrrel's fundamental assumptions about the forms of
sociation can serve to lend qualified support to Gonos' (1977)
structuralist interpretation of Goffman's sociology. Gonos'
arguments are an important corrective to those symbolic
interactionist interpretations of Goffrnan which over-emphasise
the uniqueness and precariousness of situations arid the
centrality of an independent self in producing them. In
considering symbolic interact ionist interpretations it is
necessary to distinguish between the tradition and the label. As
an intellectual tradition it usually refers to the work of those
sociologists trained at Chicago during the decade after World
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War II, ostensibly under the intellectual leadership of Blumer
and Hughes. Goffman was apparently happy to accept the label as
an apt description of some of his early work (l961a:47). In
Strategic Interaction however he distances the framework there
developed from symbolic interactionism (which he now expressly
identifies wjth Blumer), arguing the 'strategic interaction
appears to advance the symbolic interactionist approach'
(1969:136). Towards the end of his life Goffman appeared to
become quite exasperated with the assignment of the symbolic
interactionist label to his ideas, inveighing against the 'guilt
by pigeonholing' (1981a:61) it produced and issuing a caution to
intellectual historians about Its IndIscrImInate use (WIrlkìn,
1984). Gonos' structural ist interpretation suggests that
Goffman's sociology substantially departs from the symbolic
interactionist tradition. However, it is an interpretation which
makes for the reification of frames and tends to result in an
exaggerated decentring of the self. In view of Goffman's (1981b)
own dismissal of strong structuralist interpretations of his
sociology, it is worth seeking another source which also stresses
the facticity and determinacy of interactional forms but which
does not lose sight of the delicate tension between the demands
of structure and agency characteristic of Goffman's position (cf.
Crook and Taylor, 1980). Recourse to Sijiel's thinking on the
'dignity' of the forms of sociation may prove instructive here.
In speaking of the 'dignity' of the forms SirUTrel contended
first that they may persist irrespective of the personnel who
enact them in any given instance, and secondly that the structure
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of the forms is independent of their historical realizations.
This enables us to speak of the 'objective structure' of forms
which consists of typical configurations of reciprocal
orientations and influences. The dignity of the forms finally
derives from their capacity to transcend history and culture so
that 'no culture is entirely free to "define" typical situations'
(Tenbruck, 1959:86). At the same time the objective structure of
the forms (which is always essentially provisional) is 'anchored'
into individuals by the meanings that reciprocal orientations and
influences have for interacting individuals.
These meanings, hever, comprise part of the contents of
social life and are of no special analytical interest to formal
sociology. Weber recognised this when, in setting out the basic
concepts of interpretive sociology, he chided Simmel for failing
to distinguish subjectively intended meanings (1968:4).
Formal sociology is interested in the 'objective meaning' or
determinate properties of an interaction or relat nsi
interpretive sociology places a premium on the reasons people
have for acting as they do (cf. Weber, 1972). Unlike the
interpretive tradition of Weber and Schutz, the meaning of an act
for an actor is not a theoretical priority for Siinrrel or
Goffman, as evidenced for example by Goffn'an's interest in
"effectively" projected' (1959:6) rather than subjectively
intended definitions of the situation. As Tenbruck in a
trenchant defence and elaboration of Siirmel's method points out,
forms of sociation have 'a dual character, at once superior to
the actors and subject to them' (Tenbruck, 1959:88).

Action
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originates in irx3ividuals who can only realise their own
interests arid motives by complying with the forms, forms which
are themselves subject to modification by the motives and
interests of individuals. The tension between the demands of
structure and agency is thus preserved by the 'dual character' of
the forms: they are objective structures superior to arid
exercising constraint over the course of an individual's action;
yet they are produced by, and may be modified by the interacting
individuals who alone exist.

4.4 The NeoKantian Basis of Formal Socioloqy

Further consideration of the nature and implications of
formal sociology requires an examination of its neoKantian roots.
Attention to these roots sheds some light on a common complaint
levelled at Goffman's work, namely, that it does not appear to
'go anywhere' or cumulate, that the corpus as a whole is a
shapeless collection of conceptual frameworks that does not 'add
up' or result in a general theory of face-to-face interaction.
It is suggested that one source of this aspect of Goffmart's work
resides in its broadly neoKantian conception of the relation
between concepts and the world.

Although Kantian in origin, SiJTuTel's use of the notion of
form is rather wider than Kant's. Weingartner characterizes one
side

of

Simnel's

entire

enterprise

as

'the

"de-intellectualization" of Kant' (1962:57 n.121); the
'decognitivization' of Kant might be an even better description.
Whereas Kant was simply interested in postulating the universal
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cognitive categories that made knowledge of the world possible,
Siirimel extends the notion to cover the necessary principles
required for a wide range of human experience: social, religious,
artistic and historical.

However these principles lack the

fixity of Kant's concepts.

Form is a notion central to all of Simmel's mature work.
The task of a form is shape inchoate reality, the 'multiplicity'
of 'world stuff' (Weingartner, 1962:32) into something
determinate: a whole, a unity, a synthesis. In becoming 'formed'
a structure is imparted to contents. Forms, then, are
synthesizing principles necessary to grasp some aspect of reality
that is unknowable in its totality. There is, for Siirmel, an
essential conflict between reality and 'life' 1 and our (formed)
knowledge of reality and life. Life cannot be captured by
knowledge: that is the fundamental mistake of any historical
realism that seeks to 'tell it as it really was' (Siitmel, 1977).
Social reality in its totality and complexity is unknowable, is
not open to direct scientific 'portrayal'. Scientific knowledge
is thus unavoidably partial. The production of knowledge
involves the ordering of reality by concepts (Bergner, 1981:82).
It is as Sirnmel notes, 'a process (in) which we inject into
ieality an ex post-facto intellectual transformation of the
immediately given reality' (1950:8).

Simmel's argument is that any phenomenon can be looked at
from a variety of standpoints and it is the special cognitive
purposes of the investigator which frame the character of the
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knowledge obtained about the phenomenon. Thus, the emergence of
a new religion is not simply a religious phenomenon, but can also
be studied by history, psychology, sociology and so forth (Sijiunel
1978:55). This view stands in contrast to Durkheirn's admonition
to treat social facts as things whose objective properties can
be scientifically established (on Simrrel and Durkheirn, see
Levine, 1985). In this connection it is useful to note Rierner's
(1953:107-108) contrast between 'positivistic' and 'pragmatic'
orientations to the conduct of research. The positivistic
orientation seeks to discover the social world 'as it really is'
whilst the praqmatic orientation is satisfied with the
exploration of 'specific aspects of reality'. The latter
orientation is especially prominent at the advancing edge of
sociology and it has its roots in neoKantian concerns.
Si.rnrnel's advocacy of a special social science of sociology
must be set against this neoKantian background. Formal sociology
abstracts the forms of sociation in the same way that Euclidean
geometry abstracts forms of spatiality. Siimel's formal concepts
are then very similar in design (although perhaps not function)
to Weber's ideal types, or more specifically, the 'generic' or
'basic' ideal types of Economy and Society (Tenbruck, 1959; Rex,
1971). There is, haiever, a fundamental distinction between the
projects of formal and interpretive sociology. For Weber, the
aim is to render 'historical individuals' intelligible; ideal
types and type generalisations are simply a means to that end.
By contrast Siiiuiel (and Goffrnan after him) seek only the
identification and classification of social forms. Neither is
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interested in questions of 'causality' pace Weber and this has
led some critics to consider their work to be merely descriptive
and not genuinely explanatory in character.

Robin Williams (1983) has drawn attention to three aspects
of Goffman' s methodology that are convergent with the neoKantian
tradition: its perspectivism, its conceptual constructivism and
its analytical dualism. Perspectivisrn is evident in Goffman's
concern to develop 'frameworks' and 'points of reference' that
are avowedly selective and arbitrary. Through such tentative
terminology Goffman quietly teaches us that analysis nust start
somewhere, but there is nowhere it has to begin. Conceptual
constructivism points up Goffman's lifelong interest in the
development and illustration of concepts and conceptual
frameworks, principally through the use of metaphor. There is,
Williams observes, a highly stable conceptual core surrounded by
a penumbra of more shifting usages. Goffman's analytic dualism
refers to 'the consistent distinction to be made between the
transparency of analysis on the one hand, and the opacity of the
object world on the other'. Our concepts are imperfect tools to
grasp an ultimately unknowable reality. Goffman thus presents a
sociology that is, without ever proclaiming itself as such,
'sclf-conscious about the weaning of what it is to know'
(Williams, 1983:102).

To complain that Goffinan's continual

return to new starting points and conceptual scratches simply
marks the repackaging of old ideas, to imply that it is a flaw
that the frameworks do not 'add up' to a general analytic theory
of interaction is to miss the respect in which Goffman's
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sociology is acutely sensitive, in Weber's phrase, to the
'eternal youth' of the cultural sciences.

4.5 Formal Concept Formation

Since concepts cannot reflect reality, an examination of the
way they are constructed in given instances becomes a significant
issue (Bergner, 1981: 83). Inductivist imagery is directly
conveyed by Simnel' s terminology. He repeatedly speaks of
'abstracting' the forms of sociation from contents. In this
respect Sinuiel's procedure contrasts with Plato's theory of
forms, as he observes himself in The PhI1osoph of
Plato, knowledge of the real world is deduced from uni'ersals
embodied in certain abstract ideal Forms. Plato's position for
Siiitnel rightly emphasized 'the significance of universals'.
Sinmel himself is seeking in his sociology

(and elsewhere I to

reconcile 'the material reality of singular instances with the
depth and scope of a formal universality' (1978:202) but by a
reverse procedure to Plato. Simnel attempts to distil the
essence of social phenomena from singular instances, to view the
particular in a manner that sheds light on the universal. This
inductive interest in particulars is captured by a statement of a
former student, Arthur Salz: 'Sirnrnel dealt with problems sub
specie aeternitatis while feigning to deal with them sub specie
niornenti' (1959:235).

Inductivist imagery is somewhat less

apparent in Goffman's work.

Generally, Goffman conceals his

favoured method of 'working up' an analysis or framework, but he
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too apparently follows an inductive procedure, as this (possibly
overstated) coirurient from his doctoral dissertation indicates:

a false impression is sometimes given that the
field data has (sic) been brought in as an
afterthought, merely to illustrate concepts earlier
arrived at. I should like to make it quite clear that
the terms and concepts employed in this study caine
after and not before the facts.' (1953:9)

This section deals with the central issue of how formal concepts
are generated, an issue which in Rex's view 'is probably the most
important question that the methodology of sociology has to face
if socioloqists are to clarify what is, to put it rio higher, the
most important of their methods' (1971: 31).
As might be expected, Simmel has more to say on this question
than Goffman and his remarks are an obvious place to begin, yet
even Simnel had no neat set of procedures and could only proceed
by analogy to geometry. He admits that there is no unambiguous
teachable technique for doing formal sociology, that under
certain conditions the distinction between form and content
cannot be made at all, and that when it can be accomplished it is
both intuitive and somewhat arbitrary. Thus Simmel observes that
there will be debate over whether the poor constitute a form of
ociation (Sinmel, 1965) or whether they should be considered
from the standpoint of contents, ie. in terms of economic
interests (Sinimel, 1909: 308). A parallel dichotomy is evident
in much of the criticism of the concept of 'the culture of
poverty' which in part turns on the relative significance of
'cultural' and 'situational' explanations of poverty (Hannerz,
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1969). Moreover, Siirniiel repeated emphasizes the relativity and
contingency of his analytical operations. For example:

'Throughout, form and content are but relative concepts.
They are categories of knowledge to master the
phenomena, and to organize them intellectually, so that
the same thing which in any one relation, as though
looked at from abuve, appears as form, irust be labelled
"content" in another relation, as though looked at from
below.' (1955:172)

Simmel offers no solutions to what he recognises as serious
shortcomings in

formal sociology's programme, tht he hopes tha

more systematic procedures will be developed in the future (as
indeed they have, as the elaboratIon of 'analytIc induction' and
'grounded theory' indicates).

But these shortcomings should be kept in perspective, for as
Simrrel observes 'science would be condemned to sterility if, in
the presence of new tasks, a completely formulated methodology
were the condition of taking the first step.' (1909: 309).
Goffman concurs with Sirrmel's general sentiment:

'Methodological self-consciousness that is full,
i.rnirediate and persistent sets aside all study and
analysis except that of the reflexive problem itself,
thereby displacing fields of enquiry instead of
contributing to them.' (1974:12)

All 5irriel cri do is to suggest that the abstraction of forms is
facilitated by the comparative study of widely different
contexts. Goffman's predilection for juxtaposing incongruous
examples in order to illustrate his concepts and generalisations
(the priest who tends to the dying is likened to a con man
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cooling out a mark; the psychiatrist is seen as merely a member
of a 'tinkering trade') indicates the use of the comparative
method, albeit in an unsystematic way. Burkean 'perspective by
incongruity' (1965:119) is a comnon result. Although the
comparative method is recorrmended by Goffman, (eg 1974:564), how
and to what extent the method is employed in his analyses is not
made explicit. The rhetorical pay-of fs of perspective by
incongruity appear to take precedence over the prosaic procedures
associated with the use of this method.

Formal concepts can be generated by means of the method of
analytic induction. This method, which was much debated in
Goffman's days as a graduate student (Robinson, 1951; Turner,
1953), was first worked out by Florian Znaniecki in 1934.
Znaniecki believed that analytic induction was the master method
of the sciences, and he contrasted it with 'enumerative
induction' which analysed relationships by means of statistical
correlation. Unlike the latter, analytic induction presents
universalistic statements about phenomena and is knowledge of a
'complete' and 'exhaustive' kind. As a research procedure,
analytic induction does not involve a naive (Millian)
inductionisrn but somethinq much closer to a Popperian conjecture
and refutation node 1.

Working hypotheses are corrected by

deviant cases and are redefined and reformulated until a
universal relationship is established. The virtue of analytic
induction is that it emphasises the 'knowledge-building,
self-correcting' functions of deviant cases (Robinson, 1951:814)
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The constraints of dissertation writing have given us this
rare insight into the practicalities of Goffman's formal concept
production:

'There was a constant temptation to record only those
events which found at the time a neat place in my
conceptual organisation, either as confirming or
radically disconfirming instances. (Thus, as the
conceptual organisation changed, so also did the kinds
of facts recorded.)' (1953: 4)

In accord with the method of analytic induction it might be
assumed that the occurrence of a negative instance prompted
Goffman to develop a new class to accorrmodate such 'awkward'
disconfirming instances. But given that Goffinan' s procedures of
concept formation are largely hidden from view, this mist remain
mere speculation.

In many qualitative studies the process of concept formation
is not available for inspection, presumably because it is deemed
to belong to a private realm of theoretical intuition and
creativity. Despite the call for researchers to make available
natural histories of concept formation (Becker, 1958), this
sphere is usually set beyond public scrutiny. It may even be
doubted if there are any explicit procedures involved. Often the
reader is left with the inpressiori that the concepts come first
and that the illustrations are simply added as an afterthought,
and this impression is reinforced by the well-nigh impossibility
of 'working back' from illustration to concept in formal
sociology. Indeed, the reverse situation obtains: the concept
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illuminates the example, recasts its sense, thereby making an
illustration out of it. Goffman's claim that the concepts do
indeed caine after and not before the facts is possibly an
oversimplification; analytic induction requires an interactional
or 'dialectical' relationship between concepts and facts. An
indication of the value Goffman places on inductive procedures is
conveyed by his complaint that Frame Analysis is 'too bookish,
too general, too removed from fieldwork to have a good chance of
being anything more than a roentalistic adumbration', and that it
is only redeemed in his eyes by the fact that he authored it
himself 1 (1974:13). The further attempt to systernatise the
procedures of formal concept production made by Glaser and
Strauss (1968) seems to have been largely lost on Goffman. His
own procedures of concept formation apparently necessitate what
Sinirrel once described as 'the odium of alluding to intuitive
processes' (1909: 308).

Phen considering the problem of concept formation it is
worth recalling an aphorism of Merton's: 'if true art consists in
concealing all signs of art, true science consists in revealing
its scaffolding as well as its finished structure' (1968:70).
Critics of a 'positivist' persuasion have accused Simmel's and
Goffinan ! s projects of a lack of proper scientificity which they
see as ultimately stemming from their 'intuitive' method (eg
Durkheim, 1960; idem, 1982; Gamson, 1975). It is
certainly true that Simrrel's and Goffman's contributions to the
problem of concept formation are disappointingly small and that
since nearly all qualitative sociology nust sooner or later
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confront the issue of concept formation it is better, surely,
that these issues are openly discussed than treated as an
analyst's coniuring trick. An aside: at the Pacific Sociological
Association rneetin qs, San Jose, California, March 28-30, 1974,
Goffman was invited to participate in a panel discussion on data
collection and analysis in qualitative field research. In his
oral presentation Goffxnan stuck doggedly to the task of
discussing problems of data collection in field research, thus
frustrating earlier expectations that he would also talk on data
analysis and concept formation. The mystique surroundin q his
chosen ways of working was thus preserved. (see Lofland 1974;
Davis, 1974; Wisian, 1974; Cavan, 1974; and Roth 1974 for the
contributions of other panelists). The acknowlec1aerrnt of the
arbitrariness of the form-content distinction and the exploratory
character of their socioloq ies is only a partial defence against
the com p laint that their procedures of concept formation are
larqely hidden from view.

But it is a complaint that should not be overstated.
The articulation of the features of the forms is the primary qoal
of both Simmel and Goffman who each in their own way recommend
that careful attention be given to sociolo q ical description.
Goffman, in exp ressina 'grave doubts' about the value of qrand
arid middle ranqe theory , p uts the matter this way:
'... I believe that the provision of a sin q le conceptual
distinction, if it orders, and illuminates, and
reflects delight in the contours of our data, can
warrant our claim to be students of societ y ...what we
need ...is a modest but persistent analyticity:
frameworks of the lower range' (l981c:34)
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If this view is accepted, then the problem of how a concept is
produced is immaterial since what will really matter is the
articulation of its features to 'illuminate and reflect delight
in the contours of our data'. Furthermore the extent of a
concept's utility can only be judged by further research. It is
salutory to recall Weber's view that 'ideas occur to us when they
please, not when it pleases us ...when smokin g a cigar on the
sofa... (or) when taking a walk on a slowly ascending street'
(1948:136).

Thus far the discussion of concept formation has
focussed on the production of concepts by Simmel and Goffxnan.
However, there are other issues concerning the character of the
concepts thus produced that fall under the heading of concept
formation. 1though Simmel does attend to the definition of many
of his concepts, his central concern is to elaborate a series of
arguments which articulate the features of the forms of
sociation. In so doing Simmel sometimes extends the

notion of a

concep t beyond its usual present-day meaning to include something
more closely resembling a model (for example, in the chapter on
'The Poor') - apparently a not uncommon practice in the human
sciences in C-errnany at the turn of the century.

Goffman's concepts tend to be of a 'sensitizing'
(Blumer 1969) character. They are designed to alert the
sociologist to features of a phenomenon, to provide a general
sense of relevance rather than a s pecific set of empirical
referents. Sensitizing concepts are thus neatly tailored to the
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needs of an exploratory enterprise like Goffman's. s Cassirer
(1957) has observed:

'... each newly accTuired concept is an attempt, a
becinning , a problem; its value lies not in its copying
of definite objects, but in its opening up of an entire
problem cariplex ...In this sense a concept can be
fruitful for knowledge long before it is itself exactly
defined.' (1957:306, quoted in Roy, 1968:57)

Given the primacy of conceptual innovation in Goffman's
enterprise, Cassirer's statement may serve to mitigate if not
excuse his occasional conceptual delinauencies. These include
his failure to offer definitions of some of the terms in his
analytic apparatus (eg 'contest' in 1974:56-58) or the hiding of
the meaning of concepts (eg of 'realigning actions' in
1959:190-207). Mother difficulty is the problem of 'concept
aliases' (Birrell 1978:91) in Goffman's writings where different
terms are used for the same concept (eg. 'demeanor' and 'face';
'encounter', 'focussed qatherinq ', 'face engaqement' and
'situated activity system'). Then there is the problem that
'other people's conce p ts have their names chanqed' (Phillips
1983:114). The substitution of 'faultable' (in Goffman 1981a)
for the conversation analytic term 'repairable' is a good case in
point, and to argue that the change was motivated b y a wish to
maintain consistency with the earlier notion of 'faulty person'
in the interests of an onqoinq conceptual articulation (Williams,
1988:78-79) is, at best, a charitable interpretation.
Imprecision and a dependence u pon cornmonsense rather than
analytic notions in the use of such concepts is the price to be
paid for these conceptual delinquencies and it is at this point
that declarations of exploratory intent begin to wear a little
thin.
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4.6

The Knowledge-claims of Formal Sociology

The socioloqies of Simniel and C-offman are sometimes
seen as little more than an expression of an attitude or as
whimsical constructions that fail to make a genuine contribution
to the scientific study of society.

This section presents

arqurnents for a contrary assessment and focuses on three aspects
of the knowledge of social life generated by formal socioloqy:
the identification of existential statements, the testing of
formal concepts and the presentation of a body of synthetic a
priori knowledge. To articulate these issues it is necessary to
go beyond Simmel's own discussions, not least because Sirnmel's
'de-intellectualization' or 'de-cognitivization' of Kant in the
socioloqical sphere often leads to a conflation of
ep istemoloq ical and ontological matters, usually at the expense
of careful consideration of the former.
4.6.1

The Identification of Existential Statements

A successful formal sociolo gy can be reqarded as
presentina a core of 'existential statements' which are not
subject to conventional refutation (Harr, 1972; Popoer, 1959,
esp. section 15). This is perhaps the most fundamental sense in
which Gofan's work is genuinely 'innovative'. All that
existential staernents do is designate a phenomenon, simply state
that something exists (cf. Loflanc5, 1980: 30). One of the
accomplishments of 'on face-work' is to inform us of the
existence of classes of interactional phenomena such as 'faces',
'face-saving practices', 'threats' and so on and in so doing n
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social objects are constructed and brought to the forefront of
our awareness (Jarneson 1976:125). Of course, formal sociology
goes beyond this to specify the characteristics and relations
between those elements that existential statements draw to our
attention, but minimally it shows us the existence of such social
practices which we would otherwise remain unaware of
scientifically, and it is in this light that Goffman's stated aim
of describing the natural units of interaction and uncovering the
normative order within and between such units (1967:1-2) must be
seen.
Taken singly, existential statements cannot be falsified: it
is difficult to conceive of the empirical refutation of a
statement like 'there are face-saving practices' because it is
not limited in space and time. In themselves, of course, formal
concepts cannot be falsified, for as Coser has observed in a book
heavily indebted to Siirmel, 'concepts may be thought of as being
neither true nor false; they are apt or inept, clear or vague,
fruitful or useless'. Quoting Merton he continues, 'they are
tools designed to capture relevant aspects of reality and thus
"constitute the definitions (or prescriptions) of what is to be
observed" (Coser, 1956: 7).
As existential staterrnts formal concepts play a very
fundamental role in science: they are the solid foundation upon
which shifting and developing scientific hypotheses and theories
are constructed. For Harr they preserve 'the permanent advances
of science' and express its 'permanent empirical part' (Harr,
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1972: 52). But they are also open to refinement and improvement
in the course of further empirical irquiries.

4.6.2

The Testing of Formal Concepts

This brings us to the issue of empirical corroboration for
the knowledge claims of formal sociology. Positivist critics of
Sirnirel and Goffman (eg. Durkheim, 1960; Argyle, 1969)
suggest that the absence of clear, testable hypotheses ar
systematically-collected data is a major flaw of their
sociologies. Simrrel explicitly opposed the positivist ambition
for sociology of formulating knowledge of social life in the
shape of law-like generalisations. In the final chapter of
Sociology Simrnel recognises that his analytical procedure shifts
from the earlier articulation of the properties of the forms to
the development of propositions about the relation between group
expansion and individuality. But these propositions should not
be misconstrued as

law-like generalisations. Writing of one

such proposition Simrnel says:

'... this is not a sociological "natural law", but
rather what might be called a phenomenological forirrula
that seeks to conceptualize the regular outcome of
reqularly coexisting sequences of events. It
designates no cause of phenomena; instead, it
designates a single phenomenon whose underlying,
general structure is represented in each individual
case as the effect of very diverse causes, but causes
whose combined effect is always to release identical
formative energies' (1971:257)

Similarly, in his chapter on subordination and superordination
Simrrel again denies that he is seeking law-like generalisations,
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disavowing any concern with 'constructing dogmatically one-sided
series' in favour of 'presenting basic processes whose infinitely
varying extents and combinations often cause their superficial
manifestations to contradict one another' (1950:194). He also
regards as incoherent the idea of 'historical laws' (Simmel
l977:ch.2). As we have seen in Section 2.5 Goffman likewise has
little synpathy for the positivist ambition for sociology.

However, thc flaw as posivists sz it. of an absence of
testable propositions, may pe.readi1y remedied by the translation
of the observations of formal socIologists into 'if ... then'
propositions which can be tested in the usual way. This was the
fate of some of Simmel's ideas in the 1950s and 60s (eg. Coser,
1956; Caplow, 1968) and there are signs that social psychologists
are nowadays appropriating Coffman in much the same way (see, eg.
Arkin, 1980; Schienkler, 1980). Now, whilst there can be no
objection to the use of Simnel and Goffman as sources of insight
for the generation of testable hypotheses, it should be noted
that this is not the only kind of empirical corroboration of
formal sociology possible.
Nevertheless, the absence of testable hypotheses does
attract wide-spread suspicion, sometimes from unlikely sources.
The philosophers Louch (1966) and Cioffi (1971) fix upon this
absence, and both find the sane nefarious motive at work in
Goffman's analyses: moral persuasion. Louch criticises Goffman's
avowed aim of establishing conceptual frameworks or perspectives
under which diverse facts may be subsumed as follows: 'he avoids
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the self-defeating property of the generalisation, "Everyone's
play-acting",

7

raising it to methodological status and immunity

from falsification ... methodological immunity is bought at the
price of significance' (1966: 215-16). Cioffi is just as
dismissive. Studies like Goffman's that are not readily amenable
to falsification are simply the work of 'story-tellers posing as
theorists' (1971: 107). He considers Goffman's findings to be
truistic, amounting to nothing more than the re-viewing of
activities we comprehend perfectly well already. The ostensible
rationale for Goffman's method, the giving of information and
explanations, has no firm evidential basis.

Cioffi's

uncompromising view is that readers aid and abet the authors of
these 'surveys'.

'The mind craves' their synoptic power, even

though we do not possess any clear criteria of their

'objectivity' or 'success'. For this reason Cioffi suspects ithat
this work is 'not a prolegomenon to any scientifIc advance', not
exploratory in character, tht an eriâ ri tseX - an eri'terpr.se
approved by our pervasive need for a stable arid coherent
perspective on the world.

Both Louch and Cioffi fly from one extreme to the other:
since Coffman's work does not meet the scientific standard of
faisifiability, it must be treated as on a par with the work of
creative writers. (Notice that Louch asks that drainaturay be
assessed in terms of aesthetic criteria.) Both rely upon a
drastically overdrawn implicit conception of 'art' and 'science'
which an unexplicated formal sociology may invite hut does not
ôeserve. But when assessed in the light of a less overdrawn
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bifurcation it becomes possible to arrive at some altogether more
positive conclusions about Goffman's work. Although Cioffi and
Louch correctly argue that formal concepts cannot be overthrown
by the usual procedures of falsification and thus that formal
concepts are self-validating in the sense that they are validated
only by the examples which illustrate them, they mistakenly
conclude that no more systematic testing of these concepts is
possible.
Cioffi's complaint that the wealth of illustrations present
in Goffman's work are no more than 'idle wheels' whose only role
is moral persuasion plainly misrepresents their purpose. The
illustrations validate the concept by showing its empirical
relevance. The illustrations alert us to the potential utility
of the concept. The illustrations cited by Simnel and Goffman
are a first and elementary type of testing.

Further testing of formal concepts can only derive from
empirical research, as Goffinan is well aware. Goffrnan agrees
that his work is 'full of unverified assertions' which can only
be 'established' by 'systematic empirical research'. But this
should not be seen as a shortcoming since 'a loose speculative
approach to a fundamental area of conduct is better than a
rigorous blindness to it' (1963:4-5). Nor should we be misled by
the more ethnographically-precise character of Goffman's
illustrations compared to those of Simnel, for verisimilitude is
not at stake. All that is required of his illustrations is that
they shj that his concepts have some empirical reference and can
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thus be taken seriously. True, Goffman often felt it necessary
to point out the deficiencies of his data (1959:xi; 1963a: 5;
197l:xvii; 1974.:14; 1979:26) but his disclaimers seem to indicate
if not confusion about of the difference between illustrations
and evidence, at least some tendency to impose standards deriving
from the latter upon the former . If these somewhat superfluous
reservations are set aside, Goffrnan is revealed to possess an
articulate grasp of the point of his illustrations. In Frame
Analysis human interest stories are drawn upon as illustrations
because,

'Each is a cross between an experimentum crucim and a
sideshow. That is their point. The design of these
reported events is fully responsive to our demands which are not for facts but for typifications. Their
telling demonstrates the power of our conventional
understandings to cope with the bizarre potentials of
social life, the furthest reaches of our experience.
By and large, I do not present these anecdotes,
therefore, as evidence or proof, but as clarifying
depictions, as frame fantasies which mana ge, through
the hundred liberties taken by their tellers, to
celebrate our beliefs about the workings of the world.'
(1974:14-15)

Similarly, recourse to 'cartoons, comics, novels and the cinema'
and to 'sociological journalism' is justified as follows:
'My excuse for dipping into this pre-mpte<i domain is
that I have a special interest, one that does not
recoanise a difference in value between Q good novel
and a bad one, a contemporary play or an ancient one, a
comic strip or an opera. All are equally useful in
explicating the character of strips of experienced
activity.' (1974:15)
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As Goffman puts it, his cited examples are responsive to his
demands and the primary one is simply that they illustrate and
thus show the relevance of his concepts.

To his statements of exploratory and preliminary intent Trust
be added his comment in Presentation, that the book might serve
as 'a guide worth testing in case-studies of institutional social
life' (l959:xii). As a corpus of existential statements,
Goffman's work can be seen as a source of seminal influence and
insight. The use that is made of his formal concepts and
generalizations by researchers constitutes their further
corroboration. We may speak here of 'testing out' (cf. 1981a:l)
rather than testing in its more usual sense. Researchers who
employ Goffman's formal concepts test them out by showing their
scope, ubiquity, empirical necessity, and precision in reference
to particular areas of empirical investigation (eg. Ditton, 1977;
Strong, 1979). It is this work that we must turn to in order to
discover how fruitful or otherwise Oaf fman's concepts may be: as
Goffman once put it, 'none of the concepts elaborated (here) may
have a future' (l981a:l).

Indeed, both Goffman and Simmel insist upon the provisional
of their concepts and the possibility of revision and
improvement. These revisions may result from further formal
analyses, from ethnographic work or from the more orthodox
testing of concepts within hypothetico-deductive formulations.
Of course, Goffrnan's frameworks can stand alone on their own
irrits. However, as far as the testing of these concepts is
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concerned, the main burden of responsibility lies with those
further studies undertaken on the basis of Goffman's concepts and
qeneralisations. In the last analysis only the uses of Goffman's
work can provide the most sustained corroboration of his formal
sociology.
The argument is this section is that both Simmel's and
Goffinan's sociolog y is sensitised to the distinction between
evidence and illustrations and that the illustrative status of
their empirical materials is consonant with their relatively
modest endeavour of conceptual articulation. A separate issue is
their predilection for invented, fictitious examples. How is
this to be justified? A neglected footnote from Sinmel is worth
Quoting at length.
"If the caiimunjcatjon of social facts were one of the
purposes of this volume, even though only secondary,
the latitude given to undeinonstrated statements and
errors that has lust been implied would be
inadmissible. But in the present attem pt at elicitinq
from social life the possibility of a new scientific
abstraction, the essential aim can only be the
achievement of this abstraction by means of any
examples whatever, and thus the proof that it makes
sense. If, for the sake of methodological
clarification I should express the matter in a somewhat
exaaerated fashion, I would say that the only
importance of the examples is that they are possible,
and less that they are real. For, their truth is not
(or only in a few cases) designed to demonstrate the
truth of a general proposition. Pather, even where
some exp ression might not indicate it, they are only
the object of an analysis; and the object itself is
irrelevant. It is the correct and fruitful manner of
performing this analysis, not the truth about the
reality of its object, which is either achieved here or
not. The investigation could be carried out even on
the basis of fictitious examples, whose importance for
the interpretation of reality could be left to the
reader's accidental knowledge of fact.' (l950:88-89n1)
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In order to exemplify a formal concept, an illustration needs to
be, first of all, possible, and the reader's n knledqe will
figure in the achievement of this possibility. Equally, the
reader may not find the exam ple a telling illustration of a
concept; a situation which Cioffi (1971:130) describes as 'I lose
if you say I have lost'. Moreover, an important thrust of
formal sociology is to organise the con'monsense knowledge of the
reader as member of society and in that task fictitious examples
take their place. But the adeacy of fictitious examples as
illustrations is strictly limited to the exploratory context of
identifying the properties of the forms; beyond that exploratory
context, the staking out of new social objects in the forms set
by Simmel's and Goffrnan's analyses (eg 'discretion' or 'response
cries'), fictitious examples have obvious deficiencies. In
Goffman's case the point has been sharply made by conversation
analysis-inspired criticism (Helm, 1982; Watson, 1983; Schegloff,
1988) which has exposed the serious limitations of invented
examples for any systematic and emp irical sociolocy of talk.
Fictitious examples are 'responsive to our demands - which are
not for facts but for typifications' (Goffman, 1974:14) but
beyond the exploratory context a demand for actualities arid not
possibilities beccrnes imperative.
4.6.3

Formal Socioloqy as a Body of Synthetic A Priori
Knowledge

Lastly , let us consider the status of the knowledae
presented by the formal socioloqies of Sirruiel and Goffman. It is
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suggested at least some part of their work can be considered as
presenting a body of synthetic a priori knowledge. This
suggestion owes its origin to Sinimel's acknowledged inspiration,
Kant. However Simirel, in eliding ontological and episteniological
questions in his programmatic essays, does not explicitly explore
this possibility. What makes this omission all the iTore striking
is Simniel's frequent comparison of formal sociology with
geometry, since for Kant (Euclidean) geometry stood as a major
exemplar of synthetic a priori knowledge.

Kant's argument ran thus: beyond the two widely recognised
types of knowledge - analytic kncwle.dge which is knawn a pcL<TcL,
and synthetic knowledge which is known a posterioti - it could te
demonstrated that it was possible to derive a third, less obvious
type of knowledge. Synthetic a priori knowledge consisted of
'judgements whose predicates ace not contained in t±eir scrbjects
and which yet are logically independent of all judgenents
describing sense experience' (K&ner, 1955: 20). Thus synthetic
a priori knowledge is both factual, referring to the empirical
world, yet also universal, necessary and independent of any
particular experiences. The classic example of this kind of
proposition is 'every change has a cause', which is a synthetic
statement referring to events in the world, and is also a priori,
since no description of sense experience is entailed.

Consideration of the conjecture that aspects of formal
sociology comprise a corpus of synthetic a priori knowledge may
best proceed by examination of Simmel's ideas on the dyad and
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triad. Since the quantitative aspects of social life most
closely follow the geometrical analogy, it is the example which
best illustrates the synthetic a priori character of Siinel's
sociology. For the participants there is a critical difference
between membership of a dyad and membership of larger
collectivities, because the dyad 'does not attain that
super-personal life which the individual feels to be independent
of himself. As soon, however, as there is a sociation of three a
group continues to exist even when one of its members drops out'
(1950:123). This statement is synthetic, not analytic in
character, for it does not simply elucidate the meaning of the
terms dyad, triad and group persistence, but specifies certain
factual states of affairs. It is a priori because it is
logically independent of any particular description of
experience. In interpreting Sirrurel's sociology in terms of its
synthetic a priori character attention is drawn to the following
features: (a) its statements have a universal reference: they
state certain features that will be true of all dyads and
deserted triads; (b) these universally true features are not
simply logical in character but refer to empirical states of
affairs; (c) yet they are independent of particular empirical
information for their truth.

Clearly, the scope of the generalisations presented by
formal sociology varies. Sirrurel's most widely applicable
statement is found in the sociological apriorities. There are
also variations in the scope of the forms of sociation. For
example, Sirruiel considers the forms of subordination and
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superordination to be present in nearly every instance of
sociation whereas other forms apply to very specific
circumstances, such as Slinmel's analyses of social types like
'The Stranger' and 'The Poor'. But whatever their scope, all the
forms attempt to enunciate certain universal features of social
phenomena, ie. they state something about, say, the inherent
possibilities of triadic relationships which is true of all
triads.

A characteristically more convoluted example may be drawn
from 'On face-work' where Goffman is discussing the way
interactants may engage in aggressive face-work. An interactant
may present himself in an unduly modest way in the expectation
that others will then praise him; this is a method of 'fishing
for compliments'. Or the interactant may deliberately offend
another secure in the knowledge that the others will accept his
response that he was 'only joking'. Cases like this are covered
by the generalisation:

'Every face-saving practice which is allowed to
neutralise a particular threat opens up the possibility
that the threat will be wilfully introduced for what
can be safely gained by it' (1967:24).

This statement (a) indicates a possibility universal to every
encounter where face-saving is successfully accorplished, (b)
describes an empirical state of affairs, and (c) does not
logically depend for its truth on whatever empirical information
we may have about particular instances in which the manipulative
exploitation of face-saving practices occurred.
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Note that this generalization simply refers to possibilities
that inhere in the 'logic' of face-saving. As in the case of
Siiniiel's discussion of dyads and triads, the possibilities are
not always clearly set out. Since the determination of the
precise theoretical status of the generalizations found
throughout Goffinan's work has scarcely begun (undoubtedly they
are, like the 'illustrative materials' of Presentation, of 'mixed
status'), it is difficult to assess what proportion of the whole
might be characterised in synthetic apriori teriris, but at the
very minimum the basic ideas on expressivity (Goffman's version
of the 'sociological apriorities' , 4.2 above) and the
conceptual core (the concepts of occasion, situation, qatheting
and frame) appear to qualify for consideration in these terms.
Here we encounter a methodological restriction inherent in
Goffman's essayism: it does not permit him to proceed
sufficiently far beyond the well-ordered enunciation of
existential statements towards a clear specification of the
relative significance and generality of the phenomena he
identifies. Some phenomenologically-inspired criticism of
Goffman has identified this shortcoming (Psathas and Waksler,
1973). Goffinan's ideas on the characteristics of the encounter
(physical copresence, a single focus nf attention, the
mi.miStion of visual monitoring of another, the awareness of
another's consciousness of oneself are presented in shopping
list-like fashion (see Goffrnan, l961b:17-18; 1963:13-18); no
attempt is made to determine which of these features are
necessary, a priori elements of encounters generally and which
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may be merely contingent. In this respect, Goffman's work can be
unfavourably compared to that of conversation analysis, which
displays a much greater concern for systematising its
generalisations. It has been proposed that some of conversation
analysis's findings (ie. the general properties of adjacency
pairs) can be considered to constitute a corpus of synthetic a
priori knowledge claims about the sequential organisation of
conversation (see Coulter, 1983). A difficulty in extending the
proposal to Sinurel and Goffrnan lies in the absence of
clearly-presented generalizations in their work.

4.7 Conclusion: From Fortituous Fragments to Conceptual
Frameworks

This chapter has considered some of the contributions made
by Simrrel and Goffman to sociology as a body of scientific
knowledge about society. However it must readily be acknowledged
that their work is just as frequently seen as exemplifying, in
Nisbet's (1976) rather overworked phrase, 'sociology as an art
form'. Siiiurel was deeply interested in the history arid
philosophy of art and the recent monograph by Frisby (1981)
characterises his entire analytical style and mode of
presentation as a kind of 'sociological impressionism'. Some of
the issues ising from the 'sociology as an art form'
charactedation of Sirimel's and Goffman's writings will be
addressed more fully in the following chapter, 'Textual
Persuasion'. At this point there is value in introducing some of
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Sjiel's observations on art in order to underline certain
comparisons with Goffman's analytic aims.
For Sixnmel the attitude of the artist 'is based upon the
assumption that the inner significance of things adequately
reveals itself in their appearance, if only this appearance is
seen correctly and completely' (1950:296). The artistic method
which Sintmel carries into his sociology endeavours to
universalise from the particular since:

'The essential meaning of art lies in its being able to
form an autonomous totality, a self-sufficient
microcosm out of a fortituous fragment of reality that
is tied with a thousand threads to this reality'
(1978:495)

The starting point of both SiTruTel's and Goffman's sociologies is
the 'fortituous fragment', the small and cornrronplace observation
about social life, rather than the social totality or social
structure. From these fragments essential elements or general
patterns of social organisation are derived. In this way they
present us with snapshots of cia1

life vie€d sub specie aeternitatis.

The suggestion that Sirruiel's and Goffrnan's work embodies a
basic analytical procedure which is at one with artistic
production need not, however, lead to a dismissal of their
sociologies as unscientific. To begin with, it has been proposed
that any characteriation of science as an enterprise run
according to fixed, universal rules is unrealistic, pernicious
and detrimental to science itself (Feyerabend, 1975). Scientific
knowledge can take various forms: not only causal laws, but also
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lists, stories, concepts, and dramatic accounts can qualify
(Feyerabend 1988:163-166). As this chapter has argued, an
overdrawn conception of 'science' and 'art' is unproductive and
to be avoided. Moreover, it is misleading to simply describe
their work as 'sociology as an art form', for as Weber (1948:137)
reminds us, in science there is progress in a sense that is not
true of art. Both Simrnel and Goffman in their prograirmatic
statements indicate their commitment to the scientific study of
society, even if their views about the progress of sociology are
somewhat muted and qualified. Simnel, for example, draws upon a
distinctly artistic notion of adequacy in stating at the
beginning of Sociology that:
'... nothing more can be attempted than the
establishment of the beginning and direction of an
infinitely long road - the pretension to any systematic
and definitive completeness would be, at the very
least, illusory. Perfection can be obtained here by
the individual student only in the subjective sense
that he communicates everything he 'has been able to
see' (1959 a:336)

Goffman similarly urged sociologists 'all we can do...
is to keep fait:h with the spirit of natural science, seriously
kidding ourselves that our rut has a forward direction'
(l983a:2). Nevertheless, it can be proposed that (offman's work
stands closer to the scientific pole than does Simrrel's.

The difference between the two is primarily presentational.
As Sinmel himself acknledges (1971:251), his usual procedure is
to employ formal concepts as a peg around which he can construct
a collection of arguments. It is not always easy for the reader
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to follow the arguments or appreciate their connection with the
formal concept. Simnel's major contribution to formal sociology,
his Sociology, is usually thought of as a series of more or less
discrete substantive analyses of forms of sociation such as the
dyad and triad, superordination and subordination, conflict, the
poor, the stranger, the nobility and so forth which is only held
together by the formal method. On this view Simmel is even more
open than Weber to Parsons' (1947) 'type atornism' criticism
(Levine, 1971: xxix-xxxii). Now whilst S iitmel 's approach shows
that it may not be possible to systemati se the forms with the
same clarity, degree of elegance and parsimony as geometrical
theorems, this does not mean that it is impossible to systernatise
the forms at all. On the contrary, the forms can be interrelated
in a coherent and internally consistent conceptual framework. By
this means Goffrnan's studies are at least partially inured
against 'type atomism' objections. Moreover, Goffrnan's
frameworks embed formal concepts into a conceptual theory
('dramaturgy' or some variant of it such as his 'sociological
apriorities' outlined above).
Even the most casual perusal of Goffman's writings reveals
that the production of elaborate, well-structured conceptual
frameworks which organis e the relations between formal concepts
is a central objective. It is, however, an aim that runs the
risk of producing a narrow, static, merely classificatory
sociology. Goffman avoids producing a mere taxonomy of formal
concepts by developing the frameworks around a particular
problem; for example, in Stigma, the relations between the
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category of stigma and the individual's social identity. Since
all of Goffman's frameworks are fleshed out around some
interactional problem, the 'formalist misunderstaridinq'
(Tenbruck, 1959) should not arise. The interactional problem
provides a 'dynamic' for the framework, as can be seen in
Goffman's 'Conclusion' to Presentation:

'This framework is formal and abstract in the sense that
it can be applied to any social establishment; it is
The
not, however, merely a static classification.
ft amework bears upor jra
s
motivation to sustain a definition of the situation
that has been projected before others.' (1959239'

Although there are some marked variations, many of the frameworks
possess an impressive architecture and Goffman usually succeeds
in strikina an appropriate balance between indulgent essayism
that Sinmel sometimes stands accused of and the arid formalism
that is sometimes seen as his leqacy to post-war German
sociology.

On balance, then, Goffman's style is less

'fracnnentary' than Siminel's; it has a clearer orientation, fewer
inconsistencies and clearer specifications of its concepts. But
as Pxelrod (1977) has argued, Simrrel's own stylistic
'deficiencies' can be lustified by his preferred relevances; the
value attached to individualism and his view of science as an
'adventure' that involves taking chances. Aqainst this,
Goffman's more architectural tendencies indicate a greater
wiflinqness to press his essayisrn into the service of the unified
paradigms of the scientific conimunity.

Goffnian's sociology,

then, displays a s ystematic intent but no desire to build a

I
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systematic, general theory of interaction. That, presumably, is
one implication of his ccment 'better, perhaps, different coats
to clothe the children well than a single splendid tent in which
they all shiver' (1961a:xiv).
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CHAPTER 5

TEXTUAL PERSUASION

5.1

Resources for Loq ics of Discovery
Although the formal socioloq ies of SIITme1 and Goffman

do not neatly fit into the established paradigms and schools of
conventional sociology, the previous chapter arqued that there
are grounds for considering them to make a genuine contribution
to sociology conceived as the scientific study of society. It is
important to insist upon this contribution because there is a.
comiion tendency to regard the absence of conformity to the canons
of established perspectives as grounds for relegating their work
to the interestinq but ultimately inconseauential cate gory of
'sociology as an art form'. This complaint, let it be noted, can
come cloaked in the most laudable terms. Thus Eliot Friedson
maintains that 'Goffman's work lives and will live not as a
contribution to the development of systematic sociological theory
but rather as a contribution to human consciousnesst (1983:361).
Friedson continues ' take Goffman as a source for abstract and
systematic theory is false to the substance and spirit of his
work' (ibid). Similar res ponses areeted Simmel's sociology (eg
von Wiese, 1965:56-57; Boug 1, 1965:63). The previous chanter
araued that the overdrawn conceotions of science and art on which
such judgements rest are mistaken. Nevertheless, it must be
readily admitted that the work of Sirnrnel and Goffrnan p
ossesses a
distinctive style and persuasiveness that engenders an affinity
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with artistic production and it is these aspects of their work
which will be reviewed in this chapter.
The chapter considers an inteqral part of Siinrnel's and
Coffman's method: its rhetoric, that is, the methods or
strategies of canrnunication, explanation and persuasion they
employ in order to advance their analytical claims and make them
accessible and plausible to the reader. s readers of these
texts, we are persuaded of the adeauacy, plausibIlIty,
attractiveness, correctness, judiciousness etc of the claims they
present simply on the basis of resources indigenous to the texts
themselves. Why are these texts so widely regarded as
fascinatina, appealing , convincing and arresting? A solution
must be sought in how the texts assemble and present sociological
analyses, for that can be the only source of whatever rhetorical
power they possess. Sirrnrels and Goffman's persuasiveness is a
thoroughly textual accomplishnient. Only a part, and perhaps a
small part, of the reader's acceptance of Sirmnei.s and Goffman's
analyses may rest upon the kinds of scientific criteria
considered in the previous chapter (althou gh these criteria too
function as a rhetoric). Thus this chapter explores the
'artistic' aspect of their sociological method referred to by
many commentators; for exam ple, von Wiese's characterisation of
Simmel's sociolcxw as 'the sociology of an aesthete, a sociology
for the literary salon' (1965:56) or the common characterisation
of Goffman's 'literary' or 'socio-literary method' (Anderson et
al, 1985; Manning , 1976). Rather than regarding these artistic
elements as somehow compromising their contributions to
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sociology, this chanter will take it as axianatic that they
perform important analytical and persuasive functions.

Previous chapters have emphasised Slirmel's and
Goffman's canniitents to a log ic of discovery and an essentially
exploratory approach to the investigation of the forms of
sociation and the interaction order. Their relatively sketchy
programinatics are allied to this broad purpose. As Kaplan has
observed:

'Excessive effort can be directed fran substantive to
methodolog ical problems so that we are forever
perfecting h q to do sanething without ever qetti'
round to doing it even imperfectly. Not a little
behaya oural science has a markedly proqraminatic
character, traceable to its methodological
sophistication.., it is likely to be deficient in
exploitinq the real possibilities of the scientific
situation. By pressina methodological norms too far we
may inhibit bold and imaginative adventures of ideas.'
(1964:25)

As we shall see, both Simrnel and Goffman draw upon artistic
resources to advance their loaics of discovery. This chapter
will examine four aspects of these resources: the attitude of the
observer, the textual formats employed by each writer, their use
of metaphor and analoqy , and their favoured textual trooes.
This tendency is very fully evident in Siinmel who had a
lifelong interest in the arts and who wrote extensively on
artistic topics and artists, including Dante, Michaelanoelo,
Rembrandt, da Vinci, Stefan George, and Podin. He was personally
acquainted with George, Podin and Puke and associated with the
Juqendstil movement at the turn of the century. He married a
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painter and erstwhile novelist, Gertrud Kineland was deeply
involved with the art historian and critic, Gertrud Kantorowicz
(see Kantorowicz, 1959 and 1961). Moreover, Siirure1's central
categories, form and content, are also part of the basic
terminology of aesthetic appreciation. As Arthur Salz, a student
of Simrnel's at the turn of the century noted 'whoever speaks of
forms moves in the field of aesthetics. Society, in the last
anciysis, is a work of art' (1959:236).

Less is known about Goffman's artistic interests. But
it is clear fri the footnotes to his writings that he was an
avid reader of fiction, knowled geable about the theatre, and was
familiar with some branches of literary criticism. In
particular, the work of the literary critic, Kenneth Burke, made
an early and lasting imprint throuah his notion of 'perspective
by inconciruity' and the drarnatistic pentad (Burke, 1968). Burke
is cited in Goffman's Master's dissertation and Winkin (1988:30)
reports that Goffrr'an read and re-read Permanence and Chanqe
(1935) and A Grammar of Motives (1945) durin g his early days at
Chicago. The artistic aspect of Goffrnan's intellectual
production is nicely captured in the title of Maclntyre's (1969)
article on Presentation: 'The self as work of art'.
Ps was indicated in Chapter 1, Siinnel's aestheticism
was recognised by his contemporaries and was seen by some, such
as Durkheim (see above, 1.5.8 and ch.4, passim), to vitiate the
claims of his sociolo gy to any serious scientific standino. The
issue of concern here, however, is how that aestheticism
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facilitated the development of Simrnel' s analyses and enhanced the
communication of his ideas to his readers. Murray Davis (1973)
indicates three features of Simmel's aestheticism which figure in
his sociolog ical analyses. Notwithstandinq his interest in drama
(cf section 3.4 above) and his early ethnomusicoloqical study,
Davis claims there is a visual bias in Simmel's approach to art
which goes some way tards accounting for his atemporal
conception of the forms and his fascination for the geometrical
analogy in his sociology. Secondly, Sirnmel's conception of art
as a province autonomous from life, which has affinity with the
'art for art's sake' aesthetics pooular in Europe at the turn of
the century, is a notion which connects with his more qenera.L
theory of the traqedy of culture. More broadly there are
connections with his view of the world as comprisin g many
distinct unities or centres of orqanisation, including not only
art but also the individual, the societ y , the adventure and so
on. Davis's suggestion here reformulates one argument of Chapter
4, that Simmel's de-intellectualisation or decognitivisation of
Kants designed to make manifest the structurina principles
informing each of these centres of orqanisation. The third way
in which Siinmel's aesthetics fiaure in his sociology is through
his conception of the artistic method, which he regards as an
atterpt to comprehend the universal from the particular. Here
Davis draws upon the 1896 essay 'Sociolo g ical aesthetics' which
contains Simmel's important statement about the essence of
aesthetic observation and interpretation'. This 'lies in the
fact that the typical is to be found in what is uni que, the
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law-like in what is fortuitous, the essence and significance of
things in the superficial and transitory' ( guoted in Frisby
1984:64; this is Frisby's own translation and is slightly clearer
than the translation used in section 1.4 above). As we have seen
in Chapter 4, it is fran these particulars and 'fortuitous
fragments' that the universal features of forms of sociation are
derived, Simmel's 'snapshots sub specie aeternitatis'. In this
respect the method of the sociolog ist, as Simmel conceives of it,
is no different to that of the artist. Davis (1973:327) makes
the intriguing suggestion that this process involves a 'sudden
leap ' rather than a careful working through of inductive logic,
thus shedding further light on the absence of clear comparative
and inductive procedures of concept formation in both Simmel and
Goffman (section 4.5 above). Thus, there is a harmony between
Simmel's conception of artistic and sociological method.

The point can be pressed further. For Siirniiel method is
eouivalent to style in art and thus ultimately non-reproducible
(Frisby, 1981:78, 89). Whilst it is possible for others to do
formal sociolo
gy in the manner of Simmel or Goffrran there is,
strictly speaking , no method that will enable others to do
socioloqy exactly as Siinmel and Goffman accatiplish it. In this
sense their irethod is an artistic style. Yet, as Chapter 4
atternpt:ed to show, their method as artistic style is not all a
matter of intuition, creativity and genius; certain of its bases
can be analysed. And so it is too with their artistic style as
method; this chapter is concerned to unpack some of its features.
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5.2

The Attitude of the Observer
One point of entry to Siinmel and Goffman's artistic

styles is through Simniel's notion of the 'attitude' of the human
observer and thinker. Sirrirnel starts from the Kantian position
that knowledge of the world is conditioned and realised by human
consciousness and argues that from the 'ultimate point of the
self... emanate those rays which, as they encompass the world,
make the world a world' (1959c: 2 95). But that world is only a
portion of the totality, a sector extracted from the whole.
Margarete Susnian alosses Sinirriel's araument as follows:
'This relationship of the individual to the tothlity
Sirrunel termed the "attitude" of the thinker. This
attitude signifies for him the relationship of a mind
to the totality of the world.' (quoted in Frisby,
1985:52)

A view of the world thus depends upon the constitution of the
personality of the observer and it reflects 'the peculiarity of
its possessor much more than the objective image of any
particular thing' (Simmel,1959c:294, emphasis in original).
Knowledqe of the world, for Simmel, rests upon the personal
attitude of the observer more than the world's 'objective'
properties.
For his cart Goffman likewise ernphasises the
perspectival character of his analyses of social life, speakiriq
of their selectivit
y and arbitrariness and never forcefully
insistina upon their adeauacy or the definitiveness of his
starting points. The disclaimers include:
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'... I must be allowed to proceed by pickinq my span and
level arbitrarily, without special justification... I
will initially assume the right to pick irs' point of
view, my motivational relevancies...' (1974:8-9)
'So I ask that these papers be taken for what they
merely are: exercises, trials, tryouts, a means of
displaying possibilities, not establishing facts.'
(1981a:1)

As was noted in Chapter 4 .., these remarks are rooted in the
neoKantian conception of knowledge. But they make it clear that
for Goffman, as for Siirmel, there is an arbitrary and ultimately
personal starting point for the qeneration of a necessarily
selective body of knowledge about the social world steiing frat
the 'attitude' of the observer.
The notion of the attitude of the observer also implies
that an evaluative element will unavoidably figure in the
analysis, for it denies that there is any neutral and objective
standpoint fran which reality can be viewed. Conseouently, the
observer's ethical preferences - social and political, moral and
emotional - will be built into the analysis, often in subtle and
complex ways. The ethical preferences of Simrel and Goffnian defy
short and simple characterisation. In their maturity, neither
expressed much interest in politics, still less a distinct
olitical orientation. Simrnel's ethical preferences srina from
p
a concern to maxinhise human freedcm and a respect for life's
interests and energies in the face of the potentially stultifying
effects of forms. In Goffman's writin qs there is a deep concern
for human dignity coupled with a thorough ambivalence about the
rules of the interaction order which serve to protect and also to
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undermine that dignity (hence his tacit endorsement of those who
disrupt orderly interaction). These evaluative aspects of the
attitude of the observer are rhetorically communicated in their
texts.
How is the attitude of the observer carried forward
into Simmel's socioloqical studies? Frisby's (1981) suggestion
that Simmel represents a kind of 'sociological flneur'is an
instructive starting point. Citing Walter Benjamin's definition
of the flneur as someone 'who goes botanizing on the asphalt'
(ibid:78), Frisby describes Slitimel's observer role as like that
of the stroller through the city who wanders throuqh a variety of
social situations which are invariably seen at a distance. The
flneur is a watcher who remains safely detached from whatever is
withessed. The world is inter preted from a distance. The
flneur's insights may arouse the interests of his readers but
they do not fundamentally disturb them because for the flneur it
is the observation of situations and ty pes of person, not
remedies or prescriptions, which are primary.

Much of the informal observational material which fill
C-offman's books and papers suggest a correspondence with the
flneur. For all Goffman's enthusiastic recommendation of close
naturalistic inauirv and standing close to the subjects of study,
the resulting analysis is cool and detached from the pleasures
and pains of the persons populatin g his illustrations. That does
not, however, prevent Goffman from taking his own moral stance,
as is amply evident in sylums, Stiqma and 'The insanity of

I
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place', but it is very much Goffnian's moral stance rather than
that of any identifiable constituency of persons.

The model of the f1neur suggests an obeerver who
collects fraqints of social life in a relatively unsystematic
way, 'strolling' through the city streets and the highways ar
byways of urban life. Goffman is unauestionably a modern master
of the technicTue. In his books and papers he displays a
remarkable facility for turnin q ordinary events withessed in his
own everyday life into data to illustrate his socioloq ical ideas.
Two examples will be mentioned frcn the literally hundreds that
could be cited. In the course of developina an argument that
many features of interpersonal style can be interpreted in
accordance with the line recuired by a particular frame, Goffman
describes in some detail the cute expressive behaviour of an air
hostess he once observed who found that her coffee jua was empty
when there were still passenoers to be served (1974:574-575).
Goffman argues that somethin g deeper than mere role performance
is going on: a set of trained frame expectations are being
realised. Goffrr'an concludes: 'whenever we are issued a uniform,
we are likely to be issued with a skin' (ibid:575). The second
example concerns the glance discipline demanded of patrons of
restaurants that employ topless waitresses; while being served
they are reciuired to exercise particular care with their eyes.
Goffrnan's droll observation is simply 'when bodies are naked,
glances are clothed' (1971:46).
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Goffman possesses a rare capacity to unremittingly
subject instances of encounters h has withessed to sociological
analysis. Bennett Berger recounts the following story which
sheds some light on this capacity:

'At the 1972 meetings of the American Sociological
Association Goffrnan and I were asked by a group of
women to join them in a sit-in attempt to deseare qate a
hotel dining ron that served only men at lunch. We
went along. As we were sitting there at a large table
with a group of women, I asked hin if he was doing this
out of principle or out of iiipulse. "Iir pulse", he
said, then, "but once you do somethinq , you've got to
begin to think about it".' (1973:356-3 •57'i

Similarly, Dell Hymes ccirments on Goffman's ability to perceive
behavioural norms of which others were unaware:

'He made of this g ift a life in which j oy and anger were
inseparable. Joy in the increasing mastery of the gift
and the finding of a world in which it was valued;
anger first perhaps at a way of bein g in the world that
could never leave the world unobserved, and later,
perhaps, as a modulated defense of the gift itself, of
its free innocence of eye. A modulated defense too,
perhaps, of seriousness. The rest of us might
assimilate experience of Erving's gift to such
manag eable genres as wit and anecdote. For hiiii it was
life itself.' (1984:628)

For Goffn'an it appears that the role of socioloaical observer as
flneur was not to be donned cx6

at will.

The notion of the detached flneur also assists the
comprehension of Goffrnan's more sustained s pells of participant
observation. He undertook several of these in the course of his
career: in Shetland Isle; at St Elizabeth's Hospital; observation
of surgical operations (reported in 'Role distance'); his work as
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a croupier at Las Vegas; and his study of classical music IXTs
(reported in 'Radio talk'). In all these cases the reader is
provided with a minimal amount of information about his research
experiences even where, as in several of these investigations,
the research spanned an extensive period of time. Goffinan
rnanaaes to purge his accounts of most of the particularities of
his research experience, leading one commentator to observe of
the Asylums research that it presents 'a world oulated by
faceless peole and studied by a faceless research worker'
(Fairbrother, 1977:363). Plainly, the detached flneur of the
interaction order is a model that can be considered deficient
from the point of view of alternative models of ethnographic
practice which stress the input of the particularities of the
ethnoqrapher' s experience into the completed ethnographic
account. But if Hyrnes is to be believed about 'Ervin g 's gift',
an attitude of the observer that was deeply enmeshed in his
personal reality, then it is small wonder that his writings
display the air of detachment characteristic of the flneur. And
as Siminel notes in his excursus 'The stran ger' (1950:404),
distance from observed events does not necessaril y imply
passivity and detachment but it is a precondition of
'oblectivity'.
A last point worth irakina concerninq the notion of the
flneur as one who goes 'botanisinq on the asphalt' is its
association with naturalism as conceived by Goffman. Naturalism
in this sense has its origins in the practices of the nineteenth
century precursor of modern biology, natural history.
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Practitioners of natural history were primarily concerned with
the description and classification of animal and plant species
and the practice has been carried forward into the modern
discipline. Both Simrnel and Goffman's sociologies are
descriptive and classificatory in this sense, and both regard
this as a task not to be sliahted. Indeed, the botanical analoay
is recognised by Goffrnan who once suaqested (in personal
communicatc cited in Strona, 1988:229-230) that 'working like a
one-armed botanist is what a social naturalist unashamedly has to
dot. The biological model of science provides an alternative to
physics which usually stands as the exemplary model of
investigation for many concerned about sociology's scientific
status, and it has proved to be a model especially conducive to
ethnographic sociology (see, eg, Whyte 1984:268-274). Thus
Goffman's attitude of the observer can be regarded as rooted in
both scientific (biological) and artistic (the flneur) sources,
a conclusion which resists any facile distinction between
scientific and artistic modes of inauiry.
According to Frisby (1981:80-81), part of the 'charm'
of the f1neur's writings stems from his capacity to extract
something of significance from the fra gments of life he
witnesses, to illuminate the details of social life.

Fresh

insights are oresented about familiar social scenes. Frisby
recognises that the model of the f1neur does not com p letely fit
Siiirmel's investi gative stance, for Sirrmel's writings do not
suggest a deep acouaintance with a wide ran g e of aspects of
Berlin city life, but it does capture certain aspects of Sinre1's
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intentions. Goffman likewise attemPts to find si gnificance in
the fragments of interactional conduct, but his writings convey a
much stronger sense of the streetwise fl.neur and therein lies
one source of their 'charm'. The model of the sociological
observer as flneur is, if anything, more ap propriate to Goffman
than Siiumel.

5.3

Textual Formats

One basis of the appeal of Simmel and Goffman's texts
resides in the chosen formats of their texts. By textual format
I refer to the broad style in which their writiris are arraed
and the manner in which arqurnerts and observations are

nte

Three aspects of textual format will be discussed: the essay
mode, preferred discursive structures and illustrative arrays.
5.3.1

The Essay trode

The modern essay as a literary aenre dates back to
1580, the year of the first publication of Michel de Montaian&s
Essais. In the essay a to p ic or topics is discussed in a formal
or (more usuall y ) an informal manner in a canposition which way
be book lenqth but which is freuentiv much shorter. It is a
flexible and adaptable literary form which allows wide scce for
the expression of its author's individualit y . s such, the essay
mode is particularly well-attuned to the avowedly exploratory
enterprises of Simmel and Goffman. It is a relatively 'fre&
literary mode which is uncontaminated by the associations with
conventional logics of incuiry demanded by ex p erimental or survey
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research. As Catano (1986:71) suqgests, 'it is a silent cry
against the severity of the scientific text'. The essay mode
facilitates the pursuit of ideas unfettered by the constraints
imposed by well-established methodologies. It is thus a textual
format which is entirely suited to the contexts of discovery in
which the sociologies of Simmel and Goffman operate.

However the special ambitions of the discipline
reauires the sociological essay to de part from the literary type
in certain important aspects. The sociological essay nust ap1y
or contribute to the conce p tual vocabulary and theoretical
discourse of the discipline. It must guard against the
excessively whimsical statement and have safle reaard for
objectivity if it is to be taken seriously. A lo qical style of
exposition is reguired (Catano, 1986:63-64). At the same time it
is an intensely personal

and

flexible

irode

of

expression which

allows fuller exp ression of an author's particular insi ghts than
more conventional academic textual modes.

Simrrel's essayism has long been reccxnised. A
contemporary, Frischeisen-Kohler, described him as 'the master of
the phi1osoical essay' (cited in Frisby, 1981:69) whilst Catano
(1986:60) refers to Sinimel as 'the iontai g ne of socioloay'.
Frisby suggests that Sinimel was most at home with the essay mode
which possessed for him 'an aesthetic autonom y that is...
anti-positivist, anti-systematic and anti-academic' (1981:70).
Discussing Sinimnel's 'conscious essayisrn' Frisby directs attention
to sane of its repercussions on his work: the overall aopearance
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of fragmentation it lends his writings; the shifts in the
meanings of concepts that result from the chanaina perspectives
called for by each new essay; and the way in which these changing
perspectives serve to preserve Sirnniel's incognito, for they give
the impression of a writer without any overall standpoint at all
(ibid:70-72). Equally, it might just as well be argued that a
virtue of the essay mode is that in enabling different
perspectives to be brought to bear on a phenomenon, a more
rounded view of its complexity can be obtained than is provided
by unidirectional analyses stemming from a single point of view
(in this regard, consider Simmel's various treatments of the
individual, chapter 6 belcq).

This is certainly true of Goffman's adoption of the
essay mode. He is clearly away of the essay's virtues for his
own analytical purooses. Of the four essays collected as Asylums
he writes:
'This method of presented material may be irksome to the
reader, but it allows me to pursue the main theme of
each paper analytically and comparatively past the
point that would be allowable in chapters of an
inteqrated book. I plead the state of the discipline.
I think that at present, if socioloqical concepts are
to be treated with affection, each must be traced back
to where it best applies, followed from there wherever
it seems to lead, and p ressed to disclose the rest of
its family ,, Better, perhar's, different coats to clothe
the children Lthan a sinqle splendid tent in which they
all shiver.' (1961a:xiii-xiv)

Only five of Goffman's eleven books (Presentation, Stiama,
Behavior in Public Places, Frame Analysis and Gender
Advertisements) could he described as rnonoara phs: the remainder
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are collections of (mainly related) essays. Single splendid but
drauqhty tents simply do not well serve his analytical purposes.
But the essay format does not only suit his iirnnediate analytical
purpose of clothing the children wells .t also promotes the
process of ongoing conceptual articulation which Williams (1988)
sees as the key to understandin g Goffrnan's project as a whole,
for it allows piecemeal modification and develo p
ment to be
readily carried out. HcMever, what the essay mode does not
facilitate is any kind of coherent statement or assessment of the
cur rent state of development of that process of conceptual
articulation.

Further features of Goffman's essayisrn have been
identified by Strong (1982). Concepts, theories and data can be
selected from anywhere, provided they are germane to the problem
at hand. There is no tretence of comprehensively surveying the
materials relevant to the current analytical problem, but equally
there are no constraints to remain within part{cular disciplinary
boundaries when selectin g materials. Even the everyday
experience of the reader can be drawn u pon. Since, as Goffnian
notes, the essay mode encourages arguments to be followed
wherever they lead, digression is ermissable and even
obligatory. In Goffrnan's writings the footnoted discussions are
often no less instructive than those located in the text. The
sociological essay in Goffman's hands is a method of presenting
sociology which is readily accessible to outsiders (Goffn'an is
probably the most widely read sociolo g ist by non-sociological
audiences). Finally, Strona eniphasises how Goffman's essayisni
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facilitates the process of invention and discovery. Science,
Stronq sugqests, is 'more concerned with the mortality of ideas
than their fertility' (1982:455). The relatively free essay mode
positively encourages inventiveness. Testinq and testing out
those ideas is a task that can be left to others.

Frri the foregoing it is apparent that the essay mode
is congruent with the notion of the sociolog ist as flneur.
Moreover, it is an es pecially personal mode of sociological
exposition which enables the particular 'attitude of the
observer' of Simmel and Goffinan to find adeauate expression.
Because it draws on vernacular useae and everyday ex perIence, It
breaks down some of the barriers between scientific specialisnis
and wider publics. It is also, as Goffman is es pecially aware, a
highly useful mode for pursuing particular analytical problems.
No doubt Siminel and Goffman' s choice of the essay mode
was informed by a number of p
ersonal and biouraphical conditions
as well as by reason of intellectual utility . However it is
worth ending this section with some socioloaical considerations
of this stylistic choice. Simmnel was, as Coser puts it, 'the
stranger in the academy', consi gned unlustly to a marginal status
on account of his intellectual unconventionality and the
anti-semitism and academic lealousies that were rife in the
German university system around the turn of the century.
Goffman's career cannot be characterised in anything like
equivalent ternis, and although it is true that many mainstream
sociolouists were quick to relegate his work to the less than
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fully sociological category of 'social psycholoqy', he certainly
did not suffer professionally in the way Simmel undoubtedly did.
Coser argues that Sinimel cultivated audiences alternative to his
academic peers throuah his lectures (which became 'events' for
the cultural elite of Berlin) and by publishin g frequently in
non-scholarly journals (see Coser 1958:639, table 1). A talent
for the essay was clearly helpful here.

As Kuhn and Feyerabend have amply demonstrated,
innovatory developments in science freauently meet with
resistance. Established scientific communities are often puzzled
by such developments and may resist them because of the threat
they represent. Siitimel's and (offman's works certainly fall into
the category of innovative developments. In the strugqle to gain
acceptance for their ideas, a facility for the essay is of some
considerable strategic use, for it permits them to communicate
with wider publics and in a sense make an a ppeal over the heads
of established academic authorities. For innovatory sociologies
like those of Sirrmel and Goffinan, the essay mode may also have
strategic significance: it has a levelling function which stands
in contrast to the specialised knowledge and esoteric
methodologies of established locics of science.

5.3.2

Preferred Discursive Structures
Wnilst the characteristic methods used by Sinimel and

Goffman to develo p their anal yses are not, strictly speaking,
matters of textual format, they nonetheless possess some
sufficiently general features to warrant examination under this
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headinc. I shall refer to these characteristic and fairly
general features of their analyses as preferred discursive
structures and discuss in turn Simmel's dualism and Goffnian's use
of conceptual frameworks.
The point of departure for very many of Sirrnel's
analyses is the assertion of a paradox or antinomy. The opening
sentence of 'The stranger' is a classic case in point:

'If wandering is the liberation from every given point
in space, and thus the conceptional opposite to
fixation at such a point, the sociological form of the
"stranger" presents the unity, as it were, of these two
characteristics.' (1950:402)

The assertion of a dualism serves as a starting point; it also
serves as the vehicle through which an analysis is accomplished.
This can be seen auite clearly in Simmel's pa per on 'Fashion'
(1957; oriq1904). Fashion is defined as a social Latin existincr
in the tension constructed by a master dualism: the desire for
imitation, to be alike others, and the desire for individuation,
to be different from others. Fashion is a unity forged out of
adaptation and differentiation, union and segregation. On the
one hand, fashion has an imitative basis; it is 'sired ty thought
out of thoughtlessness' (translation presented in Knig,
1973:117). On the other hand it is a means whereby the
individual can differentiate himself from the generality of
persons. Within the context of this master dualism, Siwrrel then
proceeds to develop his analysis throuqh a series of subsidiary
(3ualisnls. Fashion occu pies 'the dividinq line between the past
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and the future' and couples 'the charm of novelty' to that of
'transitoriness' (1957:547). From fashion 'the individual
derives the satisfaction of knowing that as adopted by him it
still represents something special and striking, while at the
same time he feels inwardly supported by a set of persons who are
striving for the same thing' (ibid:548). Fashion is of
significance for how others see the individual, 'for it
enrnphasizes his personality not only through omission but also
through observance' (ibid:549). Women (and here Sirnmel is
presi.mably speak mg of the situation of women in Wilhelmine
Germany) find fashion particularly attractive because, naturally
tendina towards customary ways of life on the one hand and denied
the individualisation provided by success in a calling or
profession, they can achieve the modest 'relative
individualization and personal conspicuousness that remains'
(ibid:550). JBecause fashion is conceived as a unity residing
polar and opposing formal impulses, it can absorb any content:
not only clothing, but also scientific interests, artistic
novements, forms of conduct, reli g ious faiths and political
creeds may fall under its sway (ibid:544, 557-558).
Simmel's preference for dualistic discursive structures
is a feature of his analytical style which gives rise to its
characterisatiori as 'dialectical' in the manner of Hegel.
Through these dualisrns Simmel seeks to capture the paradoxes and
ambiquities of a social life that can never be grasped in its
totality; it is a method that displays the ultimate impossibility
of such total cap ture, attempting to preserve the ineffability of
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life's energies and interests whilst at the same time making se
analytical inroads into it. (Simmel once remarked: 'I am not at
all inclined to confine the profusion of life within the limits
of a syrriiietrical system', 1984:131.) Simmel's dualism is part of
the charm of his writing but it also fre quently results in prose
that is sometimes tortuous, forbidding and not always kind to the
reader. It is also a sufficiently aeneral feature of Sin'mel's
texts as to allow Goffman on one occasion to parody the master
(see 1971:35n.12).

The attempt to s pecify and artIculate concepts and
interrelate theiri in conceptual frameworks can b reqardeO as the
equivalent preferred discursive striZture in Goffman to Siirmel's
dualism. Aspects of Goffmari's concern to articulate 'coherent
analytic perspectives' have already been discussed in sections
2.5, 4.5 and 4.7 above and these need not be repeated here.
Suffice it to say that Goffman regards the classificatory
endeavour to be quite fundamental if the sociolo g ical description
and analysis of the units and processes of the interaction order
is to proceed beyond carmonsense intuitions.

Goffman's pre-erninent concern to specify the meanings
and applications of his concepts and to loqicall y order them into
frameworks gives his writings an architectural impressiveness
that Sirnmel's dualistic discursive structures manifestly lack.
In a famous canment at the end of Presentation Goffinan observes,
'scaffolds, after all, are to build other things with and should
be erected with an e ye to taking them down' (1959:254). His
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facility at building conceptual scaffolds is such that it is if
Simmel' s statement of exploratory intent - 'it is a
characteristic of the human mind to be capable of erecting solid
structures while their foundations are still insecure' (in Wolff,
1950:xxxii) - had been taken almost literally. Like any adept
scaffolder, Goffman sets up his conceptual frameworks frcvi
scratch. In this way Goffman takes the reader fran his point of
departure, usually a sketch of the basic assumptions which he
wishes to adopt, through a more ccwnplex stage where forms of
interaction are classified, sources of disruption are identified,
and conseauences articulated,to his conclusion. For reaers,
this is

an appealing method of proceeding. Little specialised

fore-knowledge is demanded. If the reader is taxed at all, it is
usually because of the numbers and fineness of some of the
conceptual distinctions that are made (eq those pertaining to
role in 'Role distance', 1961b), or because of the sheer volume
of illustrative material (eq throughout Stigma, 1963b or in 'The
manufacture of negative experience', ch.11 of Goffman, 1974).
Moreover, although Goffnan's analyses develo p in a particular
direction, they do not do so in a narrative progression. !e
analy ses episodes of interaction in an episodic manner. It is
for this reason that Giddens can liken readino Goffman to reading
Wittqenstein; the reader can begin alnost anywhere in their
works, and yet cane to grasp the author's reasoning after only a
page or two (Giddens, 1988:251; the Wittaenstein allusion
appeared only in the oral version of the paper delivered at the
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University of York, July 1986) .ciwn' s flat, expository style is
particularly attractive to non-sociological readers.
But, to continue with the analogy, a scaffolding is not
a building and scaffolders are not skilled at the bricklaying,
joinery and plurnbinq recuired for its successful completion.
Conceptual scaffolds provide resources for theories and
explanations of the interaction order, but are not themselves
theories and explanations. That is the loaic of Cioffi's
eloquent criticism of Goffman. As was noted in 4.6 above,
Cioffi's case rests on some overdrawn distinctions between art
and science. Nonetheless, it is useful to here review some of
his observations about the rhetorical functions of Goffinan's
conceptual frameworks. Cioffi suggests that the value and
interest of Goffman's accounts lie in the 'exorcistic power' of
his 'synoptic mode of presentation'. Fear is drained from the
phenomena that feature in Goffnian's writings; the phenomena
appear tamed and subdued by Goffrnan's concepts and the
theoretical assumptions underlying them. Qhat Goffnian 'surveys'
order are not facts but our thoughts and feelin gs about the
phenomenon in auestion. They provide not analytical coherence
but rather introduce 'some stability and coherence to our
attitudes' (1971:129-130). No doubt these are real latent
functions of C-offrnan's writings for (some) readers. Cioffi's
sole mistake is to regard these functions as the only genuine
ones accomplished by Goffn'an's analyses. If Simrriel's dualism
seeks to preserve the ineffability of life's ener gies, then
Goffman's conceptual frameworks run in an o pposing direction,
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finding social orderliness and a social determinism in the
details of interaction and ex perience where none was ccir'monly
thought to exist, and there are both analytical and persuasive
functions associated with this endeavour.

5.3.3

Illustrative Arrays
It was argued in chapter 4 that whilst illustrations

are not evidence, they nonetheless give emp irical reference to a
formal concept and comprise an elementar y type of testing out of
the concept. Thus Simniel and Goffman's illustrations share an
identical theoretical function. What can be said about the
comparisons and contrasts between the kinds of illustrations each
sociologist employs?
Goffman's illustrations derive from a diversity of
sources, including ethnographies (including his own), other
social science research studies, novels, plays, newspaper
clippings, memoirs and autobiographies, comic books as well as
his own informal observations of social life. Simrnel also draws
on informal observation but presents a much larger proportion of
illustrations drawn from European history. The sources of
Sirr'mePs illustrations are scarcely ever referenced; Goffnian's
invariably are. If, as Sin'rnel argued in the long auotation
(1950:88-89nl) cited in section 4.6.2, the ooint of the
illustrations is simply to indicate that the analyst's
interpretation is a possible one, then these differences appear
to amount to no more than an individual preference. However, the
difference might also be ex plained by the wider scope of 'forms
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of sociation' compared to 'the interaction order' (see 3.7
above). In view of the broader scope of Simmel's analyses and
his particular concern with the nature and development of
individuality, historical exmaples are often best-suited to make
the desired point. Correspondinaly, Goffman's interest in
interactional minutiae drives him in the direction of seeking
examples drawn from everyday life wherever (although not
whenever) it is manifested, and the frequently picayune and
trivial illustrations serve this pur pose well. In addition, the
use of illustrations derived from informal observation and
'ccziurionsense' often functions to identify the reader with the
analysis presented - the frequently noted 'shock of recognition'
as the reader realises 'I have been there' - and thus to 'clinch'
the author's argument. This is an important attraction of
microsocioloqy which should not be underestimated (see 5.5.1
below for further considerations). As Collins (1988c:244) puts
it, the attraction arises from the fact that 'this is where we
live. Our lives are micro. Whatever human experience is, high
points, low points and every other existential dimension, it
happens to us in micro-situations'. It is sometimes suqqested
that one app
eal of reading sociology is that we are readina about
ourselves. In that case readinq Goffman is especially compelling
because the phenomena he describes are utterly ubiauitous
features of everyone's everyday lives.

Simniel's illustrations are more closel y tailored to his
immediate analytical needs than Goffn'an's precisely because he is
unconcerned about sources and cuotations. Simmel's illustrations
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are invariably rendered in Simmel's own prose; Goffman,
especially in his books, prefers to quote and to freciuently quote
at length. This gives the pages of his books a distinctive cast
or composition, but when the auotations are too profuse the
result is not 'reader-friendly' and the practice does lead to
complaints of 'padding'. The tendency to over-cite cTuotations
sometimes makes Goffman appear a less skilful bricoleur of
illustrative material than Simmel. As already noted, Stiqina is
notorious in this regard. One example of the tendency appears in
the illustration of the point that the discreditable face
'manacernent problems' over matters that are thoroughly routine
for normals: a 9-line long ciuotation from a near blind man is
followed by a 16-line cuotation from a younq boy with a urinary
stricture, a 6-line cTuotation from a stutterer, an 8-line
quotation from the wife of a mental patient, 3 lines from a
homosexual, 5 lines from a colostomy patient and - interpersed
with a short prose passage from Goffman on the 'Cinderella
syndrome' - another 10-line auotation about the problems of
colostomy patients (l93b:88-9O).
However, it would be a mistake to suggest that Goffrnan
is more concerned with retailinq the calamitous circumstances of
the stiainatised than illustratino an analytical point, for the
practice serves clear analytical and rhetorical functions.
uotations from
Edrrondson (1984:52-60) refers to the provision of q
real cases in sociological texts as 'actual types'. These
examples do not need to be statistically typical but in order to
work successful they do have to represent actual instances of the
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analyst's concept or generalisation. The process whereb y the
actual type comes to be seen as re preseritinq a concept or
generalisation relies upon the reader taking active steps to
combine his existing knowledge and attitudes towards, say, the
situation of the stutterer or the homosexual, with the analyst's
argument. In this process the readers attitudes may undergo
change. The use of actual type illustrations is a collaborative
process between author and reader which both vivifies the
analyst's concept or generalisation and modifies the reader's
attitude towards the phenomenon. The use of actual type
illustrations by Gofthan has a much strorier persuasive function
than Simmel's use of 'tamed' illustrations because it allows the
reader to directly experience the sentiments embedded in the
auotation.

It was argued in section 4.6.2 that illustrations are
not evidence and that the materials drawn upon for illustration
possess a tentative status that the reader could overrule; a
situation described by Cioffi as 'I lose if you say I have lost'.
Thus, the presentation of a successful illustration involves
elements of readers' work as well as authors' analytical
adeptness. A formal concept or qeneralisation re-orders the
reader's sense of relevance in the description that functions as
the concept or qeneralisation's illustration of i. It is thus
somewhat misleadinq to speak of Sinirnel and Goffnian's 'data' as
that has evidential rather than illustrative connotations. The
snug fit that frecTuently obtains between the formal concept and
the illustration has been tellingly described by Watson who
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writes that Goffman's observations 'seem to be desi gned to
"deliver" just the analytic point Goffman wishes to make: no more
and rio less' (1983:105; cf. Scheqloff's, l9:lO1, remarks on
Goffman's 'analytical pointillism' and 'sociolo qyby epitome')..
How is this snug fit accomplished?
In a later paper Watson (1987) argues that Goffman's
illustrations are sociolo g ical redescriptions which can be
regarded as operatinq under the auspices of Garfjnkel's
c3ocLmlentary method of interpretation. For Garfinkel (1967:ch.3)
making sense involves a back-and-forth mutual elaboration of
observed particulars and a presumed underlying pattern.
Goffman's concepts and qeneralisations project an underlying
pattern in which terms the particulars of the illustrations are
read; the illustration in turn elaborates what the concept or
aeneralisation comes to mean for the reader.

Collaborative

intepretive work between reader and analyst is thus reouired for
some materials to successfully function as an illustration. At
the illustration-by-illustration level this is an ojpnipresent
feature of Siiimel's and Goffman's socioloq ies; it is the method
through which an 'instructed readino' (Watson 1987:8) of their
illustrations is achieved. This is not a defect of Simirel and
Goffman's method bit one of the workinc practices throu qh which
their method is realised. Furthermore, it is an as p
ect of their
method that is quite consonant with their ideas about 'the
attitude of the observer' and the need for 'coherent analytic
perspectives' in which it is not 'facts' or 'data' which have
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primacy but necessarily selective points of view and particular
analytic stances.

5.4

Metaphor as an Analytical and Persuasive Device

'Metaphor is the rhetorical process by which discourse
unleashes the power that certain fictions have to
redescribe reality.' (Picoeur 1977:7)

Ricoeur's splendid statement links the previous
section's discussion of the redescriptive work done by formal
socioloqy on its illustrative material with the concern of the
present section, which examines how Simmel and Goffman riploy
metaphor to promote analysis and persuasion in their writings.
Attention is given to the analytical and persuasive functions of
metaphor; to be specifically disre garded in this section are the
numerous critical commentaries about the model of social being or
image of human nature implied by Goffman' s master metapoor,
draniatury These will be addressed in the following chapter.

The application of a metaphor involves seeing an object
from the point of view of something else that is not literal
applicable to it. To view social life as system or a field of
forces or a game is to ap ply a metaphor; the practice is very
widespread in sociology. Indeed it can be argued that all
theoretical knowledge is metaphorical in some sense because it
necessarily involves seeing its object from the viewooint of
somethiriq else (Nisbet 1976:32-32; kl977:77 and ch.4 of this book
for a general treatment of metaphor in sociology). Metaphor
always involves a transfer from one system of meaning to another;
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if a metaphor is taken literally it is absurd; a metaphor is a
consciously 'as if' analytical device designed to create a new
amalgam of understanding about a phenomenon (Brown, 1977,
passim). Yet despite the indispensability of metaphor in some
shape or other for all theorising, social scientists have usually
been exceedinq ly cautious about accepting metaphorical accounts
of social life and this attitude is evident in the reception of
both Sirrmel and Goffman's sociologies.

5.4.1

Metaphor in Simmel
Simmel employs a range of metaphors and analogies in

his writings. His freauent recourse to a geometrical analogy to
lustify the special province of formal sociology has been noted
in chapters 1 and 4, although it also figures in certain of his
substantive discussions, such as the transformation of work
activity from an expression of personality to an objective
function which Simmel envisages as characteristic of 'extrene
state socialism' (1978:296-297). More generally, spatial imagery
is present in a number of his analyses of forms of sociation.
Chapter 9 of Sociology examines the sociological significance of
space and the spatial orderin q of society. 'The stranger' is
defined as a particular social relation conceived as lying
between nearness and remoteness to the social qroup. One role of
money is identified as the 'conauest of distance' (1978:476).
Secrecy increases the distance between people whilst conflict
closes it. The tragedy of culture is the increasing distance
between subjective anö objective culture.

As Levine has
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suggested, distance is a major sociological dimension for Simmel
(1959:23; see also Levine 1971:xxiv-xxxv).
A predilection for physicalist and mechanistic imagery
is also evident in Simmel's sociological writings, a residue,
apparently, of the early impact of Herbert Spencer on his
thinking (on Spencer and Simmel see Frisby 1984:71-72). This
propensity towards physicalist and mechanistic ijiagery is evident
in On Social Differentiation (eg the discussion of the principle
of energy-saving) but is also apparent in later work.
Individuals are freouently described as the 'elements' or 'atoma
of society'; sociation is described as 'microscopic-molecular
processes'; super-individual organisations are 'crystallized' out
of interaction (ibid). In 'The sociology of sociability' Simrnel
writes 'the energy effects of atoms upon each other bring matter
into the innumerable forms which we see as "thin
g " (1949:254).
The 'impulses' of individuals 'push' them into interaction with
others (ibid). Sociability s pares the individual 'the frictional
relations of real life' (1949:255). It must be said that
Sijimel's physicalist and mechanistic imagery sits uneasily with
his aestheticism and is usually characteristic of
positivistically-inclined socioloq ies which conceive society as a
system or structure of competin q and conflicting forces. Why
does Sinmel elect to use this irnaqery? P Spencerian residue is a
beciinning but on its own is hardly an adecuate answer. To
further reasons ma y be advanced. One is that physicalist and
mechanistic imagery facilitates the expression of one of Simmel's
fundamental assumptions about social life, that conflict is
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endemic: between individuals, between social groups, and
ultimately between form and life. A second reason for this
stylistic preference lies in Simmel's ideas about the 'dignity'
of forms (cf. section 4.3 above). Forms have a dual character,
superior to individuals yet also subject to their purposes,
interests and so forth. Physicalist and mechanistic imagery
emphasises the superiority aspect; at the same time, Sixrurel seeks
to guard against postulating the forms in a lo g ic of exteriority
in a manner reminiscent of Durkheim's view of social facts.

Frisby (1981:96-97) argues that Simmel's figurative
language and his 'excessive' use of analogy are further eriderce
of his aestheticism, and that whilst analogIes may be suqgestive
heuristic devices they 'do not lead to the examination of real
connections'. Frisby is echoin
g the earlier complaints of
Durkheim (1960:358) and Weber (1972:160). Weber suggested that
there is something 'external' to the analoqous procedure when the
real job for the social scientist is to establish the 'causal
components' of a phenomenon's 'intrinsic nature'.

These

criticisms appear to demand a reproductive realism for scientific
knowledae which Simmel considers unattainable. The 'correctness
and completeness' of our knowled ge derives not from the obiects
themselves. Rather, 'our episterroloqical ideal should alwa ys be
[the cbject's contents in the form of ideas, since even the most
extreme realism wishes to gain not the objects themselves but
rather knowledge of them' (1978:450, emphasis in original).
Elsewhere Simmel held as one airri of social analysis the capacity
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'.,. to experience in the individual phenomenon, with
all of its details, the fullness of its reality. To
this end.., a certain retreat from the phenomenon is
necessary, a transforming of it which renounces the
mere reflection of what is given in nature, in order to
regain, from a higher p oint of view, more fully and
more deeply its reality.' (Simmel, 1902, auoted in
Frisby 1985:45)

Metaphor and analogy for Simnel clearly have an important, even
necessary, role to play in attaininq that 'higher point of view'.
But, in view of his perspectivism and his thinking about 'the
attitude of the observer', it is problematic 'bether Siinrnel
considered it possible or necessary to go beyond an
analoq ically-obtained 'higher point of vie' to grasp the reality
or 'intrinsic nature' of things.

5.4.2

Metaphor in Gofan
There are a range of metaphorical resources which

Goffman draws upon in his writirtqs includin g

the confidence

game, the dramatic performance, the Chinese conception of face,
the reliq ious ritual, etholoqy and the theory of games. Of
these, the dramatic performance and the religious ritual are
perhaps the most im
portant and pervasive in his work; the present
discussion will consider only the former. The dran'aturgical
perspective developed in Presentation and refined in later works
(especially Frame Analysis) is Goffrnan's best-known use of a
metaphorical resource. The theatrum mundi metaphor has a long
history (see Burns, 1972) and lies at the base of modern role
theory. The distinctive turn taken by Goffman is to apply it to
the particulars of interaction. The activity of co-present
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persons is regarded as a 'performance' and the problems of
successfully enactiriq these performances are seen in
drarnaturgical terms. Goffman's claim is that 'the issues dealt
with by stage-craft and stage manaqement are sometimes trivial
but they are quite general' (1959:15) and they provide the terms
for building a conceptual framework for interaction analysis.

The central motif of Goffman's approach is the idea
that self has to be 'presented' to others and the dramaturqical
model illuminates the management of impressions of self,
indicating similarities with the problems involved in staging a
play.

Goffman emphasises the manaqement aspect

of

self-presentation. The enactment of appropriate
self-presentations requires the employment of particular 'arts'
or 'technicues', and various 'contingencies' must be anticipated
if particular self-presentations are to be sustained. The
process of presentation of self is thus conceived of as a task
(Pose, 1966:12) comprising a range of skills and competences, the
components of which are described in the body of the book (the
management of front, the dramatisation of performance, teamwork,
tact regarding tact, and so on). It is worth emphasisinq that
self-presentation is seen as a task amenable to dramaturgical
analysis, because casual perusal of the book's chapter headinas
do not adecuately reflect the deep ing ression of a drarnaturgical
analytical vocabulary. Throughout Goffnian writes of 'fostering
an impression', 'sta g ing a character', ' presenting an
appearance', ' proiectina an image', 'en gaging in a routine' and
'putting on a show'. These drarnatur gical terms are desioned to
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highlight the tasks of self-presentation to reveal their
assembled and socially organised character.

Ordinarily, persons do not regard the enactment of
self-presentations as a task (cf. Messinger et al, 1962). The
role of dramaturqy (and the other metaphorical devices) is
precisely to illuminate 'the interactional tasks that all of us
share' (1959:255). Goffrnan's justification for the use of
metaphorical devices is apparently the same as his justification
for studying interaction in extreme or extraordinary situations:
to exert some analytical purchase on the 'obvious' and the
taken-for-granted.
There is a well-worn distinction in the philosophy of
the social sciences between 'knowinq how' and 'knowing that':
between the tacit or mutual or commonsense knowledge which
persons routinely employ in everyday conduct as a largely
unarticulated and unacknowledged resource, and the empirical
knowledge sought by an observer that is explicitly formulated in
science and other bodies of thought. One aim of social science
is to express the former in the terms of the latter. The aim is
not an easy one for an enterprise like Goffinan's which has as a
central plank the analysis of ordinary occurrences:

'A radical ethncxraphy must take ordinary persons doing
ordinary thin
gs as the central issue.' (1971:260n..19)
'The first object of social analysis ouaht, I think, to
be ordinary, actual behavior - its structure and
organization.' (1974:564)
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But it is not always easy to appreciate the structure and
organisation of ordinary behaviour because the observer will tend
to take for granted the assumptions informinq that behaviour.
This is Goffman's justification for appealinq to extraordinary
situations, such as those involved in es pionage (1969:3), and for
studying criminals 'and other social desperadoes such as
children, comics, saboteurs, and the certified insane'
(1971:260n.19), for they contrastively show that is otherwise
taken for aranted. Metaphor is similarly used by Goffirian to gain
some purchase on what is readily assumed and thus overlooked in
ordinary conduct. By means of these devices Goffman is able to
'see the famiiar with the eyes of a stranger, ethi1e at the sai
time retainiriq his familiarity with what is being viewed'
(Maclntyre, 1969:447).

Metaphor works to affect a transfer from one (literal)
level or frame of reference to a different (figurative) level or
frame. As was noted in section 5.3.3 above, this redescriptive
work is artfully concealed by C-offman. Consider the following
example of an aspect of drairaturgical circumspection:

'The circumspect performer will also attempt to select
the kind of audience that will qive a riiiniinum of
trouble in terms of the show the performer wants to put
n and the show he does not want to have to put on.
Thus it is reported that teachers often favour neither
lower-class pupils nor upper-class ones, because both
qroups make it difficult to maintain in the classroom
the kind of definition of the situation which affirms
the professional teacher role. Teachers will transfer
to middle-class schools for these drarnaturgical
reasons.' (1959:218-219)
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Our ordinary understanding of threats that lower-class and
upper-class pupils may make to the teacher's enactment of the
professional role is transformed in this passage. Goffnian uses
the dramaturgical metaphor to effect a re-viewing of this
understanding as an example of audience selection undertaken by
the draniaturgically circumspect teacher. The persuasive work
done by Goffnian is largely concealed from view b y the neat
dovetailina of the illustration and the generalisation about
audience selection and draniaturgical circumspection.

Amderson

and Sharrock ( 1982:85) describe this practice as 'imposing a
unity of purpose' on apparently disparate phenomena, and suggest
that it is endemic to Goffman's dramaturgy.
t the end of Presentation Goffn,an admits that 'this
attempt to press a mere analogy so far was in part a rhetoric and
a maneuver' (1959:254). Drarnaturgy is of fereà as a conceptual
framework, not a theory, and it lacks the explicit fornialisation
of metaphor contained in, for example, exchance theory (Ekeh,
1974). Coffman's application of the metaphor is thus somewhat
tentative; draniaturgy appears to have the status of 'lust
another' one of his conceptual frameworks. It looks as if it is
simply another framework under whose aus pices aspects of the
structure and functionin g of encounters can be described.
(Incidentally, it is this concern with interactional particulars
which distinguishes dramaturgy from I<enneth Burke's dramatisni;
dramatism is concerned with the forms of thou q ht underlying
social action and es pecially the terms used by literary writers
and philosophers.

See Burke,

1945;

Pueckert, 1963;
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Perinbanayagam, 1982.) In Presentation, for the most part,
Goffman s content to treat the dramaturgical model as a simile,
or analogy, observing that 'all the world is not, of course, a
stage, but the crucial ways in which it isn't are not easy to
specify' (1959:72). 7inonq the limits and inadequacies of the
dramaturgical model which Goffman mentions are: (1) staged
reality is rehearsed and make-believe whilst life is unrehearsed
and real; (2) there are three parties on the stage (two teams and
the audience) but usually only two in interaction (l959:xi); (3)
dramaturgy may have restricted utility in the study of
non-Western societies (ibid:244; but see Greqor, 1977 for one
such application); (4) certain aspects of management-labour
relations and those of intentctional diplomacy may not be
well-handled by dramatur qy

( 1959:245); (5) the stage-player's

reputation is not at stake in the same way that the interactant's
is: a performance disruption only threatens the former's
professional reputation but it may have a wider or narrower
impact on the reputation of the interactant (ibid:254). However,
there hints even in Presentation that dramatur qv may represent
more than 'a mere analogy T ; that it may function as a homology.
In the closing paragraphs of 'Performances' in
Presentation Goffman arques that our conduct is not scripted but
rather arises from a 'co"and of an idia' usually exercised with
'little calculation of forethought'. He writes: 'we all act
better than we know how' (ibid:74). The ease and smoothness with
which many performances are carried off does not gainsay the
performative elements in them. In these closin g paragraphs
Goffman does not explicitly suggest that interaction really is a
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theatrical performance, but the drift of his argument appears to
close down the gap between the figurative arid literal levels:

'A status, a position, a social place is not a material
thing, to be possessed and then displayed; it is a
pattern of appropriate conduct, coherent, embellished,
and well-articulated. Performed with ease or
clumsiness, awareness or not, guile or good faith, it
is none the less something that must be enacted and
protrayed, something that must be realized.' (1959:75)

Dramaturqy is a heuristic which illuminates the assembled,
task-like character of this conduct, but the tenor and drift, of
Goffman' s aruinent here hints at the possibility of something
more than a mere analogy.
Some of these suspicions surface in Frame Analysis. In
contradiction to his statement in Presentation (1959:72) Goffman
proposes 'all the world is like a sta qe, we do strut and fret our
hour on it, and that is all the time we have' (1974:124), but
presumably the statement is not meant to be taken too seriously,
for in the ensuing discussion ei qht 'transcription practices'
differentiating face-to-face interaction from the staged kind are
presented (ibid:138-144; see 2.7.2 above) and later the
differences between 'natural' and 'staged figures' (ibid:524-529)
are described. In chapter 13 of Frame Analysis Goffiran argues
that there is a close similarity between the frame structure of
the theatre and the frame structure of storytelling talk arisina
fran the re
quirement, when telling a story, to maintain some
suspense about the sequence-to-be.

In the 'Introduction' to

Goffman's last book, Forms of Talk Goffman states
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'... I make no 1are literary claim that social life is
but a stage, only a small technical one: that deeply
incorporated into the nature of talk are the
fundamental reauirements of theatricality.' (198la:4)

However there is no definitive statement about the incorporation
of theatricality requirements in talk, merely occasional and ad
hoc appeals to dramaturgical considerations. Thus some types of
'self-talk' function as impression irianaoement strategies to
convey to others that we have another self that is not as
incompetent or absent-minded as our clumsy behaviour might
indicate. In these last works Goffman apparently wants to
suqgest that in respect to some aspects of talk dramaturqy is
more than a mere analogy, but he fails to present any clear
statements about the scope of applicability of the metaphor.

In the course of the development of Goffman's sociology
dramaturqy drifts from its status as an explicit analciv tcards
more homoloqous uses. The drift is ambiguous and somewhat
contradictory; dramaturgy is an analogyin chapter 5 of Frame
nalysis but a homology in chapter 13 and in Forms of Talk. A
similar tendency is evident in the use of the ritual model which
was introduced in his early writinas as an analo qy , a heuristic
to investigate the ritual dimension of interaction, but which
later becomes a concern with ritual acts (cf. Piotrowski, 1986).
A metaphorical persiective is transformed into an interest in
action-tyce concepts, 'a s p
ecial class of quite conventionalized
utterances, lexicalizatioris whose controlling purpose is to give
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praise, blame, thanks, support, affection.., and so forth'
(1981a:20).
This analytic sleight-of-hand has important
conseQuences. Shen dramatur qy shifts fran an analoqy to a
homology, what was once a metaphorLas a heuristic to illuminate
features of the social world now canes to stand as a literal
representation of the real nature of the phenomena in auestion
(storytelling, response cries). Ps a heuristic device dramaturgy
illuminates the possibility of describina interaction in
theatrical terms. The reader is invited to consider the

possibility of looking at the assembly of interaction in these
terms. But the shift to homology marks a move away fran
possibilities to actualities: storytellinq and response. cries
are literally dramaturgical in their real nature. This is a much
more disputatious move; it makes a case for a drainaturgical
ontology which invites the counterclaim that non-metaphoric
concepts may be better suited for the analysis of conversational
actualities (Helm, 1982). Goffinan's use of metaphor as an
analytical and persuasive device is thus thorouahly ambiguous and
contentious.
5.5

Sociological Tropes

This section examines some further stylistic features
of the sociological texts of Simrnel and Goffman. It focuses on
how

explanation

and

persuasion

are

effected \

paragraph-by-paragraph and line-by-line levels of the texts under
two headings: authorial presence and reader collaboration, and
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unexpected juxtapositions. Whilst previous section of this
chapter tended to concentrate upon the similarities between the
two authors, this section sharply reveals the disparities between
their styles of writings, analysis and persuasion. If Siirmel can
be described as a sociolog ical impressionist (Frisby, 1981), then
Goffman is surely the modern discipline's leadina sociological
farceur. Lukacs (1918) originated this view of Sininiel, calling
him 'the true philosopher of impressionism' (auoted in Frisby,
1981:92) and another contemporary, Siegfried Kracaver (1920),
evoked the same image, suggesting that in Simmel's writings
'everything shimmers, everythi flows, ever ything is ambiguous,
everythinq converges in a shiftin g form' (cuoted in ibid:98).
Goffman in contrast is less interested in producing a genera].
effect in the manner of m
i pressionistic art as he is in pressing
home particular points by means of witticism and irony which are
broadly intended to challenge the reader's prejudices and taken
for aranted assumptions. Some aspects of the employment of these
tropes in their sociolo
gical writinas are considered below.
5.5.1

uthorial Presence and Peac3er Collaboration

The point of departure for the present section is the

arciunent outlined in section 5.2 which maintained that knowledqe
is thoroughly perspectival because it is relative to the attitude
of the observer and contains evaluative elements which stem from
that attitude. The attitude of the observer is communicated to
the reaer by the written text. However reading is not a one-way
transmission of ideas but involves a process of interpretation
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circle' - an interactive process in which the reader's
'fore-understandings' must be necessarily presupposed for any
understanding of the text to be possible.

These

'fore-understandings' or 'prejudices' (in the special,
non-pejorative sense of the term advocated by Gadarner) are
conditions of further understanding and it is the prejudices of
the reader that the text first draws upon and then works upon.
In this section I want to examine some features of the texts of
SinuTlel and Goffmari in order to establish the nature of authorial
presence in each and to consider how these features co-opt the
reader into the author's analysis and work on the reader's
prejudices.
Both Siirmel and Goffman appear to subscribe to the idea
of an interaction between author and reader. Siminel, true to his
'requlative world principle' that everything interacts with
everything else (cf. section 1.3 above), prefaced his book on
Kant with the observation that it was 'not only a book by Simmel
and Kant, but also by Kant about Siitmiel' (auoted in Levine,
1985:136). Goffman also recocinises that reading entails a
reciprocal relationship between author and reader in his
ccAiiments on his own 'Introduction' to Frame Analysis (1974:16-20;
see also O'Neill, 1981). An author cannot legislate through an
introduction how a reader will read his text; whatever the
author's intentions are, these will be reworked and recatiposed by
the reader. Both Simmel and Goffman hold that what the reader
brings to a reading of the text is no less important than the

i
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interactions the author seeks to express through the text. This
is not to suggest that reading texts is a radically idiosyncratic
venture in which every reader makes a uniaue reading and thus
that there are infinite interpretations of texts. Rather, there
will be 'preferred readings' (cf. Morley, 1980; 1981) conditioned
by the structure and content of the text on the one hand and the
knowledge and social position of the reader on the other. The
present discussion focusses on the former considerations.

Sirnmel' s fraqmentarv style of writing attracted a good
deal of criticism from his contemporaries (Axelrod, 1977, 1979;
chapter 4 above) but it can be more positively valued if seen as
a characteristic of his method and indeed as a central feature of
life as he viewed it. The term 'fra gmentary' repeatedly recurs
in Siitin'el's philosophy and sociolocw. Fragments of individuals
are all we ever have access to; more qenerally 'the world is
given to us as a sum of fraaments' (1959c:299). rt, philosophy
and sociology, each in their own way, bring order to these
fragments by attempting to extract the universal from them.
Ultimately, that orderiria is accomplished by an individual
observer with his own 'attitude'; method thus becomes the
responsibility of the individual. As Simmel observes at the
beginning of Sociology, 'perfection can here be obtained by the
individual student only in the subjective sense that he
cormiunicates everything he has been able to see' (auoted in
Wolff, 1950:xxxiii). Simmel's idiosyncratic style thus stands
opposed to bureaucratisation and professionalisation of
intellectual work which Weber (1948) saw as part of the
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rationalisation of modern science and scholarship (Oakes,
1984:56-58). Small wonder that Sirnmel finds the essay mode so
congenial for his purposes.

The fragmentary nature of our ex perience of the world
is expressed in those features of Simmel's writing that comprise
his 'socioloq ical impressionism' (Frisby 1981:9lff).
authorial stance is implied by Simrnel's impressionism.

P

rejection of rigid forms and systems which might close-off the
richness of life is one feature of Simmel's im pressionism. The
tentative, provisional and ex
p loratory status of his sociology is
another; society is a 'labrvinth' into which nis sociology can
wake only partial arid selective inroads. Further features of
Sinimel's impressionism include his perspectivisrn, his use of
allusion and analogy, and the indeterminacy and imprecision of
his stateirents. These latter features are evident in two
expressions which abound in his writin qs: ' perhap s' and 'so to
speak'.
Several of these features are evident in the following
passage, taken from Slirimel's discussion of knowledqe of persons
(cf. section 3.3 above).

'Every relationship between persons give rise to a
p icture of each in the other; and this picture,
obviously , interacts with the actual relation. The
relation constitutes the condition under which the
conception, that each has of the other, takes this or
that shape and has its truth le q itiniated. On the other
hand, the real interaction between the individuals is
based upon the pictures which the y acauire of one
another. Here we have one of the deep-lying circuits
of intellectual life, where an element presupposes a
second element which yet, in turn, presupposes the
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first. While, in narrow fields, this is a fallacy that
invalidates everything, in more general and fundamental
fields it is the inevitable expression of the unity
into which both elements fuse, a unity which, with our
forms of thought, cannot be expressed otherwise than by
saying that we build the first u pon the second and, at
the same time, the second upon the first. Our
relationships thus develop upon the basis of reciprocal
knowledge, and this knowledge up
on the basis of actual
relations. oth are inextricably interwoven. In their
alternation within sociolog ical interaction, they
reveal interaction as one of the points where being and
conceiving make their mysterious unity erTpirically
felt.' (1950:309)

There is use of analoa y ('pictures' of persons). The
labyrinthine nature of knowledge of persons is emphasised. The
last sentence underlines the richness of social life out of which
Simnel's sociological observation seeks to extract one selective
aspect. There is also an iniprecsion: what exactly is the nature
of these 'pictures'? The re5er has to supply sane kind of sense
from the resources of his canrnonsense or 'prejudices'.
'Knowledge' and 'relations' are used in a similarly indeterminate
way. The reader is explicitly called upon by the use of 'our' in
the penultimate s4ntence beginriina 'Our relationships...'. The
4whole passage has an abstractness which places considerable
demands upon the reader's own knowledae of interpersonal
relations, particularly in the description of the 'dee-1ving
circuits of intellectual life'. Just as the viewii of an
irpressionist pairitinq calls upon the viewer's naturalistic
viewing competence, making sense of SiiTu1e1' s sociological
observations reouires the collaboration of the reader to render
them intelliaible.

In that process some re-ordering of the

reader's ccmnonsense knowledge or prejudices may occur.

As
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readers of Siinmel's texts we may carry over the observation about
the reciprocal influence of relations and knowledge, being and
conceiving, into reflections about our own interpersonal
dealings. That may be one conse quence of the process of textual
persuasion but it depends upon the prior work done by the reader
in aivinq reference to Sirrmel's sociolo qical ideas out of the
resources of the reader's comuonsense.

Simmel's writinqs are not all of a piece; some are
undoubtedly less demandin g upon readers than others. Much of his
work is somewhat difficult for many modern readers; this is the
downside of his fraqnientary st yle. As Coser puts it, Simmel 'was
never given to follow a straight path in his writings if a
twistinq road proved to be available' (1977:874). For the modern
reader, that makes for a rather obtrusive authorial presence.
But eaually, for his contemporaries this same difficulty made him
an enormously popular lecturer, for he was able to convey the
impression at the podium of thinkina creatively, of presenting
his material in an apparently improvised manner that laid bare
his reasonina. One student described Simmel's lectures in the
following terms:

'The listener had the impression that he experienced the
findina of truth in statu nascendi. There was no
suagestion of indoctrination. Simmel's delivery struck
us as the struggle of an individual, lonel y soul with
truth, as "creative evolution" in the proper sense of
the term, as the skill of midwifery at its best.'
(Salz, 1959:235)
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Scnething of this impression is also conveyed through Sin'mel's
texts.
Goffman's stance towards his topic matter could
scarcely be described as a sociological impressionism. Through
the develonent of concepts and the construction of conceptual
frameworks he seeks a sharper delineation of the social
organisation of interactional minutiae; findin g pattern,
developing concepts to reorder our view of social activity and
assembling them into 'coherent analytic perspectives' is the
order of the day and this demands a more precise recording effort
than that offered by the impressionist's brush-strokes.
Goffman's authorial stance is not readily amenable to artistic
labellinq. There may be affinities with the notion of the
observer as flneur (section 5.2 above) and his use of witticism
to further his analytic objectives may make the socioloaical
farceur description apposite, but overall Goffman' s authorial
stance resists any obvious labelling in the terms of major
artistic movements.

For the most part, Goffman's authorial stance is
'modest' and 'unassuminq'.

A catnion observation is that he

writes in an 'accessible' way.

His analyses start from

conceptual scratch, making few if any demands upon the reader's
prior, specialised sociolog ical knowledae. His writing is
qenerally clear and peppered with vernacular expressions which
gives it a further appeal to the non-specialisec3 readership. It
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has a seductive quality, drawing the reader in to view the world
in the way Goffman analyses it.

Three practices may be identified which achieve this
effect. The first is the inclusion of illustrative material
which expressly invokes the reader's commonsense knowledge of
social arrangements. Goffrnan sketches some features of these
arrangements which he assumes will be thoroughly familiar to his
readers. Here are three instances of the practice fran
'Alienation fran interaction':

Becoming spontaneously involved in an activity is 'a
ticklish thing , as we all know from experience with
dull chores or threatening ones'. (1967:115)
'Whatever the cause of self-consciousness, we are all
familiar with the vacillation of action and the
flusterings through which self-consciousness is
expressed; we are all familiar with the phenomenon of
embarrassment.' (ibid:119)
On the right to participate in a conversation in a
desultory and cavalier manner: 'A father sometiines has
this right reqardinq the mealtime conversation
maintained by lesser members of the family, while they
do not'. (ibid:130)

The reader's presumed familiarity with these commonplace scenes
helps to secure the analytic point Goffman wishes to make.

A second practice routinel y employed in Goffri'an's texts
involves the use of phrases such as 'of course' which cast the
reader into a collea q ial relation with the author. If Simmel was
a philosopher of the 'perhaps', then Goffrnan was surely the
sociolog ist of the 'of course'. Here are some examples from
chapter 10 of Frame Analysis, 'Breaking frame':
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'Of course, frames differ widely in the involvement
prescribed for participants sustained them.' (1974:345)
'Now it is apparent that the human body is one of those
things that can disrupt the organization of ativity...'
(ibid:347)
'It is also plain that when an individual misfraxnes
events...' (ibid:348)

'lut, of course, here the delamination, although not
prescribed, is somethina devoutly sought by the
fabricators.' (ibid:366)
'Of course, with neither actors present nor an audience
of stranqers...' (ibid:367)

Phrases like 'of course' and 'it is apparent' underline the
obviousness of the analytic point about to be made to both author
and reader and effectively co-opt the reader into assenting its
validity . The process of incorporating the reader is also
achieved through Goffrnan's frequent use of 'we' and 'one' in his
descriptions:

'Just as we can have preoccupied persons in
conversational interaction, so in unfocused interaction
we can have "absent-minded" participants...' (1967:133)
'Obviously, in these examples one deals with the limits
of a frame...' (1974:353)
'What one has here is not merely upkeyed or downkeyed
response...' (ibid:359)
'One mi qht reason that the individual could also break
from behavior in one primary framework...' (ibid:375)
'But if one assumes that the siqht of the lewels on the
table earlier in the evening had excited desires then
amply held in check...' (ibid:376)
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The use of 'we' and 'one' in these examples is not an instance of
a 'royal we' but is rather a device which draws on shared
knowledge and reasoning to cast the reader into a colleagial
relation with the author. It is thus a device which closes the
distance between the author's analytic authority and the reader's
commonsense knowledge.

A third practice through which Goffrnan is able to draw
the reader into viewina the world in the manner in which he
analyses it is through understatement and laconicity. For all
his attention to interactional minutiae and the canmonplaces of
everyday life, there is nevertheless a sparseness and a lightness
of touch in his analyses. Ordinary peo ple doing ordinary things
may comprise the central focus of his sociology, but he
successfully avoids the temptatbn to belabour the obvious and
recycle the self-evident. This oractice is sharply manifested in
the pictorial section in Gender Advertisements where Goffman
exploits our ordinary viewing competence to make sense of the
pictorial materials presented in order to promote the anal y sis of
gender displays. C-of fman makes his points through relatively
brief written interpretations and fairly extensive arrays of
pictures. The reader reads Goffman's analysis then looks at the
collection of pictures following it to oive it substance. Once
again, it is the reader's cr.onsense or preludices or ordinary
viewing competence which is drawn upon to aive sense to Goffman's
analytic interpretations.

But Goffman is anything but

heavy-handed in presenting these observations. One example from
Goffman 1979:38-39: in noting the difference between how fathers
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and sons, and itothers and daughters are represented in
advertising pictures, Goffman suggests, 'boys, as it were, have
to push their way into manhood and problematic effort is
involved' (followed by pictures 89-92) whereas 'girls merely have
to unfold' (pictures 93-99). The mutual elaboration of written
arid pictorial elenients of the text which the reader must
undertake to make sense of it allis provoked by the laconicity of
the written element. The use of pictorial materials in Gender
Advertisements highlights the laconicity of Goffman's analyses,
but it is a feature endemic to his texts; phenornenologically
florid descriptions are studiously avoided.
Thus it can be suggested that the 'modest' and
'unassuming ' authorial stance Goffnian often takes and the
'seductive' cuality of his analyses is not a simple product of an
attractive writinq style and a predilection for self-deprecatinq
disclaimers, but is evident in the details of the manner in which
these analyses are constructed and presented. Three features of
Goffman's textual constructions have been identified: the use of
illustrations which expressly invoke the reader's comiTonsense
knowledge of social arrangements; the use of expressions which
cast the reader into a colleaaial relation with the author; and a
preference for laconic characterisations of analytic points which
demand readers' work for sense to be made of them. Sometimes,
however, both Sirnmel and C-offman seek to be not modest and
unassuming hut arresting and iudgen'ental. This is primarily
achieved through the use of unexpected juxtapositions.
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5.5.2

Unexpected Juxtapositions

Under this headin g will be examined some aspects of the
use of paradox, irony and related tropes in the writings of
Simrnel and Goffman. A strong drive towards unexpected
juxtapositions arises from the fonil method itself which seeks out
similarities between disparate phenomenon at the expense of
considering differences. There is, then, a methodological
foundation which predisposes both Simmel and Goffman's analyses
towards the employment of these tropes. In Goffman's case there
is the added veneer of an accomplished arasp of what the literary
critic Kenneth Burke calls 'perspective by incongruity'.

Tonnies (1965:51) noted Simrnel's talent for findina
'unexpected similarities'. Sometimes these similarities occur in
a playful context, as when Simmel attempts to clarify the nature
of economic exchange by reference to the constitutive features of
the kiss (1978:83). More often, the unexpected similarities
arise as a result of Simmel's juxtaposition of illustrative
material from a wide range of historical contexts. In the
analysis of 'divide and rule' Simmel (1950:162-169) brings
tocether features of the situation of the early Christians in
Rome, Anglo-T'lorman kings in relation to feudal lords, Enclish
trades unions in the third quarter of the nineteenth century,
party politics under George III, the conauests of the Incas of
Mcient Peru, the colonial situation of Australian aborigines,
the practices of the Venetian aovernment to su p
oress dissent, and
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the strategies of ancient Rome and nineteenth century Britain as
imperial pers.
On occasion Simmel's formalism leads him to ironic
formulations, i.e. to see something in a manner opposed to the
literal or ostensible understanding of the phenomenon. Simmel
proposes that isolation 'represents a very specific relation to
society' (1950:120). Or, within monogamous marriaae, both cold
and intrinsically alienated spouses and passionate and intimate
ones may not wish to have a child, the former because it might
unify them and the latter because it might separate them
(ibid:128). The expression of paradoxical relationship is well
served by Simmel's preference for dualistic discursive structures
(5.3.2 above) and evidenced, for example, by fashion, which is
both an indicator of difference from others and solidarity with a
more restricted group of others who

aspire towar& the sarre eM.

The effect of such ironic or paradoxical formulations, as well as
the drawing of formal similarttes

ot'

tk

disparate situations, is to work on the reader's commonsense,
bringing unnoticed features to li qht or perhaps denying elements
of the reader's prejudices.
C-offnian appears more aware of the persuasive functions
of irony and paradox thdn Simmel. There is a sombre tone in
Simmel's use of paradox, most notable in his analysis of the
tragedy of culture. In contrast to the prevailing pathos of
Simniel's analyses, Goffman's are often spritely and witty, albeit
often with serious arid darker undertones; hence his
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characterisation in the present discussion as a sociological
farceur. Goffnian often seeks to instruct his readers by
entertaining them. There is a droll, nicely disci plined and
understated sense of humour informing his analyses, even when
serious and momentous topics are being considered. For example,
Goffman's observation about the receipt of a letter-barb:
'problems are supposed to start in a reading, not in getting down
to it' (1974:468). In a similar vein, suicide is described as a
'deeply reidentifying deed' (ibid:278).

Goffman's witticisms are not simply mischievous and
superficial stylistic devices grafted on to the serious core of
his sociolog ical analyses, but an integral part of them,
performing important analytical and persuasion functions. As
several commentators have observed (eg Gouldner, 1973; Becker,
1975; Lofland, 1980; Manning , 1980), Goffman has been much
influenced by Kenneth Burke's (1965) notion of 'perspective by
inconqruity' which proposes that understanding is achieved by
ironically juxtaposing terms and conce pts that are not usually
found together. A deliberate dissocation of ideas is sought
through 'planned misnomers' which will wrench loose the customary
understandings associated with words. The appeal and
lustification of perspective by incongruity for Goffman's project
is easy to comprherid: like metaphor and like the examination of
extraordinary situations it serves to illuminate what Garfinkel
terms the 'seen but unnoticed' features of daily life. In
Goffman's hands it is another device for problernaticising the
taken for granted and for producing an ironic analysis of social
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life. ¶t\io aspects of Goffman's use of perspective by incongruity
will be considered: how it facilitates socioloqical redescription
at the line-by-line and paragraph-by-paragraph level, and how it
engenders the production of theoretical ironies.
Part of the 'charm' or 'sparkling ' quality of Goffman's
texts derives in part from his mastery of the witty one-liner,
the epigram. Some examples:
1.

'The [socially] dead are sorted, but not segregated, and
continue to walk among the livina.' (1952:463)

2.

'Universal human nature is not a very human thing.'
(1967: 45)

3.

'Many gods have been done away with, but the individual
stubbornly remains as a deity of considerable
importance.' (1967:95)

4.

'Life may not be much of a qarrible, but interaction is.'
(1959:243')

5.

'Social structure gains elasticity; the individual
merely loses composure.' (1967:112)

6.

'Those who break the rules of interaction corniiit their
crimes in jail.' lJXX)

7.

'To be awkward or unkempt, to talk or move wron qly, is
to be a danaerous g iant, a destroyer of worlds.'
(1961b: 81)

8.

'A person is a thing of which too much can be asked, and
if everything must be asked, it will be at the asker's
peril.' (1969:42)

(Siirmel was also a master of the aphoristic statement; see esp.
Siznmel 1923:1-46). These ironic -juxtapositions have a subtler
impact on the reader's carmonsense that, say, outright polemics,
for they req
uire rather more in the way of readers' work to
appreciate their point than the simple acceptance or rejection of
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a value position. Some of these examples employ paradoxical
tropes such as antithesis (the balance of contrastin q ideas) in
2,4,6 and 8; antiphrasis (the humorous use of words in senses
opposed to their conventional meanin qs) in 1,3 and 7 and
oxymoron (the ccmbination of apparently incongruous words) in 3.
These examples of perspective by incongruity jar the reader into
a new understanding of the phenomenon. Like any successful
witticism, brevity is of the essence. Moreover, incongruities
erate in Goffman's prose at the sub-sentence level, most
also op
notably in person descriptors such as 'boys of eiaht to fourteen
and other profane persons' (1959:123) and 'a New York specialist
in the arts of vagrancy' (1963b:44). Pers pective by incongruity
is thus built into the detail of Goffman's prose. If often
operates to invert the reader's prejudices, elevatin g the lowly
(vap rants) and deflating the exalted (young boys; note also the
treatment of the respected professions in Presentation).

Perspective by inconaruity is a helpful tactic to
promote the formal impulse in Goffman's socioloqy , enabling
substantive differences to be de-eniphasised and formal
similarities highlighted. As was noted in section 5.3.3, this
involves a process of sociolo q ical redescription of the
illustrative material which provides the reader with an
instructed reading of that material. Watson (1987) provides a
sociological analysis of this textual practise. He proposes that
Sacks' (1972) membership categorisatiori analytic a pparatus can be
applied to Goffman's qeneralisations and examples to delineate in
detail the interpretive work reauired for readers to detect the
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patterning which Goffman's analysis deems salient arid noticeable.
The procedure fundarnentaly involves the identification of certain
analytic membership categorisations (such as 'audience' and
'performer') which then instruct the reader to perform certain
'cateqory-mapping' activities on the illustrative material in
accordance with the consistency rule (see esp. Watson 1987:5-8).
This is a contribution to the analysis of the operative structure
of Goffrnan's actual use of Burke's method.

Perspective by incongruity also facilitates the
production of some of the broader ironies in Goffn'an's texts.
Throuahout 'Performances' (1959:ch.1) Goffrnan chisels away at the
reader's commonsense view of reality and appearances. To think
that there are real, sincere and honest Performers on the one
hand and apparent, contrived and false ones on the other is 'the
ideolocy of honest performers, providers, strenqth to the show
they put on, but a poor analysis of it' (1959:70). A
sociolog ical analysis of performances shows that both kinds are
constructed fran the same expressive resources. Thus a
distinction between real and contrived performances has little
validity and the point is underlined in Coffinan's distinction
between sincere and cynical performers which turns on the belief
that each has about the 'realness' of the performance; the former
do believe the impression they foster is real, the latter do not
(ibid:17-18). Sincerity and cynicism, reality and appearance,
are not two different kinds of thinq but merely functions of the
beliefs of performers, and sometimes, as in the instance of
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Kroeber's Shamans (ibid:21), cynicism and sincerity can be mixed
in the same performance.

Goffman's use of irony is most clearly self-evident in
his work on the mental patient. The mental hospital is subsumed
under the broader category of 'total institutions'; this is an
analytic but also a deeply persuasive device. The reader is
constantly urged to consider how mental patients are treated in a
kindred manner to inmates of less benign organisatioris such as
prisons, military barracks and concentration camps. Goffman
expressly sets out to colour the reader's thinking about the
mental patient's situation; as he put it in an early formulation
of his ideas, 'I use a slanted vocabulary in order to rouse
[people] in a quiet way to see how bad things really are'
(l957c:122-123). The choice of the term 'institution' in 'total
institution' is partly motivated by this concern. Goffrrian
exploits its ccnonsense meaning as a type of organisation an
individual would be averse to entering. There is also an
analytical justification for the choice: the total institution is
'more than a formal organisation' but 'less than a community'
(l961a:llO). Even here, however, a persuasive element enters; in
the earlier formulation it is described as 'a kind of monster , a
sociological hybrid, half community and
half-instrumentally-oriented orqanization' (1957c:119). In the
work on mental patients irony extends beyond concep t namina and
the line-by-line level to the theoretical portrayal of the
patient's lot. Many of the hos pital's practices are described as
far removed from therapy: admission procedures involve
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'mortification of self t; the inmate's signs of resistance are
re-interpreted as evidence for his sickness ('loopinq',
1961:35ff). dmission to mental hospital is not determined by
demonstrable evidence of illness but merely by 'career
contingencies' (ibid:134ff). P 'betrayal funnel' (ibid:140)
operates in which those closest to the mental patient put their
interests above his. Custodial and therapeutic aoals of the
hospital conflict, so that 'to be made a patient is to be remade
into a serviceable object, the irony being that soUttle service
is available once this is done' (ibid:379). The prejudices of
the reader which Goffman works on in Psyluins include the idea
that mental patients really are 'sick' peo ple and the idea that
mental hospitals are places of therapy where the patient is sent
by those who care for him in order that he will qet better.
Incongruous juxtapositions of mental hospitals and concentration
camps, patients and inmates, admission procedures and
mortification processes, psychiatric consultations and betrayal
funnels, all facilitate Goffinan's deeply ironical 'new.

5.6

The Rhetorical Turn
In this cha p ter an attempt has been made to specify

some features of the style of the texts of Siinmel and Goffman. It
has considered some of the continuities and dissimilarities
between the texts of each author in order to make a small
contribution to what has been described as 'the rhetorical turn'
(Simons, l98) in the human sciences.
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The chapter has argued that the stylistic features of
their texts are no less im portant than the usual criteria of
methodological adecTuacy considered in charter 4 for any proper
appreciation of their contribution to socioloay. This amounts to
more than a simple claim that Sinmel and Goffnian's styles are
their methods. Certainly, Goffxnan mictht have learned fran
reading Simmel that style is an irrvortant inoredient for
sociological writings to gain wide acceptance, and more
specifically he may have taken Simmel as an exemplar of the
possibilities that the essay format and the employment of
metaphor afford the sociolog ist working in a context of discovery
and committed to an exploratory proj ect. Pather, the claim is
more fundamental. Any kind of sociological understanding
requires not just understanding on the part of the individual
sociolog ist, but the communication of that understandin g to an
audience. That is the point where the standard concerns of
rhetoric with the process of the communication of ideas and the
persuasion of an audience enter. Thus the focus of this c1apter
and the previous one are eaual and complementary.

There can be no doubt that there is much more work that
needs to be done on the- rhetorical dimensions of the texts of
Simmel and Goffman. The idiosyncracy and distinctiveness of
their styles and the innovative scope of their respective
sociologies make the task an ur gent one if a fuller appreciation
of what makes their writings not only 'interesting' but 'classic'
(cf. Davis 1971, 1986) is to be developed.
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CHAPTER 6
THE INDIVIDUAL
6.1

Terms for the Human Being

This chapter describes and compares some aspects of the
views of the individual presented by Simmel and Goffman. As
section 4.2 above indicated, the primary aim of their formal
socio1oies is to elucidate the features of the forms of
sociation and the interaction order. As these are conceived as
emerging from the actions of individuals, some attention needs to
be given to the 'psycholocical presuppositions' of the human
beings who com
prise the 'ultimate materials' of the special
social sciences they construct. Thus, althouqh a subsidiary
concern, both Simmel and Goffman construct important sociological
conceptions of the individual in their work. As the review of
Sirnirel's work in cha p ter 1 indicated, he was fascinated by the
problem of individuality, and the title of Levine's (1911
collection, On Individuality and Social Forms, ca ptures what is
unauestionably a leadin
g rrotif of his socioloay. But the theme
extended beyond his sociolocw; he was the author of books on
historically distinguished individuals such as Kant (1904),
Schooenhauer and Nietzsche (1907), Goethe (1913) and Rembrandt
(1916). For Goffman, the issue of the individual may be
secondary to the analysis of the forms of the interaction order,
but his early fame and notoriety arose principally as a result of
his controversial portrayal of the individual.

The individual thus constitutes one natural point of
comparison between the sociologies of Siniiriel and Goffman.

A
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further justification for examining their conceptions of the
individual is the repeated observation that all socioloaical
theories make assumotions about human nature (eg Dahrendorf,
1968:98-106; Gouldner, 1971:30-31; Mills, 1970:247; Wrong,
1961). These assumptions warrant close scrutiny not only because
of their ethical dimensions, but also because they provide access
to the analyst's fundamental beliefs about the nature of social
being and social action.

In view of the ambiquity surroundina the conce pt of the
individual and coqnate notions it may be helpful to be q in with a
tertninoloaical digression about the common terms used to describe
the human beinq . Whilst the followinq discussion in no way sets
limits on Siinmel's and Goffman's n useages, it may help to
clarify some of the common meaninqs associated with these terms.

The Oxford English Dictionary (1933) indicates the
complexity of the history of these terms. The modern concept of
the individual as a sin q le human being does not appear to have
been widely current in written En glish before the seventeenth
century. Earlier useages emphasised the idea of 'oneness' or
'indivisibility'. This early rreaninq is also present in the
loqician's notion of the individual as 'an oblect which is
determined by properties peculiar to itself and cannot be
subdivided into others of the same kind' (V, 1933:223). In
reference to sinq ie human bein gs, the modern conceot of the
individual carries certain connotations of sinaularity and
distinctness.
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The term 'person' has very different associations. It
derives from the Latin word persona, a mask used by an actor in a
dramatic play, although it is interesting to note that the OED is
emphatic that 'the sense mask has not come down into En9lish'
(VII, 1933:724). Unlike 'individual', the concept of the
'person' clearly refers to human beinas, although there is a
legal meaning referring to collectivities which are considered to
possess certain rights and duties. The earliest use of 'person',
dating from the first half of the thirteenth century, eniphasis a
human being acting in some capacity.

The earliest useaces of 'personality' employ the term
to distinguish a personal beinq from a thing. The modern meaning
of 'that guality or assembla ge of aualities which makes a person
what he is, as distinct from other persons' (VII, 1933:727) dates
from the late eighteenth century.

Perhaps most complex of all is 'self', a term whose
'ultimate etynioloqy is obscure' (lx 1933:409) but which fiqures
in a range of graiimatica1 constructions dating back to Old
English. Two meanings of self as a noun are presented:

'What one is at a particular time or in a particular
aspect or relation; one's nature, character or
(sometimes) ph y sical constitution or appearance,
considered ac different at different times.'
'n assemblace of characteristics and dispositions which
iray be conceived as constituting one of various
ersonalities within a human being.' (ibid, p.411)
p
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Thus, the individual human being may consist of a number of
selves, and these may change. The OED also supplies a 'chiefly
philosophical' meaning of the self as:

'That which in a person is really and intrinsically he
(in contradistinction to what is adventitious); the eqo
(often identified with the soul or mind as opposed to
the body); a permanent subject of successive and
varying states of consciousness.' (ibid, p.4l0)

This definition emphasises what is essential in the individual
and suqgests a specific, primordial subjectivity.

Finally, the 'soul'. In its non-theological meaning in
reference to individual human beinos it is 'the principle of
thouaht and action... comrronly regarded as an entity distinct
from the bod'i; the spiritual part of man in contrast to the
purely physical' (OED, 1989, XVI:40).

It refers to the

essential, animating features of the individual.

Simmel uses the term individual extensively, although
as we shall see he also has some interesting remarks to make on
the soul. Goffman' s socioloqy seldom makes reference to the
metaphysically-weighted notion of the soul, but freauently
employs the terms individual, person and self. One reason for
this terminoloqical dig ression is that both authors freauently
draw upon the ordinary meanin
gs of these terms, leaning on them
in their analyses up to the point where they introduce their own
specific definitions and conclusions. In other words, in
conducting their analyses both writers cap italise upon the
vagueness arid imprecision of ordinary useaqe as a kind of holding
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device which enables discussion to proceed up to the point where
they choose to establish their own parameters of the individual,
the self and so on.

It has been argued that the concept of the individual
or the person is universal to human thou ght (Strawson, 1959;
Mauss, 1985) althouqh of course the precise sense attached to the
concep t varies historically and culturally. Simmel and Goffman
make important contributions to an understanding of the social
determinations of the individual. The overall arqument of this
chapter will be that whilst Sirnmel resisted the complete
'socialization of the spirit', his sociology nevertheless makes
some considerable inroads into the social determination of the
individual; and that Goffman, whilst endeavouring to press to the
limit the social determination of the individual, is nevertheless
obliged to acknowledge the existence of certain uniaue oualities
of the individual which are resistant to sociolog ical analysis.
This argument will be demonstrated in the following review of the
leading features of his thinkinc of Slirmel and Goffman on the
individual.

the Socialisation of the Spirit

Simmel's thinking on the individual and individuality
is complex and many-sided. Nearl y all his writing touches in
some way or other on the theme of individuality - in society, in
history and in the arts especially. Sometimes he su qqests that
the individual is not an oblect of coonition, btit an oblect of
experience (1950:6). His sociolociy assumes that the individual
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is at least partly an objective structure determined by
participation in the forms of sociation. In other contexts
(1971:36) he suggests that individual is a methodological
concept, a point of view fran which the contents of human
experience can be ordered.
Anioria all these differing and wavering formulations
there is an important underlyina theme which Wolff describes as
an attempt to preserve the autonomy of the human spirit against
various attempts of the social sciences to socialise it.
Accordinc to Wolff, Sin,niel reco gnises that his sociology could be
seen as:

'... part of that modern attitude which is interested
(and often in a metaphysically not disinterested
manner) in socializing the spirit: in conceiving of
mind as a product, or by-product, of society, in
locating, tracina and finding mind in society (a
footnote refers to the work of Cooley, Mead and Dewey).
But Siitrrel did not want to socialize the spirit: he
wished (half-heartedly in his sociology and
wholeheartedly elsewhere) to preserve its autonomy. Re
insisted that the realms of the ob j ective and also of
the individual are coordinate with the social realm;
and he may also have wanted to save the spirit by
finding 'subject matter' for sociology - for otherwise,
its subject matter might become the whole world.'
(1950:xxxvii)

Wolff suggests that the specification of formal sociolo
gy as a
special social science which sharpl y delineated a topic-matter
(the forms of sociation) and an aD proach to it (abstraction of
the forms from the multiplicity of reality) was in cart designed
to guard against a 'pre-eniptirig' of the human spirit.
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Simmel's perspectivism or relativism supports this
theme. Complete knowledge of the totality, whether it be an
individual or a society, is simply not possible. Our partial
knowledge is underlined by Simmel's predilection for describing
ou t: knowledge of others and relationships as 'fraqnientary' (5
1950:152, 200, 308, 312, 355).

The opposition to a total

socialisation of the s pirit is very much in evidence in 'How is
society possible?' (cf. sections 1.4 1.6.3 and 4.3); for example:

'All of us are fraqments, not only of qeneral man, but
of ourselves. We are outlines not only of the types
"man", " qood", "bad" and the like but also of the
individuality arid uniqpeness of ourselves.'
(l959b:343-344)

The first socioloq ical apriority grants that knowledge of others
is mediated through typifications but the second insists that
social being is only possible because there is a non-social
element in the individual. The first apriority suqgests a
measure of social determinism which the second counters. The
third apriority acknowledaes the need for individuals to be
fulfilled through their social activities, and this is brought
about by the roles which society offers. The apriorities thus
attempt to strike a balance betewen the demands of individuality
and sociality.
The balance so struck is reiterated in the final
chapter of Socioloay where Simmel proposes that 'a person is
never merely a collective beinq , lust as he is never merel y an
individual being' (1971:261; see also ibid:267). Yet Simiiel was
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haunted by the possibility of a completely socially determined
existence, as his remarks on 'extreme state socialism' (1.5.5
above) suggest: he envisages the possibility of social activity
standing far above the psychological reality and individual
differentiation of human beinqs (1978:296-297). In one of his
late essays he worries over the tendency for nineteenth century
writers to view the individual 'as a mere point of intersection
for social series, or even as a fiction like the atom' (1968:14).
Rescue from the 'complete submergence of self in society' was
only provided at the end of the century by the emergence of the
concept of 'life'.

Simmel also suggests that 'innumerable tragedies' are
created by the radical contrast 'between subjective life, which
is restless and finite in time, and its contents, which, once
they are created, are fixed but timelessly valid' (1968:27). The
'tragedy of culture' is the best known of these. But Simmel also
recoqnises that the group has a significance over the individual
because the group is imrrortal (1898:671; 1950:26). Forms of
sociation tend to persist longer than the individuals who animate
them. This is one basis of the sociolocical tragedy.
None of this should come as an y surprise from an author
who encleavoured to be sociology's Kant. Kant emphasised that
cognition was an active and creative process involving the
ordering of sense-impressions by the categories of the human
mind. The transcendental ego imposes the categories on phenomena
and it is this eao or self which inhabits the privileged nourrienal
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world which is not subject to the laws of nature but only to the
dictates of moral duty. The ego or self is by definition free.
Moreover, as a free being the individual is endowed with a
measure of human dignity, for he is capable of choice and of
exercising responsibility for his actions. Importantly, other
individuals must be treated as ends in their own riqht and never
merely as means for the realisation of personal interests. (It
is precisely the reduction of the other to a means by both
parties in prostitution which makes the relationship so morally
repugnant to Simmel; see 1978:376-380.) Yet, as we shall see in
the next section of this chapter Siwmel suggests a range of
social determinations of the individual which considerably
circumscribe the freedom of the ego.

Thus Simmel's antipathy towards the socialisation of
the spirit has its roots in his Kantianisni. It is worth
emphasising that Simmel's thinkina on the individual is
pre-Meadian and pre-psychoanalytic, which serves to ern phasise the
intellectual distance between his views and those of Goffman
which are very much post-Meadian and post-psychoanalytic. Yet
for all that, Sinirrel displays considerable sensitivity in his
treatment of the individual in both sociological and
psycholog ical aspects. He was, as his contemporaries recconised,
a master of psychological miscroscopy, and this aspect of his
work is also indicative of the antipathy to the socialisation of
the spirit.
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Consider, for example, Simmel's distinction between the
mind and the soul:

'Mind is the objective content of what the soul becomes
aware of as a living function. The soul is... the form
that the mind, that is the logical-conceptual content
of thought, assumes for our subjectivity, as our
sub-lectivity.' (1978:466)

Or the following observation about the transcendental character
of the soul:
'A soul is never only what it represents at a given
moment, it is always "more", a hi gher level and more
perfect manifestation of itself, unreal, and yet
somehow eternally present.' (1968:27-28)

The personality (an overla pping category to the soul for Simmel)
is described in similar lanquage:

'Personality itself is com pletely outside any arithmetic
concept. Therefore, when we speak of the "whole"
personality, of its "unity", of a "part" of it, we
intend to convey something aualitative and intimate,
something which can be experienced only through
intuition. We have no direct expression for it...'
(1950:202)

But there is an 'enigmatic unity' (1978:296) to the soul or
personality of the individual which cannot be directly gras ped by
others, only synthesised out of the fragments that the other
irakes available. Siniirel maintains we must necessarily fall back
upon some notion of the 'secret of the other', those 'moods and
cualities of being' (1950:333) in order to understand the
ordinary talk and conduct of other people. As we shall see,
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statements like these embody conceptions of the individual which
Goffman's sociology seeks to 'combat'.

Two images recur in Siiel' S treatment of the
personality (Levine, 1965:97-98). First of all, the personality
is seen as a unity of interacting elements in a manner consonant
with his view of the forms of sociation and his 'regulative world
principle'. It arbitrates between duty and desire (1955:49), or

conflicting

duties

(1950:230).

Secondly there is a

core-periphery image. The innermost core is hard to shift
(ibid:248) whilst the periphery comprises 'momentary impulses and
isolated irritabilities' (ibid:300). Within this broad framework
Simmel offers a range of subtle psycholocical observations; for
example, on the difference between the 'strong' and the 'decided'
personality (ibid:137), or on irreconciliability and forgiveness
(1955:122).

One further feature of Simmel's psychology is worth
comnent: his view that human beings are 'differentiating
creatures' whose minds are 'stimulated by the difference between
a momentary impression and the one which preceded it' (1950:410).
The metropolis considerably hei ghtens the range and s peed of
impressions available to the individual. Elsewhere Simmel
proposes that our 'whole psycholocical nature is built u p
on our
sensitiveness of difference' (1898:46). Human beings,as it were,
are proqrammed to notice differences and take for aranted the
common ground. This suggests to Sinimel that the individual's
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sense of separateness from others arises from a psychological
universal, the tendency to differentiate.
6.3

The Social Differentiation of the Individual

6.3.1

The Conseciuences of Lar ge-Scale Processes of Change
Siiturel's suggestion that the individual is a

differeritiatina being is complemented by his anal ysis of the
social differentiation of the individual's personalit y .

He

writes:

'A man, taken as a whole, is, so to speak, a somewhat
unformed complex of contents, powers, potentialities;
only accordina to the motivations and relationships of
a changing existence he is articulated into a
differentiated, defined structure. As an economic and
political agent, as a member of a family or a
profession, he is, so to speak, an ad hoc
construction.., the man, as a social creature, is also
a unique structure, occurring in no other connection.'
(1949:256)

The social differentiation of the individual varies according to
the degree of differentiation of the society of which he is a
member. Societies with high levels of homogeneity do not create
the conditions for people to possess different experiences and
attitudes. More differentiated societies provide individuals
with a wide range of group affiliations in which to develop their
uniaueness and individualit
y (cf.1.6.8 above).

The significance of social differentiation for imme1
is that it chan
ges the basis on which people interact. Group
formation shifts from a basis in ascriptive, emotional and
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self-interested (ie 'organic') criteria to intellectual
('rational') criteria (1955:134-137). Groups determined by some
interest or purpose distinct from organic criteria emerge in
EuroPe after the Renaissance. The result of this process is that
'the individual as a moral personality comes to be circumscribed
in an entirely new way ' (ibid:14l). 1'kiltiple aroup affilitations
contribute to the differentiation of the individual, but they are
also productive of problems and difficulties including
'psychological tensions and even a schizophrenic break' (ibid).

Accompanying the differentiation process is the
tendency for groups to become enlarged and this also contributes
to the individuation of the personality (cf.6.2.1). By 'group
enlargement' Simmel includes numerical and spatial expansion as
well as a grth in 'significance and content of life'
(1950:417). Large groups provide more opportunity for the
expression of individuality because they make smaller and more
specific demands on the individual. Simmel contrasts the
situation of the member of the old German guilds who is tiahtly
bound to the group and who faces restrictions on when and where
he can work with the situation of the modern wage-labourer or
member of a voluntary association (1971:256) who enloys
considerable areater freedom of movement and has to meet only
very specific obligations.

The process of social differentiation increases the
individual's opportunities for multiple qroup affiliations arid
contributes to the enlaraement of social groups. The growth of a
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fully monetarised economy promotes both these trends.

The

significance of the advent of a money economy for the individual
is discussed in chapter 1 (see esp.l.5.5 and 1.5.7).

Simmel's

analysis is certainly not univocal. On the one hand money
contributes to a positive conception of individual freedom, the
freedom to purchase goods, services, memberships, etc (1978:321).
On the other hand, money's freedom is negative in character,
freeing the individual from onerous burdens which can be paid for
(ibid:400). A money economy hel ps to break down feudal
obligations and thus contributes to the freedom of the individual
(ibid:289ff) but on the other hand it breeds a calculative
outlook (ibid:444ff) which is destructive of personalism and
which promotes personal arid interpersonal estrangement
(ibid:454ff). The advent of a money economy is the macro-level
source of these chan ges but Siminel consistently analyses these
chaes in terms of their consequences for the relationship and
experience of the individual. His conclusions are pessimistic:
at the very best the money economy brin
gs mixed bless inqs for
individuals.

6.3.2

The Social and the Individual Level

In Simmel's work there is often the irr plication that
the individual exists apart from society . This can be seen in
his prooramiiatic statements in which the contents of social life
are seen to reside in the psychology and biology of individuals.
These contents animate the forms of sociation. More generally,
in the great dialectic between life and form it is individuals
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who are seen as the bearers of life's creative energies. The
conflict between the interests of the individual and the
interests of society is a chronic tension which keeps open the
pathways of social change. Sirnmel states:

'Concord, harmony, co-efficacy, which are uixmestionably
held to be socializina forces, must nevertheless be
interspersed with distance, can petition, repulsion, in
order to yield the actual conficuration of society.
The solid, organizational forms which seen to
constitute or create society must constantly be
disturbed, disbalanced, gnawed-at by individualistic,
irregular forces, in order to gain their vital reaction
and development through submission and resistance.'
(1950:315)

fs the second apriority erriphasises, the individual is a social
being but not wholly socialised. The interests of the individual
may conflict with those of the group. As was noted above
(section 6.2), one of Simmel's core images of the psychology of
the individual is o.s an arena of interacting and possibly
conflicting elements. Siirmel further araues that there may be
within an individual 'ijrTpulses and interests that are not
pre-empted by his social character' (1950:58) and thus if a
conflict between the individual and society does arise it is a
continuation of a conflict within the individual. He certainly
does not wish to postulate any essential asocial or anti-social
interest within the individual.

It would be a mistake to suqgest that Sirel posits too
radical a contrast between the individual and society. For one
thing , both individual and society are seen in some sense as
abstractions. His formal socioloay, in focussing on forms of
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sociation in statu nascendi, underlines the contribution that the
individual makes to the actualisation of the forms in any given
instance. It would also be a mistake to regard the contents of
social life as simply a set of psycholocical and biological
propensities. s Sirnniel indicates in his essay on sociability,
these forms can become autonomous and thus provide the individual
with the contents which animate sociation. These contents are
thus social in character. nother example of the social nature
of subjective purposes and impulses occurs in Simmel's essay on
religion, where he suggests that 'our subjective life interests',
such as religious feelinq

s,

flow fran' the 'social totality'

(1905:272-273).

However, Siiiniel's imagery does seem at times to posit a
sharp distinction between the individual and society which is
cualified in other writings. In his last contribution to
socioloqy, Basic (Duestions (1917) he attempts a clarification.
In the context of his newly-formulated 'general sociology' (see
1.8) he asks what are 'the characteristics which distinguish
social from individual life' (1950:26)?

The characteristics

Siime1 identifies can be summarised as follows:
1.

The determinateness of the qroup and the vacillation of
the individual. Whereas the individual may be caught
between egoistic and altruistic impulses, the q roup or
mass is more certain in its aims.

2. The individual and the group member. The individual
can be separated into those cualities and behaviours
which are shared with other members of the aroup and
those which constitute his private property. The
former tend to be less complex and closer to 'the
irmediate manifestations and necessities of life' than
the latter.
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3.

The sociological significance of individual similarity
and dissimilarity. The individual is irore interested
in the dissimilar and particular aualities of others.
However, the basis of group formation and unity lies in
the similarities shared between individuals.

4.

The individual's superiority over the mass. This is
explained by the way we tend to evaluate aualities and
conduct differing from others more hiqhly than we do
those shared with others.

5.

The actions of the mass vs. the actions of the
individual. In contrast to most individual actions,
the actions of the mass may be fuelled by simple and
emotional appeals. (Sirr'mel cites as one example the
frequently banal nature of politicians' htmour: 'what
embarrassingly harmless quips scatter parliamentary
records with the annotation "Lau ghter!"; ibid:36.)
This lends to the mass a potential for radical action
largely ab€ent from the actions of individuals.

6.

The level of society approximates to a lowest common
denominator. Simaiel suggests that 'what is cannon to
all can be the property of onl y those who possess
least' (ibid:37).

The somewhat elitist assumptions built into this list, which
ecuates the individual with the distinctive, underlines Simmel's
valuation of individuality. If the distinction between the
individual and the social appears overdrawn in this list, we
might note that it is a product of his aeneral sociology.
Siirmel's formal sociology preents a rather more complex picture
of the relation. Siirtmel's examination of reciprocal knowledoe in
social relationships will serve as an illustration.
6.3.3

Reciprocal Knowledge and Social Relationships
Sjn,inel's discussion of types of social relationships by

degrees of reciprocal knowledge of their participants
(1950:317-329) occurs in the fifth chapter of Sociolo gy, 'The
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secret and the secret society' (see 1.6.7). He addresses the
differing degrees of reciprocal knowledge of the total
personalities of individuals in various social relationships.
Groups based on sai'e particular interest factor out a larce part
of the total personality of the individual member. In business
dealings, lointly pursued scholarly endeavours or agreements
struck between political leaders, the knowledge of the other
required for the satisfactor y prosecution of the relationshi p is
sharply circumscribed to a ver y specific area. This is also true
of relationships of 'acquaintance', which depend only on
'knowledge of the that of the personality, not of its what'
(ibid:320). Discretion is called for in relationships between
acauaintances. There is a requirement to stay away from all
knowledge not expressly revealed by the other; a reauirement to
respect the 'ideal s phere' surrounding the individual in order to
respect his personality, honour and 'intellectal private
property' (ibid:322).

More of 'the secret of the other' is disclosed in
relationships of friendship and love, and potentiall y more in the
former than the latter relationship accordina to Simrr'el: 'this
entering of the whole individual e qo into the relationship may be
more plausible in friendship than in love for the reason that
friendship lacks the specific concentration upon one element
which love derives from its sensuousness' (ibid:325). But
running against this potentiality in the friendship relationship
is the individualisation of persons in the modern world which
makes mutual receptivity and understanding hard to obtain. Under
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modern circumstances friendships themselves tend to become
differentiated.

A balance between self-revelation and discretion is
particularly difficult to strike in the case of the contemporary
marriae in which the intimate relationship is increasingly
valued over the conventional and material motives for the union.
The early stage of the relationship may be marked by unreserved
disclosures and an almost ccrnplete absence of discretion.
However, unless both individuals have 'an inexhaustable reservoir
of latent psychological possessions', this must g ive way to a
degree of reci procal discretion if the relationship is not to
lapse into 'a trivial habituation without charm, into a
matter-of-factness which has no longer any room for surprises'
(ibid:328, 329)

Simmel highlights the boundaries of the individual and
the varyinq entitlements to encroach upon those boundaries. His
subtle analysis shows how the individual personality is not only
guarded by social practices but is also constituted through those
practices. The point is made obtusely, in Simmel's
characteristically opaciue prose:

'The other individual must give us not only gifts we may
accept, but the possibility of g iving him - hopes,
idealizations, hidden beauties, attractions of which
not even he is conscious. But the place we deposit all
this, which we produce, but produce for him, is the
indistinct horizon of his personality, the interstitial
realm, in which faith re places knowledge.' (1950:329;
eninhasis in original)
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6.4

Interpretations of Individuality

Simmel was greatly interested in the history and types
of individuality. This is evident not only in The Philosophy of
Money (see esp . 1978:ch.4 and section 1.5.5 above) but also in
his discussion of the eighteenth and nineteenth century
conceptions of individuality (Simmel 1901; 1950:58-84;
1971:271-274; 286-288; see also 1.6.12 above). The eighteenth
century view posited a benevolent human nature that was bonded
and constrained by traditional institutions. If individuals
could be freed from these oppressive constraints the full
diversity of their talents and powers would be allowed to unfold.
The eighteenth century view souqht a break with tradition which
would enable the individual to flourish as a separate unit. The
nineteenth century view in contrast sought a break with
contemporaries rather than predecessors.

It sought not

liberation from historical traditions but from current
conventions. It emphasised the uniaueness of the individual in
contrast to other members of society , his 'enigmatic
unfathomableness' (1950:79). The ei ghteenth century advocated an
iridividualisation of 'singleness'; the nineteenth century, an
individualism of 'uniaueness' (ibid:81). Alternatively , Simrrl
labels the eighteenth century view 'auantitative' because of its
comprehension of the structural preconditions of individuality,
whilst the nineteenth century view is described as 'aualitative'
because of its grasp of the substance of individuality.
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Sip'ui'el himself sometimes a ppears to endorse the
nineteenth century conception of individuality, for example in
his sketch of the individual and social levels. In that respect
he was a creature of his time. Lipman (1959:135) su qgests that
Simmel tended to take the nineteenth century view as definitive.
He did not. Rather, Siinrnel looks forward to a future in which
new types of individualism will emerge, a future in which there
will be 'ever more numerous and varied forms for the human
personality to affirm itself and to demonstrate the value of
its existence' (1950:84).

Simmel thus presents a view of the individual which is
informed by an historical analysis of the influence of changing
material (the money economy) and ideolo g ical (the views on
individuality of the eiqhteenth and nineteenth centuries)
circumstances. To these large-scale social influences on the
individual Simrnel adds formulations drawn from his formal
sociology (eg. reciprocal knowledge) and general sociolo gy (the
social and individual levels). Additionally, there are
conceptions of the individual which arise from his philosophical
sociology (the apriorities) and his psychological microscopy.
Not surprisingly, the picture of the individual which emerges is
complex and many-sided.
At the outset it was su ggested that Simmel stood
against the complete socialisation of the s pirit and this
manifests itself in the tension between the individual and the
social in his writings. Yet his sociology displays numerous
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social determinations of the individual. It cannot be pretended
that Simmel was in any sense a rigid social determinist. His
emphasis upon an interactional conception of society rules out
that interpretation. Simmel certainly did not regard the forms
of sociation as simple social determinants but rather stressed
their duality (Cf. the 'diqnity' of the forms, cha pter 4 above)
as enabling and constrainina structures. Simmel saw social norms
as products of interaction (Mayntz, 1968), not as standards
existing in a log ic of exteriority and constraint in the manner
o (some versions of) Durkheirn and structural-functionalism. His
sociology was also, as has been argued in cha pterL.. part of a
larger project to 'de-intellectualise' or 'de-cognitivise' Kant.
In undertaking that prolect he preserves Kant's view of a free,
choosing and res ponsible individual. That individual, of course,
occupies the noumenal realm whilst his sociology addresses the
phenomenal world. There Siituiiel was able to demonstrate a
multiplicity of social bases and determinations of the
individual, thereby suacesting that the nournenal might be a
smaller, irore restricted realm than previously believed.

6.5

Goffman: Against the Touchin
g Tendency to Keep a Part
of the World Safe from Sociology

The overall thrust of Goffman's thinkino about the
individual runs in the o pposite direction to Sinimel's. Simmel's
fear was that sociology miqht abstract too much and pre-enipt the
spirit; Goffman's central concern is that sociology has not, in
treatina the individual, abstracted enough.

The clearest
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statement of this concern is found on the last page of 'Role
distance' where Goffman comments on the 'vulgar tendency' of
sociologists to attribute the obligatory part of the individual's
conduct to the 'profane' s phere of social roles whilst reserving
'personal' matters and the warmth, spontaneity and humour of the
individual to a 'sacred' category beyond the remit of
sociolog ical analysis. Goffman's intention in introducing the
concept of role distance is 'to combat this touching tendency to
keep a part of the world safe fran sociology' (l%lb:152). Pole
distance is the concept Goffirian devises to capture those
manifestations of personal style traditionally reserved to the
sacred sphere. It offers a sociological analysis of those
activities through which the individual's idiosyncracies and
'personality' are displayed.

A very general and central theme of Goffnian's sociology
is its persistent attempt to socially ground the individual, to
suggest hitherto unenvisaqed sociological deterrninisms which
principally spring from the interaction order. The 'rules of
caningling ' which organise that order comprise a new set of
social determinants which address the details of the individual's
ordinary conduct and experience. The general direction of
Goffnian's thinkin
g is opwosed to a concept of 'real self', a
romantic huir.anism or sentimentality aarbed in metaphysical
clothes. Goffrnan's approach to the individual is, in intention,
thoroughly empirical, and in the identification of the rules and
practices of the interaction order he finds a new and potent
sociological determinism which reveals the incursion of 'the
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finger tips of society' (1963b:53)iv*ceveryday minutiae. Thus, in
introducing the concept of personal identity which articulates
the ways an individual comes to be known as a 'uniaue' person,
Goffnian notes how 'the terni uniaue is subject to pressure iw
maiden social scientists who would make something warm and
creative out of it, a something not to be further broken down, at
least by sociologists' (ibid:56) but then proceeds to provide
just such a sociological breakdown.

Goffrnan develops the 'social behaviorism' of G.H. Mead
(1932:176-195; 1934:1-8) which holds that the proper approach to
the self lies not in introspection but in inspecting the
individual's conduct to see what iirplications might be drawn
about self. Self is to be approached from without, from conduct.
As we shall see, Goffman is especially, hit not exclusively,
concerned with how conceptions of self are built up and
influenced by face-to-face conduct. In order to accomplish this
task a range of 'technicaUy-defined terms' needs to be trot
because the notions'individual' and 'person' prove imprecise for
'fine-grain analysis' (1971:3-5, 27). Part of the purpose of
this chapter is to provide an ordering of these terms, an
orderin
g that is lacking in Goffman's writings.
Broadly speaking , Goffman p resents a socioloqistic
approach to the individual which tries, as far as possible, to
present a view unbroken by non-social assmiptions. This aspect
of Goffman's approach is highlighted in a neglected paper by
}lelmer (1970) who suggests that in 'On face-work' we find 'the
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face of the man without qualities'. The 1955 paper conceives of
the individual in 'extrinsic-modular' terms. The individual is
seen as composed of extrinsic properties which require reference
to other things (the dynamics of encounters) and is regarded by
Goffirian in modular terms, that is in terms of how the individual
'works' in interaction. Thus, for example, emotion is seen as an
extrinsic property, as a move in a ritual game (1967:23) the
actions of the individual are described in modular terms as
accomplishing the maintenance and saving of face. Personal
aualities become the property of the interaction order rather
than the individual. Goffman's sociology repeatedly shows how
matters which might comnxnsensically be regarded as properties of
the psychology of the individual can be adeauately
reconceptualised as part of our socialised competence as
inter act ants.

This feature of Goffman's socioloqy has led to
comparisons with the atterripts of continental structuralists to
'delete' or 'decentre' the subject (eg Jameson, 1976; Gonos,
1977; Denzin and Keller, 1981). Goffrnan's res ponse to this
interpretation was to distance himself from this cand of
structuralism whilst acknowledaing that 'if the result of my
approach can be construed as "decentrin q " the self, then I am
happy to be in the vanguard, providing it is a ppreciated that
this does not mean a lack of interest in the self, merely an
effort to approach its figuring from additional directions'
(198lb:62). The problem with traditional socioloaical analysis
is that it 'breaks up the individual into multiple roles but does
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not suggest that further "decimation" is re quired (1974:516).
Goffman's writings offer a range of such 'decimations', and a
major part of his work is the attempt 'to make the self a
visible, sociolo g ical phenomenon' (Anderson et al, 1985:152).
But it is pertinent to ask if this is a legitimate sociological
task or whether it is properly a topic best left to other
disciplines.
Goffrnan's own argument in this question is set out in
the 'Introduction' to Interaction Ritual:
I assume that the proper study of interact ion is not
the individual and his psychology, but rather the
syntactical relations among the acts of different
persons mutually present to one another. Nonetheless,
since it is individual actors who contribute to
ultimate materials, it will always be reasonable to ask
what general properties they must have if this sort of
contribution is to be expected of them. What minimal
mode of the actor is needed if we are to wind him up,
stick him in amongst his fellows, and have an orderly
traffic of behavior emerge? What minimal model is
required if the student is to antici pate the lines
along which an individual, qua interactant, can be
effective or break down... A psychology is necessarily
involved, but one stripped and cramped to suit the
sociological study of conversation, track meets,
banquets, jury trials and street loitering.
Not, then, men and their moments. Rather moments and
their men.' (1967:2-3)

Althouqh the 'syntactical relations' amon g the acts of copresent
rersons are the proper focus, sane consideration of the general
properties of the individual as an interactant is an im portant if
secondary concern arid it is this kind of psychology which is
'necessarily involved'. The psychology of Goffman is thus
thoroughly conditioned by sociolo g ical concerns.

Scheqioff
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(1988:93-100) disagrees with this portrayal of Goffman's
analytical priorities and arq ues that Goffinan is more
interested in the individual than the syntax of interaction.
Many critics (eq Miller 1986) complain of Goffman's excessively
sociological characterisation of the individual. However for
Schegloff any interest in the individual as such constitutes a
betrayal of the principles informin g the discipline. The
contrast between Schealoff's conversation analysis and Goffnian's
approach might be expressed as a difference between the
proponents of socioloqism and social behaviorism respectively.
Conversation analysis manifests a sociolociism in its exclusive
concern for the syntax of interaction, uncluttered by talk of
interaction's implications for self. Goffman in contrast
presents a sociolog ical variant of G.H. Mead's social
behaviorism. The experience of the individual is approached from
without, from features of the conduct of the individual. For
Mead, the experience of the individual is one 'phase' of social
activity and Mead attempts to show how that experience arises in
the social process (Mead, 1934:7-8). Like Mead, Goffiran is
interested in what can be inferred about the indivirual from
conduct, and this is one restricted sense in which it is valid to
speak of Goffn'an as a social psychologist. That label was not
one which Goffn-an was ever much inclined to embrace (but see
1981b:62).
Schegloff (1988:95) acknowledges that the psychology
necessarily involved is not a conventional psycholoqy.

In

Goffrran' s case the interest in the individual probably stems from
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his reading of James, Cooley and Mead, although as Joas
(1987:106n.29) suggests, there are no clear links between his
work and the basic premises of pragmatism. The question remains,
does sociology need a concept of the individual or self as part
of its analytical apparatus? llport (1968) asks the same
question about psychology and notes that the concept can beccwe
an impediment to understanding if it is used as a cate gory under
which ill-comprehended processes are subsumed. Allport's answer
is that it all depends on the useaae of self that is proposed;
provided uestion-beggin notions such as 'the self chooses' are
excluded, then it is an ap propriate and valid concept. Goffnian
appears to be aware of this danger, for example in his critique
of the 'black box' model of the interactant employed l some
linguists who view the individual as an aqent who may respond in
varying degrees of candour to auestions, requests etc from
information stored inside his head (1974:511-516). For Goffnian
the individual or self is a legitimate analytical category for
sociology if a consistently social accounting is provided.

6.6

Social Constructions of the Individual

In Goffinan's writings, unlike those of Simmel, there
are a number of 'technically defined terms' for the individual,
but in comrnn with Simniel there is no overall and unambiguous
ordering of these terms. The remainder of this chapter presents
one possible orderin
g . The framework suggested draws upon
Czyzewski's (1987) reconstruction of Goffman's ideas about the
individual. Czyzewski identifies a 'main line' of conceptions
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phrased in terma of the interactional functions the individual
fulfills. The main line is flanked by a psychohiolocical theme
Lc0flCePt10ns deriving from the notion of moral career. The
framework presented here differs from Czyzewski's account in one
minor and one major respect. The minor respect is the attempt to
fill out the psychobiological theme, to indicate what it
comprises for Goffman and what its sianificance is for the view
of the individual. The major modification proposed here is the
replacement of the 'moral career' theme with an account which
subsumes this notion under certain wider social determinants of
the individual. Czyzewski overlooks the impact on the individual
that Goffman argues is made by social organisations and
institutionally-provided social roles. Thus, the major part of
Goffman's analyses a pp roach the individual as an interactant, as
an entity tied to and fashioned out of the rules governing the
interaction order. But Goffman also attends to the irrpinqement
of intra-individual matters ( psychobioloqical states) on the
interactant, as well as influences from the wider social
arrancements in the shaoe of social role obli gations and
conceptions of human nature implied by orqanisational membership.
6.6.1

Orqanisational Bases

The oroanisation bases of the individual are mainly to
he found in Goffrran's discussions of problematic participation
statuses arid relationships and in the pa per 'Pole distance'
(196lb). Particular attention will be given to Psylurns for that
work contains Goffinan's only anal ysis of a formal orqariisation,
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the mental hospital. 'A chief concern', Goffman states in the
book's 'Introduction', 'js to develop a sociological version of
the structure of the self' (1961a:xiii). Goffnian's use of the
singular is a pt to mislead, for there are two conceptions of the
self that repeatedly surface in Asylums. One is the self embodied
in the total institution's definitions of appropriate role
behaviour for the inmate; the other is a self which resists these
definitions - what might be called a countervailing self.
Asylums presents an ethnoqraphy of inmate (and especially mental
patient) conduct that focuses on face-to-face interaction, bit
which also acknowled qes the pervasive influence of the
organisation's definitions of who and what the patient should be.
This is evident, for example, in the definition of the mental
patient as a person who has undergone mental hospitalisation
(l96la:l28). This is a 'strictly sociological' definition
because it affects the life-chances and 'social fate' of the
person.
A dismal picture of that fate is protrayed in the
openina essay on the features of total institutions. The key
characteristic of the total institution is that it is an
organisation which seeks total control over the behaviour of
inmates; it is the epitome of or ganisational tyranny and
coerciveness. The most general objective of the orqanisation is
to segregate the inmates from the wider society, and for this
reason it is incompatible with that fundamental social unit, the
family. The 'batch living' of life in the total institution may
properly be contrasted with the 'domestic existence' of family
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life. Thus a major task that must be undertaken by the
organisation when a new inmate enters is to suppress those
features of the inmate's 'home-world'-based 'presenting culture'
that are incompatible with its conception of him. But
acculturation, assimilation arid 'cultural victory' do not loom
larg e among the organisation's objectives. Instead, it tends to
use the tension created by differences between home world culture
and its own as 'strategic leverage in the nianacement of men'
(ibid:13).
All organisations define a person's self in terms of
the obliaations and expectations attached to the roles they
recmire of him. But the 'encompassing tendencies' of the total
institution are such as to take the orqanisational determination
of self to an extreme, since they attempt to exercise control
over every significant part of the inmate's life. As Goffman
puts it, they are 'the forcing houses for extreme persuasion;
each is a natural experiment on what can be done to the self'
(ibid:12).

A arm portrait is painted of induction into the
orqanisation. Upon entering the inmate is subiected to 'a series
of abasements, humiliations, and profanationsofself' (ibid:l4).
Goffman suagests that an understandin
g of these 'mortification
processes' will prove instructive in showing how other t ypes of
oraanisation succeed in preserving their members' 'civilian
selves'. It is precisely these civilian selves that come under
attack upon entry to the organisation. Often, the inmate is
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dispossessed of his civilian roles, and perhaps even his rights
as a citizen. He is 'trimmed' and 'programmed' by 'admission
procedures':

his biography

may be recorded, his picture taken,

his person searched, his hair cut, his personal belongings
removed, his clothing replaced by institutional issue. In these
little ways the inmate is obliged to forgo many of his previous
sources of self-identification. The neophyte inmate may also
find himself subjected to unpleasant and painful treatment. He
may beccme the unwilling participant in 'obedience tests',
'will-breakinq contests' and 'initiation rites'. He may be
physically mutilated or disfigured or be ex pected to perform
humiliatina deferential acts. In addition, the inmate finds that
the 'territories of his self' are violated. He loses control
over information about his self that he enjoyed in his home
world, and is subject to physical and interpersonal
contamination. Through the symbolic implications of these
'direct assaults on the self' the inmate is made dramatically
aware of the

disparity bebveen his own former conception of self

and the version indicated b y the orqanisation.
There are other, subtler and more insidious forms of
mortification of the inmate's self. The usual relationship which
obtains between the individual and his acts may be disru pted by
'looping' and 'reg imentation' (ibid:35-41). The 'personal
economy of action' (ibid:38) enloyed by p
ersons in their haie
world is severely curtailed or prohibited.
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The sum conseauence of mortification processes is to
deprive the inmate of those home world-based resources which
serve to assure him of his 'adult executive competency'
(ibid:43). Mortification processes strip the inmate's self of
oraanisationally irrelevant identities and identity resources.
But having been thus stripped, the inmate must be 'reb.iilt' and
given an organisationally appro priate identity. The official
means available to the inmate for this task is the privilege
system, which comprises three essential elements: 1) house rules
which prescribe and proscribe irmate conduct; 2) privileges the
inmate is rewarded with for his obedience; 3) punishments meted
out for infractions of house rules. A proper orientation to the
privilege system

constitutes an acceptable inmate self in t),e

eyes of the staff. Hever, there are also other sources for the
reconstitution of self which are not officially sanctioned or
controlled. One such source is the 'fraternalization process'
(ibid:56-58) through which socially distant persons in civil
society now find themselves locked in a common fate. 'Mutual
support and ccrmon counter-moves' tend to develop and the inmate
receives, as it were, a lesson in the common humanity of his
fellows. Another source of reconstitution of self, also frowned
on by the staff, is the securin
g of forbidden satisfactions
through various 'secondary adlustments' (ibid:54-55). Thus, the
mortified self does not rest denuded in limbo; there are a
variety of official and unofficial sources for the ref ashioninq
of the inmate's self.
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The plasticity of human nature is powerfully in
evidence in Goffrnan's analysis of the inmate's situation. Re
shows how successful the total

institution is

in redefining the

inmate's self - so successful, in fact, that there tends to be a
general absence of high morale and group solidarity among
inmates. Individual rather than collective lines of adaptation
to the privilege system and mortifying processes are the rule.
The most typical adaptation is to 'play it cool', but other lines
include 'situational withdrawal',

'intransigence', 'colonization'

and 'conversion' (see ibid:6l-64). Each line represents the
inmate's own reconciliation of the tension between his present
identity and his home-world based identity.
On the other hand, Goffrnan phasises that the
strippinq and subsecuent reorganisation of the inmate's self
seldom has a lasting effect after release from the total
institution. After the inmate has left, what is significant is
the 'proactive status' (ibid:72) conferred by his experience.
Sometimes the proactive status is looked on favourably in,
civilian life, as in the case of graduates of officers'
training-schools; sometimes it is unfavourable, as the former
mental patient may learn to his cost. Thus, total institutions
are potent in redefining the nature of the inmate, but the
results of this seif-redefinitional power soon fades when the
inmate leaves.
The total institution is a type of oraanisation which
treats the inmate as its 'raw material', and his exclusion from
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civil society and the reorganisation of his self as its
'product'. However, Goffman's close observation of the inmate's
situation shows that the organisational determination of self is
seldom wholly successful, since the inmate attempts to preserve
his self from psychological assault by seekinq out unofficial
bases of self identification. The basic theme of Asylums - the
dialectic bewten the organisationally-determined self and the
countervailina self is introduced in the first paper and
developed with reference to the mental patient in the next two.
The inmate is only partly defined in terms of the organisation's
expectations. Seen in the full round of his activity, the inmate
is also dep icted as declining some of these expectations.
Asylums is a case study of the implications for self of
fulfilling and de parting from social obliqations.

The analysis of the countervailing and the
orqanisationally-ascrjbed self is developed, somewhat confusingly
in places, in 'The noral career of the mental patient'. Entry to
the mental hos pital is socially fateful for whosoever enters as a
patient, and Goffman's point is that those admitted tend to share
similar circumstances and responses, irres pective of their
diagnosis. By addressing the common features of the situation of
mentally hospitalised persons, by adopting a sociological
perspective instead of sorre sort of 'lunior psychiatry'
(ibid:xi), Goffman is able to su ggest that the patient's 'sick
behaviour' 'is not primarily a product of mental illness' but is
'by and large a product of... social distance from the situation
that the patient is in' (ibid:l30).
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Goffnian's broad argument is that most patients are
unwillingly or unwittingly hospitalised, victims of an
'alienative coalition' (ibid:l37) that includes those kin and
friends who should protect his interests. Once hospitalised the
patient is obliged to come to terms with the ward system and the
implications it holds for his new self. Later, he learns to
appreciate how self is 'something outside onseif that can be
constructed, lost and rebuilt all with great speed and some
quanimity', that it is 'not a fortress but a small o pen city',
that the construction and destruction of self is a 'shameless
game' (ibid65).

The paper concludes with a somewhat contradictory
analysis of the self. The dominant conception is of a self
determined and constituted by organisational demands:

'The self, then, can be seen as somet.hinq that resides
in the arrangements prevailin
g in a social system for
its members. The self in this sense is not a property
of the person to whom it is attributed, but dwells
rather in the pattern of social control that is exerted
in connection with the person himself and those around
him. This special kind of institutional arrangement
does not so much suport the self as constitute it.'
(ibid:168)

But there is also a countervailin g self that plays 'shameless
games', insulting staff or practising the 'marriage moratorium'
in the knowledge that these activities will have no significant
implications for the self. This countervailing self seen's to
exist in spite of the self-definina implications of the social
arrangements which apply to the mental patient.

The
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countervailing self is not constituted by social arrangements but
apparently emerges as a result of the experiences undergone in
the prepatient and inpatient phases. It is the cumulative
conseauence of the train of experiences suffered by the patient:
betrayal by his intimates, mortification of self upon entry to
the mental hospital, and the subseguent discreditina of his every
attempt to sustain a viable self. The sum conseauence is that
the patient caries to appreciate how a viable self is built out of
social arrangements. He becomes morally loosened or fatigued
because he senses the essential arbitrariness of these social
arranginents.

Some clarification of what the countervailing self
comprises is found in the third paper, 'The underlife of a public
institution'. Goffman beings with a broad discussion of the
nature of the social bond. Individuals are bonded to social
entities by obligations, some of which are 'warm ' (attachments),
others of which are 'cold' (commitments). To consider someone as
a fit subject of any qiven obliqation is to imply something about
what sort of person the individual is. But the individual may
not meet these obli qations to everyone's satisfaction. Goffiran
writes, 'If every bond implies a broad conception of the person
tied 1w it, we should go on to ask how the individual handles
this defining of himself', and it seems that in practice the
individual neither completely embraces or rejects his obligations
but 'holds himself off from fully embracin g all the
self-implications of his affiliation, allowin g some of his
disaffection to be seen even while fulfilling his major
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obligation& (ibid:l75). Goffnian suqgests that 'expressed
distance' from obligations is a pervasive feature of social life,
a central feature of social being. Various 'unofficial

social

arrangements' collectively described as 'secondary adiustments',
are the mental patient's means of expressing distance from the
hospital's conception of his self. Secondary adjustments are
described as methods of 'gettinq around the organization's
assumptions as to what he should do and get and hence what he
should be' (ibid:l89). Goffman concludes that the
'recalcitrance' which secondary adjustments evidence 'is not an
incidental mechanism of defense bit rather an essential
constituent of the self' (ibid:3l9). The view of the individual
as being 'to himself what his place in an organization defines
him to be' is compromised whenever close observation of any
element of social life is undertaken since 'we always find the
individual employing methods to keen some distance, some elbow
room, between himself and that with which others assume he should
be identified'. And again, 'in all situations actually studied
the participant has erected defenses against his social
bondedness' (ibid). The countervailing self is so universal a
feature of social life that Goffman argues that the individual
can be defined,
'... for sociological purposes, as a stance—taking
entity, a something that takes up a position somewhere
between identification with an organization and
opposition to it, and is ready at the slightest
pressure to regain its balance by shiftin g its
involvement in either direction. It is thus against
something that the self can emerge.' (ibid:320)
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The last paragraph of the paper ex pands this view:

'Without something to belong to, we have no stable self,
and yet total commitment and attachment to any social
unit implies a kind of selflessness. Our sense of
being a person can come from being drawn into a wider
social unit; our sense of selfhood can arise through
the little ways in which we resist the pull. Our
status is backed by the solid buildinqs of the world,
while our sense of personal identity often resides in
the cracks.' (ibid:320)

Goffinan intends the argument to apply both to mental patients and
those in 'free society'. !k'iever, the two views of the self
offered in Asylums are not well integrated: what is the relation
of the countervailing self which 'resides in the cracks' to the
self determined by meeting the obliq ations of organisations and
other social entities? For a more ccxent statement, we must turn
to 'Pole distance' (1961b).
That cogency derives from the s p
ecific point of
departure, the concept of social role, and the specific
interactional frame of reference which Goffman adopts to
criticise traditional socioloqical conceptions. Traditional
notions such as that of Parsons (1951:25) conceive social role as
the normatively determined orientations and actions of an actor
occu'ing a given status in a 'patterned interactive
relationship'. Traditional role theory C-of fn'an argues, implies
that a self awaits the individual taking a role. Conformity with
the demands of the role gives the individual a particular 'me':
'in the language of Kenneth Burke, doin g is beina' (1961b:88).
There are two principal difficulties with this account for
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Goffman. One is that it assumes that the actor will
automatically becae attached to the role and the 'me' that goes
with it. It neqlects 'the many roles that persons play with
detachment, shame or resentment' (ibid:90). A second difficulty
is the loose frame of reference used in empirical studies of role
behaviour. It is not always clear which is the relevant role
that will be called u pon to explain any given behaviour. Goffman
then proposes a 'more atomistic frame of reference' (ihid:95),
the 'situated activity system' or encounter which prcxnises to
allow 'the ccmplexities of concrete conduct' to be 'examined
instead of by-passed'.

In the encounter the individual may take a 'situated
role' and its acconipanyina 'situated self' (ibid:97). The use of
the encounter as an analytical frame of reference also enables
the 'problem of expression' (ibid:99-105) to be addressed:
individuals may not merely enact situated role ex pectations but
may 'play at' rather than 'play' the role;they may 'break role'
or 'go out of role' ('brown studies' etc); and they may wish to
'style' the role in their own way. The possibilities the problem
of expression opens leads Goffman to propose two kinds of
involvement: 'role embracement', where the individual is attached
to the role and spontaneously involved in it and 'role distance',
those often humorous or skittish behaviours that serve to
'constitute a wedge between the individual and his role, between
doing and being'. These forms of "effectively" expressed
pointed separateness' between the individual and his role deny
not the role but the self it implies (ibid:108).

Gofiian
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suggests that what the individual does in taking role distance is
not an expression of his essential self or uniaueness as a human
being ; rather, the indiidual invokes another,
situationally-irrelevant source of self-identification, such as
the role of 'man' and 'woman' in the case of sexual innuendo
between surgeons and nurses durin g surgery (cf. appendix F for
further consideration of sexual innuendo).

The concept of role distance combats 'the touching
tendency to keep a part of the world safe from sociolo qy' trj7
providing a sociolo g ical account of those items of conduct
commonsensically regarded as expressions of the unique
personality of the individual. In place of Simmel's valorisation
of individuality, Goffinan seeks to close down the area it
occupies throuqh his sociology of the interaction order
generally, and more specifically through the concept of role
distance. It is also instructive to com p are Goffnian's treatment
of this issue with that of Dahrendorf (19?3). In 'Borco
socogicus' Dahrendorf is disauietened by the disparity between
the 'glass men' of sociological role theory and the lively
individuals of our everyday experience. How are they to be
reconciled? Dahrendorf presents two solutions. The first draws
upon Pobert Musil's (1952) novel, The Man Without flualities.
Musil postulates a 'tenth character', 'the passive fantasy of
unfilled spaces' which permits human beings everythino except the
need to take seriously our characters as determined by our roles.
The second solution derives from Kant who distin guished between
the individual as an occu pant of the sensible world who was
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knowable, empirical, determined and unfree, and the individual as
occupant of the intellig ible world who was unknowable,
transcendental, undetermined and free (Dahrendorf, 1973:56-64).
Siivmel, of course, also subscribed to this distinction. Both of
Dahrendorf's solutions are metaphysical. Goffii'an, on the other
hand, presents a solution to Dahrendorf's dilemma from within the
resources of a socioloqical framework.

The concept of role distance has generated some debate
(see Coser, 1966; Stebbins, 1967; Mayntz, 1970) but Goffman's
critics fail to address a fundamental feature of his analysis,
that individuals play situated or interactional roles that are
responsive to the organisation of face-to-face interaction. This
brings us to the second main aspect of Goffman' s approach to the
social construction of the individual, its interactional bases.
6.6.2

Interactional Bases

The preceding section has elaborated some of the ways
in which orcanisations, social roles and other 'social entities'
confer consecuentia1 definitions of the individual. This is a
not always well-appreciated fact about Goffman's work, partly
because his own proorainniatic statements draw attention to his
interactional interests (a tendency likely to be intensified by
retrospective recategorisation

so

r3

the posthumous

publication of 'The interaction order'; 1983a). These
supra-interactiorial entities provide consequential definitions of
the individual because they affect his life chances - a point
that is quite self-evident in Asylums but which is also
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explicitly made in 'Pole distance' (196lb:92). The interactional
bases of the individual are conseouential in a different way; the
principal risk is that the individual will be discredited and
suffer embarrassment.
Before proceeding further, a teruiinolo qical note is
g conceptions of the term
required. We have noted the shiftin
self in Asylums. A further inconsistency arises if we compare
the notion of self as dwelling in a pattern of social control in
the latter work with its definition in 'The insanity of place'
where it is the 'portrait of the individual encoded in the
actions of the subiect itself' (1971:341). As su ggested in 6.1
above, Goffman often relies upon corumonsense understandin gs as a
holding device in his use of this term. But, irore than this,
Goffnian also appears to draw upon some well-established Chicagoan
notions. For Park and Burgess (1969:55) self is the individual's
consciousness of himself which is based upon his status in the
aroups of which he is a member. They maintain, 'we come into the
world as individuals. We acauire status, and become persons'
(ibid). (Compare Park's (1926:137) earlier formulation: 'We come
into the world as individuals, achieve character, and become
persons'.) Goffman often appears to ei p1ov the terms individual,
self and person in this way, althou gh he expressly defines
persons as a 'portrait of the individual encoded in the actions
of others' (1961:341). The actions of others to be considered in
this section are those occurrin
g in face-to-face interaction.
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Underlying the apparent diversity of Goffn!an's
published work are a set of assunvtions about the nature of
interaction. To begin with, peo ple usually want to en qaqe in
interaction that runs smoothly and is canfortable to all
involved. This desired state of interaction contrasts with those
states in which participants feel self-conscious, flustered,
awkward or embarrassed (1953:243-247; 1961b:44-45). It is this
possibility which, in Goffman's famous epigram, makes interaction
a 'gamble'. Unccinfortable situations can only be held at bay by
people 'working ' to maintain the tone of the encounter. In
other words, they must possess certain interactiona]. skills and
use them appropriately.

Central to the task of establishing and maintaininq a
satisfactory 'definition of the situation' is the exchan
ge of
information about the identities and orientations of actors.
1hen we meet others, we need to know something about their
status, knowledgeability , mood, irttt an o fott tx' ot

tc

iudqe what they will expect of us and what we can expect of theni.
Sane of this information is directly available to us fran the
person's conduct: through expressions given in talk and given off
in nonverbal conduct.

Such a description is of course an

artificial reconstruction of what actually occurs. In our
everyday encounters we quickly abeorb this information and we
make inferences about other people's status, mood, and so on
without much conscious thought.
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In examining the flow of information in encounters,
Goffman repeatedly enphasises our capacity to design and control
our interactional activity. This idea of 'impression management'
suggests that people present the impression of themselves that
they wish others to receive in an attet to control how those
others see them. This em phasis has given rise to the cwion
com
plaint that Goffman's view of human nature is thoroughly
'Machiavellian' - that he sees people as entirely maniTDulative,
egoistical and cynical beings (Cuzzort, 1969 is one of the
earliest formulations of this view; see Bryant, 1978 for another
example). Although not without foundation, this interpretation
concentrates on only

one siáe of Go!fi?lan's thirrkincr abcu

interaction, the informational side. There is another side,
centring around Durkheim's notion of ritual, which articulates
the various kinds of care and res pect (or their opposites:
disregard and contempt) that we extend to others. This side
presents a very different picture of human nature.

Here Goffman borrows some of Durkheim's ideas about the
social character of religious behaviour and proposes that they
can shed light on certain asnects of face-to-face interaction.
Durkheim's thinking about religious ritual is extended to the
interactional sphere. Thus, Goffman argues that it is through a
g someone as 'Mr' or 'Mrs',
multitude of minor acts - addressin
fetching a chair for a guest, aoloaising for late arrival - we
show our respect and regard for the feelinas of others and the
beliefs we hold about the proper treatment of those others.
Thus, these minor acts can be seen as 'interaction rituals',
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throuch which we affirm the proper character of our relationship
to others. Conversely, if we wish to snub or insult others,
we do so through the self-same medium of these interaction
rituals. Attention to the ritual dimension of interaction leads
Goffman (1955) to prcose two ver y basic social rules. For
mutually satisfactory interaction to take place, persons must
follow a rule of self-respect (they must conduct themeelves in a
way that shows some pride, dionity and honour) and a rule of
considerateness (they must treat others tactfully).

Ritual considerations may iiv p inqe on inpression
manaqement. Goffman maintains that our self-presentations have a
iroral character. That is to say, when we present ourselves in a
certain way (eq as students), then we have a iroral right to
expect others (e q teachers) to treat us in that way. Biqhts and
duties are part of how we present ourselves to others and their
treatrrnt of us. Thus, Goffman shows that troral obli gations are
built right into the detail of interaction. Morality is not
something that is diffusely located in 'society' but is rather
mediated and renewed in everyday social encounters.

The ritual element of interaction is ver y clearly to
the fore in some of Goffinan's mid-f if le g work ('On face-work';
'The nature of deference and demeanor'). In a manner reminiscent
of Durkheim's 'Individualism and the intellectuals' (1969),
Goffman writes:
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'... this secular world is not so irreligious as we
might think. Many gods have been done away with, but
the individual himself stubbornly rnains as a deity of
considerable importance.' (1956:499)

Attention to the ritual dimension in interaction leads to a
contrastinq image of human nature to that of the cynical
gamesman: individuals are seen as little islands of sacredness.
Moreover, attention to the ritual dimension also leads to a
qeneral conception of interactional process as involving the
tactful collaboration of the parties to the encounter rather than
individualist strateqising.

The informational and ritual sides of Goffman's
socioloqy represents his attempt to work through the
interactional consequences of classic antinomy between egoism and
altruism. Moreover the ritual aspect, prominent in the early
Goffman, continues to be an abiding concern right up to Forms of
Talk where the clearest expression of these two sides of his
sociology is found (see 1981a:14-15, 21 on s ystem and rithal
constraints). In a series of publications Collins (e q 1980,
l988a, 1988b) has suggested that 'the deeoest layer in Coffman's
works, his core intellectual vision, is a continuation of the
Durkheimian tradition' (1988b:43). It is worth noting that
Gcffnian's earliest formulation of the ritual model is developed
in opposition to what he saw as the unduly instrumental emphasis
in Weber's and G.H. Nead's account of interaction. Whilst Weber
and Mead stressed hcw individuals 'take others into
consideration' in pursuing their actions, C-offrnan sought to
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balance this calculative bias by emphasising how we 'give
consideration to other persons' (1953:103).

There are thus two root images of the individual
employed by Goffman: the potentially manipulative, egoistic
gaines-player (which reaches its apotheosis in Strateaic
Interaction) and the little qod who is due deference and
cons iderateness. These maces derive from the two major
constraints on face-to-face interaction, informational and
ritual. Informational constraints concern the expression and
control of information given and given off. They are ultimately
determined by the limits of the physical capacities of the human
body and there is thus the possibility of pancultural
formulations (the 'system constraints'). Ritual constraints
concern the interactional expression and control of one's own
feelings and those of others. Whilst standards of res pect etc
are enormously culturally variable, certain universals of
politeness behaviour have been postulated (see Levinson and
Brown, 1987).

Within this general framework of interactional
constraints Goffman presents a series of distinctions to
accommodate what actually transpires in given instances of
interaction. The role of interactant is, in a sense, additional
to whatever social role the individual must play in an encounter
(1967:116, 135). Goffinan suggests

'... the individual does not go about merely going about
his business. He goes about constrained to sustain a
viable image of himself in the eyes of others. Since
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local circumstances always will reflect upon hini, and
since these circumstances wil vary unexpectedly and
constantly... self work will be continuously
necessary.' (1971:185)

For 'self work' to be successful, the co-operation or at least
the for bearance of others is reauired. The self is here seen as
a collaborative achievement, accatiplished through face-to--face
interaction with others.
In 'On face-work' and Presentation the individual as an
interactant is seen in dual terms as a social product and an
agent. As a social product the self is an 'image' which is
'pieced together' from the expressive implications of the
encounter (1967:31) or as a 'performed character', a 'dramatic
effect' (1959:252) arising from the interaction. As an a gent the
self is 'a kind of player in a ritual aan'e' (1967:31) or 'a
harried fabricator of impressions' (1959:253). The self as image
or performed character is aenerated as a product of interaction,
whereas the self as player or performer is the active agent who
initiates action in an encounter.

In Goffman's later work these anthropomorphic
conceptions q ive way to views of the individual phrased as
interactional functions. In Relations in Public Coffman
introduces 'two things an individual can be': (1) a 'vehicular
unit', that is, 'a shell of some kind controlled by a human pilot
or navigator' and a 'participation unit', which is not explicitly
defined but which consists of the subset 'sin gle' and 'with'
(1971:5-6, 19).

In Frame Analysis Goffman identifies four
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'functions' of the individual participating in ordinary talk:
principal, animator, figure and strategist (1974:517-523). This
terminology is further developed under the auspices of
'production format' and 'participation framework' in Forms of
Talk (see Appendix F). As Czyzewski (1987:34, table 1) shows,
there are continuities between the early notions of self as
social product and participation framework, and self as agent and
production format.

The analysis of the individual simply as an
interactiorial functionary bereft of a 'substantival self'
(Weigert, 1975) is a major cause of concern for Goffinan's more
philosophically-inclined critics. Maclntyre concludes that
Goffman has 'li quidated the self into its role-playing ' (1981:30)
and advocates an older conception of the self in which
Aristotelian 'virtues' are central. Others, such as Miller
(1984, 1986) find Goffman's sociolo gical view of the self as
extreme. Goffrnan appears to regard the individual personality as
an illusion, a mere interactional effect. Goffman's view denies
genuine agency to the individual and fails to address the
persistence and continuity of the self through time. A 'constant
self' (Psathas & Waksler, 1973) or 'firm self' (Psathas, 1977:86)
is conspicuous by its absence. Others, notably Gonos (1977,
1980) reqard Goffman's 'c3ecentering' of the self a considerable
and praiseworthy achievement, evidence of the Qenuinelv
scientific status (in a structuralist sense) of his work.
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It is worth noting that these criticisms are distinct
from the complaint that Goffr'an's actor is a Machiavellian
manipulator, for they have a common source in the perceived need
to provide sociological analysis with a more substantive view of
the human agent as social being. They contribute to the debate
about what might be called 'philosophical anthropolo gy' (cf.
Honneth and Joas, 1988). Goffman was not interested in these
issues. However, the criticisms serve to underline the
thoroughly sociological thrust of Goffrnan's approach to the self.
In all his writings Goffman is attempting to 'deconstruct' the
self in social terms and is constantly trying to push a
consistently sociological perspective on the self to its limits.
In this res pect it is not surprising that he can be read as
criticising commonserise and old liberal conceptions of the
individual. The self is not a substance, 'not an entity
half-concealed behind events, but a changeable formula for
manag in
g oneself during them' (1974:573). Yet despite the
consistently sociolog ical thrust of Goffman's deconstruction, he
does not quite accomplish the structuralist ideal of a complete
deletion or decentrincT of the self. It is true that Frame
Analysis and Forms of Talk herald an unprecedented atomization of
the self into emphameral stances aoverned by the frame or footing
of the interaction. In so doing Goffman shows that the area
occupied by the Meadian 'me' is considerably more extensive than
might have been thou ght, but in most of his writings, there is an
'I' to be detected.

To examine this further, the

psychobiolog ical bases of the individual must be considered.
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6.6.3

Psychobiological Bases
Since face-to-face interaction involves the physical

presence of human beings, Coffman recognises that there will be
'an inevitable ps ychobiological element' in whatever transpires
and this may involve 'emotion, mood, coanition, bodily
orientation and muscular effort' (l983a:3). This section poses
the cuestion, what is the significance of the psychobiological
element in Goffrnan's analysis of the individual?

In Mead's famous distinction between the 'I' and the
'me' (1934:173-178 esp.) the

'I' is the spontaneous and

unselfconscious aspect of the self which is rooted in the
psycholoqical and biological impulses of the individual. The'me'
in contrast is a distillation of the responses and attitudes of
others to the 'I' and is thoroughly social in nature. Goffman's
dimorphic concep tion of self as agent (self as player or
performer) and social product (self as image or performed
character) appears to reproduce Mead's distinction.

However, Goffrnan is unwilling to grant the
psychobiological dimension a free-standing or independent
status. The performer is 'a harried fabricator of impressions
involved in the a1l-too-htman task of staging a performance'
(1959:252). The capacities ascribed to this performer include
social learning , dreaming, anxiety in anticipation of a
performance, gregariousness, tact and shame. But Goffn'an goes on
to suggest:
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'These attributes of the individual qua performer are
not merely the depicted effect of particular
performances; they are psychobioloq ical in nature, and
yet they seem to arise out of intimate interaction with
the contiriqencies of staainq performances.'
(ibid:253-254)

Earlier in Presentation he observes:

'The expressive coherence that is required in
performances points out a crucial discrepancy between
our all-too-human selves and our socialized selves. As
human beings we are presumably creatures of variable
irripulse with moods and energies which chan ge from one
moment to the next. As characters put on for an
audience, however, must not be subject to ups and
downs... Through social discipline ... a mask of manner
can be held in place from within.' (ibid:56-57)

Goffman appears to posit as part of our 'all-too-human selves'
something a little more substantial than the evanescent Meadian
'I', something tore closely akin to Cooley's conception of the
'looking-glass self'. (It is interesting to note that Cooley is
referenced on four occasions in Presentation: eaö ôoes not merit.
a single mention.) Whilst Goffman does not ao cuite so far as to
suggest that the imag inations we have of one another are the
'solid facts of society ' (Coole y , 1909; Jandy, 1942), he does
place great store by the imaginative life of the individual, as
befits an author whose earliest work dealt with the projection of
fantasy. For example:
'... it is known, althouah perhaps not sufficiently
appreciated, that the individual spends a considerable
amount of time bathina his wounds in fantasy, imagining
the worst things that might befall him, daydreamina
about matters sexual, monetary, and so forth. He also
rehearses what he will say when the time comes... We
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are the vehicles of society; but we are also overheated
enqines prone to keep firinq even though the ignition
is turned off.' (1974:551-552)

Fantasies, daydreams, variable moods and energies and the like
must be disciplined and channelled for euphoric interaction to
take place.
A leading concern of Goffrnan's sociology is the nature
of involvement

(see,

eg,

1953:247-257;

1967:113-136;

1963a:33-79). Especially in conversational interaction the
individual must mobilise his psychobiological resources to
sustain some cognitive and affective eriarossment in the activity.
Spontaneous involvement is the desired state for conversational
interaction. As ever in Goffn'an, the features of involvement are
best observed in the breach, in 'aways' and other external
preoccupations (l963a:69-75) and 'self-', 'interaction-', and
'other-consciousness' (1967:118-125), in 'frame breaks' and
'necative experiences' (1974:345-438). Spontaneous involvement
is a fragile thing which can be broken by overly-tactful conduct
leading to boredai on the one hand, and by various forms of
'flooding out' (laughter, anger, embarrassment) on the other.
In Goffman's sociology, emharrassvent is the cardinal
emotion (cf. Schudson, 1984). It arfas when an interactant
projects a self that is then threatened or discredited by the
expressive facts which come to light in the encounter
(1967:107-108). Embarrassment is thus conceptualised as a
'formal property' of interaction which disrupts the 'kind of
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canfort' felt durinq encounters 'which has to do with the
coherence and decisiveness with which the individual assumes a
well-integrated role and pursued momentary objectives having
nothing to do with the content of the actions themselves'
(1967:101). Goffxnan's focus is on the interactional conseauences
of the emotion of embarrassment for the individual as an
interactant rather than the personal consequences of the
embarrassing act of the individual (cf. Babcock, 1988;
Fiochschild, 1983).
Goffman's treatment of embarrassment is typical of his
treatment of emotion more qenerally , for he is consistently more
interested in the conseauences of its interactional
manifestations than its function as a sign of the individual's
inward states. Thus in 'On face-work' he argues that
'spontaneously expressed feelinas are likely to fit into the
formal pattern of thE. ritual interchanqe more elegantly than
consciously designed ones' (1967:23). Besponse cties are riot
expressions of unsocialised feelin qs but have a display function
(1981a:78-123). Genc3erisms display not the essential bioloqical
natures of men and women but the culturally conventional
assumptions about how those natures are to become evident in
social situations (1979:3-8).

ny doctrine of natural expression

is cuite alien to Goffrnan.

Yet for all his persistently social accountin
gs aimed
at canbatting the touching tendency to keep a part of the world
safe from socioloqy, Goffrnan recoqnises an element of
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indeterminancy in social life which emanates from the
psychobiology of the individual. Faulty persons, the
stigmatised, mental patients and all those others who refuse to
keep the social place assigned them are realising their
individual purposes and desires, their all-too--human selves.
Like Sirnmel, Goffman consigns these matters to the 'contents'
category beyond sociological analysis; the particularities of
individual purposes and desires are, in some res pects, beyond
scientific modes of analysis. Simmel's comment that 'all human
being and doinq... flows from enigmatic forces' (1950:333) finds
an echo in Goffman's observation that 'after a sieech, the
sp
eaker and audience rightfully return to the flickerina,
cross-purposed, messy irresolution of their

unknowable

circumstances' (1981a:195).

6.7

Formal Sociology and the Individual

There are further affinities and corivergences between
Sirimel and Goffn'an's views of the individual which can be briefly
mentioned. Siffurel's notion that 'character always means that
persons or things are definitely committed to an individual mode
of existence as distinct from and excludin g any other' (1978:432;
cf ibid:232 on weak character) is convergent with C-off'an's
conception in 'Where the action is'. There is a nascent version
of role distance present in Simrnel's observation that members of
secret orders often act simply as functionaries whose 'personal
outlines' disappear behind the discharge of a 'predetermined
role' (1950:373).

In arauing for the reciprocal nature of
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qratitude, Simmel comments that 'man is not the merchant of
himself... his aualities, the powers and functions which emanate
from him, do not simply lie before him like merchandise on a
counter' (1950:391). This is, in a curious way, quite consistent
with Goffnian's 'as performers, we are merchants of morality'
(1959:251) if the collaborative aspect of the production of
performances is emphasised.

At the oijtset of this chapter it was argued that whilst
Siirinel sought to preserve the spirit from complete socialisation,
Goffman contrariwise attempted to press the social determination
of the individual as far as he could. Yet both authors arrive at
a remarkably similar position. Roth uncover a range of hitherto
unenvisaged social determinations of the individual and his
action, deriving from the money economy and the forms of
sociation, and the interaction order respectively. In Goffman's
case there is a much greater reluctance to admit non-social
sources of the individual into account. This can be seen most
clearly in his attempt to dissolve the 'perduring self' in to a
series of interactional functions (1961b and 1974:293-300) and
his argument that expressions of p
ersonal identity are determined
by frame-relevant relationships (1974:573-574). Nevertheless,
for Goffman the psychobiological dimension introduces a source of

unpredictability

into interaction.

Thus, despite apparent

differences in their points of de parture, their analyses of the
individual arrive at a common terminus. This arises from their
shared adherence to a formal sociology which is necessarily
selective in its analytical stand points and which sets the
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contents of particular individuals' purposes and desires outside
the remit of

socioloqy. In so

doing both Siiimiel and Goffman

leave space for the Kantian presupposition of a free,
undetermined but unknowable self. But the knowable self is shown
to be a much more social creature than Kant ever envisaged.
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CHAPTER 7
CONcLUS ION
7.1

Possibilisrn
Unlike most major sociologists, neither Sin,xnel nor

Goffnian were much concerned with the social role of the
socioloaist and the issue of the wider im pact of sociological
knledqe on society. For critics of a Marxian or 'radical'
persuasion, this caiprises a major flaw in their socioloqies.
Lukacs, a student of Simmel's, looked to Marx to remedy the
ahistorical and pessimistic elements of his teacher's thought
(see Arato and Breines, 1979), whilst Couldner and his followers
(Gouldner, 1971; Bandyopadhay, 1971; Young, 1971) have insisted
that the 'conservative' character of Goffrnan's socioloay requires
supplementinq with an analysis of history and social structure if
its liberatory potential is to be realised. Under the rubric
' possibilisrp ' I want to consider one aspect of the formal
socioloq ies of Sinimel and Goffrnan which addresses these issues.

The neolect of history and social structure is more an
apparent than real criticism of their sociologies. As was argued
in chapter 4, both Simmel and Goffman entertain stronq
reservations about conventional accounts of social structure when
specifyinc their analytical interests in the forms of sociation
and the interaction order. Simmel's earliest version of 'The
problem of sociology' (1895) distinauished between historical and
analytical approaches to the form of sociation; Siirmel's
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preference was for the latter, but the historical approacth was
considered valid and legitimate. Goffman (1983c) explains his
own disinterest in historical analysis as a consequence of the
influence of Radcliffe-Brown on post-war Chicagoan socioloay:
Radcliffe-Brown urged social scientists to examine the functions,
not the history, of the social practices they investiaated.
Goffiian recognises the validity of consideration of the
historical dimension, and welccmes the growinq interest among
historians in the lives of ordinary people.

Formal sociology endeavours to explicate the necessary,
always applicable aspects of social forma. But this does not
preclude the emeraence of new forms. Scaff (1988:24) suggests
that 'Sizrrnel wanted to know the world in its infinitude, as it
just might possibly becape'.

The prospect of an ever-deepening

traaedy of culture represents the pessimistic side of Sin'mal's
thinking about the future, as does his rnisaivinas about
socialism. But there is a more optimistic side which considers
the possibilities of alternative forms of

social life. Sirr'rrel

(1978:242) prqoses that there are two aspects to the notion of
possibility which are not always sufficiently distinauished: an
exjstina set of skills and ener gies and the realisation of these
capacities under conditions which cannot be full y predicted. He
further araues that many potentialities lie dormant within
individuals since life only allows a limited set of them to be
realised (ibid:154). For

Siwirel,

then, the unpredictability of

the future and the dynamic potentialities of the individual
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afford the prospect of an ever more differentiated human social
life.
Sirnmel's possibilistic concerns are most clearly
evident in his remarks on super- and subordination and in the
essays on woman. In his discussion of authority relations Simznel
recoqnises their freauent orqanisational necessity bot aoes on to
consider some ways in which the degradation associated with
super- and subordination can be avoided. He considers measures
such as the separation of person and position (1950:283-284;
1978:336-337) and reciprocal and alternatirx assignation of
superordinate and subordinate statuses (1950:286-291; 1955:154).
The same possibilistic concerns animate his writin gs on women
(cf. 3.6 above) which consider the chanqes which may be achieved
in the relations between men and women and the prospect of a
'female culture' (Simmel, 1984). He was once reported to have
remarked, 'there are not enou qh catecories, just as there are not
enough sexes' (in Gassen arid Landmann, 1958:174).
Goffinan's possibilisrn is a little more guarded. On the
one hand there is4 conservatism that is deeply embedded in
Goffinan's socioloqy in its Durkheimian insistence upon the role
of rules in moral regulation and in the formalist attejipt to
uncover the universal properties of interactionsi practices.
Goffrnan certainly did not subscribe to any shallow view of social
reconstruction which saw social change as potentially beqinnina
in the very next encounter (as does Harr, 1979). Nor was he
optimistic about reform of the treatment of the mentally ill (see
1961a:384). On the other hand the social constructionism
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vividly evident in his work on gender su ggests that widereaching
chanaes in the arrangements between the sexes are possible. In
'The insanity of place' he maintains 'we can all a gree that
everything should be done to patch up bodies and keep them alive,
but certainly not that social organizations of all kinds should
be preserved' (1971:387). And despite the Durkheirnian insistence
on rules, there are often very good arounds for breakina them.
'Even a loosely defined social atherina is still a tiaht little
room', he writes, but 'there are more doors leadina out of it and
more psychologically normal reasons for ste pping through them
than are dreamt of by those who are always loyal to situational
society' (1963a:241).

These possibilistic concerns represent one respect in
which the socioloaies of Simnl and Goffn'an connect with the
issue of the relation of sociolo gical knowledge to society.
Althouah not a prominent aspect of their socioloqies, they do
indicate that both authors were not sinply engaged jn sociobooy
for socioloay's sake. A knowled ge of what is necessar y in social
life can permit a realistic appraisal of what is possible.

7.2

Reading Goffman Through Sirrirnel

This thesis has attemted to provide arounds for a
g of C-of fran. This is scarcely an original
Sip nlian readin
interpretation; that Goffriian represents a conteporary Simnrrel is
a commonplace in the secondary literature. However, what the
thesis has tried to do is to work throuah the common place in
detail and to see what it miqht amount to, and to my knowledge
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this has not been tried before. Moreover, the comparison of the
two socioloaies has drawn upon the work of many commentators on
Simniel and Goffman; as Siinrnel once observed, 'most products of
our intellectual creation contain a certain quota which was not
produced by ourselves' (1968:41).
Nor is any claim made to have provided an exhaustive
and definitive Siipmelian reading of Goffman. The thesis
identifies some salient points of comparison between the two
socioloqies and at the same time demonstrates that there is not
always a straiqhtforward fit between them. Part of the rationale
for the first two chapters, which reconstruct the anatomy of
their socioloq ies, was to guard against the discovery of specious
similarities based upon a partial and selective renderin g of
their ideas. The third chapter's examination of select4
substantive top ics demonstrated some aenuine affinities between
Simmel's and Goffpian's treatments of personal knowledge,
dramaturay, action and aender as well as the differing sccpes of
their analyses. Goffman's narrower focus on the interaction
order and the social or gariisation of experience apprehended in
frame analytical terms stands in contrast to the wider scope and
more discursive approach of SirTrnel's analyses of the forms of
sociation. Perhaps the stronaest case which can be made for a
Sj.mrnelian readin
g of Goffman rests un the methodological and
procedural similarities and associated assum
ptions about the
nature of social life which were identified in chapters 4 and 5.
On the basis of the arauments presented in those chapters it can
he concluded that Goffman's sociolocy comprises a fuller
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realisation of Simmel's formal approach that the latter was able
to achieve, and it does so in a manner more in keeping with the
spirit informing Slirmel's enterprise than certain of his avowed
followers, notably von Wiese. Chapter 6 compared and contrasted
their views on the individual. animated by op posing impulses the one attemptina to resist the socialisation of the s pirit, the
other endeavouring to press that socialisatiort to its limit both authors nevertheless converge in uncovering a range of ways
in which the 'fincers of society' reach into the details of the
individual's thought and action. In both Simmel and Goffman the
individual emerges as a thorouahly social bot not
'oversocialized' (Wrong , 1961) creature. Whilst there is a
historical dimension to Simipel's account of the social
determinations of the individual, Goffman's analysis is more
closely circumscribed to the interactiorial domain.

From the outset it was recoanised that certain risks
inhered in the attempt at a lon g-range intellectual aenealoqy
such as is attem
p ted in qualified terms by this thesis. These
risks are compounded by the peculiar nature of Simmel's work
suirud up by his 'cash le gacy ' observation. Nevertheless, the
thesis has attempted to demonstrate the value of a detailed
comparison of the two sociologies. tjnlike Levine's (1957; 1980)
comparison of the very tRifferent sociologies of Simmel and
Parsons which largely reveals broad perspectival differences, the
comparison of the two more closely akin enterprises considered
here can shed some liaht on the difficult notions of progress and
deve1oment in sociology. Goffman is in no sense a mere epiaone
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of Simmel. His analyses have qreater conceptual rigour and are
note consistently sociological and less broken by psycholoaical
microscopy than Sinwiel's. Goffman's conce p ts and frameworks are
more amenable to emp irical app lication by researchers. In this
modest sense it may be possible to speak of 'advance' in
socioloay. Thus, whilst the primary obiective of the thesis has
been to use Simtcel to frame Goffmar, the comparison also helps us
to situate Simmel. In this respect it is hoped that the thesis
has served to put some

flesh on Kurt Wolff's apothegm (ouoted in

Laurence, 1975:30), 'Geor q Simmel needs us as we need him'.
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APPENDIX A
ENGLISH TRANSLATIONS OF SOCIOLOGY: INVESTIGATIONS OF THE FORMS OF SOCIATION
(First edition, Leipzig: Duncker & Humblot, 1908, 782pp; second edition,
Munich & Leipzig: Duncker & Humblot, 1922, 578pp; sixth edition, Berlin:
Duncker & Humblot, 1983, 578pp.)
THE PROBLEM OF SOCIOLOGY
Das Pmblan der SzziologLe
Excursus on the Problem: How is Society Possible?
Exkurs i±erdas Problen: wie ist Gesllschaft bglidi?

1959: 310-336
1983:1-20
1 959:337-56
1983:21-30

II

THE QUANTITATIVE DETERMINATION OF THE GROUP
Die quantitative Pestimrheit der Groppe

1950:87-177
1983:32-ico

III

SUPER- AND SUBORDINATION
Uber- tind UnterDrdnung
Excursus on Outvoting
Exkurs iiber die Uberstiimung

1950:179-303
1983:101-185
1950:239-249
1983:142-147

IV

CONFLICT
Der Str'eit

1955:11-123
1983:186-255

V

THE SECRET AND THE SECRET SOCIETY
Das Geheiiinis und die iein Gesellschaft
Excursus on Adornment
E&urs iber den Schruck
Excursus on Written Communication
&urs Uber den schriftlichen Verkehr

1950:305-376
1983:257-304
1 950:338-344
1983:278-281
1950:352-355
1983:287-288

VI

THE INTERSECTION OF SOCIAL CIRCLES
Die Kreuzung zialer Kreise

1955:125-195
1983:305-344

VII

THE POOR
Der Arme
Excursus on the Negativity of Collective Modes
of Behaviour
E&urs uber die Netivitat Kollektiver Veria1turweisei

1965:118-148
1983:345-379

VIII THE SELF-PRESERVATION OF THE SOCIAL GROUP
Die Selbstertialtung der sozialen Gn.ippe
Excursus on Hereditary Office
d'uras ber das Er'bant
Excursus on Social Psychology
Exkursus i.ber Sozia1pscb3logie
Excursus on Faithfulness & Gratitude
Exkursus iiber Treue urki Dankbarceite

1950:396-401
1983:359-362
r1898:662-698;
829-836; 35-50]
1983:375-459
1983:391-396
1983:421-425
1950:379-395
1983:438-447
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IX

X

SPACE AND THE SPATIAL ORDERING OF SOCIETY
Der Rain und die runlichen Ordnungen der Gesellschaft
Excursus on the Social Boundary
Exkursus fiber die sziale egrenzung
Excursus on the Sociology of the Senses
Exkursus iber die Sziologie der Sme
Excursus on the Stranger
Exkursus uber den Fixien
THE ENLARGEMENT OF THE GROUP AND THE
DEVELOPMENT OF INDIVIDUALITY
Die Erweitenng der Gruppe und die Jusbildg
der Indivióalitat
Excursus on the Nobility
Exkursus uber den Adel
Excursus on the Analogy of Individual Psychological and Sociological Conditions
Eckursus uber die PnalogLe der individualpsyctloschen
und der sociologLscben Verbaithisse
The Categories of Human Experience

Note: [

J

1983:460-526
1983:467-470
'1 969: 356-36
1983:483-493
1950:402-408
1983:509-512
[1971: 251-293]
1 93:527-573
1971:199-213
1983:545-552

1983:565-568
1971 :36-40
1908: 771-775

partial translation
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APPENDIX B

A CITITICN (DtJNT AND

INVEN'IORY OF REFERENCES

'ID SIMMEL IN

GOFFMAN S WRITINGS

I.

Citation Count
'Symbols' 1951: 1
Communication Conduct: 7
'On face work' 1955: 1
'Deference and demeanor' 1956: 2
Presentation 1959: 2
Encounters 1961: 2
Behavior 1963: 2
'Where the action is' 1967: 1
Relations in Public 1971: 2
Frame Analysis 1974: 1
Total = 21

II. An Inventory of References to Simmel in Goffman's Writings
1. Symbols of Class Status, 1951, 294n4:
Status symbols visibly divide the social world into
categories of persons, thereby helping to maintain
solidarity within a category and hostility between different
categories. (4)
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(4) See G. Simnel, 'Fashion', International Quarterly, vol
X, pp 130-55.

2. Coimminicat ion Conduct in an Island Coinnunjy
'...there exists an immeasurable number of less
conspicuous forms of relationship and kinds of
interaction. Taken singly, they may appear negligible.
But since in actuality they are inserted into the
comprehensive and, as it were, official social
formations, they alone produce society as we knoi, it.
To confine ourselves to the large social formations
resembles the older science of anatcmy with its
limitation to the major, definitely circumscribed
organs such as heart, liver, lungs, and stomach, and
with its neglect of the innumerable, popularly nated or
unknoiin tissues. Yet without these, the nore obvious
organs could never constitute a living organism. On
the basis of the major social formations - the
traditional subject matter of social science - it uld
be similarly impossible to piece together the real life
of society as we encounter it in our experience.
Without the interspersed effects of countless minor
syntheses, society would break up into a nultitude of
discontinuous systems. Sociation continuously ierges
and ceases and emerges again. 'Even wiere ics eternaX
flux and pulsation are not sufficiently strong to form
organisations proper, they link individuals together.
That people look at one another and are jealous of one
another; that they exchange letters or dine together;
that irrespective of all tangible interests they strike
one another as pleasant or unpleasant; that gratitude
for altruistic acts makes for inseparable union; that
one asks another man after a certain street, and that
people dress arid adorn themselves for one another - the
whole gamut of relations that play from one person to
another and that may be nonentary or permanent,
conscious or unconscious, ephemeral or of grave
consequence (and from which these illustrations are
quite casually chosen), all these incessantly tie men
together. Here are the interactions among the atoms of
society. They account for all the toughness and
elasticity, all the colour and consistency of social
life, that is so striking and yet so mysterious. '1'

(1) Georg Simnel in Kurt H. Wolff, The Sociolqgy of Geog
Siirmel (New York: The Free Press, 1950), pp.9-10
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3.

1953, 81:
Thus, if the term communication be employed broadly to cover
the process by which a recipient acquires both streams of
signs (receiving one, taking the other), then we see that
communication is usually asymmetrical; the sender is
involved in one stream of signs, the recipients in two. As
Simnel suggests:
• all of human intercourse rests on the fact that
everybody knows something rrore about the other than the
other voluntarily reveals to him...' (1)

(1) Simirel, op cit, p.323

4.

1953, 128 n.1:
Events which may be classified as social occasions
themselves vary in certain ways. Some of these dimensions
will be suggested here.

1. Social occasions vary according to the degree to which
participants recognise that the goal or object of the
occasion is realised within the occasion itself. (1)

(1) Simrrel, of course, makes this point op cit, p.45, where
in comparing sociability to play he says:
In as much as in the purity of its manifestations,
sociability has no objective purpose, no content, no
extrinsic results, it entirely depends on the
personalities among whom it occurs. Its aim is nothing
but the success of the sociable moment and, at most,
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menry of it. Hence the conditions ar3 results of the
process of sociability are exclusively the persons who
fir themselves at a social gathering. Its character
is determined by such personal qualities as amiability,
refinement, cordiality, and many other sources of
attraction.
In his lectures, Professor Shils has made the sane
point in reference to primary groups.

5.

1953, 143:
The meaning and significance of interruption will, of
course, vary. I n formally organized interplays explicit and
specific sanctions may exist for curbing interruptions. In
court trials, for example, we have contempt of court
actions. Simnel has referred to the practice in some
medieval guilds of imposing a fine upon those who
interrupted an alderman in his speech. (1)

(1) Simirel, op cit, ftn, p.349

6. 1953, 275n1:

1.

It would seem that the only sizeable literature on

poise is to be found in books on etiquette and manners. On
the whole, this material has been scorned by social
scientists, presumably because the significant observation
on the noral norns of interplay contained therein are
indiscriminately mixed in both, with personal exhortations
as to how individuals ought to behave and with optimistic
clams as to how leaders of circles now extinct (or becoming
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so) actually conduct themselves. In scorning these works we
have also, of course, scorned to study many fundamental
aspects of interaction.
Unfortunately scine students have similarly by-passed
Simmel's treatment of 'sociability' because of the courtly
bias in sane of the standards he describes.

7.

1953, 300-301:
others will feel that he has projected into the
situation an assumption as to how he ought to be treated and
hence, by implication, a conception of himself. If this
projection did not occur - if this initial social
identification did not take place - then the participants
could not begin to act in an orderly way to one another. As
Simmel suggests, 'The first condition of having to deal 'with
somebody at all is to know with whom one has to deal'. (1)

(1)
8.

Sirnrrel,

op cit p.3O7

1953, 331:
In the case of strangers from off the island, whose past
life could not be thoroughly known, care had to be taken to
stay off topics that while not known to be embarrassing
could be embarrassing.

Thus, the islanders were

sufficiently tactful towards strangers not to iruire into
matters such as religion but to stay of f the topic and wait
for information to be volunteered, thereby illustrating

4-36

Siirmal's dictum that discretion '.. consists by no means
only in the respect for the secret of the other, for his
specific will to conceal this or that from us, but in
staying away from the knowledge of all that the other does
not expressly reveal to us. (1)

(1) Simnel, op cit pp.320-321
A functional implication of this kind of tact is, of
course, that the strangers voluntarily provide
information to others of the kind they will require in
handling them.

9. On face-work 1955, 2l8nlO; 1967, 16n10:
Certain protective manoeuvres are as coimion as these
defensive ones. The person shows respect and politeness,
making sure to extend to others any ceremonial treatment
which might be their due. He employs discretion; he leaves
unstated facts which might implicitly or explicitly
contradict and embarrass the positive claims made by others.
(10)

(10) When the person knows the others well, he will know
what issues ought not to be raised and what situations
the others ought not to be placed in, and he will be
free to introduce matters at will in other areas. When
the others are strangers to him, he will often reverse
the formula, restricting himself to specific areas he
knows are safe. On these occasions, as Simirel
suggests, '.. .discretion consists by no means only in
the respect for the secret of the other, for his
specific will to conceal this or that from us, but in
staying away from the knowledge of all that the other
does not expressly reveal to us.' See The Sociology of
Georg Sirnmel (Kurt H. Wolff, tr. and ed.); Glencoe,
Ill, Free Press, 1950; pp.320-321
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10. Deference and demeanour 1956, 481; 1967, 62-63
Avoidance rituals, as a term, may be employed to refer to
those forms of deference which lead the actor to keep at a
distance from the recipient and not violate what Siiruil
(1950:321) has called the 'ideal sphere' that lies around
the recipient:
Although differing in size in various directions and
differing according to the person with whom one
entertains relations, this sphere cannot be penetrated,
unless the personality value of the individual is
thereby destroyed. A sphere of this sort is place
around man by his honor. Language poignantly
designates an insult to one's honor as 'coming too
close', the radius of this sphere marks, as it were,
the distance whose trespassing by another person
insults one's honor.

11. 1956. 482-483; 1967. 65-66:
In our society, rules regarding the keepir of one's
distance are nultitudinous and strong. They tend to focus
around certain matters, such as physical places and
properties defined as the recipient's 'own', the body's
sexual equinent, etc. An important focus of deferential
avoidance consists in the verbal care that actors are
obliged to exercise so as not to bring into discussion
matters that might be painful, embarrassing, or humiliating
to the recipient. In Simmel's words (1950:322):
The same sort of circle which surrounds man - although
it is value-accentuated in a very different sense - is
filled out by his affairs and by his characteristics.
To penetrate this circle by taking notice, constitutes
a violation of his personality. Just as material
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property is, so to speak, an extension of the ego, and
any interference with our property is, for this reason,
felt to be a violation of the person, there also is an
intellectual private-property, whose violation effects
a lesion of the ego in its very center. Discretion is
nothing but the feeling that there exists a right in
regard to the sphere of the immediate life contents.
Discretion, of course, differs in its extension with
different personalities just as the positions of honour
and of property have different radii with respect to
'close' individuals, and to strangers, and indifferent
persons.

12. The Presentation of Self in Everyday Life, 1959, xii:
The justification for this approach (as I take to be the
justification for Sinimel's also) is that the illustrations
together fit into a coherent framework that ties together
bits of experience the reader has already had and provides
the student with a guide worth testing in case-studies of
institutional social life.
13. 1959, 69n3:
Of course, in the matter of keeping social distance, the
audience itself will often co-operate by acting in a
respectful fashion, in awed regard for the sacred integrity
imputed to the performer. As Sinuiel suggests:
To act upon the second of these decisions corresponds
to the feeling (which also operates elshere) that an
ideal sphere lives around every human being. Although
differing in size in various directions and differing
according to the person with whom one entertains
relations, this sphere cannot be penetrated,unless the
personality value of the individual is thereby
destroyed. A sphere of this sort is placed around man
by his 'honor'. Language very poignantly designates an
insult to one's honor as 'coming too close': the radius
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of this sphere marks, as it were, the distance whose
trespassing by another person insults one's honor. (3)

(3) The Sociology of Georg Sine1, trans. and ed. Kurt H.
Wolff (Glencoe, III: The Free Press, 1950), P.321

14. Fun in Gaines, 1961, 21-22:
Just as properties of the material context are held at bay
arid not allowed to penetrate the mutual activity of an
encounter, so also certain properties of the participants
will be treated as if they were not present. For this let
us irove from gaines to social parties. Sirr1's famous
description of the encounters of 'pure sociability' provides
examples:
The fact is that whatever the participants in the
gathering may possess in terms of objective attributes
- attributes that are centred outside the particular
gathering in question - must not enter it. Wealth,
social position, erudition, fame, exceptional
capabilities and merits, may not play any part in
sociability. At most they may perform the role of mere
nuances of that immaterial character with which reality
alone, in general, is allowed to enter the social work
of art called sociability. (7)
Sociability is the game in which one 'does as if' all
were equal, and at the same time, as if one honored
each of them in particular. (8)
This reduction of the personal character which
homogenous interact ion with others imposes on the
individuals may even make him lean over backward, if we
may say so: a characteristically sociable behavior
trait is the courtesy with which the strong and
extraordinary individual not only makes himself the
equal of the weaker, but even acts as if the weaker
were the more valuable and superior. (9)
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Simroel's embarrassing effort to treat sociability as a type
of 'mere' play, sharply cut off from the entanglements of
serious life, may be partly responsible for sociologists
having failed to identify the rules of irrelevance in
sociability with similar rules in serious areas of life. A
good example of these rules in the latter areas is found in
the impersonal calculable aspects of Western bureaucratic
administration. Here, Weber supplies an obvious text,
providing only that, as in the case of Sinel, we accept as
a tendency what is stated as a fact.

(7) Georg Simrriel, The Sociology of Georg Simmel, trans.
K.H. Wolff (Glencoe: The Free Press, 1950), pp.45-6.
(8) ibid, p.49
(9) ibid, pp.48-49

15. 1961, 23:

Just as we find that certain social attributes are excluded
from significance in wide ranges of encounters, so also we
find that participants will hold in check certain
psychological states and attitudes, for, after all, the very
general rule that one enters into the prevailing ITood in the
C.CCLe-S

encounter Lthe understanding that contradictory feelings
will be held in abeyance. Siitmel states this theme in his
discussion of the management of affect during social
parties:
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It is tactless, because it militates against
interaction which monpolizes sociability, to display
merely personal noods of depression, excitenent,
despondency - in brief, the light and the darkness of
one's most intimate life. (13)

(13) Sininiel, op cit, p.46

16. Behavior in Public Places, 1963, 24nl2:
The rules

pertaining

to this area of

conduct I

shall call

situational properieties. The code de.ried ttef t t t
distinguished from other moral codes

regulating other

aspects of life (even if these sometiires apply at the same
time as the situational code): for example, codes of honor,
regulating relationships; codes of law, regulating economic
and political matters; and codes of ethics, regulating
professional life. (12)

(12) See the interesting comments by C. Siirmel, 'Morality,
Honor and Law' from his Soziologie (3rd ed, Munich:
Duncker & Humblot, 1923), pp.403-405, trans. E.C.
Hughes (mimeographed, University of Chicago).

17. 1963, 92-93:
Eye-to-eye looks, then, play a special role in the
coirnnunication life of the community, ritually establishing
an avowed openness to verbal statements and a rightly
heightened mutual relevance of acts. In Simmel's words:
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Of the special sense-organs, the eye has a uniquely
sociological function. The union and interaction of
individuals is based upon nutual glances. This is
perhaps the most direct and purest reciprocity which
exists anywhere. This highest psychic reaction,
hc .iever, in which the glances of eye to eye unite men,
crystallizes into no objective structure; the unity
which momentarily arises between two persons is present
in the occasion and is dissolved in the function. So
tenacious arid subtle is this union that it can only be
maintained by the shortest and straightest line between
the eyes, and the smallest deviation from it, the
slightest glance aside, completely destroys the unique
character of this union. No objective trace of this
relationship is left behind, as is universally found,
directly or indirectly, in all other types of
associations between men, as, for exanple, in
interchange of words. 1 he interaction of eye and eye
dies in the moment in which directness of the function
is lost. But the totality of social relations of human
beings, their self-assertion and self-abnegation, their
imtimacies and estrangernents would be changed in
unpredictable ways if there occurred no glance of eye
to eye. This raitual glance between persons, in
distinction from the simple sight or observations of
the other, signifies a wholly new and unique union
between them. (20)

(20) From his Soziologie, cited in R.E. Park and E.W.
Burgess, Introduction to the Science of Sociology (2nd
edn., Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 1924),
p.358.

18. 'Where the Action Is', 1967, 162n18:

(18) There is also - largely in fantasy - time away from
ordinary life that Georg Sin'niel calls 'The Adventure'.

19. Relations in Public. 1971 36n12:
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This decision rule [first come, first served] creates a
dominance ranking but a paradoxical one, since all other
forms of preference are thereby excluded. (12)

(12) It might be said - with apologies to Sixrnrel - that it
is the essential character of everyday turn-taking to
be a middle ground, the claims of property and contract
being held in check at one end, the claims of social
rank at the other. To take one's turn is neither to
take one's property nor to take one's social place.
Utilitarian goods are involved, but typically ones so
minor that it would have been easy to put their
allocation into the service of ceremonial expression.
Whereas ceremonial expression provides bodily
expression of social position when things go right,
turns in daily life do so only when things go wrong.

20. 1971, 97n3:
It might be added that a norm often is assund to be but one
part, an integral one of a code or system of norms. (3)

(3) SimiTel makes the interesting suggestion that terms such
as 'ethics' and 'honour' refer to informal codes
sustained by individuals acting in special sub-worlds business, profession, politics - wherein only part of
the self becomes subject to judgernent, whereas the
notion of morals and morality pertains to an informal
code involving judgeroents that cannot be segregated.
(Georg Siinniel, 'Morality, Honour and Law', being a
section of his Soziologie translated for mimeographing
by Everett C Hughes)

21. Frame Analysis, 1974, 249n1:
(They must enter also with a desire to play and willingness
to play each other, but these psychological prerequisites do
not much differentiate between chess and checkers.)

It
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should be repeated: a similar argument can be advanced in
regard to any self-absorbing, fanciful activity. (1) A cup
carl be filled from any realm, but the handle belongs to the
realm that qualifies as reality.

(1) Simirel presents the case for works of art in 'The
Handle' in Georg Simmel et al., Essays on Sociology,
Philosophy arid Aesthetics, ed. Kurt H. Wolff (New York:
Harper and Row, 1965).
Modern theories of art strongly emphasize that the
essential task of painting and sculpture is the
depiction of the spatial organization of things.
Assenting readily to this, one may then easily
fail to recognize that space within a painting is
a structure altogether different from the real
space we experience. Within actual space an
object can be touched, whereas in a painting it
can only be looked at; each portion of real space
is experienced as part of an infinite expanse, but
the space of a picture is experienced as a
self-enclosed world; the real object interacts
with everything that surges past or hovers around
it, but the content of a work of art cuts off
these threads, fusing only its own elements into a
self-sufficient unity. Hence, the work of art
leads its life beyond reality. To be sure, the
work of art draws its content from reality; but
from visions of reality it builds a sovereign
realm. while the canvas and the pigment on it are
parts of reality, the work of art constructed out
of them exists in an ideal space which can no more
come in contact with actual space than tones can
touch smells. (p.267)
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APPENDIX D
RECORDED CITATIONS OF GOFFMAN'S BOOKS, 1971-1985
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APPENDIX E
THE PRESENTATION OF SELF IN EVERYDAY LIFE (1956):
PRINCIPAL AMENDMENTS TO SUBSEQUENT EDITIONS

1956 Edinburgh edition 1959 Anchor edition
-

1971 Penguin edition

Biographical note

Updated biographical
note

Title page

Unchanged

Unchanged

Frontispiece (from
Santayana)

Unchanged

Unchanged but placed
after the 'Contents'
page

Acknowledgements

Unchanged

Unchanged but placed
after the 'Preface'

Preface

Addition of sentence
referring to Shetland
Island study (and
reference to Goffman
1953 as n.l)

As 1959 (p.9 and note
at pp.9-1O)

p.2

New paragraph at p.2

As 1959 (p.14)

p.2

Addition of quotation
from W.I. Thomas at
p.3 (and n.2)

As 1959 (p.15)

p.3

Addition of new
paragraph including
quotations from
Walker and Sansom,
pp.4-6

As 1959 (pp.16-17)

p.3

As 1959 (pp.18-20)
Addition of three new
paragraphs on the
fundamental asymmetry'
of the communicative
process (pp.7-9)

Introduction

Chapter 1
Performances
p.12

Addition of 10 lines
to paragraph running
pp.20-21 on the fate
of idealism in medical
school (Becker and
Greer - sic)

As 1959 (p.31)

p.16

Inclusion of material
from footnote to
text, pp.25-26

As 1959 (P.36)
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p.25

Addition of one new
paragraph and
quotations from
Johnson and
Koniarovsky, pp.38-39

As 1959 (PP.46-48)

p.25

Addition of two new
paragraphs and
quotation from Wight
Bakke, pp.39-40

As 1959 (PP.48-49)

p.28

Addition of' sentence
about concealable
sources of illegal
supply, pp.44-45

As 1959 P.53)

p.29

Inclusion of quotation
from Willoughby from
footnote to text, p.45

p.29

Inclusion of quotation As V359 (p.5
from Page from foot-.
note to text, pp.45-46

p.29

As 1959 (p.55)
Inclusion of material
from Weinlein from
footnote to text and
change of terminology
(. ttradest to 'cal1ings',
p.46

p.30

Inclusion of' quotation As 1959 (p.56)
from Stryker from
footnote to text, p.47

p.30

Addition of three new
sentences about entry
qualifications, pp.4748

p.32

Inclusion of quotation As 1959 (pp.58-59)
from The Canons of Good
Breeding from footnote
to text, pp.50-51

p.46

Addition of new section As 1959 (pp.76-82)
t Reallty and
' pp.70-76

As 1959 (p.56)

Chapter 2
Teams
p.47

Addition of three new As 1959 (pp.83-84)
sentences about
internists' practices
in hospital, p.78
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p.48

Grammatical reformulation of definition
of team, p.79

As 1959 (p.85)

p49

Addition of sentence
about 'self-.
distantiatiori' and
footnote to
Mannheim (n.7), p.81

As 1959 (pp.86-87)

p.50

Deletion of second
paragraph in 1956:50
and addition of five
new sentences about
teamwork undertaken
for an absent
audience, p.82

As 1959 (p.87)

p.55

Addition of quotation
from Holcombe, pp.8889

As 1959 (p.93)

p.60

Inclusion of quotation As 1959 (p.100)
from Kafka from footnote to text, pp.95-96

p.60

Addition of new
sentence and
quo tation from Spinley,
pp.96-97

p.60

Addition of quotation
from Miller, p.97

As 1959 (p.101)

p.62

Addition of new
paragraph, including
quotation from Waugh,
pp.100-101

As 1959 (pp.104-105'

p.64

Addition of three new
sentences and
quotation from Hecht,
pp . 103-1 04

As 1959 (p.107)

p.65

Addition of new final
paragraph on 'the
sweet guilt of
conspirators', p. 1 05

As 1959 (p.108)

As 1959 (pp.100-101)

Chapter 3
Regions and Region Behaviour
p.69

Addition of new
paragraph, including
quotation from
Besant, pp.110-il

as 1959 (pp.113-114)
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p.72

Addition of four new
paragraphs
amplifying how
crofters culture
prevails at Shetland
Hotel, pp.116-118

As 1959 (pp.118-120)

p.73

Addition of' new
paragraph including
quotation from Kuper,
pp.119-120

As 1959 (pp.121-122)

p.74

Inclusion of quotation As 1959 (p.124)
from Dickens from
footnote to text, p.122

p.75

Inclusion of Hughes'
observation about
Negro employees from
footnote to text,
p.124

As 1959 (Pp.125-126)

p.77

Inclusion of two new
sentences and two
quotations from
Esquire Etiquette,
pp. 126-127

As 1959 (pp.127-128)

p.77

Addition of new
sentence about
American models, p.127

As 1959 (p.128)

p.78

Inclusion of observa-.
As 1959 (pp.12g-13o)
tion about the
putatively 'regressive'
character of backstage
behaviour from footnote
to text, p.128

p.78

Addition of new sentence As 1959 (p.130)
about airline stewardesses' backstage
behaviour, p.129

p.80

Addition of three
sentences about the
modesty of two female
informants in Shetland
Isle, pp.131-132

As 1959 (p.132)

p.82

Addition of' three new
sentences and
quotation from
Ponsonby, pp.133-134

As 1959 (p.134)

p.83

addition of new paragraph and quotation
from Williams, pp.135136

as 1959 (p.136)
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Addition of two new
sentences and
quotation from
Melville, pp.136-.l37

As 1959 (p.137)

p.91

Addition of new
sentence about
informers and
reference to SpeAr,
p.147

As 1959 (p.145)

p.92

Inclusion of quotation As 1959 (p.147)
from Cottrell from
footnote to text, p.148

p.92

Addition of new
sentence about the
prostitute and
reference to Murtagh
and Harris, p.148

p.99

Grammatical rephrasing As 1959 (p.155)
of first two sentences
of final paragraph,
p. 156

p.103

Addition of three new as 1959 (p.161)
sentences and new
footnote about
Shetland Isle gentry's
views of crofters,
pp.162-163 + n.23

p.105

Inclusion of quotation As 1959 (p.163)
from Burke from
footnote to text,
p.165

p.83

Chapter 4
Discrepant Roles

As 1959 (p:l47)

Chapter 5
Communication Out of Character
p.107

New paragraph beginning As 1959 (p.166)
at 'Of course.. •' (1956:
107, line 17), p.167

p.107

Inclusion of observation As 1959 (p.166)
about patients for
medical research from Fox
from footnote to text,
p.167
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p.107

Addition of five new
seniences and
quotation from Clark,
pp. 168-169

as 1959 (pp.167-168)

p.108

Addition of three new
sentences about staffguest relations at
Shetland Hotel, p.170

As 1959 (p.169)

p.110

Addition of new
sentence and
quotation from
Maurer, pp.173-174

As 1959 (pp.171-172)

p.117

&Idition of two new
sentences,
observations of
Shetland Hotel, p.182

as 1959 (p.180)

p.117

Inclusion of broadcasting studio
observation and
quotations of
Parsonby and
Archibald, from
footnote to text,
pp. 182-183

As 1959 (p.180)

p.119

Addition of new
sentence and
quotation from
Schein, pp.187-188

As 1959 (pp.184-185)

p.119

As 1959 (p.185)
Inclusion of Becker's
observation on jazz
musicians, from
footnote to text, p.188

p.120

Addition of new
paragraph, including
quotation from Hecht,
pp . 189-1 90

As 1959 (p.186)

p.121

Addition of new
paragraph including
reference to Potter,
Goffman, Strauss and
Haley, p.191

As 1959 (pp.187-188)

p.126

Addition of three new
sentences and
quotation from de
Hartog, pp.197-198

As 1959 (pp.194-195)

p.131

Addition of new
paragraph, p.206

As 1959 (pp.201-202)
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Chapter 6
The Arts of Impression Management
p.133

Addition of two
quotations from
etiquette manuals,
p.210

As 1959 (pp.204-205)

p.135

Addition of five new
sentences and three
quotations from Hecht,
pp.212-213

As 1959 (pp.207-208)

p.142

Inclusion of
observation about
mealtime practices,
from footnote to
text, p.222

As 1959 (p.216)

p.142

ddtio of sertencB
about London
prostitutes and
reference to Mayhew,
p.222

As V35 p.2:L)

p.143

Addition of five new
sentences, various
observations from
Shetland Isle, p.224

As 1959 (p.218)

p.145

Addition of seven new
sentences about
warning signs of
impending visitors,
p.227

As 1959 (pp.220-221)

p.148

Addition of
observation from the
writer's study of a
mental hospital ward,
1953-54, p.231

As 1959 (p.225)

p.149

Addition of new
paragraph including
quotation from
Murtagh & Harris,
pp.232-233

As 1959 (p.226)

p.151

Addition of three new
paragraphs including
quotation from
Komarovsky, pp.236-237

As 1959 (pp.229-230)
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
p.160

Addition of new
sentence about West
Coast cultural
patterns, p.248

p.162

Addition of new section, As 1959 (pp.244-247)
'Staging and the Self',
pp * 25 2-255

As 1959 (p.240)
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APPENDIX F
SOME FRAME ANALYTIC CONSIDERATIONS OF GAME SHCW HUMOUR
Introduction
This paper takes u p the argument of Chapter 4 that the
concepts and frameworks of the formal sociologies of Simmel and
Goffman reguire testing cuc to determine their utility for
sociolog ical analysis. It examines a small body of empirical
materials drawn frau a television game show in which flirtatious
conduct and sexual innuendo are prominent features. It is
principally designed to test out aspects of Goffman's frame
analysis and Simmel's essay, 'Flirtation', although it has a
broader bearing on their interests in gender differentiation (cf
section 3.6 above). It also attempts to im p lement Goffman's
suggestion at the conclusion of Communication Conduct that the
study of television shows might comprise one class of
extraordinary events which may open our eyes to what ordinarily
occurs (1953:360-361).
Goffman described the kind of analytical strateqy here
employed as an 'exercise'. According to Harvey Sacks (who also
had occasion to use this strategy), an exercise is a preliminary
investig ation that 'when it was undertaken, what a solution to
its problem should consist of was not known' (Sacks,tS?-). The
paper is conceived as an 'exercise' in this sense; it is an
attempt to consider the potential and possibilities of Simmel's
essay and the frame analytical schema when applied to a specific
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body of material. The largest part of the paper considers
Goffman's schema and the issues to be addressed include: what
aspects of social phenomena are highlighted or thernatised by
frame analysis? (the perspective's agenda); what are the
characteristic auestions posed by frame analysis? (its schedule);
what guidelines are provided for carrying out frame analysis?
(the methodical procedures of the perspective).
Underlying these auestions is an assumption that frame
analysis is indeed a general and systematic perspective that can
be applied in the ways outlined. It is probably fair to say that
this is not the usual assumption associated with Goffman' s
intellectual production. On the contrary, Goffman is widely
regarded as a 'one-off', as a unicnie talent in sociolo qy, a
sensitive, provocative and indeed brilliant observer of the
details of face-to-face interaction, but not a systematic
sociologist with contribution to make to a cumulative body of
theoretical and empirical knowledge. Our first task, then, must
be to consider the place of frame analysis in Goffman's sociology
and the relation of that work to the more systematic forms of
sociological investigation that it is normally contrasted with.
The Place of Frame Analysis in Goffman's Thought
In many ways, Frame Analysis occupies a unicue position in
the corpus of Goffman's writings. At 576 pages, it is cuite
simply the longest of his eleven books. It is one of the
minority of his books that was written as a monograph rather than
as a collection of free-standing or interrelated essays (the
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other monographs being: The Presentation of Self in Everyday
Life, Stigma, Behavior in Public Places, and Gender
Advertisents. Arguably, Goffman 'was more at home in the essay
than the monograph format (Strong, 1982), but the sheer size of
Frame Analysis should give us pause for thought. So too should
its title, which promises a method, perhaps analogous to content
analysis or cariponential analysis. The titles of nearly all of
Goffinan's other books simply draw attention to facets of the
interaction order. This title, however, suqgests that a coherent
method of analysis is about to be supplied, a method that is
teachable and reproducible.
In one sense, Frame Analysis represents Goffman's response
to the challenge provided by the rise of ethnomethodoloqy and
related phenomenoloaically-inspired developments in the late
1960s and early seventies. The novelty of Goffman's earlier work
was that it addressed the dynamics of encounters from a series of
exclusively sociolo gical points of view. Goffman insisted that
face-to-face interaction - what occurs between people when in one
another's physical presence - warrants socioloqical analysis
because it constitutes a distinct dimension of social life, a
dimension he was later to term the 'interaction order' (Goffman,
1983). Goffman's central accom plishment was to show that
interaction possessed a social organisation amenable to
sociolog ical study. He employed various metaphorical devices most notably those of dramaturgy and the game - to show how the
various constituent elements of interaction (content and tone of
talk, physical appearance, posture, glances, etc) are socially
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arranged and collectively co-ordinated to ensure that the
encounter is successfully 'brought off'. Before Coffman, the
sociology of interaction did not exist; the books and papers
published up to 1974 demonstrated various socioloqical
possibilities for the analysis of the d ynamics of encounters.
The publication of Frame Malysis in 1974 adds a coqnitivist
twist to Goffnian' s work: in this book he turns his attention to
the sociological analysis of humen experience and indeed its most
fundamental argument is that ex perience is socially organised.
The key concept is frame:
'I assume that definitions of the situation will be
built up in accordance with principles of organization
which govern events - at least social ones - and our
subjective involvement in them; frame is the word I use
to refer to such basic elements as I an able to
identify ... "frame analysis" is a slogan to refer to
the examination in these terms of the organization of
experience' (pp.10-il).

More straightforwardly, Goffman' s aim is the isolation of 'sc*e
of the basic frameworks of understaMir available in our society
for mekinq sense out of events and to analyze the special
vulnerabilities to which these frames of reference are subject'
(p.10) Frame analysis can be thought of as an American formal
or structural phenoneno1oay. Like

the

henomenology of Schutz,

it sees carsense understardiu
g mediated by the real world
activities of persons to c prise the prouer foais of analysis.
But unlike Schutz, Goffwan is unwilling to arant pararlount status
to the 'world of everyday life' nor does he consider that human
experience is best auproached fran an analysis of human
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consciousness. Instead, there is in Goffman a more behavioural
bias. Frames of understanding are maintained in consciousness
and action:
'... these frameworks are not merely a matter of mind
but correspond in some sense to the way in which an
aspect of the activity itself is oraanized
Organizational premises are involved, and these are
something cognition somehow arrives at, not something
Given their
cognition creates or qenerates.
understanding of what it is that is qoinci on,
individuals fit their actions to this understanding and
ordinarily find that the ongoing world supports this
fitting. These organizational premises - sustained
both in the mind and in activity - I call the frame of
the activity.' (Goffman, 1974:247)

Just as Goffman' s earlier work attempts to sociologically analyse
face-to-face interaction, so too Frame Analysis endeavours to
sociologically analyse human experience by revealing the ways in
which it is socially organised.
Central to the experiential regrounding of Goffrnan's
perspective are three basic classes of frame: primary frameworks,
keys and keyings, and fabrications. The primary framework is the
elemental interpretive scheme which enables the individual to
make sense of an otherwise meaningless strip of activity. The
use of primary frameworks is such a massive and omnipresent
feature of social life that:
we can hardly glance at anything without applying a
primary framework, thereby formin g conjectures as to
what occurred before and expectations of what is likely
to happen now ... mere perceiving, then, is a much more
active penetration of the world than at first might be
thought.' (1974:38)
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Strips of activity are made intelligible by primary frameworks,
bit this intelligibility is not inviolate and indeed a major
focus of Frame Analysis is the vulnerability of particular frames
which can always in principle be transformed into something else.
As Goffman later emphasised:
'We face the moment-to--moment possibility (warranted in
particular cases or not) that our settled sense of what
is going on beyond the current social situation or
within it may have to begin to be auestioned or
changed.' (1981b:68)

Goffinan identifies two classes of transformed framework: keys and
keyinqs, and designs and fabrIcations. In the case of keyed
frames, all the participants are aware that

the

activity is

transformed, but in designs and fabrications there is an
asyirmetry: the mark has a false belief about the activity, is
unaware of the true nature of the transformation that has
occurred (see Goffman 1974: chs 3+4 for elaboration).
This paper seeks to consider the relevance of frame analysis
for a sociological understanding of the humour found in a game
show. The game show is a representational phenomenon set at one
step removed fran 'real life'. But as I hope to show, the
representational character of this paper's topic matter makes it
all the more airenable to a frame analysis. Game shows are not
'real life' but rather types of make-believe. However, Goffman
was long interested in this relation and in fact proposes that
there is a more intimate relation between make-believe and
reality than is catutonly thou ght. This point is sharply brought
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out in the acid but celebrated ccximentary of The Caning Crisis of
Western Socioloqy (1970) where Gouldner observes that Goffrnan
'declares a moratorium on the conventional distinction teten
make-believe and

reality'

(1970: 380). Analytically, the

moratorium is renewed in frame analysis but there is an ønphasis
on examining how the conventional distinction is constituted.
Thus, what is problematic for the frame analyst is the assiqrinent
of strips of activity to make-believe or 'reality' and it is a
problematic task precisely because elements of each
interpenetrate the other. For Goffinan, everyday life cannot be
characterised, as it can for Schutz, as a single and distinct
realm which has 'paramount' status in the experience of the
individual. Rather, elements of game, theatre, hoax and so on
are to be found in everyday reality and indeed it is just these
elements that frame analysis sensitises us to. Goffman spells
out this argument at the beginning of the final chapter of Frame
Analysis:
'So everyday life, real enouqh in itself, often seems to
be a laminated adumbration of a pattern or model that
is itself a typification of Quite uncertain realm
status ... Life may not be an imitation of art, bit
ordinary conduct, in a sense, is an imitation of the
proprieties, a gesture of the exemplary forms, and the
priinal realization of these ideals belongs more to
make-believe than to reality.' (1974:562)

Actual, everyday activity consists of 'auickly chanq irig frames'
many of which derive fran fanciful, nonliteral realms. Hence
Goffman' s argument:
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'... that strips of activity, including the fiqures
which people them, must be treated as a single problem
for analy sis. Realms of being are the proper objects
here for study; and here, the everyday is not a special
domain to be placed in contrast to the others, but
merely another realm.' (ibid:564)

It is because of the inter penetration of fictive and literal
realms that Gofan recamriends the close study of each in order
to inform us about the other, and therein lies part of the
justification for the present paper. Analysis of game show banter
might serve to illuminate aspects of the arranaements between the
sexes.
Applying the Frame Analytic Perspective
Although there appears to be growing interest in frame

analysis, as indicated by the freauency that social scientists
cite Gof frnan's book (see table, Appendix D), there have been
relatively few attempts to carry out frame analyses of particular
domains of social life (but see, eg, Gonos, 1975; Birrell, 1978;
Carey, 1976; Strong, 1979; Maynard, 1984; Davies, 1981 and of
course Goffman, 1974, chs.5+13, Goffnian, 1979, ch.2, and Goffman,
1981a, ch.4). One reason for this is that frame analysis is a
distinct analytical perspective and not simply a method of
research, like say content analysis. Gofnan provides us with a
statement of the key concepts and characteristic concerns of the
perspective, and he also provides 'demonstrations' of how the
perspective can be applied (in his studies of the theatre, talk,
pictures, and the ceremonial lecture). But although examples
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of frame analyses are qiven by Goffman, he does not provide rules
for the application of the perspective to any domain of social
life. He does not spell out rules of procedure but operates in a
more ostensive fashion: 'look at how I've conducted this piece of
analysis and learn what you can from my example' he appears to
say. No more formalised reproducible and teachable method is
evident and it is precisely the absence of a reproducible and
teachable method that makes some comentators consider Goffman's
sociology as an art form rather than a systematic method.
Gamson, for example,. asks 'can we train graduate students to be
Goffrnans'; can we 'teach a conscientious clod to do this kind of
analysis'? (1975:605). Clearly, we cannot. But this line of
criticism confuses the production of Goffman' s sociology with the
uses to which it can be put and it is the latter which is the
concern of this paper.
It is perhaps srth emphasising that part of the rationale
for Goffman' s sociology resides in the extent to which he is
successful in 'tooling u p ' researchers for more detailed analyses
of the interaction order than he himself is able to conduct. In
one sense, Goffrnan is a kind of 'grand theorist' of the
interaction order whose work aims to articulate its major
structures and processes. He sensitises us to the existence of
phenomena such as 'face-savin g ' (Goffman, 1967), provides the
basic concepts for its analysis but leaves to others the task of
applying these concepts to specific social situations (such as,
eq, the 'sin
g les dance'; see Berk, 1977). The understanding of
ordinary social behaviour which has always been central to
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Goffrnan's entire sociological enterprise is facilitated not by
the collection of more and more facts but rather by the
development of concepts and coherent analytic persjectives which
interrelate the concepts. In this res pect it is important to
locate Goffrnan in the formal sociological tradition of Siiimel
(of. Smith, 1989a) and if I may borrow a phrase from Zerubavel
(1980) I am bound to say that if Sijimiel were a fieldworker, he
would have worked much as Goffman did. Moreover Goffman
recognised that his concepts and frameworks needed to be tested
out in ethnographic research. Thus it is to this work that we
must turn if we wish to discover just how fruitful Goffman's
insights are, for as Coffman himself once recognised in the
Introduction of one of his books, 'none of the concepts
elaborated may have a future' (1981a: 1).
Although Goffman does not provide a well-codified set of
procedures for doing frame analysis, it is possible to glean from
his work certain core issues for analysis. Goffman dris on an
important distinction between the 'rim' of a frame which 'tells
us just what sort of status in the real world the activity has'
(the game show frame is a rim description) and the 'core' or
innermost activity which is whatever exists to engross a
participant (eq an answer to a auestion posed as part of the
game). Between rim and core there may be any number of
'laminations' (1974:82) i.e. rekeyings and other types of
transformation (eg parody of the game show contestant's accent or
facial expression) which may be safely contained by the frame
(ibid:159). How activity is managed, both in the frame and just
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outside of it is a major concern (ibid:ch.7). These issues
provide the main focus for the discussion which follows.
GAME SUcW HUMOUR
This paper examines the relevance of frame analysis for a
sociological understandina of game show humour in which sexual
innuendo occasionally occurs. The game show investiqated, 'Blind
Date', is a ritualised exercise in matchmaking which an audience
and the ¶EV viewing public are allowed to share. A personable
single young man or woman addresses auestions to three no less
personable and also presumably single contestants of the opposite
sex. Contestants and auestioner cannot see each other (they are
separated by a wall) and contestants endeavour to give witty
replies to the questions put to them. At the end of the
questioninq one contestant is chosen to join the questioner for a
blind date, a day out at as-yet-to-be-disclosed location.
Questioner and contestants now meet each other face-to-face and
the location of the blind date is revealed. The following week
contestant and Questioner return to recount their (usually
hilariously asymmetrical) versions of what took place on the
blind date. According to one commentator, the popularity of the
show derives in p art from 'the way it plays with one of our most
universal social and cultural experiences - the formation of the
couple'. It is conducted in sufficiently good-natured a way to
encourage us 'to laugh at the intrinsic ridiculousness of
courtship' (Medhurst, 1987: 29).
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On the face of it, then, certain real world activitLes,
namely flirtatious encounters between 'eli qible' men and women
and 'dates' between previously unacauainted persons, are 'keyed'
in that they become the to pic of a television entertainment show.
Instead of 'real' flirtation and dating, we see a transformed
version, men and women playing at flirtation and dating. SilTimel
(1984:145; 1949:258-259) su qgests that flirtation plays with the
reality of erotic desire; thus what we see on the show is two
steps or transformations away from this reality. But the dating
and flirtation we see is not haphazard but is organised according
to the show's rules: a qanie (Guttznan, 1978) is being played.
Moreover, it is a game that has a competitive element ie there
are winners and losers. Thus 'Blind Date' can be characterised
as a contest - but unlike those physical contests we call sports,
and intellectual contests such as card games or chess, it is
perhaps best thouqht of a social contest where the stakes are the
interpersonal skills and 'character' (Goffman, 1967) of the
participants (see Appendix G). Unlike most qarne shows, the
'prize' is not material (cash prizes, goods) nor honorific (a
points score as a measure of, eg knowledgeability) but social:
the prospect of a day out with an unknown member of the opposite
sex. It is perhaps these features that make it difficult to
frame the 'rim' of the show's content. Like Gonos (1976:192) on
his first viewinq of go-go, I initially found 'Blind Date' a
source of discomfort. Unable to frame the show with any
assurance, I encountered it as a 'negative experience' (Goffman,
1974: 378-379). 'Blind Date' makes a contest out of activities
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which may in the vernacular possess game-like pro perties, but
which are not usually considered to be a matter of public winning
and losing.

Thus the show keys the ordinary activities of dating and
flirtation. But in ordinary life these activities occur between
persons who have the full evidence of their senses on which to
base their judgements. In 'Blind Date' both ouestioner and
contestant can only hear each other's voices; important
information about the physical appearance etc of each lies beyond
the 'evidential boundary' (1974: 215) of the situation until
after the critical decision has been made.

This sensory

restriction encourages some complex readjustment and realignment
by both parties as appraisals are made of the questions posed and
answers given in the light of questioner and contestants'
preferences. The process of assessment is assisted by the
hostess of the show, Cilia Black. The audience is in a
voyeuristic position in all this: it is able to see the physical
appearance and responses of contestants and questioner alike. In
the interaction between q
uestioner and contestants there are
ample opportunities for the strategic playing of 'expression
games' (Goffman, 1969) and thus it is apt to characterise this
part of the show as a 'design' or 'fabrication' (Goffman, 1974:
ch.4).
The rim of the frame of the show is remarkably stable.
Obviously, the opportunity for editing provided by the
pre-recording of the show before its transmission accounts in
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[excerpt 1]

Contestant number one promises Brian 'wild
exciting experiences ...'
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

Brian:
Cilia:
Brian:
Cilia:
Brian:
Cilia:
Brian:
C
Brian:
Cilia:
Brian:
Cilia:
Brian:
Cilia:
Cilia:
Brian:
Cilia:
Cilia:
Brian:
Cilia:
Brian:
Cilia:
Brian:
Cilia:

Sounds rather ominous to me actually
(laughter)
What does ominous mean?
(laughter)
You don't know what ominous means?
Don't shout at me I was a war baby
(laughter)
Myfthird question
LWell what does it mean then?
(laughter)
What?
Onimous, onimous
O_fl inous
Ominous
Well it means rather worrying
Oh doesrit
LYeh. Anwayrcan we move on to number three?
J.Who started this?
(extended audience laughter + applause)
Now you've made me feel very onimous
Ominous
OMINOUS well don't spit all over me
(laughter)
Now shall we go on to number three
Yes number three
Ominous
Number three three I'd like to address to number
three I like to think that I could be someone's ideal man
What - after that?
(laughter)
Can I carry on please?
Yes Yes (laughter) onimous
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part for this: frame-threatening elements can simply be cut. But
it is noteworthy that both hostess and contestants seldom exceed
the 'participation status' (Goffrnan, 1974: 224) set out for them.
One example of La challenge to the understandings governing host
contestant interaction is neatly handledby rekeying the threat
in a humorous way (see excerpt 1).
Brian's use of 'ominous' (line 01) is perceived by Cilia as
a threat to the light and unserious frame of the show and she
proceeds to tease him about it. Brian's replies to Cilia's
teases (lines 05, 11, 15, 17, 21, and 31) are 'po-faced', a
standard response of recipients of teases (Drew, 1987).

The

teases are methods of deviance attribution (don't use words like
'ominous' on this show) and social control (now you have, you'll
be made to suffer for it) which contain the threat to the light
and unserious frame

The stability of the rim of the frame is also enhanced by
the use of certain 'episoding conventions' or 'brackets'
(Goffman, 1974: 251ff) most notably the opening and closing
credits, although within the show itself further bracketing
occurs. This is most obviously evident in the ritualised

introduction seciuences where the first name, county of residence
and occupation of contestants is disclosed, and in the sequence
of still shots that precedes the presentation of the previous
week's actual blind date.
The issues considered thus far are largely macro-frame
analytical matters concerning with the overall status of the game
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show frame and its anchoring in the wider world. Let us now turn
to consider some more microanalytical issues concerning the
management of sexual innuendo.

Sexual innuendo in the qanie show occurs in the context of
flirtatious encounters between unac quainted persons of the
opposite sex. In sociology the locus classicus for this form of
conduct is Simiriel's essay, 'Flirtation' (1984; orign.1911). For
SiTnhlel, the essence of the conduct of the flirtatious women (for
it is women who are usually - although Simmel recoqnises, not
always - cast in this role) is that she refuses to allow a
settled understandinq of the terms of her relationship to a man
to develop. Simmel writes:

'...the distinctiveness of the flirt lies in the fact
that she awakens delight and desire by means of a
unique antithesis and synthesis: through the
alternation or simultaneity of accommodation and
denial; by a symbolic allusive assent and dissent,
acting "as if from a distance"; or, platonically
expressed, through placing having and not-having in a
state of polar tension even as she seems to make them
felt concurrently.' (1984:134)

Simmel continues:

'If s'e want to fix the polar coordinates of flirtation
ossible syntheses.
conceptually, it exhibits three p
Flirtation as flattery: "Although you might indeed be
able to concuer me, I won't allow myself to be
conouered." Flirtation as contempt: "Although I would
actually myself to be conauered, you aren't able to do
it." Flirtation as provocation: "Perhaps you can
conquer me, perhaps not - try it!" (ibid:l35
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The maintenance of an essential tension between consent and
refusal is a central feature: thus 'every conclusive decision
brings flirtation to an end'

(ibid:136).

Consequently,

flirtatious conduct consists of various practices

of

'sni-concealment' where

'... submission or presentation of the self is suspended
by partial concealment or refusal of the self, in such
a way that the whole is fantasized all the more vividly
and the desire for the totality of reality is excited
all the more consciously and intensively, as a result
of the tension between this form and that of reality as
incompletely disclosed.' (ibid)

It is in these practices of 'siii-concealment' that Siinrnel
locates the 'charm' of flirtation and explains why 'flirtation
debases neither its subject nor its object' (ibid:l49).

As these quotations indicate, Simmel is not easy
reading. No illustrative materials are provided. As was argued
in chapter 5, the reader's carmonsense knowledge of this form of
conduct constitutes a central element of the intelligibility of
Simmel's account. The reader's ex p erience and intuitions are
drawn upon to give the analysis specific sense. To
sociologically analyse cornrronsense re quires a more empirical
approach than is provided by Simmel. Goffman's frame analysis,
it is suggested, provides such an approach and can shed some
liqht on how flirtation is interactionally accomplished and can
indicate the place of humour in its management. What follows are
a few, preliminary and limited observations about the workings of
sexual innuendo in the show.
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The game show frame ensures that if interaction can be cast
in a joking or fun way, then it will be. Thus the sexual
innuendo that does occur will usually be introduced in a humorous
vein rather than by 'sly rnarks'. In Handelman and Kapferer's
(1972) terms, the game show issues a generalised 'license to
joke' and there is a preponderance of 'category routinized joking
frames' (1972: 485) arising from the routines and roles of the
show itself. Sexual interests, broadly conceived, anniate much
of the interaction between contestants, bit these are largely
framed in a humorous, and thus non-threatenin
g way.
A leading routine is the asking of three questions, one at a
time, to each of the three contestants. The auestions are
obviously rehearsed (and written down on a card in the
questioner's hand) but, to judge from the mode of delivery and
content of the answers, these too are probably rehearsed. So the
cuestion-answer sequence is keyed in the rehearsal frame. bat
does not appear to be so transformed is the questioner's response
to the answer. This response gives critical clues to the
audience about the assessment the q
uestioner is in the process of
ipakinq . Consider the following fraqment:
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[excerpt 2]

Karen: Right this is question number one and it's directed to
number one. If you were staying the ni ght at my house,
and you saw me just as I was going to bed, and I was
wearing a winceyette nightie, a hairnet, and carrying
my false teeth in a jar, what would you do? (laughter)

Karen:

Right number two what would you do if you saw me
dressed like that?

George: Well I-I promise I'd not laugh Karen, I'd promise I
wouldn't laugh just as long as you wouldn't laugh at rrq
flesh-coloured pyjanias. (laughter)
Karen:

Flesh-coloured! (laughter)

Karen:

The thing is my parents would be there so would you
really walk round looking like that?

George: Well not but perhaps I'd just stick with the
flesh-coloured boxer shorts then ( )
(laughter)

After the first (rehearsed) question-answer seauence between
Karen and George, interaction becomes more open, less
premeditated, more 'real' althou gh of course no less actual than
what has gone on before.
In the next excerpt contestant number three, Bill,
introduces sexual innuendo in his reply into a relatively
untransformed way but is able to key the potential threat
represented by so unvarnished a comnienL by non-verbally parodving
ballet dancers and his own physical capabilities.
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[excerpt 3]

Karen: Bjqht, question number two. I used to do a lot of
ballet and I love it. Would you make a good ballet
dancer and if so why?
S
S

Karen:

Right number three what about you?

Bill:

I would make a good ballet dancer because I like - er I like picking on girls in short skirts arid I've got a
smashing pair of legs (gets u p and does a mock
pirouette) (laughter)

Karen:

Do you think you'd be strong enough to lift me then?
(laughter continues)
(Karen and Cilla look puzzled)

Karen arid Cilia's puzzlement arises because they cannot see the
mock pirouette or appreciate the parody and the keying of 'I like
picking on girls in short skirts' it conveys, but they know that
something is qoina on and Cilia peers around the wail

dividing

them.
By the time the third question is to be asked, contestants
and questioner have revealed something of themselves, and this is
evident in the content and tone of some of Karen's comments:

[excerp t 41
Karen: Question number three and this is directed to number
three. I like rugged and romantic heroes. What sort
of hero would you like to be?

Karen:

What about number two?

George: Bond, James Bond, but the - er, the - er only
difference is that I'd leave you shaken and stirred.
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Cilia:

Oh!

Karen:

You've got that much confidence in yourself!

Karen's 'what about number two' has an impatient tone to it, and
her comment to George indicates that she considers him far too
'forward' and 'direct'.

Be has exceeded an appropriate

'role-character formula' (Goffman,

1974:275).

Indeed, Karen's

comment downkeys George's humorous framing of the James Bond
remark, showinq that she considers it evidence of a somewhat
inflated eqo (in fact, Karen chooses number three, Bill, for her
bliril date).
Conclusion
Goffman's approach enloins us to consider flirtation as an
interactional matter, as a form of conduct manifested in the
particulars of interaction. Goffman urges the socicitogist to
'stand close' to sources of data and to treat data in its own
right and in its own terms. Zimmerman draws on Goffmnan's
argument in articulating what he calls the 'autonomy principle'
which
'... does not necessarily imply that interaction is a
realm of activity empirically disconnected from other
institutional forms. Pather, it expresses a commithent
to the inves.igation of social interaction as a
distinctive domain with its own or qanization without
presuming at the outset that its features directly
reflect institutional or societal properties of
processes.' (Zimmerman, 1988:417)

Adtinq Goffman' s recanmendations and frame analytical schema
enables some of Simmel's suggestions about flirtation to be
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empirically investigated; in excerpts 2,3 and 4 we can see what
the practices of 'sni-concea1ment' actually consist of.
However, not all of Goffrnan's analytical frameworks are
sugqestive of fruitful empirical paths forward. I shall conclude
with an illustration of Zimmerman's (1987) argument that
Goffman's (1981a) ideas on 'footing' do not offer much help in
understanding the interactional accomplishment of the phenomenon.

One of the attractions of Blind Date is that it affords an

opportunity for the audience to witness s

fancy intecacticrral

footwork by the contestants and host. The notion frc Goffmart
designed to articulate this aspect of interaction is called,
appropriately enough, 'footing'. Footing refers to 'the
alignment we take up to ourselves and the others present as
expressed in the way we manage the production or reception of an
utterance' (1981a :128). Footinq addresses the issue of how to
regard and respond to the sometimes Quickly changing shifts in
the frame of our ordinary talk.

These nuances cannot be

adeauately grasped by any sociolinquistics that operates with
simple notions of 's peaker' and 'hearer'.
Goffman reasons, is

better distinction,

between 'production format'

and

'participation framework'. The production format of utterances
refers to the confiquration of speaki roles taken during talk
(animator, author and principal) whilst the participation
framework articulates

the

main axes

(ratified/unratified; addressed/unaddressed).

of

hearership

What Goffman

presents us with is a disaggregation of the traditional concepts
of speaker and hearer roles.

But what is absent is a
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consideration of how these roles are interactionally achieved.
Let me illustrate from Excerpt One.
Cilla in line 03 initiates a shift in her situated identity
of qarne-show host to a discourse-relevant identity of inquirer
about the meaning of a word she ciaiits not to know (distinctions
from Zimmerman, 1987). Brian at first (line 08) appears to treat
Cilia's inauiry as disingenous but Cilia insists (line 09) in
uestion treated seriously. Brian then goes on to
having her q
make four attempts to re-establish the original footing of the
exchange (at lines 17, 25, 27 and 31). Each attempt is
accompanied by subversive attempts by Cilia o undermine the
initial footing (lines 18, 26, 29 and 32), the most successful of
which are the product of Cilia's humorous interjections ('Who
started this?', line 18; 'What - after that?', line 29). The
establishment and subversion of a particular footing is something
worked at by ai-d thr ouq1 the tNtiee c the tx&eict&&.
However, Goffrnan in 'Footing' directs our attention away from
interactional details and particulars of se quential organisation
towards the diversity of social roles subsumed under the
speaker/hearer rubric.
It has been argued in this pa per that Goffran provides so'e
concepts, frameworks and guidelines for placing Sinimel on an
empirical basis. But in some respects, he does not go far
enough, or takes us in an empirically unproductive direction.
Goffman's approach may re quire further empirical radicalisation
such as is provided by conversation analysis. Thus keeping faith
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with the spirit of Goffniari's work may r ec uir departing from its
letter.
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APPENDIX G
A CLASSIFICATION OF PLAY, GAMES,
CONTESTS AND SPORTS
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